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HAVING concluded the preceding chapter with the arrival of a 
party, and the introductory custom of welcoming the guests with 
refreshments and musi ed to de 
in the apartments for the purpose of ornament, or used on those 
occasions ; which, as [have already observed, were of 

alabaster, glass, ivory, bone. porcelain, bron: 
‘the lower classes, contented with those of humbler materials, 
having an inferior kind of glazed pottery, or common earthen- 
ware. 

Many of their ornamental vases, as well as those in common 
use, present the most elegant which would do honor to 
the skill of a Greek artist, the Eygptians frequently disp 
in these objects of private luxury, the taste of a highly-re 

-ople: and so strong a resemblance do they bear to the pro- 
Auctions of the best epochs of ancient Greece, both in their 

Vole 1 
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shape and in the fancy devices which adorn them, that some might 
even imagine them borrowed from Greek patterns. But they are 
purely Egyptian, and were universally adopted in the valley of 
the Nile Jong before the graceful forms we admire were known 
i A fact invariably acknowledged by those who are 

‘ed with the remote age of Egyptian monuments, and the 
ruted in 

  

  

  

  

      
      

  

    

fe Ee on tieloaiatings epreeec Ungtere Reems 
the tombs or temples of the Thebaid. 

Some, indeed, of the most elegant date in the early 
the third Thothmes, a monarch who appears to have lived 
the year 1490 before ou and whom I assume to be the 
Pharaoh of the Jewish Exodus: and we not only admire thei 

ness of the materials of wl 

  

  

  

     

  

    
Mone, Thole.   28 (Gold vase of th time of Thothies 1 

  

    have been of gold and silver, or of this last, inlaid with the more 
precious metal.! 

Those of bronze, alabaster, glass 
pottery, were also deservi 

anty of their shapes, the desi h ornamented them, and 
the superior quality of their ind gold and silver eups 
were often beautifully engraved, and studded with precious 
stones. Among these we readily distinguish the 
the purple am 
head adorn 

  

porcelain, and even of 
of admiration, from the    

  

     
   

  

   

        

    

ion of the Hea of that Bind om ‘Niarond. The male a vave im shape of ato argon, we tan 2 ine Simla 

       
ted 'silver plate of Sion, former mis Pheniesn    

   silver ug of the or the Phelan {ison the Pap A)    
t fora cock, but exaedy hike 2
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of them, except when en: 
employed as a su 

‘That the Egyptians made great use of precious stones! for 
and for women’s necklaces, 

r some colored composition,   

    

   

  

     
the paint 

the numerous 
the 

‘Thebes, and fro 
anticles of jewelry discov 
tombs: they 
brought by the eonqu 
tributary to the Egyptian 
value and nature are indicated by th 
hieroglyphies accompanying them, as well as by the ea 
which they are tied up in bags? and secured with a seal. 

Many of the bronze vases fonnd at Thebes and in other parts 
of Egypt are of a quality which ion, 
and prove the skill possessed by the of 
working and compounding metal surprised at the 
rich, sonorons tones they 

are freq susceptible, 
given them by the wor nor are the kni 
made of the same materials less deserv 

they possessed, and even retain to the present day, be 
could only be looked for ina blade of steel. I be 
t proportions of the copper and alloys, in the different 

preserved in the museums of Europe, have not yet 
sd; hut it would be eurious to know their com- 

particularly that of the interesting dagger of the Ber- 
ion, which is ble for the elasticity of its 

for the neatness and perfection of its finish? ‘T 
part of the subject, however, properly relates to the work: 
of metals, which I shall have oceasion hereafter to notice 
therefore return to the Egyptian vases. 

wses had one, othe 

    

among the presents 
red natio   

       

  

  

  \ot fail to excite admit 
s in the 

         
    

   

  

     

  

  

         d the high finish 
and daggers 

  

stie 

     
    

   

  

     
  

   

    

    

   

   

  

    

  

   

  

  

  

  

    two handles; some were     
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cuar. VIL] VASES OF VARIOUS FORMS. 5 

gazelle; others had a head on either side,—a fox, a eat, on some- 

  ‘Vases ornamented with ove au two leads or the whole animal. ‘Thebe. 

  

  

a whole quadruped, a goose’s head, figures of captives, or faney 
devices. Many of these last were extraordinary and monstrous, 
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y of their 
s of their 

  
   

          

js, when of gold, inlaid with stone: 
honian ? figui 

  

times served f 

  

  

  that ah      name of ie suppose i ie ead on NO 
sctoal yep Bes, or be



nar. VIL} ORNAMENTED VASES, 7 

it often did for the support of 
beauty of an Egyptian lady.)          

  
of their vases do not el 
or symmetry, and th 

, either for neatness 
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the wine bottles and flower-pots of an Ex 
conservatory 

Some had a single handle fixed to one side, and were in 
e not unlike our cream jugs! ornamented with the heads of 

oxen, or fancy devices: ot of bron: 
having handles of the same met 

   wglish cellar and 

  

  

   

   

  

nd with gold, 
and many depended on 

  

of Necbo I. fu the Brita 

  

accidental caprice. Several vases had simple handles or rings 
+ others were destitute of these, and of every ex- 

furnished with a single ¥ 
small knob,? projecting from 

  

     

  

4 Woodeut Ieakers oF dtiaking vessel, like the 2 Wooeat Be Greek Bantharoe: 5, amphoreu gr dita of 3 Thevases in No! areas follows: painted carthentare oa & woolen stand   
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the side ;! and many of those used in the service of the temple, 
highly ornamented with figures of deities in relief, were attached 
toaiovable curved handle, on the principle of, though more 
elegant in form than, their common culinary utensils ‘They 
were of bronze, and the style of the figures represented on them 
‘was as superior as the workmanship and quality of the mate 

      
     

        
   

     

  

bozo vate ts high el th temp 9 my poseon-   

      

    

      

   

  

     Awhile citing them,   

elongated form belonging to the late Mr. 
ture of which the skill of no ordinary 

its cover, fitting with so much nicety th 
of a spring, vies with the excellent 
claiming our admiration’ 

     splayed 5 and 
les the effect 

  

      

  

4, goblet in shape of a paps Wa very lke the early Greek genoa : 6 Fesemilesa kind of amploreve; 7 po ous material, and i of Thoth, Sekhet. Nefer ‘Tu 
      
    

    
     Replys, am Ha fhe! oat “of aor ; ‘nocephalyieronnd the neck. They ae liars" of Smal rote or eld fa ‘Boo of lange size 
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Another of much larger dimensions, and of a different for 
found by me at Thebes, and is now in the British Museum 

ely of bronze, with two large handles fastened on with 
nd though it resembles some of the ealdrons introduced in 

the paintings representing the Egypti 
kitchen, we may doubt from its lightness 
whether it was used there, or intended as 
a basin or for a similar pun 
Vases surmounted with a inuman h 
ming the cover, appear to have been 

frequently used for keeping gold and 
other precious objects, representations 
of which are met with in the small side 

et Haboo, the sup 
posed treasury of King Rameses ; and it 
is not improbable that their being 
plied to this purpose in early times 
obtained for them a name derived from 
the Coptic noe&, ‘gold’ afterwards 
confounded with Canopus: though this 
last, when applied to the tow 
pounded of Kags nore (kaki noub), 

‘the golden land) or zeiaeor @uqos,— Similar vases, with 
Inman as well as other heads, were also used in the ceremonies 
of the dead. 

If Rameses IIL. were really the s iy Rhamp- 
sinitus of Herodotus, these 
chambers may have been the 
very treasury he mentions, 
where the thieves displayed 
somuch dexterity; for though 
his account might lead us to 
infer that it was at Memphis, 
wwe are not obliged. to contin 

we Tacs Wrought fom the seat of government, and 
sequently the scene of the 

ing the reign 
\d the historian, who lived almost solely 

      
       

    
     

  

   

  

   

    
chambers of Medec 

  

        
   

  

    

          

  

    
  

  

  

of his Rhampsinitu    

Nos. 5202, 5208, are engraved fit seents of tration to Osis, Nephihys, and dents” for Petamen ebay" priest ani Sere, soldi 

     other office that of prophet of plat of te god toast 
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in the vicinity of Memphis and Heliopolis, du 
in the country, appears to speak of those cities as if Thebes 
had always been a place of little consequence, and searcely 
worthy of notice. Indeed, it may fairly be doubted if Herodotus 

fed Thebes ; though I cannot go so far as some, who 
his having been in Egypt. 
he derived his inform: 

the works of older writer 
Bottles, small vi nd pots, 

holding ointment, or other p 
nected with the toilet, were of 

glass? porcelain Sand hard stone, as granite 
Dasalt, porph: 
some were oi 

ing his short stay 
      

      

  

  

   

        

  

  

  

  

    

  1, or brec 
4° ivory, bone, 

and other mater to the 
choice or means of individuals; but ina x, ltt 
work of so limited a nature as the present 
it is impossible to introduce specimens of the numerous forms 

present, or to illustrate the various styl 
ve therefore only selected those which relate 

y to the present subject, and, if required, shall, 

  

  

  

   
    

  

  

   
s of their workman- 

          
some     

  

      shapes of the laaer pero av of ada ne clo. tl Feeseyers (je falsinat be iacrtarshepal Bisa Sttaeamy: Norst9, ta mie) tenia wai the nates ot Rawcses TL      
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The vases of Doves and obit 
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future period, examine the y ns in the minute 
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de of wood or ivory, were also numerous, 
ing, like the vases, a multiplicity of forms; and some 

ained cosmetics of divers kinds served to deck the 
ig-table, ly’s boudoir. ‘They were carved in various 

ways, and loaded with ornamental devices in relief; sometimes 
ig the favorite lotus flower, with its buds and stalks, a 

goose, gazelle, fox, or other animal. Many 
were of considerablelength, terminating ina 
hollow shell, not unlike a spoon in shape and. 
depth, covered with a lid a pine 
and to this, which may properly be styled 
the box, the ren $ merely an. 
accessory, intended for ornament, orserving 

a handle. 
One of these has been already noticed 

for che elegance of its execution, and the 
grace of a female playing the guitar carved 
upon it; and, th IL a seal it 
is diffieult to do ji original, the 

Small boxes, 1 

    

   

  

    
        

  

  

    

  

   

  

  

ining part   

  

     

   
   

  

  

  

tive to the     
    reader may form some idea of the attitude 

of the fignre from the accompanying wood        
cut? ‘They were generally o! 
wood, sometimes of tamarisk? or sont, and 
‘oceasionally the more eostly ivory or inlaid 
work was substituted for wood. ‘To many, 
ahandle of less disproportionate length was 
attached, represe the Totus So-2%, Box git iw 

a figure, a ee ak Marcum. 
animal, 

          
    

      

    

  

usual 

  

    

plants. (Pre fw arrearvel sy ape ‘ot the shel Tndind nfotin, an te loge sea ane i 

  

    

    

mae No, 2845 see also wodent ol. pear, ' Tiinare orientate: Sra Ath 4 Aereta (or Mimoassloin penisole 
Others are nthe shape of artouches, and Dynasty. Hee foneofthewe has atthe bottom engraved in futine a pont “surounted hy” yapyras Hants a inthe pond three fishes {hdogy biting the Leaves am stems of the 
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part. Some of these shallow boxes avere probably intended to 
contain small portions of ointment, taken from a large vase at 

the time it was wanted, or for other purposes connected with 
the toilet, where greater depth was not required 
instances they so nearly resemble spoons that it is difficult to 
decide to which of the two they ought to be referred. 

   
    

  

  

  

  

  

  
eee ee ish Museum, PisSaomers; showing the lid ope 
        

Many are made in the form of a royal oval, with and without 
a handle? and the body of a wooden fish is Scooped out, 
closed with a 60 ig the scales, to deceive tlie eye by the 
appearance of a solid mass. Sometimes a goose was represented, 
ready for table? or swimming on the water ® and pluming itself; 
whose head constitutes the handle of a box formed of its hollow 

  

  

     

     
1 Woodent No. 286, * Wooleut No. 288, Weoodeut No. 280, fg. 2
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body: some consist of an open part, or eup, attached to a covered 
box; ! others of different shapes offer the usual variety of faney 
devices, and some without covers may come under the denomi- 

    

No.2 ‘Woaen tox or acer without corer. Brisk Ateserm 

nation of saucers. Others bear the prec form and character 
of a box, being deeper and more capa probably used for 

   

    

10.256, Other open toxes, whose form i taken from, the aal of king's na . ie 'ditied Gust and rpc Moscom,   

holdinig trinkets, or occasionally as repositories for the small pots 
‘of ointment or scented oils, and bottles containing the collyrium 
  

* Woodeut 
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applied to the eyes, which I shall have oceasion to notice with 
the toilet of the ladies. 

Some were divided into 
common lid, either slidin 

   
wovered by a 
ma pin at 

  

  
parate compartments, 

groove,! or turni       

  

‘one end 
4 mirror, combs, and perhaps even some articles of dress 

‘These bo: 

d many of still larger dimensions sufficed to contain   

  s were frequently of costly materials, veneered 

  

  

    

      No.2 ‘carro in rele, divided into els E Awe whieh slides atom gre iish Afescam:   

With rare woods, or made of ebony, inlaid with ivory, painted 
ained to imitate materials of a valuable 
tening some of them, and the curious 

  

  

    
  nature ; and the mode of fi 

 Wodeut No. 298
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substitute for a hinge, show the lid was entirely removed, and 
that the box remained open while used. ‘The principle of this 
will be better understood by reference to the woodcut: 
where jig. 1 represents a side section of the box, and 
inside of the lid. At the upper part of the back ¢ 
sinall hole & is cut, which, when the box is closed, receives the 
nut b, projecting trom the eross-bar #, on the inside of the lid: 
and the two knobs F and 6, one on the lid, the other on the 

  

    

         

    
    

  

  

fa. 5. 

  

        

  

  
  

  

  

oo. 
i & J 
Yrs. >. z si - 

. laa 
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front of the box itself, served not only for ornament but for 
fastening it, a band being wound round them, and seeured with 
aseal. These knobs, which were of ebony or other-hard wood! 
were frequently tumed with great care, and inlaid with ivory 
and silver, an in of whieh is given in fi 

Some boxes w ha pointed 
two parts, one of which only opened, turning on smal 
the base, and the two ends of the box resembled in form the 
gable ends, as the top the shelving roof, of a house ‘The sides 

         

     

      

    

     

      Fragments of bores of chony of the 2 eboxes ia chon inlaid with time of Amenopie Tian his queen Tal tainel ivory anf porcelain, many of ‘nthe Beta Muse Sia ant printed syeainore, wir painted ime ‘ther agente of boxes “Molo. 
      

    
  

  

        

    
fioue (British Mus. No. 3025); another of gure shape, eating on four eps i 
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usual, secured by glue and nails, generally of wood, and 
iethod of joining adopted in Egypt at the most 

remote period ; but the deseription of these belongs more properly 
inet work, as those employed for holding the combs, and 
r objects, to the toilet. 
ne vases haye been found in boxes, made of wicker 

closed with stoppers of wood, reed, or other materials, supposed 
to belong either to a lady’s toilet or to a medieal man om 
which, now preserved in the Berlin Museum, has been aly 

‘The vases are six in number, varying slightly 
: five of alabaster, and the remaining one of serpentine, 

each standing in its own cell or compartment. 
Bottles of terracotta are also met with, in very g 

abundance, of the most varied forms and dimensions, made for 
every kind of purpose of which they were susceptible; and 1 
have met with one which appears to have belonged to a painter, 

  

    
  

    
  

  -work, 

    

    

  

    

    

    

     
   

   

        

   

      

   
    

  

No.2, Terracotta bottle, 

  

and to have bee 
colors; the fo 
was held on th 
or painted with his 

Be 
above 
or prepared ski 

  

the handle suggesting thi 
eft hand, while the person wrote 

jddes vases and of the materials 
a, th sometimes had them of leath 

and though it does not appear to what purpo: 
they were generally appl nielude, from the fact of 
their being imported into m foreign countries, that 
they were required for or preferred on accou 
of some peculiar quality in the leather ‘The Egypti 
We are informed by Herodotus, like nd Romans, 
‘occasionally employed skins for holdi as well as water, 
especially when removing it from one place to another ; and the 

  

    
  

  

    
       

    
  

  

    
  

ite wooden box (Brith Musca       No 08) has   
ve of pays (No. 501); and wor Hke't modern’ sour. 
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fact that the robber of Rhampsinitus’s! treasury 
same method of carrying his wine in skins, at a 
unusual custom would necessarily have been 
have been oni won oceurrence. Tt 
if leathern bottles were applied to the same purpos 
do not find them introduced at parties, it may be 
they were neither intended for drawing wine from the 
nor for handing it at table. 

ow-mouthed vases, placed in the sitting-room 

    

    

  

     

   

  

  

  

   
  

    

   crease the evaporation: leaves were of 
pose, as at the present day, those of a fragrant kind being 

nd the same prejudice against leaving a vase 
have existed among the ancient as among the 

modern in of Egypt. 
While the guests were entertained with musie and the danee, 

dinner was prepared; but, as it consisted of a considerable 
number of dishes, and the meat was killed for the o at 
the present day in Eastern and tro] 
elapsed before it was put upon the table. 
conversation was not negl hat of the day, 
public affairs, and questions of business or amusement, occupied 
the attention of the men. Sometimes an accident occurring at 
the house afforded an additional subject for remark ; and, as at 
the feast of the rich 
some illsecured piece of furniture, induced 
dolences to the host, while others indulged in the criticisms of a 
sareastic Balatro.? 

A circumstance of this kind is represented in a tomb at 
‘Thebes. A party assembled at the house of a friend are regaled 
with the sound of musie, and the customary introduetion of 
refreshments; and no attention which the host eould show his 

‘appears to be neglected on the occasion. ‘The wi 
circulated freely, and as they are indulging in amusing con 

    

    

    

      

    
      

. some time 
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   ‘a young man, perhaps from i fence, perhaps from the effect 
of i e, reclining with his whole weight against a 

tment, throws it down upon the 
sembled guests, who are seen, with uplifted hands, endeayoring 
to protect themselves and escape from its fall. 

Many similar for caricature are observ 
the compositic tian artists, who ex 

ntings of the tombs; and the ladies are not spared. 
are led to infer that they were not deficient in th 

and the numerous subjects they propose 
shown to have been examined with gr tion. Amor 
these, the question of dress was not forgotten, and the patterns 
for the value of trinkets were discussed with proportionate 

           

  

    

     

          
        

        

  

  interest. The maker of an earring, or the shop where it was 
purchased, was.anxiously inquired; each compared the work- 
manship, the style, and the materials of those she wore, coveted 
her neighbor's, or preferred her own; and women of eve 
lass vied with each other in the displ 

     
        

  

ewels of silver, and 
jewels of gold; in the texture of their raiment, the neatness 

     

oof their sandals, and th 

Agreeable conversation was considered the principal charm 
‘of accomplished society : f 

    angement or beauty of their plaited 
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‘It was more requisite and becoming to gratify the 
y by plea on than with variety of dishes 

irs of great moment were probably discussed at 
as in the heroie ages described by Hon 

the kitchen presented 
and the cook, with many assistants, was engaged i 
for dinner: an ox, kid? wild goat, gazelle, or oryx, anda quantity 
of geese, ducks, widgeo or other birds, were obtained 

ton, it is supposed, was unlawful food to 
‘Thebaid; and Plutareh affirms that ‘no 

nat the flesh of sheep ;” while 
sacrifice of this animal to the nome of 

Nitriotis? But though we do not find trom the seulptures that 
sheep were killed for the altar or the table, it is evident they 

Es nd even at Thebes, being frequently 
represented in the tombs 
been kept, especially in the iy nphis, if only for 
the sake of their wool. Some nted to more 
than 2000; and in a tomb below the Py 74 rams are 
bronght to be registered by the scribes, as part of the stock of 
the dee qual number of ewes, independent 
of lambs, which in the benign elimate of Egypt were twiee 
produced within the space of one year 

Beef and goose constituted the principal part of the animal 
food throughout Egypt;? and by a prudent foresight, in a 

her extensive pasture lands, nor great 
ndance of cattle, the cow was held sacred, and consequently 

forbidden to be eaten.’ And thus the risk of exhausting, or 
at least greatly lessening their stock, was effectually prevented, 
and a constant supply maintained for the consumption of the 
people. 

‘That a considerable quanti 

   

  

        

  

     

   

  

    
    

       
  $5 quai     

      
    

       

  

    
    

  

    

          

  

  

    
  

    country possessing 1 
abi   

    
      

  

meat was served up at those 
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yepasts to which strangers were invited, is evide 
sculptures, and agreeable with the eustoms of Easte 
whose azooma, or feast, prides itself in the quantity a 
of dishes, in the unsparing profusion of viands, and, whenever 
wine is permitted, in the freedom of the bowl. An endless 
suecession of vegetables was also required on all occasions, and, 
when dining in private, dishes of that kind were in greater request 
than joints, even at the tables of the rich: we are therefore not 
surprised to find the Israelites, who by their long residence the 
had acquired similar habits, regretting them equally with th 
meat and fish! which they ‘did eat in Egypt freely’ and the 
advantages of a leguminous diet are still acknowledged by the 

habitants of modern Egypt. This, in a hot climate, is far 
more conducive to health than the constant introduction of mea 

ich is principally used to flavor the vegetables cook: 
it; and if at an Eastern feast a greater quantity of 
introduced, the object is rather to do honor to the guests 
who in most countries and all ages haye been welcomed by 
an encouragement of excess, and a display of such things 
show a desire on the part of the host to spare no expense in the 

entertainment. J 
he same custom prevailed with the ancient Egyptian$; and 

their mode of eating was very similar to that now adopted 
Cairo and throughout the East, each person sitting round a 
table, and dipping his bread into a dish pliced in the centr 
removed on asign made by the host, and succeeded by oth 
whose rotation depends on established rule, and whose nu 
is predetermined according to the size of the party or q 
of the guests. 

Among the lower orders, vegetables constituted a very gre 
ordinary food, and they gladly availed themselves 

ety 1c of esculent roots. growing spo 
n the lands irrigated by the rising Nile, as soo 
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   waters had subsided; some of which were eaten 
and others re he ashes, boiled, or stewed : 
aliment, and that of their children consisting of 
roots? leguminous, eueurbitaceous, and other plants,and ordinary 
fruits of the country. Herodotus describes the food of the work- 
‘men who built the Pyramids to have been the *raphanus or fil 

  

   

  

   

  

       
      

     
   

  

onions, and garlic; yet, if these were among the number they 
used, and perhaps the sole prov supplied at the govei 
ment expen e not to suppose they were limited to them   

     that lentils, of which it is inferred from Strabo, 
ision, may be reckoned as part, 

food. 
ty of those monuments fre 

and itis prob: 
they had an abundance on 
or even the chief article of thei 

‘The nummulite rock in the 

  

         

  

     

  

nd the geograph 
imagining them tobe the petrified residue of the lentils brought 
there by the workmen, was led to this obs n the nature 
of their provisions. ‘That he in supposing lentils t 
have been a gi 
all the lower orders of Egypti 
mention inancient authors; and so much attention was bestowed 
on the eulture of this useful pulse that certain varieties became 
narkable for their excellence, and the lentils of Pelusium were 

med both in E; \l in foreign countries. Two species 
of the plint are noticed by Pliny who shows it to have been 

ensively cultivated ; and this, as well as the constant use of. 
tils among the peasants at the present day, fully justify the 

opinion that they constituted a great, and even the principal, 
part of the aliment of the lower orders at all times. 

In few countries were vegetables more numerous than in 
Egypt; and the autho ‘ent writers, the seulpt 
the number of persons employed in selling them at Alexandria, 
sulficiently attest this fact. Pliny® observes that the valley of 
the Nile ‘surpassed every other country in the abundance and 
spontaneous growth of those herbs which most people are in the 
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habit of using as food, especially the Egyptians;” and at the 
e of the Arab invasion, when Alexandria was taken by 

Amer, the lieutenant of the Caliph Omer, no less than 4000 
persons were engaged in selling vegetables in that city 

The lotus, the papyrus, and other similar productions of the 
Jand, during and after the inundation, were, for the poor, one of 

the greatest blessings Nature ever provided for any peoples and, 
like the acorn’ in Northern climates, constituted perhaps the 
sole aliment of the peasantry at the early period when Bgypt 
was first colonized. The fertility of the soil, however, soon 
afforded a more valuable produce to the inhabita \l lo 
before they had made any great advances in civilization, corn 
and leguminous plants were, doubtless, grown to a great extent 
throughout the country. ‘The palm was another important gift 
bestowed upon them: it flourished spontaneously in the valley 
of the ) (if it was unable to grow in the sands of the 

d desert, yet wherever water sufficed for its nourishment, this 
useful tree produced an abundance of dates, a wholesome and 
at Which might be regarded as a universal benefit, 

within the reach of all classes of people, and neither 
requiring expense in the cultivation, nor interfering with the 
time demanded for otlier agricultural o« 

bles above ment 
Juyenal says they were forbidden 

the onion and it is reported to have been exeluded from 
Egyptian table. ‘The prohibit fever, seems only to 

have extended to the priests, who, according to Plutarch, 
‘abstained from most kinds of pu 
for onions, according to the same 
members of the sacerdotal order. 

That onions were cultivated in Egypt is proved from the 
authority of many write om the sculptures ; their 
quality was renowned in ancient as well as modern times; and 
the Israelites, when they left the conntry, regretted ‘the onions,” 
as well as the eueumb ons, the leeks, the garlie, and 
the meat® they ‘did eat’ in Egypt. Among the offerings 
presented to the gods, both in the tombs and temples, onions 
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are introduced, and a priest is frequently seen hoiding them 
is hand, or covering an altar wit le of th es and 
roots! Nor is it less certain that they were introduced       

fe as well     in publie festivals, and brought to table with 
gourds, eucu 1 other vegetables; and if the 

ruth in the notion of their being forbidden, we m 
it was entirely confined to the priestly onde: 

‘The onions of Egypt were mild and of an excellent flavor, 
and were e: well as cooked, by persons both of the 

ul the lower classes; but it is difficult to say if th 
introduced them at table like the cabl a hors Waure, to 
stimulate the appetite, which Socrates recommends in the Ban 
quet of Xenoph uurious reasons for 
their use are brought forward by different members of the party. 
Nicerates observes that onions relish well with wine, and cites 
Homer in support of his remarks: Callias affirms that they 
inspire courage in the hour of battle 
their utility in deceiving a jealous wife, who, finding 
band return with ling of onions, would be in- 
Auced to believe he had not saluted any one while from home.’ 

for the table, it was customary to take the ox, 
jon, into a 

               

conclude 
        

    
   

   
  

      
  

   

    
armides suggests 

her hus 

    

  

    

     

   
   

  

  

San ate ere snare        

1 near the‘house ; to tie its four legs together, and then 
to throw it upon the ground; in which position it was held by 
fone or more persons, while the butcher, sharpening his broad 

knife upon a steel attached to his apron, proceeded to eut the throat 
as nearly as possible from one ear to the other, sometimes con- 

court   
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ong the throat! The blood 

  

tinuing the opening downwards a 
was frequently received into a vase or basin for the purposes of 

ch was frequently forbidden to the Israelites by the 
and the reason of the explicit manner of the pr 

is readily explained from the 

    
    cookery? wh 

Mosai¢ k            

    

   
       

   

  

  sity of preventing 

  

hi    other parts fol- 
convenience : and 

1s up the vietims offered 
I the joints to the kitehen 

ing selected the parts snited 
modes of dressing, prepared them 

any other p ry process he thought 

  

  

ved in euttin 
Servants. 

‘me rotation wats obs 
eto the gods. 

n wooden trays 
for boili 
forfire by wash 

      
      

    
     

    

  

  

      
necessary. In large kitchens, the ehef, or head cook, had several 
persons under him, who were required to make ready and boil 
the water of the caldron, to put the joints « ewer        
to ent up or minee the m bles, and to 
fultil various other duties 

The very peculi 
prevents ou 
sent in the sculptures 
hea 

  t, to prepare the vege 
igned to then 

ode of cutting up the meat frequently 
x the exact part they intend to repre- 

f joints, however, appear to be the 
, tail, or rump, the h 

          

        scents 
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oceur in the same manner on the altars 
the temple, les of a private house. One is remark 

able not only for being totally unlike any of our Eu 
joints, but from its exact resemblance to that commonly seen at 

        
  opean 

  

  

   
  flesh covering the tibia, whose two extremities project slightl 

beyond it: and the accompanying dra 

    

     
   

‘The head was left with the skin and horns, and was some- 
times given away to a poor person as a reward for holding the 
walking-sti those guests who came on foot;? in later     

  

times, when the Greeks were settled in the « 
to them, or to other foreigners: but it was frequently taken to 
the kitchen with the other joints; and, notwithstanding the 
positive assertion of Herodotus, we find that even in the temple 
themselves it was admitted ice, and placed with other 
offerings on the altars of the gods. 

‘The historian would lead us to suppose that a strict reli 
seruple prevented the Egyptians of all classes from eating this 

part, as he affirms ‘that no Egyptian will taste the head 
species of animal,’* in consequence of eerta z 
heen uttered upon it at the time it was 
speaking of heifers slanghtered 
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may conclude that the prohibition did not extend to those killed 
for table, nor even toall those offered for sacrifice in the temple 
and as with the seapegoat of the Jews, that important ceremony 
was perhaps confined to certain occasions and to chosen animals, 
without extending vietim which was slain. 

The formula of t! probably very similar 
with the Jews and Bgypti the latter pray 

the gods, ‘that if any misforttme was about to happen to those 
who offered, or to the other inhabitants of Egypt, it might fall 
upon that head; and with the for for the 
priest to take two goats and east lots upon them, ‘one lot for the 
Lord and the other lot for the scapegoat,’ which was presented 
alive *to make atonement’ for the people. ‘The priest was the 
required to ‘lay both his hands upon the head of the live goat, 

and him all the iniquities of the children of Israel, 
transgressions in all their sins, putting them upon 

send him away by the hand of a 
‘The remark of Herodotus should then be 

, on whieh precation was pro- 
ig looked upon by ev 

    
         

  

    
   
   

    

   

  

rodotus sa}     

  

      it was eustom   
  

   

    

    
    

    
   
   

  

    

    

  

      
  

   

   

  

ppened to 
be there, it 1 given? to 
the crocodile 

The same mode of slaughtering, 
and of preparing the joints, extended. 
to all the lange animals; but geese# 
and other wild and tame fowl were 
served up entire, or, at least, only 
deprived of their feet and pinion 
joints: fish were also broughtto table Xo, An ox ata int pacat 
whole, whether boiled or fried, the Sea. 
tails and fins being removed. For the service 

enerally prepared in the sime manneras for private feasts 
mes, however, an ox was brought entire to the altar, and 
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birds were often placed au 
ing the feathers taken off 

favorite meats were beef and goose ;1 the ibex, g 
x were also in gt sst; but we are surprised, 

country where mutton is ighter and more whol 
they should prefer the first two, and even exclude this, 
the table? In Abyssinia it is asin to eat geese or 

Aucks; and modem expe ches that, in Egypt and simi 
climates, beef and goose are not eligible food, except in the depth 
of winter. In Lower Egypt, or, as Herodotus styles it, the com 

country, they were in th 
various kinds, as quails, ducks, sa process to which 
believe the sculptures themselves refer ; and fish were prepared 
by them in the same manner both in Upper and Lower Egypt 

nts were boiled, others roasted: two modes 
ing their food to which Herodotus appears to confine the Egyp- 

‘at least in the lower country ; but though there is no po 
tive evidence from the seulptures that they adopted a very arti- 

ind of cookery, jt is highly probable that they had made 
advances in this as in the other habits of a civilized, I may 

. people, and had at a very remote period passed 
are contented with simplici 

disposed t 
\s as much skill in the rt as was displayed by 

the savory meats she prepared for Isnac, where the 
‘ishing the meat of 

  g the offerings without even hay- 

   

    

       
   

      
     

     
      

  

      
dress     

    

                
    

  

      
that state whe 
tive habits? And we shall at le 
  

    

    

Egypt 
Rebekah 
disguise was sufficient to prevent his disti 
kids from the promised vension.? 
It is true, that in the 

plain and simple, consisti 
meats: and, as Athens 
“boil their meat or dress it with the few instances 
of the former, which oceur in the liad? plainly showing how 
unusual the custo at the period he describes. 

the Egyp ly ti 
ving. or indeed at any period 

  

    
  

    

     

    

    

) gly 
pally, if not entirely, of roast 
the heroes of Homer seldom 
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vin 

  

improbable, especially as the example of the priesthood, who con 
stituted a very great portion of the h ses, tended 801 
to induce moderation, but even hefore the close of the Wth 

sty, or about 1600 1.¢., they had already begun to induig 
later Pharaonie and it 

iginal simplicity 

  

    
   

     

      

        

      appears from Di 
gave place to luxury as early as the reign of their first king 
Menes.1 Excesses they no doubt committed, especiallyin the use 
of wine, both on p 
cealed in the seulptin 
conquest of Egypt by the Persians, 
Ptolemies, habits of 

  

      ate #and public occasions,? which is not con 
Thebes: and in later times, after the 

id the accession of the 

  

ss of   
    

     

  

perance increased to seh an extent, 
and Insury became so general among all ranks of society, that 
writers who mention the Egyptians at that period, deseribe them 
as aprofligate and Inxvrions people, given to an immoderate love 
of the table, and addieted to every excess in dr ‘They 
‘even used excitants for this purpose, and hors eunres were pro- 
vided to stimulate the appetite, erude fe provoking the 
desire for wine, and promoting the continuation of exe: 

1 joints whic 
ants, it is impossible to ascertain ia what form 

the meat appeared upon table,” or what made-tishes 
ficial viands the skill of their cook: «ded in devising, 

n is occasionally represented in th 
ian cookery are there give! 

fof whatever has heen preserved, and introduce the 
ig part of those sculptures in the aceomp: 

         

    

   
      

     

   

  

     
ars and in     

    
      
avai 
most 
woodcuts. 

The first process, as previously described, was slaughtering 
the ox, and cutting up the joints, the blood being sometimes 
‘caught in a vase for the purpose of cookery ;? and joints selected 

or the purpose were boiled in a lange caldron, piaced over the 
fire on a metal stand or tripod. On nt regulated the heat 
of the fire, rising it with a poker or blowing it with bellows 
worked by the feet;® another superintended the cooking of the 
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meat, skimming the water with a spoon, or stirring it with a large 
fork,! while a third pounded salt, pepper, or other ingredients 
ina large mortar, which were added from time to time during 
this process. Liquids of various kinds also stood ready for use. 
‘They were sometimes drawn off by means of siphons? and these 
‘appear to be represented upon a rope,’ supporting the tray which 

ined the things they wished to raise beyond the reach of rats 
or other intruders, and which answered the purposes of a safe. 

Other servants took charge of the pastry, which the b 
ctioner made for the dinner-tables and this depart- 

ment, which may be considered as attached to the kitchen, 
varied than that of the cook. Some sifted and 

mixed the flour,' others kneaded the paste with their hands, and 
formed it into rolls, which were then prepared for baking, and, 
being placed on a long tray or board, were earried on a man’s 
head® to the oven? Certain seeds were previously sprinkled 
upon the upper surface of each roll. and judging from those still 

used in Egypt for the same purpose, they were chiefly the Nigella 
satina, ox kaméon aswed, the simsim,? and the earaway 

Sometimes they kneaded the paste with their feet," having 
placed it in a large wooden bow! upon the ground; it was then 
in a more liquid state than when mixed by the hand, and was 
carried in vases to the pastry-cook, who formed it into a sort of 

upon a flatt pian over the fire. Two per 
e engaged stirred it with a wooden 

and the cooked with two pointed 
ranged it e, where the rest of th 

kept. This last. was of various kinds, apparently 
with fruit, or other ingredi 
‘out with the hand, was sometimes mixed, and it assumed the 
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t ox, or other form 
tioner. ‘That his depart- 

  

we of a three-cornered cake, 
according to the faney of the cou 
ment was connected with the kitchen? is again shown, by the 
presence of a man in the corer of the picture engaged 

ing lentils for a soup or porridge ;# hi 
bundle of fagots for the fire, and the 

nding near him in wicker baskets? 
containing the joints of boiled meat, which were 

e, stood over a fire upon the hearth, sup- 
waving been taken from the dresser. wher 

  

    

     

  

‘companion * brings 
ntils themselves are      

  

  

‘The ealdron: 
often of very great 
ported on ston 

   

  

     

      

  

  

    

aStowed mb 

they were placed for th 
some of smaller dimensions, probably containing the stewed 
meat, stood over a pan® containing charcoal, preci 
the magoor, and geese, or joints of meat, 

were roasted over 1r construction, intended solely 
for this purpose ; the cook passing over them a fan! which 
served for bellows. In heating water, or boiling meat, fagots 
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‘of wood were principally employed, but for the roast meat char- 
|.as in the modern kitchens of Cairo; and the sculptures 
fesent servants bringing this lastin mats of the same form as 

those of the present day. ‘They som ed round balls f 
cooking, probably a composition of charcoal 
dients, which a servant is represented taking out of a basket, and 
putting on the stove, while another blows the fire with a fan. 

‘At an Egyptian party the men and women were frequently 
ntertained sepa in a different part of the same room, at 

the upper end of which the m: ss of the house ss 
close together on two chairs, or on a large fi Reta s: 
as he arrived, p clf to receive their congratulatory 

weleo is and dancers, hired for the occasion, 
did obeisance before them, previous to the pei of their 
part. To the leg of the fantenil a favorite monkey, a dog, 
gazelle, or some other pet animal 
‘was permitted to sit on the ground at the side of its mother, or on 
its father’s knee. In some instances we find men and women 
sitting together, both strangers,! as well as members of the same 
family :* a privilege not conceded to females among the Greeks, 

ly argues very great 
advancement in ciy Ei tion, but 
proves, Tl 
excelled the ( 

    
           

    

  

      
  ter and mist 

    

   
      

      

  

         
         

as tied, and a young child. 
     

    

       

  

     

   

  

this people 

   these words: * Which of us Romans is ashamed 
ing his wife to an entertainment? and what mistress of a 

family can be shown who does not in ind most 
frequented partiof the house? wherea 

y entertainments except those to w 
alone invited, and constantly lives in the uppermost part of the 
house, called gynceconitis,? the women’s 3 
no man has admission, unless he be « near relation, 
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      fo bring and ta 
what it was the privilege of the other to present. The same
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black slaves brought the dishes as they were sent from the 
kitchen: and the peculiar mode of holding a plate with the hand 

ly adopted by women from the interior of 
ly portrayed in the paintings of a tomb 
companying woodent. ‘To each person, 

        

  

  

      

No.3, A Diack anda white slave wating upon a lady ata party. Thebes. 

   ing, a napkin was presented for wiping the mouth 
ig to the méhrama of the modern Egyptian: 

stem peoples and the servant who held it on his arm while 
‘the person was drinking probably uttered a eomplim 

s he proffered it, and received the goblets! for ti 
May it benefit you, or some similar phrase, being so 

ral throughout the East, we eannot but suppose that it was 
ed hy the ancient Egyptians, and that the mode of wel- 
astranger with salt, the emblem of hospitality, was eom- 

‘mon to them, as to the Romans and other people of antiquity 
‘That dinner was served up y be inferred from 

the invitation given hy Joseph to his brethren? but it is proba- 
ble that, like the Romans, they also ate supper 
as is still the custom in th rable wi 
to that of the present day in Egypt, which is a small stool, 
supporting a round tray, on which the dishes are placed, and it 
only differed from this in being raised upon a single leg, like 
many of those used for bearing offerings in the sacred. festivals 
of their temple 

In early tim 

  

     

  

      

      

    
        

  

    

      

  

     

          
  

  

    

es the Greeks as well as Romans had similar 

ing tes 
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        from the mention of persons sitting 
to rank, it has been supposed that they were of a lo 
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which may s 1es have been the case in Egypt, even du 
the PI ince the brethren of Joseph ‘sat before 
him, the first-born aceordimg to his b it, and the youngest 

ording to his youth,’ Joseph himself eating alone at anothi 
ble? Itis not, however, certain that the table in this instance 

different from their usual round tabl 
sated according to their rank 

is not without its post of honor, 
and a fixed gradation of ph No tray was used on the 
Egyptian table, nor was it covered by any linen ;® like 

1 Greeks, it was probably wiped with a spo 
r the dishes were removed, and polished by the serv: 

when the company had retired. 
Tong been a question respecting the custom of 

Wits first introduction among the Greeks 
and Romans. Some have supposed that it came directly to 
Greece from Asia, and to Rome after the eonquest of Carthage 
and Asia Minor; but it appears rather to haye been gradual 
introduced than borrowed at any e froma foreign 
people. With great eve that the 
custom originated m Asi notice of it among the 
Greks in early times is found in siered subjects, where the 
deities are represented reclining on couches,’ evidently with a 
view to distinguish their habits from those of ordinary mortals. 
But when luxury increased, and men, inflated,’ as Aristotle 
observes, ‘with the pride of vietory, laid aside their previous 
Ciscrimination, new modes of induigence were devised, 1 
former simplicity was abandoned, and customs were introduced 

i suited to the gods alone. 
1 their ideas respecting the use of couches 

custom is certain, since all notions about the 
jes could only be borrowed from human anal- 

iy therefore safely ascribe to it a foreig 
roduced at once, or merely adopted in imitation of 

    

  

  

    
     

  

                since persons mi: 
and the modern     

   
tof 
pkin 
nts 

  

  

   

   

    

    
  

  

    

          
       

  

    

  

   
    

     

  

their ancestor eonsidere     
        
  ogies; we 
though not i     

          

  

  

an Eastern custom. ‘The principal person at a festival is often 
dlescribed as having reclined, while the others sat ou chairs or on 

4 Whether of sone of woot. Polahed | 
+ And they set on for wood eitequenty found Ta the tombs of 

   
‘Thebes ‘were unknown in Rome's ivess_ ani) the ‘Trojans reiined. the tine ofthe Emperors (a ingen.» Ton) enim oS onder a as pit leiden of the Romans. 
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onan, 
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the ground. At the Roman féte of the Epulum Jovis, Jupiter 
reposed ona couch, while the other deities were seated and, in 
Macedonia, no one could reel s till he had killed a 

boar, without the help of ne erefore, originally, a 
mark of honor and distinction, and sometimes confined to mi 
but in pro time it became general, and was afterwards 
adopted by all ranks. For we have evidence from many ancient 

     

         
            

  

     
      

  

   

    

authorities that in carly times neither the Greeks nor Romans 
med at meals. Homer's heroes! sat on the ground, or on 

gil? Tacitus, Ovid’ Philo, and others mention the 
same pi custom ; and Suetonius # says that even the grand- 

en of Augustus ‘always sat at the end of the couch when 
they supped with him. 

‘The ordinary Egyptian ro 
podium of the Re 

the modern Eg, 
‘on whieh it stood; which, as Ihave before observed, frequ 
presented the figure of a ly a captive, who supported 
the slab upon his head, the whole being either of stone or some 
hard wood. On this the dishes were placed, together with loaves 
of bread, some of which were apparently not unlike those of the 
present day, flat and rounds as our erumpets, and others in the 
form of rolls or cakes, sprinkled with the seeds before noticed. 

In the houses of the rich, bread was made of wheat, the poroer 
classes being contented with barley and flour of the sorghum ; 
for Herodotus, as I have had occasion to observe in a former 
work.!” has been guilty of an error in stating that it was 
sidered among the Egyptians ‘the greatest disgrace to live on 
wheat and barley, and that ‘they therefore made their bread of 

table was similar to the mono= 
«1 of the movable tray used by 

r summit was fixed to the leg 
ntly 

        
  

  

      
  

    

    

  

     

  

    
      

    
  

1 Homer, (108, "Solu pares cone     

  

   

   Sicio adsderentss 3 Te married woman amongst the Asaprnn and eck at eat the       
“ sei 8) which rea inti th Aro he deer ithe 

  

oinan tates did fo, a0 alluded to by side he" Bsyptians ‘ae never repre ented reposing op couche, ant the Crock ‘custom was probably derived from some of    
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ray} which some call 
had in view the 

grown in Egypt, or the sorgh 
but it is probable th 

  Itis doubtful whether the 
. whic longer 

wura of the present day s 
ne of olyra to this lasts 

and that it was grown times in Upper and Lowe 
Egypt, particularly about the is evident from the seulp- 
tures, though notin thesame quantityaas wheat. So far, however, 
were the Egyptians from holding wheat and barley in abhorrence, 
that they cultivated them abundantly throughout the whole 
valley of the Nile,‘ offered them to the gods, and derived from 
them a great part of their sus in common with whatever 
other orn the soil produced; and I fear that this, and his asse 

       

  

      

       
    
       

    

  

       

  

    

   

  

  

  

tion respecting the exelusive use of brazen dri 
Herodotus not to have lived 
in Egypt 

   cups, prove 
1 the best society during his stay       

  

2 Pliny (xl. 7) had leaves four Bogers in 
ce ove evar fiom wie i hue then cone     
     

  

faltered (e-8) da den, th which Hero ie" Homer feeds hore Well ae wheat an barley how given them in the ant 
rie . the 26 or Inlan Be "the Atsprian wheat and basley, he 
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   \s, as T have already ob- 

  

‘The drinking-eups of the Egyptia 
served, were of gold, silver, glass, porcelain, alabaster, bronze, 
and earthenware. 

‘They varied greatly 
unoramented; others, though of s 
after the models of Ia 

hout handles; hers may come under the denomination 
of beakers and saucers. Of these the former were frequently 
made of alabaster, with a round base, so that they could not 

2 

in. their forms: some were plain and 
nal d 

  

         

   

  

sions, were made   

F vases like our own eups 

    

     

stand when filled, and were held in the hand, or, when empty, 
were tu upon their rim: and the latter, which 
were of glazed pottery, had sometimes, 
Jotus or fish represe 
eave surface, Ww 
poured into the cups, appe 
float in their native e 1 

The tables, as at a Roman repast, 
ionally brought in and re- 

moved? with the dishes on them; 
sometimes each joint was served up 
separately, e fruit, deposited in 

aplate ortr ded themeat 
at the close of dinner, 

        

     

  

    

    

  

    

  

  

  

    

   

  

aC Picken At a nats   

stood beside the 
The dishes consisted of fish; meat boiled, roasted, and 

dressed in various ways; game, poultry, and a profusion of vege- 
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tables and fruit, particularly figs and grapes, during the season ; 
e of lentils,! as with the mod. ypti 

was not an unusual dish. Of figs and grapes they were par- 
ticularly fond, which is shown by their constant introduction 

             nd a soup, or pott 

  1c offerings presented to the gods; and figs 
amore must have been highly esteemed, since 1 

by the goddess Netpe? 
n to the regions of 

    

  

of the 
were selected as the heavenly fi 

    
    

  

    

1 Gen, xxv. 24: the goddess of the ether or Drea and potage of SB
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and in a 
also brought to 

till so common in the 
b at Thebes, 

eternal happiness. Fresh dates dur 
dried state at other periods of the yea 
table, as well as a preserve of the fruit, 
country,! some of which I have found in a te 

     
  

    

  

    

  

  

  

            
ule into a cake of the same form as the tamarinds now brought 

1m the interior of Africa, and sold in the Cairo market 
ts sat on the ground, or on stools and chairs; and     

having neither knives and forks, nor any substitute for them 

  

to the chopstick: 
the mode! 

answeri 
fingers, 
hand?     

    

       soup or other 
ps, even a knife? was 

1 Theta nes, “bread of dates’ of the in Rome, and a bronze one at Kouyunsik 
  

  

And alo the Ro "Knives were sed by the Romans at most ations “of table (uv. Sate 158; though they ate ras intros withthe Banger, whence "manus wate 

  

Empires i Utoe ps 6, 33) iver oe   
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employed on some ocea 
joint, which is sometimes ¢ 

‘The Egyptian spoons wer 
ing to the purposes for which they were inten 
principally of ivory, bone, wood, or bronz 

tof      

  

   

cilitate the carving of a large 
East at the present day 

e of various forms and sizes, accord 
1. They were 
other metals; 

  

    
  

        

      

and in some the handle terminated in a hook, by which, if re- 
quired, they were suspended toa nail. Many were ornamented 
with the lotus flower: the handles of others were made to rep- 
resent an animal or a human figure; some were of a very arbi- 
trary shapes and a smaller kind, of a round form, prol 
intended for taking ointment out of a vase and transfer 
to a shell or cup for immediate use, are occasionally discovered 
in the tombs of Thebes. One in the Museum of Alnwick 

  

     

    

       

  

   

  

Castle is a perfect spec spoons, and is rendered 
more interesting from having been found with the shell, its 

mpanion at the toilet table? 
Simpula or ladles were also common, and many have been 

found at Thebes. frequently gilt, and the 
curved summit of the handle, terminating in a goose’s head, a 
favorite Egyptian ornament, served to suspend them at the side 
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ofa vessel after having by 
and, judging from a p: 

    n used for taking a liquid from 
nting on a vase in the Naples Museum, 

where a priest is represented pouring a libation from a vase with 
the simpulum, we may conelude this to have been the prineipal 
purpose to which they were applied. ‘The gilding may either 
have been purely ornamental, or intended to prevent the noxious 
effect of wine, or other acid liquid, after being left in contact 
with it? ‘The length of the one in my possession is eighteen 

         

                

inches, and the lov 
two and a hall 

me were per 

  and 
and 

part or ladle nearly three inches d 
diameter: but many were mueh smalle 

aps of a langer size. 
Some simpula were made with a joint or hi 

of the handle, so that the upper half eith 
or slid down behind it;% the extren 
with a bar which held them togethy 
allowed the upper one to pass freely up 
are preserved in the Berlin Mus 
ladle of hard wood! found with the case of bottles, which, as I 

e elsewhere observed, either belonged to a doctor, or to a 
jady’s toilet table. [tis very small; the lower part, which may 
be properly called the handle, being barely more than five inches 
ong, of very delicate workmanship ; and the sliding rod, wl 
rises and falls in a groove extending down the centre of the 
handle, is about the thickness of a needle. 

  

        

    
     ige in the centre 

folded over the othe 
f each being furnished 
the same time that it 

nd down. Two of these 
n, where they have also a 

      
      

  

  

  

  

  

  

     

  

        

  

  

     
‘The handle slid up and dows, 

FP woodeut No. 3M, fa. Sage Ae 
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bronze have also been found 
‘Thebes, but seldom more than five inches in diameter, one of 

which is in the British Museum, with several other utensils.t 
s well as before dinner, we may be 

from the invariable adoption of this custom 
, and among most nations of antiquity, as 

Romans? Hebrews! and others: nor can we for a 
sit a people peculiarly prepossessed in favor 

of repeated ablutions, would have neglected so important an act 
of cl nd comfort ; and Herodotus? speaks of a golden 

asin, belonging to Amasis, which was used by the Egyptian 
monarch, and ‘the guests who were in the habit of eating at his 
table.” 

The heat of a climate like that of Egypt naturally pointed 
ont the necessity of fre ablutions, and inclined the 

the use of W agreeable indulgence: and 
fequently find many of the modern natives, who are not: 

obliged by a religions prejudice to observe the custom of 
washing at meals, as particu! his respect as the Moslems 
‘themselves.? 

‘The Greeks, at a remote 

    

    

  

throughout the 
seks? 

  

       

  

joment suppose     

eanliness     

      
  

     

     
   

    

to consi ter        

              

    jod of their history, were not so 
serupulous in these matters, and were contented to wipe their 
fingers, after meals, on pieces of bread-crumb (apomagdaliat), 

* but it is probable that the 
always existed in 

which they threw to the do; 
refreshing habits of cleanlines 

liest s 
t to scour the for which purpose nitre 

and hyssop® were employed; and though we have no evidence 
of its prevailing among the Egyptians, we may infer they hada 

  

       

  

ypt, even. 
        

        

    
    

    

  

fs amere moll or toy of a table, to royal seibe name ‘Tahu for his ser- 5, wath vartousapet wanes a Siac ofthe Lavy fae cis of toys, ail of sna proporion.-~ wen published im, Menvstey de ta Sooke oe ds Aiignses de France xe 
           

      

    
  phon, Symposina hal done washing a a      canna, howe their Gonvents ave always 0st ir mistaken Seal Tea 

{0 consrne ‘the cenaure pronounced. bt Garett the Parades ao 8 Po 

  

aes Wace they were allel ari iy the 
ls it a foot. "S Cont. Pasi, Ti, 7. The Jems only 

  

wed ta a sprinkler (Numb, 8-1). 
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     been so lon 
it the dogg? of modern 

down to and imitated by the 

similar custom, and, from lupins havi 
the country for the same purpo: 
Egypt is an old invention, handei 
present inhabitants. 

Soap was not unknown to the a 
has even been found at Pompeii. 
invention of the Gauls, and says it was made of fat and ashes: 
and Aretwus, the physician of Cappadocia, tells us that the 
Greeks borrowed their knowledge of its medicinal properties fron 
the Romans. But there is no evidence of soaphaving heen usedl 
by the Egyptians ; and ifaccident had discovered something of the 
kind while they were engaged with mixtures of natron or potash 
and other ingredients, it is probable that it was only an absorbent, 
withont oil or grease, and on a par with steatite or the argilla 

‘ecous earths, with which, no doubt, they were Iong acquainted. 
We know that this serupulonsly religions people were never 

remiss in evincing their gratitude for the blessi 
and in returning thanks to the gods for that pe 
they were thought to extend to themand to their country, abov 
all the nations of the earth, It cannot, therefore, be supposed 
that they would have omitted a similar acknowledgment pre- 
vious to and after meals: and even if the impulse of their own 
feelings had not dietated its propriety, the assiduous. ze 

the 1 pastors, who omitted nothing which eould inspire 
Deity, would not have failed 

mportant a duty. But on this point 
phus expressly states that 
eals 

  

adopted in 
    

          

  

nd a small quantity 
mentions it a         

         

     
  

  

        
      

  

  

    
  joyed, 

     
         

     

       

     

   
    

  

  

to pose upon them 20 
weed of 0     

  

        ‘The Greeks, and other nations of a ) 
what they were about to eat as primitic, or first fr 

    

    
       

  

ere : 
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gods; and it is probable that, besides a thanksgiving, the 
ns commenced their repasts with a similar   ous Egypt 

annot suppose that this people were so addicted to the 
res of the world! as to depreciate in their conviviality 

feelings, or to have been more disposed 
 oceasions to forget futurity 

nt, though this has been frequent! 
urged against the Egyptians; and because they were guilty 
excesses? at the table, some have not serapled to cor 
immoral and depraved. Butif they were fond of luxin 
the mirth in which a lively people naturally 

nished religions thoughts during the ho 
allowed themselves to give way to oceasio 
unjust to throw the stigma of immorality up 
and few civilized communities of mod 
to be judged with the same severity. 

It was a custom of the Egyptians, during (or according to 
Herodotus after) their repasts, to introduce a wooden 
Osiris from one foot and a half to three feet-in height, 

ling erect, as Plutarch informs us, 

       
     

  

1 and religious 
than the generality of men o1 
in the pleasures of the mor 

  

  

               
    

  

   
   

        

     
    

    
  

  

    

   
   

  

    form of a human mummy, st 
a case, or lyin 

n of his mortality, and of the transitory n: 
ss. He was ren 

like that figures t ought *to love one another, and avoid 
those evils whieh tend to make them consider life too long, when 

        
   

  

              

        

     and that de 
eventually elose the 

      earthly career ‘Thus, while the guests 

  

  

  

4 Herod     

  

    
    
    

  

1 Josephs sys, “The Bayptans are a 

stone, cat, Eeopling! or con of the’ ine" been supposed either ites, oF cla ema ures oF caine have Ritual or Hook af inated ayo the. Seca isto teu. Sphopsi tents af the Mugen? Firat and Seegad rian Hoos Sr. Lom 174 ph) 

       
       oon ae he had pastel the oneal of his final Jodzment, war admitted int the Dreseteof the delty, hove wane as then prefived 

      

   



rc, yoral "mitted, and even exhorted to indulge in ¢ 
» yl INTRODUCTION OF IMAGE OF OSIRIS,     

nviviality, 
1 to their 

  

  doubt asures of the table, and the mirth so cong 
disposition, the prudent solicitude of the priests did not: 

r actions, and, by th hint, to 
the propriety of putting a certain degree of restraint 
onduet; and by avoiding any indisereet prohibition 

amusements in which men will indulge, in spi 
istaken zeal (too often dictated by a mind devoid of experie: 

and frequently of sincerity), these guardians of morality obtained 
the object they had in view, without appearing to interfere. 

Aeath 
O watch over the          

show the     
   

  

       

  

  

  ec eres elton oc ates ome oi tan tae that fo te gusta     

    If, as was nect all the guests were not in 
pressed with the igs by the introduetion of this 
sentiment, the custom was endered in any degree 
objectionable, since ry lesson neglected loses not its 
merit; and however it may have been co 
adopted theexternal form without the true 
it must be confessed that the obj nd deservi 
commendation. Perverted by the Grecks, this warning of the 
temporary pilgrimage of man served as an inducement to enjoy 
the pleasures of life while in this world,asif death closed theseene 
and no prospect was held ont of a future existence; a notion 
directly at e with the maxims of the Egyptians, and the 
constant mindfulness they were exhorted to cherish of an here- 
after: and we find that the Greeks advocated the principle ‘Live 
while you may’ with unblushing earnestness. ‘The beauties of 

    
  

     

   

   

    

  

  

ig of the o 

  

  et was good 
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  poetry! were summoned to assist in its recommendaing, +c 
fgvaty lbver of excess welcimell anolachpesdist Griciaae stn aeam 
evincing the same spirit as the exhortation of Trimalehio wel 

ven by Petronius Arbiter: ‘To us, who were dng aing the 
the splendor of the en ment, a silver model tv 
brought by a servant, so contrived that its joints 

and movable vertebre could be bent in After it 
had been produced upon the table two or three times, and 

rast ame od ene 
happy 166 hoe reaugee 

ll be, when death has carried 
».let us live well.”""? 

The same sentiments were used by the Jews in the time of 
Solomon, and ‘the ungodly” of his Hine: (us expressed the 
felves: ‘Our life is short and tedious, and in the death of 
there is no remedy: neither was there any man Imowm to bave 
returned from the grave. Tor wo are bom et all/ adventure, 
‘nd We shall be hereafter as though we hnd never been, . 
come on, therefore, let us enjoy the good things that are pre: 
ent, .. . let us fill ourselves with costly wine and ointment: 
and let no flower of the spring pass by us: let us crown ou 

Ives with rosebuds, before they be withered; let none of us 
go without his part of our voluptuousness; let us leave tokens 
‘of our joyfulness in every place.’ ® 

The intent, however, of this custom, with the Egyptians, was 
‘idely different id even if from long habit and the increase of 

luxurions manners, the good warning it was intended to convey 
was disregarded, or din its effect, still the original intention 

justice, be condemned as tending to 
1 though Herodotus, who merely says that the 

guests were requested io ‘observe that man, whom they 
ll resemble after death, and were exhorted ‘to drink and enjo 

themselves, omits to inform us if it was designed to i 

    

  

   

  

      

          

  ny directio   

       

    

    

  

  

     
      

     
  

  

     

   
     

     
    

  

  

    
      
       

              

  

    

     

    
       

  

modal of 1 

  

in Rgyptian collections, and voase sugested the “iver balchio. “Tie Sea of mine 
fing sadaces with ie the tag feath with that of life has prevailed lenges fom Mesoph mes aa periods. The tmaze of death ‘of Clepatra aad Casa more recent tess been the skal othe Petron. Satyre Neetom 
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this, and removes all 
e object they had in view. The idea of 

death among the anc revolting than among Euro- 
( others at the present day; and so little did the 

fe it brought before them, that they 
aased relative at their 

moral lesson, Plutai sser 
doubt respecting t 

       ans object to 
even introduced the m 
parties, and placed it one of the guests—a fat 
which is reeorded by Lucian’ in his *Essay on Grief and of 
which he declares himself to have been an eye-witness. 

After dinner, music and singing were resumed; men and 
women performed feats of agility, swinging each other round 
by the hand, or throwing up and catching the ball; and the 
numerous tricks of jugglers, both in the house and out of 

ntroduced to 
scene at a Greek entertai is deseribed 

in the ‘Banquet’ of Xenophon. A little boy, two dancing girls, 
and ned Phi present on that occasion, and one 

of the former began by displaying her skill in throwing up her 
mbals and catching them, to the tune of a flute played by her 

A hoop was then brought, round w umber of 
swords were fixed, and the same dancing girl jumped in and out 

of the hoop with perfect confidence, and, without receiving any 
yvafforded infinite delight and satisfaction to the guests; and 

ss, Who was present, to make some general 
nd to observe that they ‘are 

   

  

     
  

   
   

  

muse the co!   doors, wel 
Part of a             

    

   
      

  

  

    
   

    

  

‘gave occasion to Soc: 
remarks on the courage of wom 
capable of learning anything you will they should know. 
standing upright, she bent backwards, and touching h 
with her head, flung herself round swiftly three or fou 
imitation of ay ly reading 
same time that she was going through this rotatory movement. 
Every one expressed his delight at this exhibition of her agility; 

p, pretending to imitate her by throwing himself in the 
ner forwards, offered a striking contrast to the grace 

ibited, and excited the of the p 
feat here described is more i 

bears some resemblance to one of those indicated in the pai 
illustrating the customs of the Egyptians at an era far more 
remote, dating no less than 1300 years before the age of Socrates, 
Where women are represented turning over backwards, either 
singly orin pairs. In the latter case, the head of one was placed. 
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between the legs of the other, front to front, but in such a manner 
that when one was standing the head of the other was down- 
wards, and the feet over the neck; and in this position they 
tumed over, the feet of each alternately reaching the ground.! 

    tambling, and performing feats of gis. Ben: Manam   

doors were odd and even, 
The first of these was played also by the 

  

The most usual ga 
mora? and draughts. 

  

  

1 theres oappearance of the Cottabus,  suproned to ave passed. fom Sicily Into softy iescrte by Atheneum, whieh was Gree Wooden No. st.
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  Romans, and called ‘Indere par et impar, but considered better 
suited to the levity of young persons? than to the gravity of a 
more adv nd Horace? looked upon it in the sam 
light as the hildren's hou: 

yol s, and riding on a stick.® According to 
J. Pollux, they used bones, astragali, beans, nuts, almonds, or 
coins, in the game of odd and even, and any indefinite number 
was held between the hands. 

    
    

  

   
z amusements of buildin 

  

    
    ing mice to ca 

  

      

    played by two persons, wh 
out the fingers of one hand, while om 
both. They were said in Latin, ‘micare digitis® and it is re- 

‘game, still so como. mers of 
with whom it bears the name I have adopted, should be 

(to have e iest peric 
their paintings remain, even in the reign of the first U 

  

  

    
   

  

  nong the low   
  

            

       e antiquity may be claimed for the game of draughts, 
ras it has been erroneously ealled, chess. As in the two for- 

x, the players sat on the ground or on chairs) pieces        
or men being ranged in line at either end of the table, probably 
moved ona chequered board, as in our own chess and dranghts ; 
but the representations being al it is im. 
possible to ascertain the exact appearance or the number of 
squares it contained.® 

   
    

  

   

  

the lower orders 8 Juv. Sat. Cicero, de Disia. i. it cam sont ext? em po od miearey quod talos Jae 
       
    

     ome of 2 read iis ettven?” (Pat    
  antic aot sats were as old a the 
mits Nos 319 an 
SefotTenc player was alley but 

Ayer) Pall 

       thes! tis 1st waa called mpmee  
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‘The pieces were all of the same size and form, though they 
varied on different boards, some being su 

  

   , others large with 
round summits; many were of lighter and neater shape, like 

    
     

  

      
small nine-pins— probably the most fashionable kind, sinee they 
were used in the palace of king Rameses. ‘These last seem to 
haye been about one inch and a half high, standing on a cireular 

  

    

that of his opponent. The mary form was the. cone or Sno ies aor sro 
everal varieties of shapes, ax in, woowent Ro Sie A very oll pe of porcelain in Sometimes represented. in the dhe British Nucdon,Nolotatwe a human orth 
Ihea, and no doubt represents RS the va 
‘or robber, the ltro Brant, sai tobe se ants Posed iy some to have bees a sate pee as ate or posal os 

ist oseume No 14); at ilecidedly do oF jckal-headed hyo lack porelin abay 
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  base of halfan inch in di 

  

   

  

   

      

and one in my possession, whi 
T brought from Thebes, of a nearly similar type, is one inch and 
a quarter in height, and little more than half an inch broad at 
the lower end. It is of hard wood, and was doubtless painted of 
some color, like those occ yptian monuments. 

They were all of equal size upon the same board, one set 
black, the other white or red, standing on opposite sides,! and 

ng it with the finger and thumb advanced his 
those of his opponents but though we are unable 
was done in a direct or a diagonal line, there is 

Li db 

       
           

             

  

  

  

  

No.1 ‘Game of draughts ‘Ben-Hasan amd Tbe 

reason to believe they could not t 
game of draughts, the men being mixed together on the board? 

  

[The board of the game was called "6S, or = eu, 
sent; anda small box with draughtmen, a, found at Thebes, 

ed by M. P 
1¢ of wood, and was 28 in, 

Jong by 7 in. bre Mandra, and had cut in on the 
sides the squares for the games. On one side it was divided 

yy squares; three on the breadth, and ten down the length. 
On the opposite side, at one end, was & space of twelve squares, 
three along the breadth and four deep, and from the middle line 

eight other squares were continued to the other end of the board, 
the restof which was plain. M. Prissed’Avenneseonjeetures that 

  

        

  

       
  

    

      

£ Jul, Pollux, Onom.ix.7; on a ame of was a Greck writer who lived, about the ofthis Kind, where the men, year IM) uh, "Some suppine the Tome tin rg 
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thiswas the hiera gramme, orsacredl line of the Greek game petteia. 
A small drawer, with a stud, drew out of the box, and held the 
pieces, some of which resembled re 
petteia, it was thought the square suggested the diagrammismos 
of the Greeks, and the duodecim seripta of the Roman 
gous to the g draughts, the invention of which Plato !says 
was attributed to Thoth. —S. B.] 

Tt was nt €0 in the houses of the lower 
lasses and in the mansions of the rich; and king Rameses is 

  

       

    

    
  

salo-   

  

    

    
  

  

  

      

  
Noa Mootendraughtioards, Dr. Abbots Collection 

‘The modern Egyptians have a game of draughts very similar 
in the appearance of the men, to that of th which 
they call dameh,and play much in the sme manner as our own, 

[Inthe tomb of Raxéps,of the 5th Dynasty.2at Saqgarah, is repre- 
called fa J Qf Ota’ em han, 

‘The board is eireular, and has ten con 
centrie band h the pieces move to the centre, where 
the bands ter One player has seven flat 

ular pieces, like modern draughts, on the fast or innermost 
the other has three pieces, one of whieh he is in the act 

of placing in the centre, and so winning the game. The vase is 
represented above the board, which was of large dimensions. 
An adjoining scene represents the usual draughts. —S. B.] 

  

‘aneeste     

  

        

    

   
   

sented another 
  the game of the 

    

   
   

    
       

  

2 Phiedo, p. 274. 2 Lepsins, Denki BL la.
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   Analogous to the game of odd and even was one in which two 
of the players held a number of shells or dice in their closed 
hands, over a third person who knelt between them, with his face 

  

  

   

    towards the ground, and who was obliged to guess the combined 
number? ere he eould be released from this position; unless 
indeed it be the kollabismos of the Greeks? in which one person 

sconlerture fiom the mole of 2 Jul, Pollux, Onom. x. 7. Fidewoode iit. Fide wooeat Nor 325." cut No. 324    
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covered his eyes, and guessed which of the other players struck 
him.t 

  

  

          
  

* The insertion is ditcul to explain: i reads Aa wa em ab ga. Its donbsfu it thio isagime 8" B.
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Another game consisted in end ig to snatch from each 
othera small hoop, by means of hooked rods, probably of metal ; 

and the suecess of a player seems to have depended on extri- 
cating his own from the 1 then snatching up 
the hoop before he hac 

    

    

   

  

No.3 Plasing atthe gamo called Vase ‘Seqgarah 

Some other games are represented in the paintings, but not 
in a manner to render them i les and many which were 
doubtless common in Egypt, are omitted both in the tombs and 
in the writings of it authors. It is, however, evident that, 
dice were already used by the Egyptians in the reign of Rhamp- 

    
          

  

No.2 A game perhaps similar othe Greek Kllabiomas, Ben Hasan 

  

   

      

  3 that monarch, according to Herodotu 
we played with the goddess Ceres:? for the allegorical 

litates against the fact of such 
‘the period in question, and the 

Egyptians, his ts, were necessarily persuaded that it 
dated at least as early as his era? 

  

ng reported 
   

  

        

    
  1 Woodent No. 925. It is taken ftom Herod. ti, 122. fuellin’s workeT-anppose thi to hae beon fount in Bt be ielr mood of playing wit'the hoop. "older than the’ Roman’ period, nor have       
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   I do not suppose that the dice discovered 
places are of a very remote epoch; they m: 
Pharaonie period, but the simplicity of their form and mode of 
notation may lead us to suppose them similar to those of the 
earliest age, in which too the conventional number of si 

  

    

  

    

  

No. 228 (Game with boop. Peat Hasean, 
had pro 

  

ss been adopted! They were marked with   

         sinall circles, representing units, generally with a dot in the 
centre; and those I have seen were of bone or ivory. varying 

   
slightly in size 

Plutareh wo 
invention in E; 

  

1d lead us to believe that dice were a very earl 
pt,and acknowledged to be so by the Egypti     

     
0.2% Dice fount i Bayt 

    

   

  

themselves, si were introduced into one of their oldest 
mythological fi Mercury being represented playing at dice 
with the moon previous to the birth of Osiris, and winning from 

he five days of the epact, which were added to complete the 

  

      
     

    rabie mingala, 

  

‘hey teen recogaized in the inscriptions or tall, or erate 

  

four sides on                  tet “Norare thee any'repmesentations marked, the 2 and 8 belgie Ff playing t dice in tie oxtteror olor oli, it) s serntebres 8. Ni ‘dls. 12: elfen sere nose 

  

"5. Polluyy Onom, lib. i, 7. The dio Romans and Greeks hall ani Kind of
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which is traditionally reported to have been borrowed from their 
ancient predecessors ; but as a full description of it has been 
given by Mr. Lane, in his curious “and accurate account of th 
customs of modern Egypt,! it is unnecessary here to repeat it. 

It is probable that several of chance were known to 
the Egyptians besides dice and mora, and, as with the Romans, 
that many a doubtful mind sought relief in the promise of suc- 
ceoss, by ha 10 fortuitous combinations of various 
kinds; and the or casting lots, to decide 
disputed question 
of the Hebrew 

Among the va 
ining the probable accomplishment of a wish, one of the most 

\gular was that of shooting up the fresh pips of an apple,’ by 
squeezing them between the finger and thumb, and endeavoring 
to strike the ceiling while seated at tables and the success or 
failure of the attempt augured in favor or against their good 
fortune, in obtaining the affections of a favorite, or whatever 
object they had in view. Jot of course be looked 

an seulptures; but that they 
were superstitious obs iden 
inferred, from them the chance of certain resul 
to us by the testimony of those who visited the count 
“wher 

  

      
    

     

           
       

om. of draw 
was common at least as early as the period 

  

      
  

nilus? 
jous methods adopted by the Romans for as- 

    

  

   
  

  

           

  

  

  

   

    

   

   

  

of ac 1 occurrences, and      

  

proved 
+ for         

ticular attention to the 
events which follow it; and ifat a subsequent period somethin, 
of asimilar kind happens to take place, they feel persuaded it 

1 be attended with the same result.” 
‘Phe games and amusements of children were sueh as tended 

to promote health by the exercise of the body, and to divert the 
mind by laughable entertainments. 

ng, leaping, and feats, were enc 
ige enabled them to indulge in the 

ed with painted dolls, whose hands and I 
were made to assume ¥ positions by means. 

with: 

         
    

  

    

    
        

       
     

      

  

of str     
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‘ont legs, or with an imperfect representation of a single arm on 
oneside, Some had numerous beads, in imitation of hair, hanging: 
from the doubtful place of the head ;   others exhibited a nearer 

  

  

  

approach to the form of a man ; and some, made with eonsider 
tention to proportion, were small models of the hnman figure. 

xy were colored according to fancy; the most shapeless had 

  

  

    

  
No. 38 ‘entarens toys Leyden Mesum, 

  

   
heing intended to catch the 
ity was deemed more suited 

   
‘ont a show of
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to the taste of an elder child; and the nearer the 
to known objects, the less they partook of artificial ornament. 
Sometimes a man was figured washing, or kneading dongh, the 

indicative of the operati 
by pulling a string; and a Typhonian 
amused a child by its grimaces, or t 
mouth; plainly showing that children, in all ages, delight in the 

   
  

    
       being imitated 

onster, or a erocodile, 

  

   motion of its opening 

  
No. an ‘Throwing up and eatehing ono, two, and theee balls, Beas 

    A play with objects whi they would shudd 
to behold. In the toy of the crocodile we have suflic 
dence that the erroneous notion of Herodotus, who states th 
this animal ‘does not move the lower jaw, and is the only crea 
ture which brings the upper one down to the lower? did not 
originate with the Egypt 
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the crocodile is mistaken fo 
animals, it moves the lower 
the head bei 

that of the upper jaw. Like other 
only 3 but when seizin 

thrown up gives th 

  

    its prey, 
ppearance of motion in the 
upper jaw, and readily 
leads those who see it into 

§ this erroneous conelus 
‘The game of ball was 

not confined to children, 
or to either sex, though 
the n 
throwing and 

    
   

                  

   
   

   

  

     

     

appears to have been con- 
sidered more particularly 

   adapted to females. 
had different methods of 

  

unsuceessful in 
the Dall was 

ed to suffer another 
to ride on her back, who 
continued to enjoy this 
post until she also missed 
it: the ball being thrown 
by an opposite party, 

ed in the 
er, and placed at a 
in distance, according 

to the space previously 
fixed by the players; and, 
from the position and office 
of the person who had 
failed, it is not improbable 
that the same name was 
applied to her as to those 
in the Greek game, who 

were called rn or tasses,’ and were obliged to submit to the 
ds of the vietor.t 

  

       

  

   

  

   
    

  

2 There is ip the Tsitish Museum the 2 Not so with dofa bra, parvofa toy, Ths i Oem. ie eT, describes ya ating" ARO aeveral of bal 

  

re cltegwane Seite, sucha Woodeut No, 32. {haatey slimy zy We, made for chile (From te yearnice and especial eo und ues as eB Eiiingement 2 the hair of tie women, 
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showed their skill in 
ballsin sue the hands occasionally crossed over the breasts 
and the more simple mode of throwing it up to a height, and 

nown to the Greeks by the name of ofgerta! was 
They hadl also the game described by Hoi 

hing three or more 
    

    

  

  

  

in which one party threw the ball as b 
other, leaping up, eaught it on its 
touched the ground? 

When mounted on the backs of the losing party, the Egyptian 
women wise. ‘Their dress consisted merely of a ch 
petticoat, without a body, the loose upper robe being laid aside 

  

  

      

No.3 Yer bale inches dame, ria Aca 

  

    nd at the waist with a girdle. 
and supported by a strap over the shoulder, and was nearly th 

ss the un nourners, worn during the funera 
ion on the death of 

‘There is no appe 
is the Roman game of striking th 4 repre- 
ented in the Egyptian sculptures: but we can draw no 

ference from their absence; and, eonsidering the remote 
antiquity of the paintings, it is singular that any should have 

      

   

    

     

         

        

kets: nor 

  

  

  

     

    

parpasing over the 
cet foltis, inflated Cale pla or itr SHE QL th Pols S75 wri the arms’ he ao note So sig? was sale, al strc wi the 2 rarnng. root. inp Sons a art cea per stbence i was Sale’ pus ue 
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been preserved to this late period, to give us an i 
customs and amusements, 

The balls were made of leather or skin, sewed with string, 
crosswise, in the same manner as our own, and stuffed with bran. 
or husks of eorn; and those whieh have been found at 

  

     

   
   

  

    

about thr ade of the stalks 
ed together so as to forma circular 

overed with leather; instances of both which 
ish Museum. They appear also to have hi 

of ball, probably of the same materials, and covered, 

Chesed 

  

of rushes, pl 
like the for 
oceur in the 
smaller ki 

ass, and are, 

  

    
  

  

  

      

   ther of a rhomboidal shape, 
sewed together lo and meeting in a common point 
at both ends! each alternate slip a different color?       

  2 Woodeut No. $3,,Ay.2.? Homer deseribes one ofa purple color: Ou. 0,372



cua 

  

L} or s1 
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Dut, as these have only been met with in pottery, it is uncertain 
whether they were really imitations of leather balls, or solely 
made of those materials, and used for some other purpose con 
nected with the toys of 

  

in their 
performances of strength 
and dexterity, two men fs 
stood together side by side, 
and, placing one arm for- . 
ward and the other behind 
‘them, held the hands of fl 
two women, who ree 
backwards, in opposite di- A 4 

  

    

        

rections, with their whole 

    
inst 

e nd i 
this position were whirled 

    round; the hands of the 
men who held them being 
sometimes crossed, in order 
more effectnally to guar 
ntee the s       ness of 

    

  

     

  

  

    

  

  

      
the centre, on which they 
tune 

Sometimes two men, z 
seein tonckon she Yi 
ground, and- passing the * 
elbowsof the oppositearms 
within each other, endeay- 
ored to rise in that posi- i 
tion, witho 
ground with 
gaged hand; each, prob: fe 

to rise bef a Megara a 
ing to prevent his success, = 

  

   
  

in order to obtain the merit or the reward of sups 
Another game consisted in throw knife, or pointed     

  

| Wooleut No. 384. The inscription is not clear: the first word means ‘re= read cng an fi, oF a te ut th Posing; the two eferto he action SB  
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weapon, into a block of wood, in which each player was required. 
to strike his adversary’s, or more probably to fix his own in the 
centre of a ring painted on the wood ; and his success depended 
on being able to ring his weapon most frequently, or approach 
most closely to the centre.! 

  

      

Conjorers of thimble rom Kotllns 
ing appears also to have been known to them, at least 
of eups, in wh put, while the opposite 

party giressed under which of four it was concealed? 
       

    

[No. et. Dwarfs and deformed persons i the service of the Egyptian grandee "Pic sion a broken th tat part whore th bands owl Bos Best Hasan, 

    

tted dwarfs and 
ly, perhaps, from a 

  

‘The Egyptian grandees frequently ad 
formed persons into their household, origi 

  

  

     2 Calle inthe insertion abt of one another ie donbafat ow it 2 Theinrpion walls drven’drsatop War played.—S. Be  



  

DWARES.— 
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  the body, the head, neck, or legs: and the strug! 

continued on the fter one or both had 
wrestling common also to the it was denomi- 
nated druxtoxidy, 1 do not find th (the same sign 
of acknowledging their defeat in this game as the Greeks, which 
was by holding up a fi token of submiss 

done 
so hand be 

apparently protected by a basket, or guard projecting over the 
knuel nd on the left arm they wore a straight piece of 
wood, bound on with straps, serving as a shield to ward off their 
adversary’s blow. They do not, however, appear to have used 

     e was frequently 
lens amode of       

   
   
    

  own,   

  

      

  

    

          

      

    

No.2 Tai   sg welaht rom Roslin 

the cestus, or to have known the art of boxing 3! 
the dixeus, or quoit, an Egyptian 

Among their feats of strength or dexterity n 
that of lifting w and by 

or was throwing   

  

yy be mentioned 
s full of sand were raised with 

ied with a straigh over 

  

  

   

   
   

  

      

   

the head, and held in that position 
Mock fights? were also an ann 

ng those of the military class, w 
war by these manly reereations. One ps 

fort, and brought up the battering 

particularly, T imag- 
10 were trained to the 

rty attacked 
m,? under: 

    
  fatignes 

& tempo     

     {In one group alone, at Benitlasa Combatants "appear to ste ea 
he Laos, ‘Troje of the Romans, (ving. Bn ¥- 5005 Hor. Bp 118,81) 

   

  

tatteringram (protected by the Tetieandd or paar)          
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another defended the wallsand endeavored 
to repel the.enemy'; others, in 
two parties, of equal numbers, 
engaged in singlestick, or the 
more usual neb Got,1a pole wielded 
with both hands; 
nacious spirit of the people is 
frequently alluded to in the 
scenes portrayed by their artists. 

‘The use of the nebéot seems to 
have been as common among 
the ancient as among the mod- 
em Egyptians; and the quar- 

rels of villages were often decided 
i a, esent, by 

Crews of 
boats are sometimes represented 

ng each other with the 
earnestness of real strife. Some 
are desperately wounded, and, 
being felled by their more skilful 
opponents, are thrown headlong 
into the water; and the truth of 

that the 
Pgyptians? were 

harder than those of other people, 
seems fully justified by the 

nibed by their own 
and that this 

cover of the testudo 

    

   
  

Tat
s 

nea
r 

he 

  

  

    

    

              

   

    

draughts      
ae scien he fer, and tat ay be peace aed 
Witrav.x- © 18-22) D sae aes pera oan 
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peculiarity has been inherited by their successors is abundantly 
proved by modern experienee. 

ounters with sticks are mentioned by 

    

Many singu     

ancient authors; among which may be noticed that described 
by Herodotus, at Papremis, the eity of Mars. When the vota    

  ries of the deity presented themselves at the gates of the temple, 
their entrance was obstructed by an opposing party; and all 
being armed with sticks, they commenced a rude ed which 
ended, not merely in the infliction of a few severe wounds, but 

1 Herat. i. 63. 
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the death of man; 

  

persons on 

  

In buffoon 
the perfo 
of a drum, 

  

  

Iso took great pleasure, and in witnessing 
nnces of those who danced in the streets to the sound 
decorated with whatever could add to the extrava- 
idicule of their appearance, as ribbons, long pendent 

; ndging from a eustom sti 
in Egypt, it is probable that these jesters passed 

s on the spectators, abounding either in t 
or the flattery of For, besides profe 

  

        

  

     

      
      

   
   

  

prompt, 
of satire 
neers and 

     
     

  

Novstt A bute Thebes 

musicians, who were hired at entertainments, many ambulant 
bands went from village to vill e the lower orders, 
gaining a livelihood by their occupation ; and all the tricks and 

es were resorted to on thos 's which the ingenuity 
of a sprightly people could suggest, to excite the generosity of 
the bystanders and contribute to their amusement. 

Bull-fights were also among their sports, and men appear 

  

        

gest     

  

  

  

       

  

   

    
‘occasionally to have courted the approbation of their frien 
and displayed their courage na a bull 
single-handed, and baffling. hi 

  

  

    

   

      

   

    

  

1 ne ce same Kind of ote lel mer 
a iat: aad vrei § ch meh ne “estrous?       The'right hu uy an eke rain Weal ante e"Gauan wee the. Se thpetoous balls. 
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Tt does not, however, appear that the Egyptians condemned 
culprits, or captives taken in war, to combat with wild by 

of an unfeeling assembly, as in ancient Rome ; 
d they compel the ight as gladiators, to gratify a 

depraved taste, which delighted in exhibitions revolting to 
humanity; and, the feel disposed to them for 

compell sof war to labor at publie works, it must 
be recollected that the of society, in those early ages, 
tolerated a eustom w civilization has abandoned ; 
and it is evident that neither the refined Greeks nor Ro} 
vie with the Egyptians in their manner of treati 
remarkable proof of whi «din the behavior of Potiphar 
towards Joseph ; for in few cou n at the present d 
would the crime of which he was supposed guilty have bee 

ted with more lenient punishment. 

  

sts, for     
     

     n to 

  

      

  

   

  

      
    

  

   
        
    

    

  

Lights appear sometimes to have been encouraged by the 

  

  before the temple of Vulean; and prizes were awarded to the 
owner of th nbatant. Great care, he adds, 
aken in their mode of training the animals for this purpose, 

ually bestowed on horses; and from their being 
metropolis of Lower Egypt, we may conclude 

not a Greek or Roman introduction, but of 
arly Egyptian date, particularly since we see them noticed, at 

the most remote period, at Thebes and Ben 

    
   ctorious co   

  

        

    

  

  

  

  

aia ea ong 
sae aan eae Contest ve 

fa “Mum preys 
-) A) 

   

    

     
  

      

No. sis tbsgnt, Posi Hassan.



  

‘The Chase — Animals —| ers — Fish 
ue Fenris 

  men — Hippopotamus — Crocodile — 

  

ALL classes of the Egyptians delighted in the sports of the field, 
and the peasants deemed it a duty as well as an amusement to 
hunt and destroy the hyena, and those animals which were 
enemies of the fields or flocks, and they shot them with the bow, 
anght them in traps, or by whatever means their dexterity aud 
ngennity could suggest: for though the hyena is a carnivorous 

  

        

  

0.916 ~_ Hyeus caught a tra. ‘Thebes. 

  

animal, itis not less hostile to the erops than to the flocks, when 
pressed with hunger,! and the ravages they are known to commit 
in the fields among the Indian corn and other produce make the 

1 Already noticed in “Egypt and Thebes p. 21, note, 
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peasants of modem Egypt as anxious as their predecessors to 
destroy them whenever they have an opportunity, or the cou 

to attack thei 
Plato? reckons the huntsmen as one of the ¢ 

Egyptiayss and though, as I have alre 
Per creer esrpatinn ny linea Goititatal' a’ parting body? 

sion of one of the castes, we are 

      

       tes of the 
ly observed, persons who 

  

      
    

    

   

  

to sup. 

or that the wealthy classes 
Ily welcomed 
Beni-Hassan, 

vr delight in 

od by the e     
Of Egyptians were averse to an anuusementso ge 
inall countries. Indeed, the sculptures of Thebes 
and other places ass that they took partiew 

the wild an pt in their preserves for this p) 
jous task of following them in the 

extensive tracts of the wide desert, which stretch to the east and 
west of the valley of the Nile. On these o they were 
attended by several hu whom they kept in the 
toattend upon the hounds, to direct the hunt, to assist in catch 

the larger animals with a noose, to carry darts and hunting 
poles? to arrange the nets,tand, in short, to manage all matters 
connected with the chase 

When the chasseur was a person of ¢ 
attendants accompanied him, not merely in the capacity of 

and turn the game, or to carry it when killed, 
Dut for va with his immediate wants or 
comforts while in the field: some brought with them a fresh 
supply of arrows, a spare bow, or other 

fidents; and some carried a stock of 1 (fe 
‘These were borne upon the usual yoke across the shoulder 
consisted of a skin of water, and jars 

probably containing bread, meats, or other p 
used for ea water were precisely the e of the 
present day, being of a goat or a gazeile, stripped from the body 
by a lon; 1 opening at the throat; the legs servi 

les, to which ropes for slinging them were attache 

    
      
    ‘pose,       

          
  

          

  
       

      

   
     

    1S purposes connect 

   

   

         
    

          

  

      

  

The hyena was not particulary an point of moderate lengthy and wsel as a object ofthe ehace, for atsiown tetore, Helene weapon auto the attack of ee ine of the Ah Dy they wane act ei bl in luting ee ‘ned an oven eaten — eG. Pola 4), se al a Fle Ef 
eee 

       

  

    
       



| 
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a soft pendent tube of Teather sewed to the throat, in the place 
of the head, formed the mouth of the waterskin, which was      
secured by a thong fastened round it.t 

Sometimes a space of ground, of considerable extent, was 
enclosed with nets, into the animals were driven by 
beaters; and as this is frequently shown by the sculptures to 

have been in a hilly country, it is evident that the scenes o 
those amusements were in the desert, where they probably 
extended nets aeross the narrow valleys, or torrent-beds whieh 
lie between the rocky hills, difficult of ascent to ly 
pressed hy dogs. This is inde in whicha person 

edl_on_horsebacl na chariot could follow, oF get 
nd thi als, par 

rhe een eae 
I known to the Arab ave myself, 

when following them with dromedaries in the same valleys, 
ed doubling, and swiftly passing 

the risk of slowly ascending the 
eminence to which they had been driven. 

‘The spots thus enclosed 
water-brooks? to whieh they 
the morning and evenings and having awaited the 
they went to drink, and ascertained it by their recent tracks on 
the accustomed path! the hunters disposed the nets, oceupied 

positions for observing them unseen, and gradually 
in upon them. Such are the seenes partially port 
‘gyptian paintings, where long nets are represented sur- 

rounding the space, wherein the chasseur and his attendants 
pursue the game, either on foot or mounted in a chariot; and 
the presence of hyenas, jackals, and various: wild beasts 
nected with the sport, is intended to show that they have been 

    
        

    
        

    
  

      

  

   

    

   

    

   
          

   

observed that gazelles pre! 

  

  

ve usuall vicinity of the 
    f repairing in     

    
     

  

    
in the     

       
     

  

  

     
  

    

    

1 These skins have Deen aleady mens Egyptian soa us ae Rete reece iirte patel eee cee ee ise wus for water, igh was carried in Which L believe to be "My ong sown. with the Arabs i tn det ny fee ve 
& plained, >anethods adopted by the tan chasse Tf pea ne Masnee See to 

esr, 7d fearers Gnvrceets. 

  

  

  

     ue hat pant after ) Se aaa Bed bm of Ptaetp at Memphi (Pe. xi) “The i yy Diuemichen,“esulate fe Sei nifetieay idl seafeliven stealer ort omni 
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  accidentally enclosed within the line of nets, whieh, fron 
bracing an extensive tract, necesstrily ineluded with 
range the resort of these, as well as of 

nals of whieh they were in quest. 
‘The same custom of surrounding a spot which they intended 

to beat seems to have been adopted by the Romans; and Virgil! 
repres nd Dido repairing to a wood at break of day, 

ter the attendants had surrounded it with a temporary fence 
to enclose the game. This is further confirmed by the deserip- 
tion given by Julius Pollux of the various contrivances em- 
ployed in huntings and he makes an evident distinetion 
Detween the nets for enclosing a large space, and those for 
stopping gaps or openings and other purposes. 

‘The long net, called diktys, was furnished with several ropes, 
and was supported on forked poles, varying in length, to corre- 

spond with the inequalities of the ground over which it extended, 
‘was so contrived as to enclose any space by crossing, 

alleys, or streams, and encircling woods, or whatever 
ht present itself; a description fully applicable to those ex- 

hibited in the Egyptian paintings. ler nets, called enhordian 
for stopping gaps, are also described by the same author; and 

. portayra, set round with wooden snd iron nails, 
ope to a log of wood, which was used for 

de by the Ai 
ion? that we may 

    

its       
    antelopes and other 

      

      

  

   

    

  

    

  

    

  

       
     

    

   

  

d by 
z deer, so nearly res 

and supposed to 

  

    
    

nbles one     
  

conelude it was common to several 
In ma ces the dresses of the atten 

men were, as Julius Pollux recommends, ‘not white, nor of @ 
brilliant hue, lest they should be seen at nee by the 

mals,’ but of a suppressed color, and reaching only a short 
way down the thighs* being shorter even than those he 

ons, which extended to the knees and the horses of the 
ats were diveste hers and showy ornaments 

  

lants and hunts-   yy insta      
  

  

  

           

  

    
    

ds held Teaches represent liters y ob sete ‘any of the ro the neck il      
   

  

{hem on the animaly nor i any example known of conducting the chase i chariots ‘ athe ean salwase ‘fiom representil ent on fo for fshing and foling, few aCamy ropes "'t Wooden Noc dz. Ttsas customary       f'them ane seen for taking with the Ezwptians, on oninary ove forthe chase, whieh were weneraie Yo Wear a kil teackny to the Knee. Sot wei arows, ‘iowa by 
Vol. tt 
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TL     
Besides the portioris of the open desert and the valleys above 

alluded to, which were enclosed by the Egyptians during th 
Inunting excursions, the parks and preserves on theirown domains 

in the valley of the Nile, though of comparatively limited dimen- 
sions, offered ample space and opportunity for indulging in the 

ent of the chase; and there, as in the theriotrophia of 
the Romans, a quantity of game was kept, among which 1 
be enumerated the wild goat, oryx, and gazelle. ‘They had 
also fish-ponds, and spacious riraria, set apart for keeping geese 
and other wild fowl, which they fattened for the table. 

It was the duty of the huntsmen, or the gamekeepers they 
employed, to superintend the preserves; and, at proper periods 
of the year, when the young animals eould be obtained, the; 
sought them, and added to the stock, which continued also to 

TP 

An 

  

         
  

unused     
     
  

  

    

  

  

    

  

    

    

  

  

Nov2it, Bringing young animals to monk tho pesereos Tomb ner the Pyramit 
  ease, independent of those occasional additions, through the 

re taken in eneouras ya judicious 
:l to their habits. confirmed by the numerous 

flocks of gazelles and other wild animals represented in the 
tombs among the possessions of the deceased, of 
scribes are seen writing an account, at the comm: 
steward, who waits to present it, with 
property, to the awner of the estate. 

Being fed within pastures enclosed with fences, they were not 
marked in any particular way, like the eattle, whieh, being let 
loose in open meadows and frequently allowed to mix with the 
herds of the neighbors, required some distinguishing sign by 
which they might be recognized; and were, therefore, branded 
on the shoulder with a hot iron, probably engraved with the 
owner's name. ‘This is distinetly shown in the paintings of 

      propagation, 
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where the eattle are represented lying on the ground 
with their feet tied, while one person heats an iron on the fire, 
and another applies it to the 
shoulder of the prostrate 

In primitive ages the chase 
was not musement, but a 
necessary occupation among those 
people who did not follow agri 
cultur 

1 Tife, and who depended for 
their subsistence upon the sports 
ofthe 

  

   

  

   

  

   pursuits or lead a pas: 

  

To
mb
 ne

r 
the 

Pyr
omt

is:
 

in some instances 
ed to hui 

and destroy the wild beasts, for 
the security of 
herds, and 
his own s 

   

     

   

    

  

    the habits of civilized Jif 
ries apprehended from them 

decreased; and the fear of 
having compelled them to remove 
their haunts to agreater distance, 
their pursuit was no longer r 
quired: and those who hunted 
followed the oceupation as an 
amusement, to supply the tabl 
orin the employ of other person 
as among the 
Jonians, Persians, and Mede 

   
    

     
  

  

   

  

     

    

       

     

1 Whence in Exodus xsi tot drive thet out from bel ne Year, lest the lan eoo fh eat of he Eldan 
ee ot the 
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    s looked upon as 
ten 

taste for active pn 
it was held in such repute, that the founders of emp 

ject in the character of renowned hunters. 

In the eed, it was alway 

    
  suit 

      

      

Babyloni 
rooms presented a repetition of subjects connected with it 

nented their dresses and the furniture of the 
mals they hunted? ‘The Medes and Persians 

       

  

  

» Ammian, Marcel ib. xxvie. 6. 2 Athen, Nh. xi 8
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ffi 
had spacious preserves! where the gam 

  

were equally noted for their lov sports: and, like the 
Egyptians, th 
enclosed; the grounds of the royal pa 
and other animals, phea 
‘as well as lions, tigers, and wild bo: 

1 Egyptians frequently coursed with dogs 
plains, the chasseur following in his chariot, 
on foot. Sometimes he only drove to cove 
havi hted, shared in the toil of s 

his attendants keeping the dogs in slips, ready to start th 
soon as it appeared. ‘The more w 
threw off in a level plain of great ext 

  

  

  

ss contai   ing antelopes 
sand abundance of birds,   nts, pene 

    

       
        

  

  arching for the game, 
        

         

  

to rema 
in his chariot, and, urging his horses to their full speed, en- 

  

deavor to turn or intereept them as they double 
a welkdirected arrow whenever they 

‘The dogs were taken to the gro 
employed fe e and for all the duties connected 
with the kennel, the zorwjwjoi? of the Greeks, and were either 
started one by one or in pairs, in the nv valleys or open 
plains: and when coursing on foot, the chasseur and his at- 

«quainted with the direetion and sinuosities 
f the torrent beds, shortened the road, as they followed across 
the intervening hills, and sought a favorable opportunity for 
using the bow: or marked with a watehful eye the progress of 
‘the course in the level space before them. For not only was 

the chasseur provided with a bow, but many of those 
ompanied him; and the number of head brought home was 

rally looked upon as the criterion of a good da 
with eager haste pursued on foot, and arrived at the 

spot where the dogs had caught their prey, the huntsman, ifalone, 
took up the game, tied its legs together, and hanging it over his 
shonlders, once more led by his hand the coupled dogs, precisely 

the same manner as the Arabs are wont to do at the present 
day: this, however, was generally the office of persons who fol- 
lowed expressly for the purpose, carrying eages and baskets on 
the usual wooden yoke, and who took charge of the game as soon 
as it was eaught; the number of these substitutes for our game- 
‘cart depending of course on the proposed range of the chase, and 

    
     

  
1 its ra   

nd by persons expressly 

    

        
  

    

      
   

       

           "s sport. 

    

    
  

    

br coping, 4 5, Polla, i. 5, 4 Xue Arabs of the preset day, ia ph. the same diets 
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the abundance they expected to find. Sometimes an ibex,! oryx, 
or wild ox, being closely pressed by the hounds, and driven to an 

  

  

No.2, ‘The huntemaa carrying home the hobWel game, with his coupled dogs. 

  

Thee, 
     ninence of diffieult ascent, faced round and kept them at bay 
with its formidable horns;? and the spear of the huntsiman, as 
he came up, was required to decide the success of the chase.   

  

  No.SHl. ringing home the game; a gazelle, poreopine, anda are, eni-Hasan 

  

It frequently happened, when the chasseur had max 
ants, and the distriet to be hunted      

  

The will goat of the desert, the Nile and Red Sea edo tayta ot the Arabs which are ST ave orrasionally witnessed. ine Sil Commo nthe desert between the stances of this tn We desert  
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   h taking one or more dogs,   divided into parties, d starting 
them on whatever animal br 
out hounds, merely having a su 
or lay in wait for the larger and moi 
aitacked them with the lanee. 

‘The noose was also employed to catch the wild ox, the ante- 

  

covers sometimes they went with- 
1 dog for searching the bushes 

formidable “animals, and         
    

   
      and other animals; and as they are alv ed on 
foot, w inay suppose they ley in ambush for 
this purpose, and that it was principally adopted when they 
wished to seeure them alive since we find they frequently chased 
the same animals with dogs, and with the bow. ‘The noose was 

imilar to the Zaszo of South America, but it does not appear 

       

  

    

  

  Inga wiht ox with tho nome or fase. Hen taasan. 

   

  

   

\s had the custom of riding on horseback when 
roduetion of @ bush i 

i, we may suppose the 
xy the notion of his previous concealment. 

the hounds, and the noose, they hunted 
with lions, which were trained expressly for the chase, like the 
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cheetah or lwunting leopard of India: but there is no appearance 
of the leopard! or the panther having been employed for this 
purpose, and the lion was always the animal they preferred. It 
was frequently brought up ina tame state? and many Egyptian 

   
    

  

     
  

monarchs are said to have been accompanied in battle by a 
favorite lion, —as.we learn from the seulptures of Thebes and 
‘other places, and from the authority of Diodorus? 

he bow used for the chase was very similar to that employed     

  

   

1 Bala I (Ryze) Dad 12000 
founds of vardous breeds, he haa leopards, ow ctr wore set with jewels (ibe 
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  the arrows were fi 
me were tipped wi 
   quently the sa 

h stone, whieh a     
with metal heads, 

represented in the 
es of Beni-Hassan, and in many of those at Thebes. 

node of drawing the bow was also the same, though, as 1 
wve already observed, the chasse 

    
hunting se 
Th 
  

        
     

  

2 

   
string only to the breast, instead of the more perfect and more 
usual method of raising it, and bringing the arrow to the ears 
and occasionally one or more spare arrows were held in the 
hand, to give greater facility in discharging them with rapidity 
on the swift antelopes and wild oxen, 

    
  

  

  

  

1 Woodeut No. 3553 and No. 33, in ol
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‘The animals they chiefly hunted were the gazelle, wild goat 

        
  

or iber, the oryx, wild ox, stag.! kebsh or wild sheep, hare, and 

   the: Cereus barbare. 
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   Fall of which was highly 
Others, as the fox,        

    

    

esteemey 
iekal, wolf, hyena, 

ke of their 
held out 

of its plumes. 

  poreupine;? them Lamong 
the delicacies of the 

nd leopard, v 
for as ene 
at temptation to the hunter from the valu 

ese were in great request among the Egyptians for ornamental 
us veneration of them, as the symbol of truth, 

enhanced their values and the men art. on_ grand 
led not to deck themselves with the of the 

The labor endured duri swilt- 
footed bird was amply repaid; even the nired for 

ornamental or religious use, and these, with the plumes, 
«l part of the tribute imposed by zyptians on the con- 

es where itabounded. The purposes to which the 
ut we may infer, from a relic 

‘gypt, 

  

  

   

        

   
        

  
    

      

  

       

    

    

    

     prejudi 
that some superstition was conneeted with them, and that they 

n the tem 
rehes of the Copts? 

  

Jes of the ancient unis, as they       

  

   

    

      
  

subjects of the chase in the seulptures are frequently rep- 
resented with great spirit. ‘The character of the animals is main-     

  

with wonderful tr 

    

   

  

nnd, though time and the hand of 
e them, sullicient remains to evinee 

Distance and locality 
ned, and the archer; like all Egyptian figures, 

rule of drawing and perspective; but the 

  

n have done mueh to in 
the skill of th 

ot so well de 
offends 
action 0 
shows how successfully tl 

It is singul 

    

  

        
    

  

effect was gi 
that the wild boar is nev 

an by simp! 
      represented among 

mals of Egypt since it is a native of the country, and 
eaten at the present day, in spite of the rel 

dives of the Moslems, by many of the in! 
where it lives T suggest any r 
‘except from its not frequenting those parts 

  

        gious preju 
F the districts 

  

   

    

  

re the scenes of 

  

I, as we were assure by the 
rented. fm the tae o 

1 Thao not found this animal in Rzypt. — dvinking kis eaten i ely an soldi the markets Daye        

  

   

       

  

   oa tag se 
eee 

fo Mexopotamin nn pige are san. seen @ pace of Kom evidently hunted.” 8.1.    
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the chase are laid, bei 
the north of the Del 

confined to the low marshy 
  

seulptures or p 
ly to the vicinity of Upper      

   
Diospolis relate p
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the monuments of the Delta and the lower country are too few to 
enable us to say if it was omitted there. Nor is the wild ass met 
with in the paintings, either of Upper or Lower Egypt, tho} 
it is common in the deserts of the Thebaid. 

Many othe roduced in the sculptures, besides 
those already noticed, some of which are purely the offspring of 
disordered imagination : and the winged quadrupeds, sphinxes, 

  

      
   
   

    

  

  

No.8 Monster the paintings of Bei-Tasan and Thebes, 

or lions, with the head of a hawk or of a snake, and some others 
ly fanciful and unnatural, ly be compared to the 

of heraldry,! or serve as companions to the monsters of 
          
   

  

   
  ually an emblematic figure, 

dered, when with the 

In the same, said the smbacsador where” yon "God cagles “with two 
ii. vil 21. 
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man and the body of a lion, as the union of intellect 
and physical force: it is therefore searcel ry to observe 
that they are never female, as those of th Besides th 
ondinary sphinx, compounded of a lion and a man, and denom- 

androsphinx, were the eriosphinx, with the head of a 
m, and the hieracosphinx, with the hawk’s head and lion’s body. 

—all which are representatives of the king: but the asp-headed 
and the hawk-headed sphinx with wings do not appear to have 
been adopted as the sane symbol. 

Those of the above-mentioned an 
Egypt, either in the Valley of the 

elles! ibex, kebish, fox, 

    
        

          
  

  

      
      

    re still found in 
he desert, are the 

yarn. 
ws is the spotted hy 

presented in the 

  

         

  

   

  

      
      

   ig toa 
r inclination 

in the sculptures, being among 
numbers 

    
    

sharp point,and nearly strai 
Awards. It frequ 

the 
in the preserves of their villas. 

The beisat is very like the oryx, except 
upon its face, and a few other points; and the addax, another 
an biting Upper Ethiopia, pally from th 

whieh have aw. but these 
ian artists, by 

fon of them, and an inattention to their 
ng peculiarities, have confounded them® with the 

oryx, or with the wild ox. 
“This last, whieh is also of the genus antitoped the defassa of 

modern zoologists, thou 
African desert, and, I believe, in Eastern E 
reddish sandy and gray color, with a black tuft 
tail, and stands about four feet high at the shoulder. ‘Though 
mace too much to resemble someof the paintings, 
it is sufficient 
sdefassa, in the 

       

        
   

     

  

  

     

  

      

    

       
  opias itis of a    

    
           
   

  

   
  

seulptors, who ha ng acquainted 

  

    

Caos vet, lich appears 358 appears to toe the chau of Pliny, of as some tions i inntope dues into
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  ‘The stag with brane 
also unknown in the Valley of the Ni 
‘that it is still seen in the vieinity of th 

jot a native of the desert betw 
‘The ibex;? which is common 

as the range of the Qual 
26° 30’, is very similar to the hi 

Arabie bedidanortdytal. ‘The former appx 
applied to the male, which is readily disti 
large knotted horns curving buekwards ove 
having short erect horns, scarcely larg 
and being of a much smaller and structure. 

‘The kebsh, or wild sheep, is found e Eastern desert, 
principally in the ra which, eo 
mencing about latitude 28° 40’, at the back of the limestone hills 
‘of the Valley of the Nile, extend thence into Ethiopia and 
Abyssinia. ‘The female kedsh is between two 
at the shoulder, and its total length from the tail to th 
the nose is a little more nr feet: but the male is la 
andiis provided with stronger horns, which are about five inches 

iameter at the roots, and are curved down towards the neck. 
1 hair, like many of the Ethiopian 

sheep, and the throat and thighs of the forelegs are furnished 
with a long pend peculiarity not omitted in. the 
sculptures, and wl fices to prove the identity of the ebslst 
wherever its figure ea. 

‘The poreupine is 

  

  

  

Natron Lakes, though it 
ver and the Red 

  

th 
Eastern desert a 

     
the 

and Gebel Aboo-Di 

  

far north     
    or latitude 

  

      

   

net 
    

    

    
       

      
  

  

       

  

     

               

         

        

  

      

    

  

native of Egypt; nor is the leopard 
met with on this side of Upper Ethiopia. Bears are altogethe: 
unknown, and if the twice in the paintings of the Theban 
tombs, the manner in which they are introduced suftici 
proves them not to have been among the animals of 
they are brought hy foreign ether with the produ 
their country which were deemed rare and curious to the 
Egyptians. “Herodotus is therefore in error respect 
as well as the otter; but the Greek name of th 

       
    

   
        

  

    

4 Woodleut No. 55, and 5 *Waran of the river” the large. Lacerta 2 Wooten otoa? (Henn that ‘whieh fe atte "Ammann Feheumonis zenan® (Rx My. 330) ew] e 
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   ambiguous that it may apply to any ‘anima 
water,’ which is the sig 

  

ing the 
ication of the word enhydris (ire). 
yptian wolf — whieh, he says. is small, 

and *searcely a fox’ —his statement is fully born 
. wk# that ‘those of Egypt and 

Afriea are small and inac equally just. But it is still 
more remerkable that in F one of the 
principal charaeteristies of the species, from those of other 
countries, being so little gre; r, though so often in 
pursuit of them, I never met with more than two together, and 

ge them prowl ly over the plain. 
the existen 

e hasty and erro} id he has pe 
g of Herodotus, wl that the sac 

copolis ‘was not the wolf, for there are none in Egypt, but the 
which seems elearly shown by Herodotus, when he says: 

the wolves in that country are searcely larger than foxes 
tombs in the mountain above Lyeopolis, the modern 
contain the mummies of wolves, many of which Ihave ex 
and ascertained to be of the sacred animals of the place; the 
ancient sculptures represent them as natives of the country 

rliest times; and the eoins of the Lycopolite nome bear 
se, with the word Lycos, signifying ‘a wol 

fore evident that M.S is in error as to thei 
sg been natives of the time of Herodoti 

nee we find them on b Nile, those 
there are shown to be indigenous in the country, and not derived 
from any which may have accidentally strayed from the borders 
of Syri 

       

  

     

   

   
    

    

        

  

  

       

  

   

  

£ the wolf 
rerted the 

              
     

  

     

         
     

     

  

    

      

         

     
     

  

    
  

  

     yptian hare is a native of the Valley of the Nile 
well as the two deserts. Tt is remarkable for the length of its 
ears, which the Egyptians have not failed to indicate in thei 
sculptures; but it is much smaller than those of Europe. 

hhe intelligent. Denon Kk on the 
comparative size of the animals common to Egypt and Europe, 
that the former are’ always small our own species; and 

exemplified by none more sti are and wolf. 
‘The wabbers or hyraz, though a f the eastern desert of 

  

    
          

      

   
   

    

      

    

    

‘there were wvone in writing, thi pame ‘cfr a Eas ad hey a 
‘een ele yao, in Ms Eon Dele 
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Egypt, is not represented in the sculptures; but this is probably 
owing to its habits, and to their hunting principally in the valleys 
of the secondary mountains; the wabber only venturing a short 
distance from its burrow inthe evening, and living in the 
primitive ranges, where the seileh? or acacia grows. Tt was 
probably the saphan? of the Bible, as Bruce has remarked, and 
that enterprising traveller is perfectly correct in placing itamong 
ruminating animals. 

Tn enue: the wild beasts of the desert, it may not be 
irrelevant to observe that the hyena and wolf are seldom met 

vith in unfrequented districts, or any great distance from the 
Nile, where they would suiferfrom want of food, andare therefore 
principally confined to the 
from the edge of the cultivated land. 
with the wolf on the 
watering-places of the 
the hyena. 

he lion is now unknown to the north of Upper Ethiopia: 
there, however, it is common, as well as the leopard, the 
ahoomungdr? and other earn beasts; and the abund: 
of sheep in those distriets amply supplies them with food, 
has the happy tendency of rendering them le 
man, In ancient times, the lion inhabited 
of Egyptfand Atheneus mentions one killed by the 
Hadrian, while hunting near Alexandria’ ‘They are e 
in former times, to have been found in Syria® and in Gree 
Among the animals confined to the Valley of the Nile and 

its immediate vicinity may he m «d the ichneumonJ whieh 
lives prineipally in Lower Egypt and the Fyoom, and which, 
from its enmity to serpents, was looked upon by the Egypt 

with great respect. Its dexterity in attacking the snake is truly 
surprising. It seizes the enemy at the back of th 

  

    
     

  

    

           

    

    

  

    
  

    tains lying at ¥ miles 
Once t 

nd few even of the 
ested by it or 

   
    

    
     

  
  

    
  

   

  

          
  

  

    
       

  

       

      
    

    

   

    

   
    

   

  

Hechewel the ol, or rabbit doe about the tomb of        
Pas Bi eomangé i to the Easplian eset as well na the shee hve not been able to discover what these {wo animals realy are the former, was 

2 Sam. xxi. 205 

Pharaoh's eat. Alserthel to me by dhe Ara, a having'a ow pointed nose, Hea woit, withthe power 
vor. 1 

Phaeagon, err iene:  
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destroy it; and when wounded by the venomous fangs of its 
opponent, it is said by the Arabs to have recourse to some herb, 
which checks the effect of the deadly poison 

Of the truth, however, of this commonly eredited assertion,? L 
can say nothing: an Arab assured me he had witnessed a fight 
betwe jomous snake and an ichneumon, which last, 
whenever it received a bite, ran to a small plant, of which it ate 

part, rubbing the wound against the leaves, and then returned 
jew the combat; and in order to ascertain the reality of its 
he plueked up and removed the plant, and hay ited 

to see the wounded animal return in vain to seek it, he became 
convineed, by its death, that the herb alone had previously saved 
itslife. The A frequently consult their im 

and, iki 

  

  

  

     
    

    

      

   
        

       
  

      

  

   
      authors of amusing 

fe them true, 
is easily tamed, and is sometimes seen 

where in its hostility to rats. it performs all the: 
but, from its indiseriminate fondness for eggs, 

ther requil kitchen, it is generally 
nd T have and reason to complain 

    

  

     duties of a eat 
            poultry, 

reckoned troublesom 
of those I key 

rs are its 

  

  

      ‘rite food, and it is said to have been greatly 
venerated by those who held the erocodile in abhorr 
consequence of its destroying the eggs of that hateful animal :? 
but it is now rarely met with in places where the crocodil 
abounds; and we ude that at all periods 
recommendation was its hostility to serpents. It is frequently 
seen in the paintings, where its habits are distinetly alluded 
to by the Egyptian artists, who represent it-in search of 

gas, among the bushes, and the usual resorts of the feathered 

         

  

        

   

    s prineipal 
          

      
  

  

   

  

eus, is common in the 
but it does not o¢ 

t Egypt. Nor is the 
id lower 

wild eat, the Felis chans of Li 
of the Pyramids and Heliopol 

ured animals of 

      
       

    among the pi 
hous so freq 

ntry, represented in the 
The graft: was m 

    

   

  

e upper 

  

   pt, but of Ethiopia, and 

  

  

ake ve eee 
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is only introduced in subjects which relate to that country, 
where it is brought with apes, rare woods, and other native pro- 
duetions, as part of the tribute annually paid to the Phi 

The Egyptians had several breeds of d 
for the chase, others admitted into the parle 
companions of their walks, and some, as at the present day, 

ed for their peculiar ugliness. All were looked upon with 

phs.   

zs, some solely used 

      

  

or selected as the     

  

sel    

ey 

  
veneration, and the death of a dog was not only lamented as a 
misfortane, but was mourned by every member of the house in 
which it ocenrred. 

The most common kinds were a sort of fox dog and a hound; 
they had also a short-legged dog, not unlike our turnspit, which 
was a great favorite in the house, espee n the 
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time of Usertesen ; and it is possible that, as in later days, the 
choice of a monarch led the taste or fashion of the time to fix 
upon a particular breed. Of the fox dog, I have found several 
mummies in Upper Egypt, and it is reasonable to conelude that 
this was the patent stock of the modern red wild dog of Egypt, 

h is so common at Cairo and other towns of the lower 
ny 

Herds of eattle 
and pigs, though une 

  

    

      

      

   flocks of sheep? and goats were 
an® and       bomination to the Egyptians, 

  

    

No.0 is tenn he Thebes 

  

  

frequently fo 
rarely represented 

attle were of differen 

«d part of the stock of the farm-yard, but they 
n the seulp' her animals 
kinds, of which three principal dis: 

      
       

Bio" stonel. A boarchondl 
  count of the dierent Kinds of of dag wan the wa oF fu cpreel a the separa et papel pect oS       

       

  

        framactions of the Soriey of theve dose 1 Avehmoloay? yey “Those on Boome Prince ready observed, on the au 
thority'of Dinas, that sheep 

  

resemble @ Dalmatian hound,’ dow ‘vol ike that fond in Nowdhern Ch        

       Tui, en hose oe sora, a ie bo 
found walle enn nthe ent ay a the pe 
har! Brae kind Dee saps hose of ibys 

  

Whevwolfdoss: or dogs so ike wolves that thre in year (3, $0). 
they were faatingwichables another Kind "> Herodot A.
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tinctions are most deserving of notice, the short, the lon; 
horned cattle, and the Indian or humped ox: and the last tw 
though no longer natives of Egypt. are common to t 
Abyssinia and Upper Ethiopia.! 

2 and asses were abundant in 
ployed as beasts of burden, for trea 

ticularly in’ Lower Egypt, and fo 
those of the present day, it is probable that they were small, 
active, and eapable of bearing great fatigue; and, considering 
the trifling expense at which these hardy ani 
tained, we are not surprised to find that they were kept in 
great numbers in the agricultural distriets, or that one indiv 
ual had as many as seven hundred and sixty employed in dif. 
ferent parts of 1 

gyptian horses w 

    

        

   
ppt, and the latter 
ing out corn, par 

any other purposes. Like 
    

  

          
    

     
estate, 

  

greatly esteemed; they were even 
exported to neighboring and Solomon bought them 
ata hundred and fifty shekels of silver? from the merehants 

e Syrian desert. 
though known to have been 

ly at least as the 
it to have been 

oh to the patriarch*), has 
n the paintings or hieroglyph 

We cannot however % no representation 
or notice of it that it was rare t of the country, 
since the same would apply to poultry, whieh, 
necessary to observe, 

the s 

  

    
   

   

  

   

   

  

   

    

    

    

     

  

It is ren 
used in     

ong the pr 
ever yet been 1         

  

is seareely 

        f fowls or pigeons, exc 
among the stock of the 

introduced, and num- 

ing poultry. and the arti 
ss of fowlsand geese, T have al 

1 process of 
ly mentioned.     

    

    
   

  

    

  
    
  

ety was also known. — (Chabas,*Woraze dun Bi Aint ie Bea wae eaten ttl after the 18th Dynaty.— > itwas not utraducs ate lave a stone sal on whieh to camels are cs 
Vide ato 

fe iy however, mentioned in the ieratie “papyi "ty Ks mame male  
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1 where T 
their pre 

  

in a former 
the Copts   

  wn the method adopted by 
   

   

  

  

      
birds whieh fh 

  

11 Thebo 

  

Th Pliny, x54   
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desert, and were highly prized for the table, were caught in 
and traps by the fowlers, as the partridge, gutta! bu 

#3 and water-fowl of different deseriptions, wh 
in the valley of the Nile, afforded endless diversion to the spor 
man, and profit to those who gained a livelihood by thei 

fa musement of all cl 
T have 

divisions of one of the castes. ‘Thi 
lange elaprnets,! or in traps; and th 
arrows, or felled them with a throw-stick, as they flew in the 
thickets 

  

   

  

   

  

     
  

        

indrape Beni Hasan. 
ge. Teapclona   he bind caught in st the network of tas Deen face, also in Misch Phe other tape are ope 

‘The trap$ was generally made of network, strained over a 
frame. It consisted of    

  

   

    

   
or flaps, of eq) 

n bar or axis upon 
p was set, the two flaps were 

the 
ied, 

lapse, and thus 

  

   moment.the bait that stood in the centre of the b 
slipped aside, and allowed the two flaps to 
secured the bird. 

    

ei Pico mga, 
eae PR Sion Xo po 

  

2 Merolot i. 773 Dio. i 60; and the 
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Another kind, whieh was square, appears to have closed in 
+ but its construction was different, the frame- 

‘thers, round 

  

     

   

    

of the trap. 
If their skill in mi 

the fowlers, it may 
robber was 
power of the spring, 
that his brother was unable to oy 

aps is not proved in those used by 
ferred from that in which the 

3 since the 
of the catch, was so great 

it or release him. 

      

  

    

  

      
oom Taportan ying the Cow ack, Theses, 

‘Figs. 24nd, is ster and daughter. 4, Decoy Mi. 5,5. Binds track with the sick. 

‘They do not seem to have used the bow very generally to 
shoot birds, nor was the sling adopted, except by gardeners and 
peasants to frighten them from the vineyards? and fields. The 
use of the throw-stiek? was vei J every amateur chasseur 

      
             

p 2 the Ish frequently wie i for the 
Foadout No. 156, vol... 3 same purpose 
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the distance to which 
le; though th 

  

  m could throw it was consider 
«to approach the birds as near as possible, 
of the bushes or reeds. Tt was from one foot 

to two feet in length, and about one inch and 
«lth, slightly curved at the upper en Hl 

its general form may be inferred from one found at Thebes 
by Burton from those in the Berlin Museum, and from the 

an expe 
always 
under the eov 

      
     

    

            

    
   

            

  

  

   
   
    

fowling exeursions, the 
ttendants, son 

cir family, an 
ju ‘kets of the marsh. 
own grounds, forined by the waters 
the period of the inund 
than at any other season of the year; and seated in punts n 

ous kinds, they passed without 
birds amidst the lofty reeds which grew in the 

d masked their approach. ‘This sort of | 
shed by a pole. 

  y proceeded with a 
sd by the 

   
  

   
    
     

            

shes of va     
    
   1 

or propelled by paddles ; 
‘ther    

   

   

    

ptians to believe that persons 
theattacks of erocodil 
ieved and expli 

used these boats in the lakes and inland 
were seldom ses 

  

used 

  

4 flike the boomerang of Avetrain.— GM 

  

‘Now in the Hritsh Museum, No. 5405 3 Cont La 4 Plt death's IN: “Ise constructed of ihe soins, ore cay 
say, he re exe 

     
    

  

    

terthe paper relating to the praise of learning te following esxption 
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effectually to prevent its quitting the post assigned to it, a fe 
elected for the purpose, whose nest, containing eggs, was 

t with it and deposited in the boat. [They also had an 
nious mode of carrying live birds en by the an- 

woodeut. ‘The beak wasstrapped 
down to the neck, and the feet to the 
body, so that the bird could neither 
flutter mn 
to have been 
when they w 

By 
‘rite eat sometimes attended 

them on these occasions; and from the 
readiness with which it is represented 
to have seized the game, the artist has 
intended to show t als 
acted as retrievers, or were trained to 

birds; being let out of the 
kets which grew at the 

ing every 
ce for the great skill attributed 

to the Egyptians in taming and training animals, it is diffieult 
to persuade us that the eat could be induced, on any eonsidera- 
tion, to take the water in quest o bird. 

‘That cats, was well as dogs, were looked up 
esteem by the Egyptians is evident from the ea 
preserve and embalm them, and from the express stat 
ancient write 
their loss, and the g 
if they died a natu 
shave his eyebrows, in to 

           

         

  

  

      
   

    

    
le bird ; for 

re numerous, if not killed 
were put into square 

  

  

            

    

  

Mote of eareyng ie bin     
  

  

  

      

    

n with great 
they took to        

         
    

  

mourning that ensued in a house, ev. 
death; every inmate being obliged to 

of sorrow, for the loss of a cat, and 
the head and whole body for the death of adog. When ill, they 
watched and attended them with the greatest solieitude: and, if 
any person purposely, or even involuntarily? killed one of these 

revere als, it was deemed a capital offence ; neither could all 
the influence of the magistrates, nor even the dread of the Roman 
name, prevent the people from sacrificing to their resentment an 
incautious Roman who had killed a cat, though it was evident 

he had done it uninten 

    
  

  

    
  

     

  

      

* Herodo. fi 03, 2 Diod. 83
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*So deeply 
superstition 
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ins of every one bent upon their honor, that, evel 
when Ptolemy had not yet been ealled a king by the 

possible effort te 
    
        

  

        
     

  

   

   

  

     

  

er the Italians who visited the co 
avoided anything whieh could exe 

be traced 
eat from tl 
their ehildre 
for this 
pi 

the 
hough the reputed r 

1 is its utility in wate 

    

    

      

2 They are much more tractable and e tropes. The ‘cmbiem of    Sis is a general custom with the Moslems = 5 tiange matt wat not han TERI are occasionally represented aan eaty peviod, conser scatetlunder the chaireaf persons insepals tate relations between that 
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Dogs are not regarded by them with the same feeling: 
are considered unclean, and are seldom admitted into the house, 
except by some persons of the Mélekee seet, who do not, I 
the Shafi consider themselves defiled by their 
touch. But though they draw this marked distinction betwee 
them, the ch: 
favor of t 
Oriental fabl 
received fron 

     

  

    
  

fer given to the two a 
Which they repr 

  nals appears to be in 
ent, in the     

    
   
   

    

        tue spirit of 

  

eespecting the treatment it 
werous injuries it has 

received. a its, while the eat is su 
posed to de tions conferred upon it, and to endeavor 
to detract from the merits of its benefact 

Though the death of a eat is not atte 
or funeral hon 

    

led with lamentations 
rs. it is looked upon by many of the modern 
wrong to kill, or even to ill-treat them: 

carried humanity so far as to bequeath by will a fund 
for tHeir support, in eomplianee with which these animals ai 
daily fed in Cairo at the Cadi’s court, and the bazdr of Khan 
Khaleel 

he clap-net was of different forms, though on the same 
general principle as the traps already mentioned. It consisted 
of two sides or frames, over which the network was strained 
at one which they fastened to a bush or 
cluster of reeds, and at the other was one of considerable lengt 
which, as soon as the birds were seen feeding in the ar 
the net, was pulled by the fowler ing the instantaneous 
collapse of the two sides! TI ts were very simi- 
lar to those used in Europe at the present day, but. probably 

larger, ater number of persons to man: 
them than 0 this, however, may be attributed to an 
imperfection in their contrivance for closing them. 

As soon as they had selected nient spot for laying 
down the net. in a field or on the surface of a pond, the know 
resort of numerous wild fowl, they spread open the two 
flaps, and secured them in steh a mai 
flat upon the ground until pulled by the r 
behind some reeds growing at a conven 
spot, from which he eould observe the 
watched the net? and 

    
      

  

Egyptians to b nil 
some h 

        
       

    

  

       

  

     
        rop 

  

  

  

a withi 
  

          

    

    

  

       

   

  

   
    des or     

        

  

from the 
rds as they came dow 

e by placing his hand over 

  

           

   ut the weasel was employed fn i Wonleut No. 61, part 2 re forthe same purjore asthe eat in He'was syle om by the Greeks, the valley of the Nite Si, (9. Poles, Onom, v1)
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his mouth, beckoned to the 
in readiness, till he saw th suflicient numbers, 
when a wave of his hand gaye the signal for closing the 

he sign adopted by the tians to indicate silenes 
evidently shown from these n given by placing 
the hand over the mouth ly supposed,> by 

LE EN on . 
ZOE EN ORR oo 

    

  

    

   

  

         
   

  

      

  

: 

ce 

approaching the forefinger tothe lips; and the Greeks errone     

  

youthful Harpoerates was the deity of 
* whieh, however 

only illustr 

ously conehided that th 
silence, from his appearing in this attitud 
humiliating to the character of a deity, w: 

his extreme youth, and of a habit common to children in every 
whether of ancient or modern times. 

s were of a single piece, stretched over a frames 
‘were furnished with additional sections ofa diamond shape,’ 

n some the interior portion was surrounded by an outer 

      

  

   

  

       

    count 
Som     
     

    

ofl 
nd 

  

  

1 The net was called at the ancient it often mentioned in the 

  

   
       

  

   

    

Sob wate 9. onthe      i is 10nd the nets mentioned hax (esd) which a square part he sng Became fot, OE 4 ‘homboital glee, a0 soon athe het ‘) was stretched 
  4 Haryoteates de fm his low ln Ficares of finger of his rite hi slays pat oo 
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cireuit of an oval form, to which the ring of the rope was 
attached. 
It is probable that the ancie 

ingenious method of catch 
waterfowl, as the modern in 
when the inundation covers the 
water's edge, and placing a gourd upon their head, with two 
holes cut in front, through which they look, swim towards th 
unsuspecting birds, and taking them one after another by the 
legs, suddenly pull them under the water, and tie them to their 
girdle: thu hort space of time, securing great numbers 
Without alarming the rest. 

‘The birds taken in nets were principally geese, ducks, quails, 
(some small kinds which they were in the habit of salting, 

especially in Lower Egypt, where Herodotus? tells us they sate 
quails, ducks, ins undressed, having merely preserved 
them in the same time on all sorts of birds and fish, 
not reeks 1d, which were eaten either roasted or boiled. 
For though geese constituted a very great portion of the food 
of the Egyptians, both in the upper and lower country, and are 
0 juently represented in the sculptures than any bird, it 
is not to he supposed that they were preferred to the exelusio 
of others; and besides poultry and pigeons, which abounded in 
Egypt, many of the wading tribe, the ardea, and 
several others were esteemed for the table, and even introduced 
among the choice offerings. prese ‘The prac 
tice of salting birds, perhaps, be 
considered singu the statement of 
Herodotus is derived from th ss; where some poul- 
terers appear to be in the act of preserving them in this man 
ner, and depositing them in jars 

Independent of the birds taken in nets and by other means, 
the Egyptian poulterers supplied the market with the eggs of 
those most in request ; they also reared the young after the eges 
were hatched (which was frequently done,as already observed, by 

11 artificial process), and these were sold to supply the poultry- 
yards of the rich, whose stock of wild fowl was often numerous. 

  

      

  

gyptians adopted the same 
1g ducks, widgeons, and other 

pitants of Lower 

  

    
    Bayt! w 

nnds, creep unpereeived to th 
  

    

    
  

     
    

  

    

  

     

      

  

    

  

     

  

   

    

    

    

  
  

       
    

  

    

the tne i doen Id eae fa end ts a tae Rares oy ae et Ee Behe Wheat Xo. 28, St Co pe torent Tih collie te tae Sika ire comers) a) easetea 
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   disregarding the intermediate hues, adopted eertain fixed colors, 
in a conventional m an approximation; and unless the 
character of the binds is so marked as to he readily distinguished 
by a simple outline, it is often diffieult to identify them. 

In some, however, there is sufficient to guide us without the 
necessity of conjecture, and these I shall notice in their proper 
onder, witho such as were forbidden 
or ad 

            
    

  

     

  

    or Miluns. 

     
} Paleo arden of Savi ‘The sacred hawk, 

‘The common brown hawk, orl ow, White ov. 
i Small ov. 

  

   
Strix passe 

2, Insessores, 
Taanins exeubitor? 

   Crested lark 
  

       

Alaa arena nteolored bk 
‘pms epops. Hoopoe. Tlrundo rstica. ‘The'swallow. Alced hispid pon ings ring Several species. Finches, 

3, Rasores, or Galinaceous, 
‘Turtledove, 

   
Otis Hebe? Rute bustard ? 
Strathio came ‘Ths ontich.| 

4, Grallatores, wadi 
    

  

Ardea garzet 
Ardea 

  

isselquist. 
f Simlgitg tne: the 4. Vivo of 

ey heron. 
       

      

‘Andea eleonia White stork Antes nigra) Black stork (woowteut No. 369, g. 18). 
nd some 0 Srientis, Ibis he i,     onl rewinged plover, 

  

Platalea, si her aa 
Flea ata 

  

         

  

us uame has been given 4 im Arabic trom the noise Mt makes when alarmed and 
fying
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    ‘Anas ereea. Recurvirontra avos 
Pelieants onocrotals. 

Many other birds are figured in the sculptures; but as it is 
difficult to determine the exact species to which they belong, 1 
shall not hazard any conjecture upon their names, | 
noticed those which most commonly occur. In the tombs of 

hebes and Beni-Hassan the Egyptians have not omitted to 
notice bats, and even some of the insects, which abound in the 

Nile; and the well-known locust,! the butterfly 2 
ly introduced in the fowling scenes 

  

    

  

   

  

     

  

   

    

     
  

     
   

  

Non, Thebes. 

    

  

hing was am amusement in which the Egyptians 
particularly delighted; and not contented with the abundance 
afforded by the Nile, they constructed within their grounds 

sp id ponds for fish,’ like the vivaria, of the 
Romans, where they fed them for the table, and where they 
amused themselves by angling # and by the dexterous use of the 
Vident. 

‘These favorite occupations were not cont 

        
       

      

     
  

  

   ed to young 

  

2 Tish xix 10. 4 Tesla ais. 8 
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persons, nor thought unworthy of men of serious habits; and an 
‘zyptian of consequence is frequently represented in the sculp- 

aatching fish in a canal or lake with the line, or spew 
mas they glided past the bank. 

posted himself in a shady spot at the 
ordered sto spread a mat upon th 

    

   

    

     
  

  

     
        

ashe t 5 and some with high 
used a chair for the same purpose. ‘The rod was short, and 
apparently ofone pieces the line w single, though instances 

       
‘oceur of a double line, each fu s own hook, which, 
judging from those I have found, was of by 

       

        

  

   
   

           SS =e - a as 
EE v

o
 

  

        

  

as Ihave observed, composed one of the 
sined their liveli- 

ence to the line, 

  

   

    

eastes, and whe 
c 

  subdivision 
hood by fishing i 
but on some occasions they e ted or standing 
‘on the bank. It is, however, probable that these were people 
who could not afford the expense of nets: and the use of the lit 
is generally confined, in like manner, at the present day, to the 
poorer classes.! who depend upon skill or good fortune for their 
subsistence. 

Inalll ca 
in Egypt, wit 

re represented in the pai 

    
  

  

   
     

  

    

  

es they adopted « ground bait, as is still the eustom 
at any float: and thou winged insects 

the water, it does 

  

     
     

1 Vignette D, a the head of chap vol
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not appear that they ever put them to the hook, and still less 
that th method similar to our artificial fly- 
fishing; which is still unknown to the Egyptians, though the 
fish of the Nile are oce 

face. Elian 
which was ca 

            

  

  

ly seen to rise to insects on the 
utions the thrisea,     

       
   

    fish of the 
and the sound 

up leapt into the 
t by singing to it 

The fish dan 
  

  

     

    

   

  

nets spre: 
‘The ordina 

well as th 

  

  wode of dragging it to the shore; but it sometimes 
they used a smaller kind for eatehing fish in 
rnished with         

   

    

     

     
     

  

  

pole on 

  

either hand, thrust it below the 
the moment when a shoal of fish pa 
probably used for landing those wl 
the spear, or entangled with the hook! 
When they employed the di 

pulled it to the shore, a boat sor 
fish were deposited as soon as they were 
for imme 
when the 

d awaited   .e of the watel   

  

Lover it: the 
had be 

      being 
n wounded with      

and even when they 
in which the 

hose intended 

  

puyment consider, ‘mike     
  

ti overt of 8 al rivers,
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Some were ent in half, and suspended on ropes for this 
purpose, the passing current of air being found to accelerate the 
process: sometimes the body was simply laid open with a kn 

from the head to the tail, the two 
sides being divided as far as the 
haekbone ; and in many in: 
the process consisted solely in tak= 
ing ont the intestines, and remov- 

if the head and tip of the tail, 
and exposing them, when salted, 
to the sun, 

wi ight, the small fish were 
generally put into baskets, but 
those of a larger kind we 

\ded_to a pole, borne by two o 
yen over their shoul 

           
    

   
    

   

  

  

  

  

  

  

   

  

lers 5 01 
a, 

slung at their back, or under the 
Fall whieh methods I 

adopted by the modern.f 
at the Cataracts of E’Sooan, 
n other parts of 
Salted? 

mueh eaten? in Egypt, both in. the 
‘Thebaid and the lower eountry, as 
the sculptures and aneient authors 
inform uss and at a particu 
period of the year,on the ninth day 
of the first month (Thoth)é: 
person was obliged, by ar 
ordinance, to eat a fried fish before 
the door of his house, with the ex- 
ception of the priests, who were ¢ 
tented to burn it on that oce 

Some fish® were particularly prized for the table, and pre- 

  

    ed singly in the 

  

    

   

  

  

swe wer     

    
  

  

    

   
     

  

          
  

  

    
  

rind him. And hen one 
‘Come out Of the waterss his destiny is {he bans of fod” {Aaaper, islaine cher ies ‘ancien Ei 

hi or propared so wk "The dite ah have a: and ate often mentioned ists mone The oniinary word 

4B. 92; Dod 4.38, Per- ‘pian OF lian Poll, 

  

    

  

cormesponed with   
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    ferred 
others 

being more wholesome,: 
which we may 

well as superior in flavor to 
tion the brdti!' the gisher# the 

nil ardibrab, the byad? 
the garmoot,’ and a few others: but it was unlawful to touch 
those which wer Jas the oxyrhynchus, the phagrus,and the 
lepidotus: and the inhabitants of the city of Oxyrhynchus ob- 
jected even to a 
been defiled by the blood of one they held so suered.* 

The oxyrhynchus, I have elsewhere observed,’ was probably 
the mizdeh, the remarkable 

       
      

      

  

     
  

   

     

    

   
    

Xo st. Another mode of caPrsng large fh Tomi ear the Pyramids 

for its pointed nose,” as the word oxyrhynchns in 
resemblance of the Coptic name of that city, w 
Mge, to that of the fish, strongly f 

‘The phagrus was the eel, and the reason of its sinetity, like 
that of the forn ly to its unwholesome 
qualities: the most effectual method of forbidding its use being 

ssign it a place ai 
‘The lepidotus is still uncertain; its name proves it to hay 

been a sealy fish, but the various conjectures of nat 
led to nothing satisfactory respecting it. 
to be a carp, the Cyprinus rubescens nilotions : 

plies : and the 
ich was called 
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the \d others the bélti, or the gisher: but if T may be 
pardoned for venturing a conjecture, there appears to be more 
reason to suppose it the kelb el bahr,! called the dog-fish of the 

Nile; which, though a wholesome fish? might, from its appe 
ance, ereate a prejudice in the minds of 
sufficient to forbid its introduet 

         

  

        superstitious people 
at table, and obtain for it a 

place among their siered fish: nor do I know of an instance of 
its introduction in the Egyptian seulptures. 

Like the sacred quadrupeds, they were not all regarded with 
the same reverence in different parts of the cou Plutarch 
even states that these three fish were generally held in aversion 
by the Egyptians; and the people of Cynopolis, according to 
the same author,’ were in the habit of eating the oxyr 
which, he adds, +was the origin of a civil war between the twi 

1 both cities, after doing each other great mischief, 
punished by the Romans. 
I fish the bale’ wa 

indeed, without reason, bei 
produced in Ma y ascertained 
from the mode of representing them, een in the seuptures of 
Upper and Lower E id the eel and the 
mizdeh introduced ind other places, 
but the difficulty v irc ighfapheacite Droit 
readily explained by the observation I have already made, 

held sacred in some, and not in othe 
Plato? mentions the taming of fis 

kes; but it does not apy 
hw red. 

fe mode of fishing, among those who took a 
ture in it and prided themselves on their skiil, was with the 

sometimes stood on the bank of a canal, 
rus,’ in which 

     

  

      
     

   
  

      

      

  

   
      

  

   

  

ly preferred, and not, 
jidered inferior to none 
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they glided smoothly over the lakes and canals within their own 
grounds, without disturbing the fis eath the 
broad leaves of the Totus plant. custom of angling for 
amusement, and spearing with the bident, considered 
peculiar to the higher orders; and while the poorer class 
ployed the net and hook, as already 1, the use of the 
was confined to the sportsman. 

The bident was a spear with two barbed points, wh 
either thrust at the fish with one or both hands as they passed 
by, or was darted to a short distance, a long line fastened to it 
preventing its being lost, and serving to secure th 
struck. It was occasionally furnished with feathers at the upper 

arrow, to assist in its distant flight, and some- 
spear was used for the purpose; but in most 

eases it was provided with a line, whose end was held by the 
left hand, or wound upon a reel. ‘The stme mode of fishing 
isstill adopted by many people who live on the sea-coasts 
the fishspears of the South S \lers have two, three, 
four points, and are used nearly in the same manner, and with 
the sime dexterity, as the bident by the ancient Egyptians. 

On these occasions they were usually accompanied 
friend, or some of their children, and by one or two atten 
who assisted in securing the fish, and who, takin 
barbed point of the spear, passed the stalk of a rush throng 
gills, and thus attached them together, in order 
iently to carry them home.! 

Thave frequently had o« n boat 
byblus or papyrus. It is evident that this plant, from 
value and fro1 

     
   

  

   
           

  

     
       

  

  

      

    

      

   

   

       
  

  

   

    

    
  

     of the 
ts great 

its exclusive cultivation in certain districts, 
where it was a government monopoly, could not have been 
applied to the many purposes mentioned in ancient authors; 
we may therefore conclude. t plants of the genus 
Cyperis were comprehended under the head of hybhusor papy 
This is not only in accordance with probability, from their 
general resemblance, but is expressly stated by Strabo? who 

s, that ‘much grows in the lower part of the Delta, where o1 
kind is of an inferior, the other of a superior quality, and this 
last is known by the distinetive appellation of Hieratie Byblus. 
‘That the pro! ing from its sale may be increased they have 
adopted the same plan which was devised in Judea regarding 

sasion to men   
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tree and balsam, permitting it to grow only in certain 
places so that, its rarity increasing its value, they benefit the 

selves at the of the community.” And that under the name 
‘papyrus’ he includes other kinds of Cyperus produced sponta- 
neously in the marshy lands, is evident from his observing that 
“the papyrus does not grow in great quantity about Alexandria, 
because it is not cultivated theres’ and Pliny,! and other writers, 
show that the y they frequently applied this name 

        
   

    
     

    

   

  

    

   

   

          

    

  

‘There is therefore reason to belie species were 
comprehended under the general appellation of byblusor papyrus. 
‘The Cyperus dives, whieh grows to the height of five or six feet, is 

poses to whieh the 
and Thave no doubt 

        

    
es for 

maki 
other Cyperus papyrus, or Papyrus (byblus) 
Hieraticus of Strabo, being confined to the manufacture of paper 

‘The great abu the Nile was an 
invaluable pro which had neither 
extensive pasture lands nor large herds of eattle, and where eorn 
was the pr the Nile inundated the 
country, als with its overflowing 

ters, these precious gifts were extended to the most remote 
and the plentiful supply 

ined was an additional benefit conferred 
t this season of the year. ‘The quantity is said? to 

wense, as indeed it'is at the present day ;4 and the 
fish, which then appear in the canals and pond: 

call to mind and confirm a remark of Herodotus respecting theit 
pers at the rising of the Nile. His explanation of the 

cause of their apparently sudden production is inadmissible and 
unnecessary, as the ponds were always filled by artifi 
natural duets; 
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there appear at the same time in the river; nor are they of any 
particnlar kind,! but the young of the various fish inhabiting 
the Nile? 

Herodotus mentions a large sum annually produced by the 
fisheries of the lake Morris. + During six months; says the 

torian? ‘the water of the river flows into it, and during the r 
maining half of the year it returns from the lake into the Nile, 
At this time, while the water is retiring, the profits derived from 
the fisheries, and paid dai amount to a 
talent of silver, or abou nd during the 
other six months, when the water flows from th 
lake, they do not exceed twenty minse”® (about 647. 

  

      
          

   

    

   

      

   

  

the     and who was supposed to have made the canal, had arr 
sluices for the introduction of the water, and established ev 
thing connected with it, he assigned the sum annually derived 

this source as a dowry to the queen, for the pure 
Is, ointments, and other objects connected with the toilet 

‘The provision was certainly very libe ig a talent every 
day, or upwards of 70,7007. years? and when this formed only 
a portion of the pin-money of the Egyptian queens, to whom the 
revenues of the city of Anthylla, famous for its wines, were given 

for their dress it is certain they had no reason to eomplain of 
the allowance they enjoyed. 

Thave frequently had oceasion® to notice the error of Herodo- 
tus in confounding the lake Moris with the canal, and have 
proved from Pliny,i®that the name was also applied to the ea 
which conducted the water from the Nile to what is now called 
the Birket el Qorn; and in order to show the impossibility of 
the return of the waters from the lake itself to the higher level 
of the Nile, and that Herodotus did not judge from his own 
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ssa ae ones npr fe Morrie fe now farmed or ity 

i ts   



    
    

  
  

  

   
bject.t 

*Herodotus’s account of the 
the Nile,on the subsiding of the inundation, is t 
tothe lake Mo 
feet lower th 

  

  rapplieable 
is, the level of its surface being about 100 or 120 
the bank of the Nile at Benisooef; which, 
e for the rise of the bed of the river. 

Danks, could never h 
with the lake Mo 

ald haye taken place from the 
however, it could, as at the 

aught at the mouth of this and other 
on, still afford a considerable revenue to the 

il are farmed by certain villages on the banks. 
n ‘elof the lake } out the s 
formerly, is evident from our finding rui's of baths on its borders: 
and the accidental and t 

       

  

every allowa 
proportionate 

even in Herodotus’s ti 
levation of it      

        

    
    quently nor 

lake to the 
present day 
canals, at that s 

nt 

    
  

     
           

  

nporary xise of its waters, which 
was merely owing to the bursti 

As to the 
t is quite Utopi 
now eaught in the lake Monris or 

Birket el Qorn, is very great, and supplies the markets of the 
Fyoom with abu ul variety of the finest kind — superior, 
certainly, i of the though of the same 
species: but it is probable that the saline quality of the water 
may effect the sl nge observable in the lake Tdo 
not believe it offers any species, or even varieties, differing from 
those of the Nil whence, doubtless it derived its original 
stock unty-two kinds it prod ording to the 

info Diodorus do not appear to h ‘t any time 
considered different from those of the paren 

Like that of the canals, the lake fishing is farmed by the 
nment to some rieh inhabitants of the distriet,? who are 

Copt Christia 1 the former times, are 
taken fresh to the market, or are dried and salted, as: 

ves in hismotice of the lakes though the number 

  

    

      

   

    

happened some ye 
sat dyke at 1 
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  of persons! engaged in this occupation bears a very swnall propor- 
tion to that of forn ; 
‘This custom of farming the fisheries was probably derived by 

the Arab government from their pred it does not, how- 
ever, seem to have been adopted by the: first occupation 
of the country, but was introduced subsequently, sinee the Arab 
historian El Make ions it ww idea. ‘The methort 
employed was doubtless similar to that of ancient times, which 
e ssto the present nd the passage is so curious that 
I shall introduce it from the translation given by the learned 
M. Silvestre de Sacy2 

* Quant a la peel aux alimens que Diew pr 
x hommes par la péche du fleuve, le premier administrateur 

qui en a fait un objet de revenu pour le fise, c'est encore Ebi 
Modabbir: il établit un bureau expres pour cela; mais ne voul 
pas donner A ce bureatt lad tion de bureau des péche 
Tui paroissoit ignoble, il le non 
des pieux, et I’établissement des file 

ft On Aéputoit pou 

  

  

           
    

    

        
    

Festi     

  

  

    
  

     

      qui 
ma le bureau pour la plantation 

  Cette nouvelle invention 
la recette de ce droit u 

ereearrer ete anlar eves envtoer lenient 
tels que le eanal d’Ale Ielac d’Alexandrie, celui de Nes- 
tarawa, Damiette, les cataractes d/Oswan, et plusieurs autres 

geet lies. Ces commissaires partoient pour leur mission, au 
ngoit A déeroftre, et les eaux A se retir 

res qu’elles avoient convertes, pon rentrer dans 
lelitdutlenve. Antérieurement A cela,on avoit fern 
tures pratiquées dans les chanssées, et les arches des ponts, an 
moment oitle Nilavoit eessé de her les €: 
de se retirer vei 
voisin des terres. 

dre son. contr 

    
        

     

        
          

        

  

dle-dessus les te 

  

lesouver-   

        

    

   

  

       

  

le poisson, entrainé 
Fempécho aller plus loin, et de 

J Samassoit done dansles filets. On le 
on le déposoit sur des tapis, on le saloit, et 

on le mettoit dans des vases: et, lorsqu’il étoit suffisamment fait, 
on le vendoit sous le no1 On ne préparoit 

Gtoit de la taille du doigt et au-lessous. 
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Cette méme espace, quand elle est frafche, se nomine absaria; on 
Ja mange rotie et frite 

The great consumption of fish in at Egypt is not only 
attested hy Herodotus and other writers, but by the seulptures of 

and lower countrys and the Bible make 
of the Nile, ‘the sluices and ponds”? wh 

were preserved, and the regret with w 
nbered the fish they ate so «freely. 

   

    
     

  

    
      Egypt? 

The chase of the hippopotamus* was a favorite amusement   

of the sportsman in those parts of the upper country where it w: 
found. It was probably alw 
Plin bounded in the Saite nom 
thiopia this amphibious animal was eo 

the present day. Though not so hostile to 
crocodile, it was looked upon a 

the ravages it committed at night 
oceasioned heavy losses to the farmer;* and an additional 
inducement to kill it w value attached to its hide, of which 
they made shields, whips? javelins” and helmets." To the two 
former purposes it is still applied; and, as Pliny observes, it 

-dness perfectly, if preserved from moisture. 
¢ known by the name of corbég (corbaj), and 

are in very general use in Egypt and Ethiopia for riding the 
dromedary, or for sand it is 
probable that it was also applied to the latter purpose by the 

ent. Egyp' we find an attendant following the 
steward of an e 
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‘The mode of attacking 
pears, from the sculpture: 
Jarto that now adopted 

ike th 
reba 

attack on 

the hippopotamus ap- 
have been very sin     

  

   

ntented to fri 
lds by the sou 

instruments. 

  pians are 
the corn-fi 
and oth     

    
   

  

   

    

      
  

I have already had occasion? to 
explain the method of taking this 

it was entangled by a running 
t the extremity of along line Sam quammwornga 

wound upon a reel, at the same time Fite 
that it was struck by the spear of the ehasseur. ‘This weapon 

  

ted of a broad flat blade, furnished with a deep tooth or 
e 1g a strong rope of considerable length 

attached to its upper end, and running over the notched summit 
Of a wooden shaft, whi serted into the head or blade, 
like a common javelin. It was thrown in the same manner, but 
on striking the shaft fell, and the iron head alone remained in 
the body of the animal, which, on receiving a wound, plunged 
into deep water, the rope having beet iately let out 
When fatigued by exertion, the hippopotamus was dragged to 

J. and the same was 
ed : frequently receiy- 
ngled by other noses, 
, as it was brought 

    

    
  

    
    
   

   
   

the boat, from which it again plu 
repeated till it became perfectly exha 
ing additional wounds, and being ent 
which the attendants held in readin 
within their reach.” 

Several representations of this subj 
‘Thebes, but the destructive thoughtless: 
the appropriating inclinations of travellers, have unfortunately 
destroyed them, and few vestiges now remain beyond the figure 

of the man, his spear, and a few minor details: 1 should, the 
fore have been unable to introduce a copy of this interesti 
subject, had not the kindness of Mr. Humphrey f 
tunate enough to obtain a sketch of one of the 
with it for the accompanying woodcut? 

‘The ehasseur? is here in the act of throwing the spear at the 
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hippopotamus, which he has already wo 
Dlades, indicated by the ropes he holds i 
having pulled the animal towards the sur 
Attendant endeavors to throw a noose over 
it for the fourth time. Behind him is his sc 
spear in readiness: and in order that there should be no question 

x =) ARES Ang ea 
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\e ropes belonging to the bl: 
hand to the 
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21 ‘Tvis chased, says the historian, 
sons, each armed with iron javelins. As soon 
appearance at the surface of the water they surround it with 
boats, and closing in on all sides they wound it with blades, 
furnished with iron barbs,and having hempen ropes fastened to 

“by many pe 
tt makes i          

  

Nom. pee na as Gases Eippepctaus Thebes. 

them, in order that when wounded it may be let out, until its 
strength fails it from loss of blood? 

‘The spear they used on these occasions was evidently of a 
different construction from that intended for ordinary purposes, 
and was furnished, as Diodorus observes, with 
rope for letting out the wounded animal, in 
the same manner as practised by the modern 

thiopians: there was sometimes another line 
ened to the shaft, and passing over a notch = 

at its upper end: which was probably in- 
tended to give the weapon a greater impetus, 
as well as to retain the shaft when it left the 
blade. ‘The rope attached to the blade was 
wound upon a reel, generally carried by some 
of the attendants. It was of very 
construction, alf ring of 
metal, by which it was held, and a bar turning in it, on which 
the line or string was wound. 
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Besides the fish cured, or sent to market for the table, a very 
great quantity was set apart expressly for feeding the sacred 

mals and birds, —as the cats, crocodiles, ibises, and others; 
and it is probable that some of the large reservoirs attached to 
the temple were used as well for preserves or piscine, where the 
fish were kept, as to afford a supply of water for the necessary 
ablutions of the devout, and for various purposes connected 
with rel 

With regard to the number of fish in the river of Egypt, and 
the many species said to have been known there, it may be 
conjectured that some formerly common to the lower parts of 
the Nile are no longer met with to the north of the First and 

: or varieties of the species may have 
al by Diodorus: 

sometimes brought fish, 
in Egypt, as part of th 

    
      

  

       
      
  

  

  

    

    
       
   

    

been enum 
nd we even 

perhaps of ar 
tribute to the Egyptians. 

‘That some animals, both aquatic and terrestrial, as well as 
several botanical productions, once common in Egypt, are now 
confined to the latitudes of Ethiopia,is well known: the crocodile, 
formerly an int of Lower Egypt and the Delta 

ts the ext ts visits northward to the districts about 
+ and the hippopotamus is no longer seen in Lower 

      the Ethiopia 
    

  

      

      

  

     
    

   

  

          
  

    

  

if one was known, some years ago, to wander 
below the nd another 

ras Damietta, these were accidental occurrences, which 
ich astonishment to the people who witnessed   

    their unexpected visit, as to the bewildered animals the 
As usual on such oceasions, their unintentional intrusion, 

where they could not be objects of terror, was punished with a 
h the same persons would not have displayed in 

places: whe really obnoxious; and every Turk or 
peasant who could procure a weapon was fired with the proud 
desire of destroying the intruder, and showed the same chivalrous 
veling usually ist an imprudent porpoise, who 

has ventured to pass the bridges of the English eapital. 
But the hippopotamus once lived in Lower Egypt, and the 
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The fs browzht from Mesopotamia isthe larest a bathe occurred. between 
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city of Papremis, in the Delta, worshipped it asa suered animal 
worthy of the Egyptian Mars. 

Neither the hippopotamus nor the crocodile appears to 
Egyptians.! Pliny indeed mentions 

the medicinal properties of both of them: and Plutareh affirms 
that the people of Apollinopolis used to eat the crocodile :? this, 
however, was not a ge tom, but merely upon a certain 
occasion connected with religious superstition, and intended to 

show their abhorrence of ‘Typhon the evil genius, of whom it was 
an emblem. y hae likewise,” he continues, ‘a solemn 
hunt of this animal upon a particular day, set apart for the 
purpose, at which time they kill as many of them as they ean, 

wards throw their dead bodies before the temple of th 
m. for their practice, that it was in the 
phon eluded the pursuit of Orus.’# 

iy instances of the different feelings with 
als were regarded in various parts of Egypt: 

andas Herodotus® observes, “Some of the Egyptians consider the 
crocodile sacred, while others make war upon it; and those who 

live about Thebes and the lake Mis (in the Arsinoite nome) 
hold it in great veneration.” 

Insome places it was treated with the most marked respect, and 
kept at considerable expense; it was fed and attended with the 
‘most serupulous care s were dressed 
purposely for it; they orname: ngs, and its 
feet with bracelets and necklai al stones :° it 
‘was rendered perfectly tame by (after death 
the body was embalmed in a most sumptu ner. This wi 

ticularly the ease in the Theban, Ombite,and Arsinoite nome: 
and at a place now called Maabileh, opposite the modern town of 

loot, are extensive grottoes, cut far into the limestone 
mountain, where numerous crocodile mummies haye been for 
perfeetly preserved, and evidently embalmed with great car 

‘The people of Apollinopolis, Tentyris, Heracleopolis 
other places, on the contrary, held this animal in abhorrene 
lostno opportunity of destroying it; and the Tentyrites w 
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shape of a crocodile T 
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expert, from long habit, in catching, and even in engaging this 
powerful animal in its native element, that they were known to 

follow it into and bring it by force to the shore. Pliny 
ent authors mention the wonderful feats performed 

ot only in their own country, butin the presence of th 
10! says that on the occasion of som 

       

     
  

  

       
by them 
Roman people       

  

exoeodiles bein 
followed them, fully confirmed the truth of the report of their 
power over those for, having put them into a spacious        

side, the men boldly entered the 
net dragged them to the bank, and back ag 

erous speetato 
ry . “though the Tentyrites are small men 

they have the greatest presence of mind in their encounters with 
the crocodile, which is an a 

fear it, but timid when pursed. 
singly. and swimming after it in the 
and thrust a bar into its open mouth, which, being held at the 
two extremities, serves asa nables them to foree it to the 
shore.” Pliny even goes so fi ightening them 
with the voice alone, they compelled them to render the bodies 
they had devoured to the (disappointed) embal 

iow themselves much greater epicures in th 
their food to pieces before they swall 

y of suggesting the probability th 
‘eases, the animal abandoned the body on their approac 

habit being to bring it to the shore, and there to tear it up, the 
having been stripped off while in the water. 
a accounts for the power possessed by the Ten 

over the crocodile from their intrepidity, and in accordance with 
Pliny, and with modern experience, he states it to be “timid before 
the bold, and most ready to attack those who fe the Te 

tyrites excelling neither in their nature nor constitution, but in 
their fearless contempt of it; for they follow, and by means of a 
snare, stop it in its flight; nor are any killed except those who 

presence of mind. 

  

ater, and entangling them in a 
to the water, in 
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id animal, flying on the appro 
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ing, only venturing to attack its prey on a sudden: for 
which reason we seldom or1 od by it, 
unless incautiously standing at the brink of the where its 
approach is concealed by the wa \l where, by the immense 
power of its tail, it is enabled to throw down and oyereome the 
strongest man, who, being carried instantaneously to the bottom 
of the river, has neither the time nor the m 

  

  f persons dev«   
  

  

    

   
1s to resist,     

       

  

‘Pliny, like other authors.! has been led intoa common error, 
that the sight of the eroe defective under water, which a         
moment's consideration, without the necessity of personal ex 
perience, should haye corrected ; for it is at least reasonable to 

that an animal living chiefly on fish, should, in order to 
prey, be gifted with an equal power of sights and that 

of fish cannot be eonsidered defective: but Herodotus, the father 
ry and of 1s? that it is totally “blind under 

     
     

   

    

  Egypt produces two varieties of this animal, distinguishel 
by the number and position of the scales on the neck. One has 
the front row composed of six seales, behind which is a cluster of 
four large central scales in twvo lines, with two smaller ones on 
each side of the uppermost of these lines; the other has in the 
front row four only, and the disposition of the other eight is thus 
four central sea with one smaller one on each 

ide of the upperline, hind the second and low 
‘The first row of the body consists of six seales, the f 

ig only four. ‘The other seales of the body are 
‘They do not exceed eighteen or nineteen f 

some of stupendous size.” 
etail of the h 

relates the frequently 
ng the ani 

  

  

     

     

  

line.   

         

    

  

  

bits of the ervcodile, 
repeated story of the ¢rochilus 

ks of the 
to its throat. 

pugned, when we 
Niles and the polite 
‘ocodile and the bird 

we examine the manner in whi 

  

           ring its sleep on the a 
Nile, and relieving it of the leeches whieh adhe 
‘The truth of this assertion is seriously i 
recollect that leeches do not abound in th 

lerstanding said to exist between the 
becomes more improbable, whe 
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act of swallow \d during sleep the throat is constantly 
shut, though the mouth is open. 

‘The hostile intrusion of the ichneumon, related by other 
writers,! is equally destitute of probability. 

‘That birds living on flies frequently flit about the crocodile, 
while lying on the sa and this 
cireumstan small running bivd, @ 
species of charadrins on the same bank, and 
which, loudly of man, may be supposed 
to warn the erocodile of danger, very possibly led to the 
those visits of the trochilus,? and the friendly services it rendered 
the sleeping crocodile. 

Its eggs, as Herodotus and Pliny observe, are small, eonsider- 
ing the size whieh it afterwards attains, being the size of a large 

1's egg, but longer in proportion to its widt depe 
female in the sand, or in the light loose earth of the 

and its constant desire to enjoy the f 
summer, is shown by its lying for a length of time asleep 

sandbanks, with its open mouth tumed to the prevailing 

  

   

   

  

   
       

    

   

  

  

  

       

    

       

         
   
   
   

  

       

    
    

  

‘many different modes of catching it, says Herodo- 
wost worthy of notice is as follows: They fasten 

nd throw it into the middle of the 
Daits th ling near the water's edge, they beat 

oung pig, and the crocodile, being enticed to the spot by its 
es, finds the bait on its way, and swallowing it, is caught by 

the hook. Then they pull it ashore, and the first step is to cover 
eyes with mud, and thus being deprived of sight it is 

to offer an effectual resist nd from the seulptur 
that they attack the crocodile with a spear, transfixing it as it 
passed beneath the boat in shallow water. In Ethiopia, at the 
present day, the crocodile is eaught by tying a dog as bait on a 

log of wood, round the centre of which a rope is fastened. As 
soon as the crocodile has swallowed the dog, the cond being 
pulled, the wood tu is throat, and he is then pulled 
‘on shore. 

‘The hatred borne by some of the Egyptians against the 
crocodile tre y gave rise to serious disputes, and the i 
habitantsof Tentyris, who had killed and eaten the sacred animal, 

    

      
      

          
       

    
  

  

      

      

    
      

    

2 Phin, wi 2 The name trocilu si 2 Galle sae in Arabic, 4 Meet 70 
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‘of Ombos, were attacked with all the fury of religious feud. On 
r many had been wounded on both sides, and 

Tentyrites were worsted and compelled to fly, the Ombites 
secured a prisoner of the opposing party, and, if we may 
Juvenal,! satiated their revenge by eating his body. The state- 

however, is questionable, nor i 
zypt had passed under the «lo 

         
  

  

    met ft probable even in that 
jon of the 

  

  depraved age, when 
Romans, that such as 
always allowed to poet 

     ually occurred ; and great license is 
still more is taken by the severity     

of satire, 

1 Jay Sat xv 83,80 

 



  

  

CHAPTER IX. 

  

Or the progress of the ancient Egypt 
       
    

  

many useful 
the monumen 

  

hes of art we have unquestionable pro 
remain, and from the evidence of a 

sculptures inform us that many inventions we 
at the early periods when most other nations were still in 1 

; Which, though generally ascribed to a much later epoc 
m the facility we now have of fixing the chronology of 
n monuments, ascertained to be eoeval with the Exodus, 

or the bondage of the Israelites. 
The scientific skill they possessed in_archit 

matter of surprise to the traveller who be 
gypt: whose solid maso 

      

  

      
   

  

ure is always a 
lds the stupendor 

y would have defied 
paired to the present 

day, had n nd of man been employed aga 
them. The of Cambyses, and the subse 
the Persians: the three 

    
     

    
thera \ges of time, and have remained w 

the destr 
  

  

             

   
    ‘ins, and so 

  

completely reduced that ancient capi 
worthy to be considered an Egyptian e 

no longer 
eteracy of the   
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of the Moslems for the monuments of the idolatrous infidels; and 
lastly, the position of the temples, which pres selves 
to the mason asa convenient quarry, supplying, at little labor 
and expense,abund the erection of new edifices, 
were the bat ruses of the downfall of B 
but though great portions of the finest buildin 

sufficient remains to attest their former grande 
the wonderful skill and mechanical knowledge of their founders. 
‘At the period of the Persian invasion, Egypt was looked upon 

as the great school of science, and the repository of all kinds of 
earning: but the arts had fallen from the degree of excellence to 
which they had attained under the Augustan age of the 18th 
Dynasty, and though luxury and private wealth increased, taste in 
seulpture and architecture had long since been on the decline, 
and minute and were substituted for the 
simple and di earlier period. how- 
ever, continued to flourish under the succeeding dyn 
the reigns of Psam and Am: 
to architecture, seulpture, and painting seemed to promise an 

nent, if not the revival, of taste, and time 
their dow put an unexpected event was destined to bring 
about their sudden decadence, and the Persian conquest dealt 

blow: from which they vainly strove to recover in the suc 
«ding reigns of the Macedonian dynasty: for not only w 

the fi nents destroyed or mutilated, statues,! works 
of art, and all the wealth? of the country carried off to Persia 
but the artists themselves were compelled to leave their homes 
to follow the conquerors to their eapital, and to ¢ 
the vietories obtained over 

    

  

    

   

    
    

e of stones fo     
   

  

  

  

      
   

  

       
     
    

  

    js the encouragement giver 

       
   

  

  

          
est mom   

    
  

Paypt hy the authors of their own 
jest models 

  

    

      

    

  

mbled by the lei 
nly persons 

ly begi 
erwhel 

     
    

  

le of directing taste or eneouraging art, 
ing to sink, vainly endeavored te         

of Cambyses. 
‘The 

  

sit to have ersianes* and 

  

    

      

    ree of Canopy Lepsite, “Das eke von Ranops) foe ee 19) 8. 
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science; but it was not till the powerand wealth of the country 
were at their zenith that full scope was given for its display 

of public monuments: a fact sufficiently in 
rease of nd vastness of size 

the buildings of olden time being generally of m 
dimensions than those of the advanced age of the 18th Dy 
T particulary allude to the temples and to the colossal sta 
erected at the 1 i far exceed in their seale, 
the ize the ordinary monuments of an 
earlier may be obser the inereased proportions of 

Vhall of Karnak, added by Rameses the Great, and the 
of the sitting colossi of Amenophis, in the plain of 

of Rameses at the Memnonium, which weighed 
about 886 tons, and was brought over land from the quar 
the cataracts of Syene, a distance of more than 120 miles 

of a single block of granite, had aln 
ewn and transported from the 

least as the reign of Usertesen I., whom I suppose to hav 
the contemporary of Joseph; and the same mechan 

      

  

    

   

        

    
    

  

        

   

   

   
  

    
    

              

        
   

    

  

    
    

  

dy existed even before that period, as is shown from the 
construction of those wonderful monuments the Pyramids, near 
Memphis, which, in the size of th nd their style of 

  

    building, evince a degree of are knowledge perhaps 
possessed ata subsequent epoch. But it was not 

generally called forth in. early they were then con- 
tented with monuments of an inferior seale, and their ordinary 
buildings were not of the sume g 
work was then seldom undertaken without an adeq 
and the knowledge they possessed was reserved for particular 

ns; but when riches and the love of 
extended the size of their temples, and eon- 

stant practice haying made the means familiar to them, artisans 
and engineers vied with each other in hewing and transporting 
colossal statues, monoliths, and other ponderous monuments, 
which served for ornament and the display of their mechanical 
knowledge. 

Tt was not in this branch of seienee alone that the Egyptians 
excelled; the wonderful skill they evinced in sculpturing or 
engraving hard stones is still more surprising; and we wonder 
‘at the means employed for cutting hieroglyphies, frequently to 
the depth of more than two inches, on basalt, on sy 
other stones of the hardest quality. Nor were they det 

    
     

    

    
   

  

motive, 
             
show increased, the)     
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  red by imitating approved models, 
ality, and 

nt of much that was afterwards 

taste —a taste, too, not acq 
Dut claiming for itself the pr 
allowed to have been the pau 
perfected, with such wonderful suecess, by the most highly gifted 
of nations, the ancient Greeks; and no one ean look upon the 
elegant forms of many of the Egyptian vases, the ornamental 
designs of their architecture, or the furniture of th 
without conceding to them due praise on this point, and adm 

ting that, however whimsical some of the figures may be in sacred 
subjects, they often showed considerable taste, where the regula 

tions of the priesthood and ed to inter 
In their temples they were obliged to co 

lished in the early infancy of art, which custom and prejudice 
rendered sa the 

with the highest venerat 
same feeling of respect the formule and di 
of law or religion continued th asin early times: a 
tom prevalent among many people, whatever improvements 
language undergoes: for neither would the Turkish Moslem 
dare to t the Arabie Qoriin, nor the Cairene to alter it 

to his own dialect; and we might ourselves object to a Bible 
written in the style of Robertson or Hume. 

Plato and Synesius both mention the ste 
forbade their artists to introduce innova ig 
jects; and the more effectually to prevent this, ‘the prof 
‘of artist was not allowed to be exercised by common or illiterate 
persons, lest they should attempt anything contrary to the laws 
established regarding the figures of the deities” 

In their household furniture, and the om 1 objects 
used in their dwellin ricted by 
established rules; here, as T have observed, 
played, and their vases frequently bear so strong a resemblance 
to those of Greece, that we might feel disposed to consider 
them borrowed from 
qnity forbid such a conclusion; and many have mistak 
ornamental devices attached to them and to other faney w 
of Egyptian art, for the productions of Greek sculptors. No 
that we are acy with the dates of FB 
the square border and scrolls, 80 c n, Sicilian, 
Etruscan, and Greco-Ttalian vases, are shown to be, from the 
most remote time, among the ordinary devices on eups, and the 
ceilings of tombs, at Thebes and other places: and the graceful 

    

    

     

    

  

      
       

  

zious seruples   
  form to rules estab- 

  

    always looked upon 
probable that from the 

ion of their books 
        and 

  

  

        
  

     

    

which 
ns sub- 
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not confined to architec- 

ur 
ntal purpose, by the 

yyptian cornice, whic 
peated on vases and 

was evidently adopted, for the s 
Greeks! 

  

      inerous articles of fu 
      

      
         

One of the most remarkable inventions of a remote era, and 
one with whieh the Egyptians appear to have been acquainted at 
least as early as the reign of the first Usertesen, upwards of 3500 

  

years ago, is that of glass-bloy 
in the paintings of Ben 

‘The process is represented 
Hassan, exeeuted during the 

that monarch and hisimmediatesuceessors; and thes 
repeated, in other parts of Egypt, in tombs of variou 

“ated 

         

epochs. 

    

No.2, 1. Gla ower. anetan 
     

      

of the bottle and the use of the blo 
n those subjects : 

‘aken froin the fire at the point of the pip 
not ion of theartist. But if the scept 

should feel disposed to withhold his belief on the authority of 
painted representation, and deny that the use of glass could be 
proved on such evidence, it may be well to remind him th 
images of glazed pottery were common at the same period, that 

      
   

    

       
    

  

Vases, woodeut No. 258; and doorways, woodeuts Nos 120, 121, and 123.
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the vitrified substance with which they are covered is of the same 
quality as glass,! and that therefore the mode of fusing and the 
proper proportions of the ingredients for maki 
ready known to them; and we can positively state that 200 

years after, or about 1500 B.c., they made ornaments of glass 
fa bead bearing a queen's who lived at that period having 
been found at Thebes by my friend Captain Henyey, R.N., the 

ity of which, 258, is precisely the same as of, 
and? 

  

x glass were 
  

     
             

   
    

crown glass now manufactured in E: 

Ay 

  

  age" 

  

    

  

  

  

Many glass bottles and objects of various forms have been 
met with in the tombs of Upper and Lower 

ntiquity, though not readily 

  

  

Egypt, some unques- 
tionably of very remote ribed         

  

of royal names indica 
trust to the repre- 

n paintings, are frequently shown to have 

to any fixed epoch, ow 
tive of their date; and glass vases, if we 
sentations in the Th 

      

2 of course is vitreous, but ern Thebes pra he 

    

    
    

some other inscription 
   

focraner Get oC Wfeseas or ‘conrezent of Thothnnes ‘of the sth Dyas te tiles of “love af the resident in Uae) or West 
evan white color, aso ein the. Muses at sowie A ta ane spose @    
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deen used for holding wine, at least as early as the Exodus, 1490 
years before our era. [’The earliest dated example of glass is a 
Small fragment of dark-blue glass impressed with the prenon 
of Antef IIL, of the 11th Dynasty. There is also a bottle for the 

toilet, in shape like a Greek oinochod, of a 
turquoise-blue color, and having « 
ments and an inscription in yellow color 
on the neck and body. ‘The glass is semi- 
opaque,and partly ornamented with waving 
lines. After the 18th, many fagments of 
vases of the period of the 1th Dynasty, 
and discovered amidst the débris of the 
Sarbet el Khadim, in the neighborhood 
Mount Si re found by the late Major 
Macdonald.—S. B.] 

Till with a few years, prejudice for- 
bade the belief that the ancients were 
acquainted with the manufseture of glass, 
and many persons could not be persuaded 
that the Romans used it, thou, 

gute gins so, sented in the paintings of Pompeii with 
SHENK we the most unquestionable truth, and a pane 
5 of glass and numerous fragments of broken 

* bottles had been discovered in that exea- 
vated city. ‘The faet, howeve established, and these 
doubtsweresilenced: stillit was questioned whether the invention 

ated before the destruction of that city; the glass was much 
condemned as of inferior quality ; and the authority of Pliny 
previously disbetieved, was now welev old friend, 
called forth to prove that glass was a late discovery of s 
Pho ers, who, having lighted a fire on the seashore, 
and supported their cooking utensils on blocks of nitre, we 
taught by the union of the fused substances the secret of 

nvention. ‘The Roman naturalist had fixed n 
this event: and if he spoke of improvements in th 
Auced in the reign’of Tiberius, it was presumed that, though a 
vitrified substance was known, its qualities were not proper! 
understood, and that its discovery only dated about the Augustan 

e. They even objected that w t Emperors windows 
were made of a transparent stone, brought from Spain and other 

  

    
  

  

  

  

    

       

    

    

     
   

  

      
     

   
   

         
    

  

  

ved as       
      

      

  

   
  

     
  

     

  

     

  

  

1 Pla, sxxxvi. © 28  
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countries, called Lapis speewlaris ; and they hence inferred the 
imperfect knowledge of 

This stone is now well known under the name oft 
only used in the houses of the rich, in litters, or as an 
to the best apartments; other persons being content with linen, 
hom, or papel 

Such were the feeble arguments brought forward to disprove 
the use of glass for vases and for omamental purposes among th 
Romans; but with much less reason did they apply to its inven 

  

     

  

ornament   

  

   

    

    
tion in other countries; and though the Egyptians never knew 
the necessity, or rather the annoyance, of glass windows unde 
4 buming sun, they were well acqu 
mater 

  

fed with vases of that 
1; and the workmen of Thebes and Memphis, and subse- 

ly Alexandria, were famed for the excellent qualities of 
hey produced, with whieh Rome eonti 

‘er Egypt became a provinee of the empire. Strabo 
U by a glassmaker of Alexandria! that a peculiar 
and in Egypt, without which it was impossible to 

manufacture certain kinds of glass of a brilliant and valuable 
ality; and some vases presented by an Egyptian priest to the 
peror H were considered so curious and valuable that 

they were only used 

       

  

   

   

  

ul to be sup 
    

    
  

      

   

  

    
   

          

the manufacture of 
wg it of various hues, thav they 

methystand other pre 
excellence in the art wh 

n unable to re 
their improve 

are still unable to imitates for not only do the 
Egyptian opaque glass offer the most varied. 

deviees on the exterior, distributed with the regularity of a 
studied design, but the same hue and the same device pass in 
right lines directly through the substances so that in whatever 
part it is broken, or wherever a seetion may chance to be male 
Of it, the sime appearance, the same colors, and the same device 
present themselves, without being found ever to deviate from 
the direction of a straight line from the external surface to 
the interior 

‘This quality of glass, of which T have seen several specimens, 
has been already noticed by the learned Winkelmann, who is 

   

  

   

   
  

  

    
     

  

   

  

2 Strabo, 1b. xv 2 Vopiseus, fa Vita Saturn, 8 
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hat ‘the ancients carried the   decidedly of opinion 
making to a higher 

of glass- 
ourselves, though 

ewho have notseen th 
bes two pie 

Rome a few years before he wrote, which were 
above mentioned? “One of th 
an inch in Tength and a th 
a dark and variegated gro 
bright and varied colors, 

ing than a copy of nature. The outlines are bold and 
decided, the colors beautiful and pure, and the effect very 
pleasing, in consequence of the artist having alte 
duced an opaque and a t Th 
peneil of a miniature painter could not have tra 

cpness the circle of the or the plum 

    

   

    

      

  

ppear a 
this mate        ss of glass, 

the quality 
he says, ‘though not quite 

1 in breadth, exhibits o 
nda bird resembling a duck, in very 

x of a Chinese 

    

        
    

      

    
  

    

    

   

  

   
    

   

  

   
          

But 

the 
iy be coneluded that the figure of 

's through its entire thickness. ‘The picture 
yee on both sides, and seems to have been 

like mosaic work, united with so much 
gnifying-glass is unable to dis- 

  

  

  

cover their junction, 
+ From the condition of this 

to form any idea of the process ¢ 
and we should have remained entirely 
fracture shown that filame 

ce of the glass, 
side to the others whi concluded that the 

pieture was composed of diff ders of colored glass, 
whieh being subjected to a proper degree of heat, united by 
(partial) fusion. T eannot suppose they would have taken so 
much trouble, and have been contented to make a picture only 
the sixth of an inch thick, while, by employing longer filaments, 
they might have prodaced one many inches in thiekness, without 
occupying any additional time in the process; itis therefore prob- 
able this was cut from a larger or thi@ker piece, and the number 
of the pictures taken from the same depended on the length of 
the filaments, and the consequent thickness of the original mass. 

  

fragment, it was at first difficult 
ployed in its manufaet 

prant of it had not the 
on the sur 

    
     

      

    

   

  

   passed from. 

    

  

    
    

  

  

        
         

  
  

  

       

  

1 Winkelmann, “Orig. de PAR, Wb 2 19 2 ia
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“The other spe so broken, and about the size of the 
preceding one, is made in the same manner. It ex! 
iments of a green, yellow, and white color, on a bh 
which consist of volutes, strings of beads, and flowers, ending in 
pyramidical points. All the details are perfectly distinct and 

keenest eye is 

  

      

  

e ground, 
    

     

    

  

   

  

    

  

   

  

    
   

     
  

unconfused, and yet so very minute, that th 
unable to follow the erm 
nate: the ornaments, howeve xl, without inter- 
ruption, through the entire thiek 

  

  

    

Sometimes, when the specimens were ver pplied. 
m to a small slab of stone of their own size, 

ns the 
were enabled to eut th equently to 

     we bead before mentioned. 
  n Egypt by Dr. Hogg. 

wuality and the distribution of the Captain 
Henyey’s specimen are strikingly beautiful; the total size is 
about 14, inch square; and the ground is of an amethyst hu 

sting of a yellow cirele, surrounded 
by light blue with a bright red border, and on the 
shoot forth light blue rays edged with white. Around this, 
Which is isolated, runs a re ornament of bright yellow, 
divided into distinet 
sides; and at the 
a leaf, formed of a si 
White, the last two ene 

towards the base, and terminate in almost im 
perceptible tenuity. ‘The delicaey of some of the lines is truly 
surprising, and not less the ac 
exeented; and the brillianey of the c 
the harmony maintained in their disposition 

     colors 

  

    
  

       

  

     

      

   
   

  

  

      

   

      s is as remarkable as 
art then much 

  

      

     

  

lass desribed hy Winkelmann arranged i patterns ve 
  

         

   

fs of the later Pt i, zontal se Belem ae a 
Als uri wn used ‘obits, au nstonty fou at Tate, i 

Splindical or Mare rosy the ase ek 
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more studiously attended to, and far better understood, than     

iss ornaments is more 1 
than any I have met with. 

I division is readi 
as well as the manner of adjusting 

aniting. thy 
find that the heat applied to cement the sq 

has caused the colors to run between them, 
partial fusion from too strong a This fact, and the dispo: 

tion of the separ: will be better understood from a ref 
nee to the pl -» figs. 5, 6, 7), from which, too, 
may be obtained of the fineness of the lines compos 

devices. 
Not only were these various parts made at different ti 

nd afterwards united by heat, rendered effective on their su 
faces by means of a flux applied to them, but each colored Ii 
was at first separate, and, when adjusted in its proper placi 
was connected with those around 

  

   
          

discovered in a bright I 
the differ   in one mass; and here 
      

      eonsequ 
     

    

    

          

   

  

      by the same process 
iggests, were eylinde 

Wg to the pattern proposed, which passed 
lines through the substance or ground in which they 

were imbedded. 
Paw, Gognet, and other antiquaries had long ago be 

vinced that gl known to the Egyptians, 
Pho at a very rer 

oned by ancient aut 
of those } 

    

    

   

  

  

to the         
    

         

      

    

   

  

    

  

jous stones; a conjecture 
sible by the experience of modern tin 

ost noted jewels of Chri 
the same materials. Such were the coloss 

  

still more pli 

   

      

   

  
    

  

cubits, or thirteen feet and a 
the king of Baby 

was fonr eubits, or six feet, long, 
an obelisk in the temple of Jupiter, 

in height, and four eubit 

  

    

  

ng the early invention 

  

2 Dn fet 
2'Porhive made thom of ass required extraniany tl 

  See also Theophrastas 
Ter eit onthe autor ‘Theophiaate 
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med; and whether the first idea 
or their neighbors the 

tians, we have satisfactory evidence of its use 3300, or per 
3500 years 

Of the different purposes to which glass was applied by the 
ancients, Wink further account in the sume 

ae where he pronounces his opi generally 
nore frequently ent tha 
another proof of their great skill 

e preserved in th verini, 
iumer in which the layers of color 
aken for a real sardonyx.” It is 

the same that is now in the British Museum, and known by 
the name of the Portland vase 

‘That the Bgyptians, at the early period of the 18th Dyn 
ot only with the manufacture of eon 

s for beads and bottles of ordinary quality, but with the art 
taining it of divers colors 

found in the tombs of Thebes: 
ated process that they imitated the most fanciful 

ng the rich hues and brile 
Id, the purple 

successfully imitated ; 
ed ata Theban 

e the wearer or deceive a stranger by the 
of reality; and the feelings of envy might be 

vl the love of show gratified, by these 
tutes for real jewels 

ny states? that the emerald was more easily counterfeited 
\l considers the art of imitating precious 
tive piece of deceit than any devised by 
Egypt 
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in its manufacture, the va 
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    joted for its skill in this manufacture,! and Strabo? says, * that 
an earth found there was the only kind which would 

certain rich and variegated compositions.” ‘The emeralds men 
tioned by Apion and ‘Theophrastus, which, as before observed, 
are supposed to have been of glass, might also be cited to show 
that the art was known in a Ph we had not 
pundant and far more satisfactory proofs from specimens found 

Thebes: and we dily believe the assertion 
y, that in his time they succeeded so completely in the 

to render it “ditlicult to disti i 

   

  

  

  

nswer for 

  

         
        

    
          
      guish false from 1     
ston 

Many, in the fo 
ts of Egypt, 

  

F beads, have been met with in different 
larly at Thebes: and so far did the 

tion, that even small figures, 

  

     

  

    
   

  

Jain, were counter- 
A figure whieh 

nderwent 
when cut out of 

feted, being eomposed of 
was entirely of earthenw 
a somewhat more compli 
stone, and simply covered with a vitrified coating: this last 
could therefore be sold at a low prices it offered all the bril- 
lianey of the former, and its weight alone betrayed its inferiority 
by whieh means, whatever was novel or pleasing from exte 

app aas placed within the reach of all classes: 
least the possessor had the sutisfuetion of appearing to pi 
in each fashionable novelty. 

Such inventions, and successful endeavors to imitate costly 
ornaments by humbler materials, not only show the progress of 
art among the Egyptians, but strongly argue the great advance- 
ment they had made in the customs of eivilized lifes sinee it is 
certain, that until society high degree of luxury 
and refinement, artificial wants of this nature are not ereated. 
and the lower classes do not yet feel the desire of imitati 
their wealthier superiors, in the adoption of objects depende: 
on t dental caprice. 

Glass bugles and beads were much used by the Egyptians for 
es, nd for a Sort of network with which they covered the 

wrappers and 
their varied 
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es, numerous devices 
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nused themselves by 
Ws at the present day. 

applied by the 

  our bead purses; and the ladi 
ging them for ornamental purpose 

The prineipal use to which glass 
yyptians (besides the beads and faney work already noticed) 

was for the manufacture of bottles, vases, and other utens 
wine was frequently brought to table ina bottle, or handed to a 

cup? of this material, 

        

         

   

  

   

     
    
  guest i 

buried in a glass coflin. 
covered witha coating of vitrified matt adeep 

ed, by its transpareney, the seulptures or 
hieroglyphic legends engraved upon the stone: a process well 
understood by the Egyptians, and the same they employed in 
many of the blue figures of pottery and stone commonly found 
in their tombss th one ease, being covered with 
‘composition capable of vitrifying, and then exposed to a certai 
degree of heat until properly melted and diffused over th 

and in the other dipped into a mixture, which was 

  

    color, whieh dis, 

      
         stone,       

  

  

     

    

work, and 
jous colors were employed in faney ornaments, in the 
of deities, in sacred emblems, and in the different objects 

for which inl pted, the quality there 
‘opaque kind. In some’ of these 

Vitrified compositions, the colors have a brillianey which is trul 
the blues which are given by copper are vivid and. 

eautifully clear; and one of the reds, which is probably derived 
from minium, has all the intenseness of rosso antico, with the 

in which it-is found; thus 
combining the qualities of a rich enamel. 

Many of the cups discovered at ‘Thebes present a tasteful 
ngement of varied hues, and evince the great skill of the 

15 and no one can 
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ens without           examin speci x convinced of the gu 
experience they possessed in this branch of art. ‘The manner in 
which the colors are blended and arranged, the minuteness of      
the li     nntly tapering off to an almost imperceptible 
fineness, and the varied directions of tortuous curves traversing 
the substance, but strictly conforming to the pattern designed 
by the artist, display no ordinary skill, and show that they were 

‘ct masters of the means employed to produce the effect 

    

           

  

   

    

  

pptian porcelain? should perhaps be denominated 
quality of the two and not 

vented by the 
his eurious exper 
wethod of converting 

lain, a pa 
unlike t 

who discovered, du 
nts on different qualities of porcelain, the 

glass into a substance very similar to el 
The ground of Egyptian porcelain is ge 

geneous quality and hue, either blue or green, traversed 
direction by lines or devices of ot 
black, light or dark blue, and green, or what 
to introduce; and these are not always confined to the surface, 

tly penetrate conside 
f, at others enti 

stance; in which respect they differ from the pores 
where the flowers or patterns are applied to the surfa 
perhaps justify the use of the term glasspo1 which I 
opted. In some instances, the yellows were put on after the 

upon the was then 
toaproper degree of after this, the handles, 

ul the base were added, and fixed-by a repe 
process. It was not without eonside: 

ns were made, and many vases were brol 
‘operation; to which Martial alludes, in an epig 
cups of the Bi 

That the 
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ptians? 
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chemistry and the use of metallic oxides, is evident from the 
nature of the eolors applied to their glass and poreelain ; and 
they were even acquainted with the influence of acids upon 
color, being able, in the process of dyeing or staining eloth, to 
bring about certain changes in the hues,! by the same s 
adopted in our own eotton works, as I shall show in deseri 
the manufacture 

Tris evident that the art ss was known to the 
Egyptians at the most remote periods, hieroglyphies and various 

ss being engraved upon vases and beads made in the time 
of the 18th Dynasty; and some glass, particularly that which 
hears figures or ornaments in relief, was east ina mould. Some 
have supposed that the method of cutting glass was unknown to 
the ancients, and have limited the period of its invention to the 
commencement of the seventeenth century of our era, when 
Gaspar Lehmann, at Prague, first ded in it, and ob 
patent from the Emperor Rodolph I. but we may infer from the 
authority of Pliny, that glass-cutting was known to the ancients, 
and that the diamond was used for the purpose, as at the present 
day, even if they were ignorant of the art of eutting this stone 
with its own ¢ “Diamonds,” says that author,? 
sought by lapida 
‘the power of penetra 
He also states th: 
‘though im ea 

      

  

  

      

        

   
  

    

  

  

  

  

              
  

  

     
ies, who s    

  

   

      

    
    

  

  

   

      

res or deviees:” 
ting those of the hardest 4} 

be engraved by the diam    mle of ¢ 
he observes 

  

   
  opted by 

noltanaateshyay ictal erat oinken Une HEcbhg 
ns to show the process they employed, there is sufticient 

evidence of its effect; and their early intercourse with India 
have led them to the knowledge of the diamond, and of its 

ing thos Is. Tt is 
that emery powder, as I shall hereafter have oceasion to obse 
and the lapidary’s wheel, were used 
doubt that the Israelites learnt thi 
stones in that eountry.? 
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Some glass bottles were enclosed in wicker-worl 
bling what is now called by the 

  1 very nearly 
Egyptians a damagdn: 

generally of considerable size, holding from one to 
aller size, from six to 

  

re 
they wer 

tivo gallons of fluid, and some of a si 

   

  

  

  

    
  rence osaaks 
  

nine inches in 

  

ht, were protected by a covering made of the 
or eyperus rush, like the modern bottles 

containing thers appear to haye been 
partly cased in leather, sewed over them much in the 
manner e now made for eartying liquids o1 

found in the tombs of Thebe: 
josity and surprise than those of 

inscriptions in that language. The 
single bottle of this kind would nat- 

. and if’ we felt surprised that it should be 
are would reasonably 

1 visitor in later times might 
ching fo t treasures of 

  

      
   

     

    

   

    
   

  

  

  

    
suggest that an accide 
dropped it there, while se:         

  

  

eco cobra toot te Senha nena                
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158 
to be admissible 
various Theban 

|, two of which I brought to 
and found by him. 

ain date, which” he 
e style of the sculptures, to a Pharaonie period 

valuable kind. But this explanation cease 
when we find the 

     

   

    

me have been d     

    

     
wusly unopened t 

  

   

  

rrthum-   t Jersey, another was purchased by the late Duke o 
by at Coptos, and is now in the Museum at Alnwiek Castle 
two others are in the possession of Mrs. Bowen: and another 
belongs to Mr. W. Hamilton. ‘They are abont two i 

ight: one side presents a flower, and the other an inserip- 
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ording to the valuable authority of Sir J. 
ee out of the eight), the following legend, —*The 

flower opens, and lo! another years” and another has been 
translated by Thoms, ‘During ihe shining of the Moon the 
firtree sends forth its sap, which ina thousand years becomes 
amber. 

‘The quality of these bottles is very appear 
to have been made before the manufacture of porcelain had 

ned the same degree of perfection in China as in after- 
A pape Medhurst to the Royal Asiatic 

Society would establish the fact of their having been brought 
by the Arab traders, if, as there stated, the style of the char 

s did not come into use till the third century of our ¢ 
and the poems, from which the sentences were taken, we 
written till the 8th and 11th centuries. ‘The earliest 
of porcelain in China is also limited to the 2nd century mec. 
A similar bottle was found by Mr. Layard at Arban, on the 
Khaboor 

         

  

    

  

     

  

     
not   

  ention 

      

[It is now known that these bottles are of a comparati 
recent period. M. Prisse discovered, by questioning the Arabs 
of Cairo engaged in selling objects of antiquity, that they con 
fessed the bottles were nev in the tombs or ruins, and 
that the greater part of the bottles eame from Qous, Keft, and 
Cosseir, depats of the commerce with India on the Red Sea. 
‘The interpretation of the inscriptions of some of these bottles 
has been given by Medhurst,! and they ses of poets who 

flourished in the 7th and 8th centuries a.b. ‘The one translated 
by Sir J. Davis—reading Hira kae yew yih neen*The tlower 
opens to another year” —is a verse of the poet Wei yung wuh, 
who wrote from A.D. 702 to 725. Another bottle (i) has Che 
taai teze shan chung, * Alone on the mountain,’ taken from the 
poet Keil taon, who flourished a.p, 831-8372 ‘The other in- 
scription about the fir-tree on bottle fi. 2 has not been identi 
fied with the composition of the poet who wrote it. Some 
translate, ‘Few know it.’ The bottles resemble in shape those 
used hy the Chinese’ for holding snuff. —S. B.] 

Tt has been questioned if the Egyptians understood the art of 
enamelling upon gold or silver, though, even in the absence of 
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    further evidence, we might infer it from an expression of Pli 
who says, ‘The Egyptians paint their silver vases, repre 

the silver being painted and not engraved. 
Small gold figures are frequently found with ornamented wings 
and bodies, whose feather 
composed of a vitrified composi 
again appear to have been ri 
that the early specimens of encanatum were made by toolin 
devices to a n depth on bronze, and pouring a vitri 
‘composition into the hollow space, the metal being properly 
heated at the same time; and when fixed, the surface was 
smoothed down and polished. 

Both the encaustie painting 
in burning in the colors, 

    

  

        

  

     
     eit Satie 
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fax, and that which consisted 
lently known to the ancients, 

  

    

   

   
   

   

  

   

  

   
    

    

   

  

being mentioned by Pl \@ others; and the 
latter is supposed to hav sme prineiple as our 

e ‘on gold. Pliny? says it was uncertain to whom the 
‘was due: som 

the art to Praxit 
as that of per 

  

Bottles of va 
jals, were frequently exported fro 

‘The Greeks, the 
them as articles of luxury, which, being ren 
beauty, were prized a nents of the table 
decame a Roman province, part of the tribute 
the conquerors consisted of ss, from the manufactories 
of Memphis and Alexandria.’ ‘The intercourse between Egypt 
and Greece had been constantly kept up after the accession of 
Psammatichus and Amasis; and the former, the parent of the 
arts at that period, supplied the Greeks and some of the $ 
tribes with the manufactures they require 

The Etruscans,a commercial people, appear to have traded 
with Egypt, about, or a little after, the same period, and we re- 
peatedly find small alabaster and porcelain bottles in their tombs, 
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the stone of the former proclaim 1 
which it was taken, but th 
leave no doubt of the bottles th 
of Egyptian artist 

Itis uncertain of what stone the murrhine vases mentioned 
by Pliny,! Martial, and other writers, were made; it was of 
various colors, beautifully blended, and eve 
obtained in greater quantity in Carn 
Tt was also found in Parthia and oth 
known in Egypt: a fact quite consiste 
being fluor-spar, which is not met with in the v 
and explaining the reason why the Egyptians imitated it with 

m e of false murrhine, sai 
made ‘The description 

given by Pliny certainly ears 
fluor-spar than to any other stone, and the only obj 
having been hine arises fro 
fragments of it; and some may still be disposed to doubt if the 
stone is known to wh aturalist alludes. But the fluor 
spar appears to have the strongest claim; and the porcelain of 
Egypt, whose sposed in waving lin 
to imitate the undulations of that erystallized substance,? 
may perhaps be looked upon with reason as the false murrhine 
of the ancients, 

It is difficult to say whether the Egyptians employed glass 
for the purpose of making amps or lanterns: ancient authors. 
give us no direct in ion on the subjects and the paintings 
offer no representation which can be proved to indicate a lamp, 

of light.t 
fe of burning 

place at Sais, pug 
period of the year, and describes the 

vases filled with salt and olive oil, on which the wick 
floated and burnt during the whole nights” but it does not 

  its quality the quarries from. 
style of the workmanship 

uselves being the productions 
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  notion of its 
ley of the Nile 
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jous colors are d as if 
        

      

    

   

  

       
ps” whieh took 
ry, at a certain     the com 

     mps used on this occasion 
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‘appear of what materials those vases were made, though we 
y reasonably suppose them 

sculptures of Tel el Amérna, again 
soldiers, one of whom holds before 

     we been of glass.!      

    

   

     

  

   

    

hi resembles, he 
considered, a e too 
there is a1 inty, and 
neither of these is suflicient to de- 

ide the questior 
‘The Egyptians, from a most re- 

  

elebrated for their 

  

era, were 
manufacture of linen and other 
cloths, and the produce of their 
looms was exported to and eag 
purchased by foreign 

linen and embr 
n and woollen stuf 
nnd lower country, are frequently mentioned, and were 

ighly esteemed? Solomon purchased m: 
fas well as cha 

city of Pan, re 
wen stulls nearly till the ps 

    

     
rly 

    
  

       A gut pyarenty wih Jantern, 
the 
upps      

     of those com- 
zypts and 

lit it had acquired 
fod of the Roman eon- 

             
   

  

   
   

jefly used by the lower orders: 
even by the priests, who were 

per robe in the form of a cloak of this 
nts of wool were strietly forbidden 

ple of elean! «das they took so much 
and shave the body, they considered it ineon- 

sistent to adopt cloth of the hair of animals. No one 
Allowed to woollen garment, in conseque 

as T have alr 
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would injure the body; nor could any priest enter a temple 
without taking off this paré of his dres 

‘The quantity of linen manufactured 
truly surprising and independent of that 
of dress, the gre veloping the mui 
Doth of men Is, shows how large « supply must 
been kept ready for the eo 
for that of the foreign market 

  

   used in Egypt was 

  

        

  

‘That the bandages employed in wrapping the dead are of 
linen, and not,as some have imagined, of eotton, has been alr 
ascertained by thi tisfactory tests; and though no one, 
even among the 
thought of question 
till lately devided 1 
to doubt that ‘the 
have been used for enveloping the mamm 
‘own impression had certainly been that the 
nvariably linen, but positiv 

my opinion, and T reluctantly yielded to th 
ind concluded that some at least might be eotton. 
‘The accurate experiments made, with th 

microscopes, by Ure? Bauer, Thompso 
ature of the fibres of I 

the former invariably pr 
sulated or jointed like 

of a flat ribbo 

        

   

      

tants of modern, 
        ng che fact, received opinion in Europe i 

they were cotton ; and it was forbidden 
id by Herodotus! to 

cotton. My 
cloths were 

ned 

  

ds of byssine Ii       
      

   

    

     
  

    aid of powerful 
il others, on the 

ads, have shown that 
form, transparent, 

le the latter offer the 
with a hem or border at each edge = 

ity of mistaking the fibres of eithe: 
cotton is in an unripe state, and the 

jessapparent, The results havi 
the struct 

      
  
  
  

  

   
   

  

    
     

   

  

  

   

  

    

      
   

   

      

(to their being linen, nor were they even a mixtu 
1 cotton thread. 
etof the cloths being linen is therefore decided. 

ns to inquire into the nature of the byssus, in which 
Teonfess considerable difficulty presents itself, owing 0 the 

    
    

  

  

‘This question, with al the enthorities tale i aves ex ‘ro. Lond. 13, p 
5 Herogot. 88 2 Crete“ Philosoply of Manufacture 
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Hebrew shash being translated byssos in the Septuagint Version, 
and in our own, “fine linen : "and to shash being the name applied 
at this day by th sto fine muslin, whieh is of cotton and 
not of linen:? for the similarity of the words in these cognate 
languages argues in favor? of the sam ig. On the oth 
hand, Herodotus says the mummy cloths were ‘of byssine sindon* 
and they are found to be invariably linen: he uses the expression 
‘tree wool” to denote cotton; and Julius Pollux adopts the 
same name, distinguishing it also from byssus, which he calls 
a species of Indi use of the two words byssus and 
Linon presents no difficulty, since they might be employed, like 
our flax and linen, to signify the plant and the substance made 
from it? 

Cotton cloth, however, was among the manufactures of Egypt, 
and dresses of this material were worn by all classes. Pli 
states that the Egyptian priests, though they used linen, were 
particularly partial to cotton robes,* and ‘cotton gar 
plied by the gove 

   

  

       
  

  

    
      

  

   

  

    

  

     
     

         

    
     

      supe 
nt for the use of the temples,” are dis- 

astone. Herodotusand Plutarch ® 
ed, owing as well to its freshness in 

to its great tenden 
and that a nus. prejudice forbade the priests to wear vest- 
ments of swe yowever, conclude that 

this to the inner portion of th and the prohibition 
of entering a temple with cotton or woollen garments may have 
Jed to the notion that none but linen were worn by them at any 
time. ‘The same custom w the votaries of Isis, 
when her rites were introduced by the Greeks and Romans; ® 
‘and linen dresses were appropriated to those who had been 
initiated ® in the suered mysteries. 

  

  

  

  

      

e body clean, 

      
  

   
          

      

es, al apparent rofersing to the pre e word dys i derive omn, the fared or baked uature of the i qian Rds, Cloke or clothe?” it faci ioe towels an sata. (Tate bat that was a Anigurun, p28). 
re maered robes with which the Tare alornc (Pst 

      
  

    
     

  

     

    

   
    

    
   

  

  

  

foray Tin f cllenlaed oem of the Egyptian: word ‘eg wen ape ore 

  

Sie «The priests tue of linen, al sands of rare not allowe to have ior coverng tothe fet” 3.        i not i oe? Grea tra split nen 
eafalcacie calee ran a or diets sis found Bayan as 

1 Np Meta iki ied to the rex at}) 6.     
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Whatever restrictions may have been in foree respecting the 
use of cotton among the priesthood, it is probable that other 
individuals were permitted to consult their own choice on this 
point; and it naterial whether they preferred, du 
the coolness of flax, or the softness of cotton raiment, provided 

the body. after death, was enveloped in bandages of i 
this regulation accounts for the mummy cloths of the poorest 
individuals being invariably found 

Tewas not only for articles of dress that cotton was mante 
factured by the Egyp\ a great quan s used for the 
furniture of their houses, the coverings of 
and various other purposes 
united filaments of flax and cotton 
Pollux, who, after describing the eotton plant as an F 
production, and stating that eloth was manufactured of t 
of its nut,’ says they sometimes ‘make the woof of 

he Jews? were forbidden to wear 
quali mufactured by the 

     

  

        
  

     
    

    

      

    

    

  

  

     

  

   

    

    

  

“wool 
and the 

    
      

dresses   

  

   

    

e few represent occur tombs of.    

   

      
  

it has been supposed that the Egyptian looms were of, 
rude construction, and totally ineapable of producing the fine   

Jinen so much admired by t the paintings in 
oveur were exe very early period, it has 
tured that, in after times, great improvements took 

But when we consider with what 
1 nations are in the habit of executing the 

fe and complicated work, we cease to fe 
ction of the mechanism 01 

and it is prol 
ioned in 
looms of the same construetion as those represented, 

in the paintings of Thebes and Eileithyia. Nor was the 
bestowed upon that manufacture unmerited ;® and, as I have 
already observed, the quality of some extant specimens of linen 

admiration at the present 

     
   
            

   

   

   

  

   

      

         
        

      

In Eu chosca fort 
5 Polly, Ono 91 Bent, x3 spreliaton of wove se? Pliny allows tat the Egyptians in 
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comparable to silk, and not inferior in 
texture to our finest eambric. 

The mummy cloths are generally of a very coarse quality : 
and littleatten is bestowed on the disposition of the threads 

cloths of ordinary manufacture. Mr. Thompson, who ex- 
amined many epecimens of th mn. that the number 
of threads in the warp invariably exceeded those in the woof, 
oceasionally even by four times the quantity ; and as his observa 

tions are highly interesting, I shall introduce an extract from his 
pamphlet on the subject. 

‘OF the prodnets of the Egyptian loom, we know scarcely 
more than the mummy pits have disclosed to us; and it would 
be as unreasonable to look throngh modern sepulehres for speei- 
mens and proofs of the state of manufacturing art amongst our 
selves, as to deduce an opinion of the skill of the Egyptians 
from those fragments of cloth which envelop their dead, and 
have come down, almost unchanged, to our own time. ‘The 
curious or costly fabries whieh adores and were the 
pride of the industry and skill of Thebes, have perished ages 
ago. There are, however, amongst these remains some which 
are not unworthy of notice, which earry us back into the work- 
shops of former times, and exhibit to us the actual labors of 
weavers and dyers of Egypt more than 2000 years ago. 

“The great mass of the m cloth employed in band: 
and coverings, whether of birds, anim: 
is of coarse texture, especially that more i 
with the body, which is generally imy 
bituminous matter. ‘The upper 

etimes the whole 
and thick, and very like the 
times in cloth coarse 
presses, for which it might ea 
of Surgeons are various speci 
are very curious. 

“The beauty of the texture and peculiarity 
cloth given to me by Mr. Belzo 

Tt was free from gum or resin, or impregnat 
had evidently been originally white. It was elo: 

very elastic. ‘The yarn of both warp and woof was remarkably 
even and well spun. ‘The thread of the warp was double, eon- 
sisting of two fine threads twisted together. ‘The woof was 
single. The warp contained 90 threads the woof, 

I " 
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    \ges, nearer the sur 
enveloped 

acking of the pres 
slike that used in o 
ly be mistaken. In the College 

is of these cloths, some of which 

      
nt day's 

             

  

    

     

the structure 
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or weft, only 44. The fineness of these materials, estimated 
after the manner of cotton yarn, was about thirty hanks in the 
pound. 2 

he subseq not a gi iety of 
cloths showed that tl y between the warp and woof 
belonged to the syste nfacture, and that the warp gene- 

mes, the number 
had: thus, a cloth cont: 

mM 

    
       

  

       

     
     
    

   

  

   

    

    inks in, 
1 the woof; another with 120 threads 

nnd a third spo 

  

the pound, had 40 threads 
(0 hanks, had 

in the woof, ‘These 
quadruple the number of threads 
     

  

   

    

iated, probably, in t   has the proportions ne ly 
Aiffieulty and tediousness of getting in the woof, when 1 
shuttle was thrown by hand, which is the practice in India 
the present day, and which there 8 still living ol 
enough to remember as the universal practice in this countr 

Mx. Thompson then mentions some fragnients of mumm 
cloths sent to England by the late Mr. Salt, which he saw in the 
British Museum. ‘They were ‘of different degrees of finenes: 
some fringed at the ends, and some striped at the edges.” ‘My 
first impression,’ he continues, “on seeing these cloth that 
the finest kinds were mustin, and of In nufacture, si 
we learn from the * Periplus of the Erythrean Sea,” ascribed to 
Anrian, but more probably the work of some Greek merchant 
himself engaged in the trade, that muslins from the Ganges we 

rticle of export from India to the Arabian Gulf but th 
cotton was soon removed by the micro- 

1, without 

  

      
    

       
       

     
       

    
      

    
            

  

  

            

  

suspicion of their being 
Mr. Bauer, which showed that th 

‘ome were thin and rent, and of very 
‘The finest appeared to be made of yarns of 

1 the pound, with 1401 threads in the inch 
the warp, and about 64 in the woof. A specimen of muslin 
the museum of the’East India Honse, the finest production of 
the Dacea loom, has only 100 threads in an inch in the w 
and 64 in the woof; but the surprising fineness of the y 

  

    

  

scope of 
       

           

        

   120 threads in the warp to (hers Arch. 150, pp, 1 The fines tnen from recent researches is fon to have 152 threads the Sad in the woos, 
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250 hanks in the 
ty and lightne 

done, 

which, thongh spun by hand, is not less ¢ 
pound, gives to this fabric its unrivalled t 

*Some of the cloths were fringed at th 
of scarf, about four feet long, and twenty inches wide, was fringed 

t both ends. Three or four threads twisted together with the 
fingers to form a strong one, and two of these again twisted 

together, and knotted at the middle and at the end to. prevent 
unravelling, formed the fringe, precisely like the silk shawls of 
the present day. 

“The selvages of the Egyptian eloths are generally formed 
with the greatest care, and are well caleulated by their strength 
to protect the cloth from accident. Fillets of strong cloth or 
tape also secure the ends of the pieces fron 
knowledge of all the little resources of 
Several of the specimens, both of 
bordered with bine stripes of various patterns, and in. som 
Jternating with narrow lines of another color. ‘The width of 

the patterns varied from half an inch to an ineh and a qui 
In the latter were seven blue stripes, the broadest about hal 
inch wide nearest the selvage, followed by five very narrow ones, 
and terminated by one an i Had this 
pattern, instead of being confined to the edge of the cloth, been 
repeated across its whole breadth, it would have fo 
modern gi ‘a 
articles 0 

         
  a sort           

  

    

       
    

  

        
     

     

    

    

facture, 

  

nd_coarse cloth, we 
    

        
     

  

   

    

scareely doubt was one 
   

    

    

sdging 
was composed of a stripe 

wes of a fawn color, forming a 
‘These stripes were produced in the 

red threads previously dyed in the yarn. ‘The 
to determine. Tt was too 

ity too small to enable me 
toarrive s tory conclusion. ‘Though I had no doubt 
the coloring matter of the blue stripes was indigo, I subjected 
the cloth to the following examination. Boiled in water for 
some time, the color did not yield in the neither was it 

at all affected by soap, nor by strong alkalies: sulphuric 
diluted only so far as not to destroy the cloth, had no action on 
the color. Chloride of lime gradually reduced, and at last 
destroyed it. Strong nitric acid, dropped upon the blue, tuned 
it orange, and in the same instant destroyed it. ‘These tests 
prove the coloring matter of the stripes to be indigo. 

   
of these cloths 

h three Ii   

  

  

    nature of th    
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“This dye was unknown to Herodotus, for he makes no 
mention of it. It was known to Pliny, who, though of 
its true nd the history of its produetion, ly 
deseribed th ‘istic of its properties, the emission 
of a he por when exposed to heat. Had his 

with the sublimation of indigo, 
iy learned doubts. We learn from the 
nticle of export from Barbarike on the 

“aypt, where its employment by the manufacturers of 
that country, probabl note period, is clearly estab- 
lished by the specimens here deseribed. 

Thav ce of cloth, which was brought from Thebes by 
Arundale, that offers a very good instance of the colored bo 
mentioned by Thompson. - Itisof ord 
of threads in the inch are 96 in the warp, and 3 
and the border consists of one broad band, and six 
stripes, of a blue color, evidently dyed with indigo. ‘The 
which is nearest the selvage is one inch and two-tenths in 
breadth; the others consist each of two threads, in the direction 
of the warp, with the exception of the innermost one, which is 
of five threads; and the dividing Tine between the fourth 
fifth is varied by the introduction of a blue thread down the 

       
    

      

commentators been aequ: 
it would 
Periplus that it was a 
Indus, to 

         

    

froma        

    

       

  

      n the wos 

  

          

    
  

    

    
    

       

        

  

  

centro ‘The rest of the cloth bns the uual yellowish tinge 
tion employed 

ompson, imparts to    
“In none 

of the speci       

  

precipit 
ig the presenee of 

  

atter 
vas evident that the was fed to the threads 

previous to the cloth being made.tas the blue remains unaltered; 
1 the cloths with broad-eolored borders are the more curious, 

as they illustrate the representations in the paintings, and show 
that they were similar to those made by the looms used in the 
age of the Pharaohs of the 16th and 18th Dy h occur 
in the tombs at Eileithyia and Thebes; and it is curious to see 

      
    

        
   ties, w 

  

1 Woneut No, 385, pip with their hands, and browse that 4 Novtasthe cane wh the threads used hi they ‘ad spun fh of bey ad ye ian Gxbhoxece 5) Abd SP prey abd of ae Sud af ae Tr the wonmen that were wice-heatied did ned" 
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the Nubians wearing shawls with the same blue bord 
factured in the valley of the Nile, at the present day. 

Another piece of linen, which I obtained at ‘Thebes, has 
thre the warp, and 71 in the woof, to each inehs it is 

ker hue than the eloth just m cl, anil was 
perhaps dyed with the Carthamus tinctorinsy! ox safflower, Whi 
‘Thompson supposes to have heen used for this purpose. ‘The 

previously alluded to, is of the same light- 
be given of its texture from the 

h is 540 (or 270 double 
the limited proportion of 110 in the 

r. Thompson's observation Vhat this, 
system of manufacture,’ since it is 

le even in the finest quality of cloth! 
very remarkable ei 

that it is covered with small fig 
drawn that here and there the lines are with difficulty followed 
by the eyes and as there is no appearance of the ink haying run 

any part of the cloth, it is evident they had previously 
pared it for this p 

Pliny cites four qualities of line 
Egypt: the Taniticand Pelusiae, the Bu 
and mentions in the same place® the cotton-tree of Egypt, which 
he confines to the upper country. He also states that the 
quantity of flax cultivated in Egypt was accounted for by their 

  

     

    
         

  

    

  

   
    
   

   

  

    numbe 
threads) i 
woof’ shows t      

  

sumstance in this specimen is, 
1 hieroglyphies, so finely    

      

      

     
    

    

            

expor to Arabia and India; and the quality of that 
produ Egyptian looms is shown to have been far 

supe y othe 
‘The threads used for nets we kable for their fineness:         

  

so delicate were some of them,” says Pliny,? ‘that th 
would pass through La single person could 

ry a sufficient mn «la whole wood. 
alius La 

    

    
    

  

pt, had some of 
fet 

  

ils — 

  

    it was indigenous if Tesio Op. et Dies, oe         

  

    

re of one cami has ony 100 in cto wary ad 0 af the won 
  a the a took ther enh" Woodeuts Now 10 and 
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re that the Rhodians 
va, the remains of a 

¢ of Egypt, whose 

  

perfectly surprising to those who are not aw 
preserve to this day, in the Temple of M 

linen corselet presented to them by Amasi 
threads are composed each of 365 fi in proof of the 
truth of this, Mi I, lately 
at Ro he had examined it and the reason of s 
ments remaining was attributable to the 

  

   
   

  

   
    

     
anus, who was thri       

     
  

   
erode this corselet,! and another, presented by 

  

   
    

  

            
     

  

to the Lacediwmonians, which had been earried off by 
rit was . ornamented with numerous figures 
worked \d? and cotton. Lof the 

admiration, For, though very fine, every 
‘one was composed of 360 other threads, all distinet the quality 

similar to that dedicated to Minerva at Lindus by the 

  

      

   

    

f the Egyp 
colors by the 10 

z or printing process, and so richly composed that 
embroider niles ‘The artof 

We find t 

tage of the 

stuffs present 
. indepen 

  various patte 
lent of those pr        

   
    

  

they vied with cloth 
idery* was commonly practi 

the Hebrews, on leaving the country, 
knowledge they had there acquired to m rich hang’ 
for the door of the tent, of bl 1 purple, and scarlet 
and fine twined linen, wrought with needlework.”® A coat o 
fine linen was embroidered for Aaron his girdle was ‘of 
fine twined linen, and blue, and purpk scarlet, of needle 
work, 

‘The gold t 
been beaten out with the han 
even the delicate net made by Vulean, wh 

            

         

    

         

    ad used for these purposes is supposed to have 
mer and afterwards rounded ; and 

hh was so fine that 

  

  

    
   

  

     the gods themselves were unable to see it, is represented to have 
been forged on his anvil with the hammer Pliny mentions 

    

   
‘rely of those 

as were the gar 
    cloth woven with gold threads, sometimes e 

materials, without any woollen or I 

2 Herod. 6 Evol, xvii 0, and wes, 29, Cont: Bed. sie eax:     

  
   

  

roldered work fom Broa, eavis 36, xa9h and xxv 18
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  ment of Agrippina! the tunie of Heliogabalus.? and that worn 
by Tarquinius Priscus, mentioned by Verrius? 

  

  

     
       

  

“Colored dresses,’ says Pliny,! ‘were known in the time 
Homer, from which the rebes of ph were borrowed; and 
from the Phyrgians having been the first to devise the method   

fect with the needle, they have been called 
But to weave cloth withgold thread was the inven- 

Attalus? from whom the name Attalie 
Babylonians were most noted for the 

    of giving the s 
Phiryyiones. 
tion of an Asi 
was derived; 
skill in we 

The q 
silver thread ean 
‘cours in the writings of 
that its introduction was of 

sady_ known in 
Dynasty proved by 
the third Thothmes; nor is there any 
then a novel invention, and it was probably known and used 

whieh we find ss hearing the 

        
          

  g cloths of 
sstion still re 

  

ains undecided respect whe       

  

into uses and as no mention of silver stufls 

     

  

   
   

hors, it has been supposed 
Silver wire, howeve 

of the 18th 
time of 

  

   
  

  

    ppose it was 

    early as gold wire 
date of Usertesen the First. 

‘This wire is supposed not to have been drawn, like our ow 
ss, but to h beaten out, and 

appearanee of some found at 
clusion that a mode of draw 

+s and the omission of every 

  

        

  

      

  

throngh holes in m 
rounded with the file 
‘Thebes almost ji 
it was not unknown to the 

process in the p 
nst it, since the 

  

  

      

    pr 
cannot be adduced as 

have also failed to introduce 
is other arts, with whieh they 
   

sen 
an argument the casting of 

    

    

    

tempted with the most ductile metals, that gold and silver were 
first used, and brass and iron ata much later period ; and thisis 

further argued by the probability of wire having been originally 
employed for ornamental purposes. Gold thread and wire were 

1y of that metal, even to the time of the k 
yperors;? norare there any ins 

  

     
  

   

       
    

     

     
ting ol Mw "bowie appears as atl a8 

the 13s De nasty eS "Probably ti the rig ay Collection he” casting of of Aurelian, 
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       ind silk or linen threads, or of s 
‘ns of Herculaneum and Pompeii. ‘That the E; 
ed at perfection in the art of mak 

being suficently fine for wea 
and for wl the excee 
corselet of Amasis,! on whi 
worked in gold, required a proportionate degree 
the gold thread used for the purpose. 

‘The colored dresses represented 
worn by women of rank and by the de 
modern chintzes in the style of the 
able that they w ally of 
were probably worked with the needle? 
gold thre: 

Thave already observed that the Egyptians possessed a know- 
ledge of the effect of acids on color, and submitted the cloth 
they dyed to one of the same processes adopted in our 

nfactories; asis plainly pointed out by Pliny in the following 
Egypio pau ili 

tes non colori- 

other w     

      

    

     
  

of fineness in   

  

    the Egyptian pai 
uch resei 
though it is pr 

  

   
    

    

   Lof calico ; some     te 
1 others woven with 

  

       
    

ndlern       

        

    

        

  

  

Hoceum fecere,non 
ferven |. post 

, eum sit-unus in 
colis, ex illo alius atque alius fit in vestes, aecipientis 

medicamenti_qualitate mutatus, nee postea ablui pote 
cortina non dubie confusura color 
over in Egypt they stain cloths i 

their original state, 
but with ¢ 

Ml taking colo 

      

   

  

a wond 
quite white, 

ch have the pow 
done, there is still 

    
        

    
   

      

   

  

      

  

  

so soon as the 
bath of the pigment (which has been prepared for 

taken out properly colored. ‘The singular 
ins only one colo, several 

no appea re 
dipped into 

      

thing 
Ines are i 
nature of the drug employed; nor ean a 
washed off; and surely if the bath had 

ist have presented a confused appearance on the cloth. 
From this it is evident that the cloth was prepared befo 

steeping: the instantaneous effect he mentions could only be 

    

      
     

  

ja, Phare x. 1 2 Phin, sxsw 
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xd by the powerful agency of mordants; and they not 
to make the cloth take the color equally, but 
e hine 

       

    

filso to change t 
Whether the Egyptians really understood the principle on 

  

    which the salts and acids of the mordants acted, or calculated 
their effeets solely from the experience they had acquired, it is 
difficult to decide. They had long been ‘urope before 
their chemical ageney was properly exp! nd when the 
term mordant was first applied by the French dyers they imag- 
ined *that the intention of passing the substanees which were 
to be dyed through certain saline liquors was to corrode some 
thing that opposed the entering of the coloring prineiple, and 

of the substances” (the effect of acids in 
ig alaterdiscovery). Weeannot therefore 

positively prove that the Egyptians had a knowledge of chem- 
istry, though from their long experience, and from their skill 

in the employment of the metallic oxides, we may find stron 
infer its for, if at first ignorant of the reason of such 

es, it is probable that in process of time the 
investigate the causes by which they we ted. 

Many discoveries, and even inventic 
chanee than of studious refl 
last to be understood. 
inventions frequently. 
practic 
becomes excited 
desire of benef 
the causes to which they are so 
who haye m 
remain ign 

          
    

  

  

  to enlarge the pore 

  

hanging the hues be   

     
     

        
       sare more the effect of   

    

   

  

  

    

    

  

    1 their curiosity 
wowledge, and above all th 
prompt them to serutiniz. 
indebted ; and few people 

le any advante in the arts of civilized 
ns of improving their knowledge. 

We may therefore suppose son jotions of chem 
‘or at least of chemieal ageney, were known to the Egyp 
and the beautiful colors they obtained from copper, the compo- 

metals, and their knowledge of the effects 
produced on different subs alts of the earth, tend 

onfirm this opi 
‘The Egyptian yarn seem: 

hand, and the spindle is se 
‘ture of cloth. 

  

    

        fe long 
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the loom ; though'not, as Herodotus" would lead us to suppose, to 
women, who, hi 

other countries, “by going to market. 
he men, shut up inthe houss 

1, to this day, 

          
     

      
    

  

ated by the Egyptians themse 
Pat 

aN    
  

     
fe authentic 
doth m 

cloth. 
“Other 

pushing the 

nnd credible than the casnal remarks of 
and women were employed in 

      

   

   

   
   the historian, ‘make cloth by 

fhe Egyptians, on the contrary, pre 
A by the paintings? which represent 

ing cloth: but at ‘Thebes, a m: 
engaged in making « piece of cloth with a colored border or 

ppears to push the woof upwards, the eloth being fixed 
to the upper part of the frame. ‘They had 

which occurs at Beni-Hassan and other places 

        

the process of ma who is 

  

  

      

  

       
   

1 Herodot. i. $9. Sophocles, ip. Col. 52, makes the same remark. 2 Iatwoolout So. Uy vo pa  
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In the hieroglyphies over persons employed with t 
it is remarkable that the word saft, which in Coptic signifies 
‘to twist,’ constantly occurs. ‘The spindles were generally 
small, being about one foot th hes in length, and several 
have been found at and are now preserved in the m 

mt SA | 

    

        

  

    

  

      
   

  

    
  

  

    
            

  

  

    urope.!_ They were generally of wood, and, i 
to increase their impetus in turnin 
0c ly of gypsum, or composi 
of a light plaited work, made of rushes, or palm leaves, stained 

f nd furnished with a loop of the same 
ing the twine after it was wound? 

   

   
       

  

      

    

nh Museum dsomeot ‘Weoaeut'No. wood, 
  38,    

     
    ut No. 385 9.5: Another of Tinen thread with i
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Besides the use of the spindle,! and the form of the loom, 

  

we find the two principal purposes to whic applied 
Hassan 

  

    

  

the mode of cultivating the plant, in the same square beds now 
met with throu, i resembling our salt-pans), the 
process of beating the stalks and making them into ropes, and 
the manufacture of a piece of cloth, are distinctly pointed ou 

It is, however, possible that the part of the pieture where 
presented pouring water from earthen pc 

to the process of steeping the stalks of the plant, 
cut; the square spaces would then indicate the di 

    
       

     
may refer 

x they we 
vent pits in 

    
     

  

  

  

‘hee a Wi ie tiven to Helen ty“ Aleande, the wife of  
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ascending to the top of the raised side of the pits, which would 
not have be duced if the level ground were intended. 

‘The steeping, and the subsequent process of beating the      
lets, illustrate the following passage of Pliny? 

upon the same subject: ‘The stalks themselves are immersed 
in water, warmed by the heat of the sun, and are kept down by 

ights placed upon them; for nothing is lighter than flax. 
ne, or rind, becoming loose, is a sign of their being 

y are then taken out, and repeat- 
antil_ perfectly dried; and after- 

‘ds beaten by Jabs. ‘Tha 
the rind is called stupa, “tow,” inferior to the fibres, 
fit only for the wicks of lamps. It is combed out with ir 
hooks, until all the rind is removed. ‘The inner part is of a 
whiter and finer quality. Men are not ashamed to prepare it. 
=.» After it is made into yarn, it is polished by striking it on 
a hard stone moistened with water; and when woven into cloth, 
it is again beaten with clubs, being always improved in pro- 
portion as it is be 

   
   

   stalks with m    

  

      
        

  

sufliciently macer 
edly d ov 

  

     
            

    

    

     

  

    

    

flax with a 
tioned 

ind cleansed the fibres of the 
wering to the iron h 
found with some tow at Thebes. are 

    also parted 
probably 

by Pliny; two of wh 
         

    

RT 

preserved in the Berlin Museum; one having twenty-nine, the 
forty-six, teeth? 

The border of some of their cloths consists of long fringes, 
formed by the projecting threads of the warp, twisted together, 
and tied at the end in one or more knots, to prevent. their 
unravelling, —* precisely,’ as Mr. Thompson observes, ‘like the 

  

ot! 
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silk shawls of the present day; and specimens of the same 

  

borders, in pieces of cloth found in the tombs, may be seen in 
the British Museum and other collections. 

es, as well as the cloths which have been 
‘out Herodotus in his statement that 

  

the sculpt 
discovered, perfectly be: 

  

   

    

  e to their pieces of linen 
e up, formed a border round   which, when’ the dre 

the legs; but they do not appear to 
‘This kind of dress he calls calasiris. When the fringe w 
wanting, the border was hemmed, whieh had the same effect of 
preventing the unravelling of the cloth. ‘The Jews wore 

milar kind of fringed dress, and Moses commanded th 
children of Israel to ‘make them fringes in the borders of their 
garments, ... and... put upon the fringe of the borders a 
riband of blue. 

Besides the process of making cloth, that of smoothing, or 
calendering, is represented in the paintings; which appe 
have been done by means of wooden rods, passed to and fro ov 
the surfaces but from the appearance of some of the fine linen 
fond in the tombs, we may conjecture that mueh grea 
pressure was sometimes used for this purpose, and such as could 
only be applied by a press, or cylinders of metal. 

een universally worn. 
       

    

          

  

      
  

    
ss to      

    

  

        
   

  5: Wooden plane hess cloth,” "Fram Phebe” 

a wooden substitute for For smoothing linen after washi 
what we call an iron was used by the 
some of which have been found at Th 
made of athul or tamarisk wood. * 

T have had occa: 

  

       

  

to observe that the E   ryptians had 
earpets, which, according to Diodorus were spread for the sacred 

Is, and are noticed by Homer® as a very early invention ;     
  

  

4 WoodeatNo ish fr. Destxni12.—§ Diodor i 3 
2 Herodot, ii. SI, th ‘Od. a, 124, and called tapeta, 4 Nambers ei, the muntrn nae of art 4 nent 8.3, fy. 3. 
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they were of wool,! but of their quality we are unable to form 
», the fragments discovered in the tombs being very 

imperfectly preserved. Some portions of woollen work have 
been found at Thebes, which presented the appearance of a 
carpet; and a small rug was brought to England, and was in 
the possession of Mr. Hay, whose valuable eollection of drawin 
from Thebes and other parts of Egypt I have already noticed. 

‘This rug is eleven i broad. Tt is made 
like many carpets of the present day, with woollen threads on 
linen string. In the centre is the figure of a boy in white, with 
a goose above it, the hieroglyphic of ‘child,’ upon a green 
ground; around which is a border composed of red and bine 
Tiness the remainder is a ground of yellow, with four white 
figures above and below, and one at each side, with blue outlines 
and red ornaments; and the outer border is made up of red, 
white, and blue lines, with a faney device proj with 
a triangulan which extends entirely round the edge of 
‘the carpet. Its date is uncertain; but from the child, the 
combination of the colors, and the ornament of the border, Tam 

xl to think it really 

  

    
  

      

     

  

       

     
     

  

     
      

  

   
  

    
n the 

Turin Museum he met with ‘somespecimens. 
of worked worsted upon linen, in which the 
linen threads of the weft had been picked 

and the colored worsted sewed on the 

  

  

  

    

    
    

    

  

   Beyptian thread was thin and fi 
e was wound round 

(cylindrical wheels grooved in the 
‘These reels were. made of wood, 

ater 
the purpose 
wetimes these 

     
   
   

   

  

   

  

   
   porcelai 

generally pr 
and 

roglyphie 
si them, and itappears from one in the Museum 

den that the names of their possessors. 
nas well as women —either t 

ry of their households, or else that they 
—S.B. 

  

   

      
  

  

     
    

they were the prope 
  

  

  

Stone, but ofthe Greck or Roman period. 8. B.
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TING THONGS OF LEATHER. am 

T have noticed the use of flax for making ropes, stri 
various kinds of twine; for large ropes, however, of ordinary 
quality, and for ordinary purposes, the Leef, or fibres of the da 
tree, were employed as at the present day; and many specin 
of these durable materials have been found in the excavations 
of Upper and Lower Egypt. 

      
    

    
      

   

  

   

       In a tomb at Thebes, of the time of Thothmes IIL, is 
represented the process of twisting thongs of leather, which,      
       is probably the same as that adopted 
de properly introduced here. 

e ends of four tho 

king, may   in rope: 

  

were inserted and fastened into a 
hollow tube, from the side of which a bar projected, surmounted 
bya heavy metal ball; and the man who twisted them held the 
‘tube in his right hand, whirling it round, as he walked backwards, 
Dy means of the impetus given by the ball. A band attached 
to a ring at the other end of 

      
       

  

  we tube went round his body, in 
‘order to support it and give it a free action, and the ring turned 

cl, to prevel band itself from twisting. 
At the other extremity of the walk, a man seated on the 

ground, or on a low three-legged stool, let ont the separate 
thongs, and kept them from becoming entangled. Behind him 

jother, who, with the usual s ular knife, ent the skin 
to strips as he turned it round; showing that what we term 

the cireular ent was known to the ancient Egyptians at this 
early period, and that they had already adopted this mode of 
‘obtaining the longest thongs from a single piece of leather.! 
When finished, the twisted thongs were wound round a hollow 
centre, through which th 1 repeatedly bound 
over the concentrie coils as rope: 

Some, indeed, have supposed the present subject to 
rope 

     
     

    

         
     

  

    

       

represent 
fe eee peach aera mint aime 
‘kers on the right, forming a continuation of the picture, 

sufliciently prove that they are engaged in preparing leathern 
thongs for sandals and other similar purposes 

‘Their nets were made of flax-string? both for fishin 
+ and portions of th 

and are preserved in our E 

  

        

     

  

     have been discovered at Thebes, 
ropean museums. ‘The netting 

  

  
  

  

calls to mind the fable of Dido's 2 Cont, Isaiah xix, 9 e's work Bon Has, 90 ths Retworks! Pin. xix. 1; aod supra, p esr ore 
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needles! were of wood, very like our own, split at each 
and others were of 
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   writing, and frequently found in the tablets of the seribes) : a 
specimen of which kind of sieve is preserved in the Paris 
Museum. The paintings also represent them made of the same 
materials; and indeed it is probable that the first they used 
were all of this humble quality, since the hieroglyphic indicating 
a sieve is evidently borrowed from them. 

‘The Egyptians were not less famed for their manufaetuse of 
paper than for the delicate texture of their linen, ‘The plant 
from which it was made, the Cyperus papyrus! of modern 

ts, mostly grew in Lower Egypt, in marsh 

  

  

    

    

      

ee ceri cay aneti ct 
The right of growing and selling it belonged, as I have 

ved, to the governmen 
its monopoly; and though we frequently find mention of the use 
of the byblus or papy: 1g canoes or rude punts, 
for making baskets, parts of sandals, sails, and for numerous other 

it is evident that we are to understand, in 

  

  

         
     

      common purpose: 
these inst 

  

  

     
    

es, some other species of the numerous family of 
Cyperus : which, too, is unequivocally shown by Strabo, when he 

ai ishes the ordinary from ‘the hieratie byblus.’?     
  The papyrus, or shyblus hieraticus’ of the geograph 

Cyperus papyrus, was particularly cultivated in the Sebennytie 
nome:# other parts of the Delta also produced it, and probably 
even some distriets in Upper E; piper made from it 
differed in quality: bemg dependent upon the growth of the 
plant, and the part of the stalk whence it was taken: and we 
find many of the papyri which have been preserved vary greatly 
in their texture and appearance. ‘They are generally fragile 
and difficult to unroll, until rendered pliant by gradual exposure 
to steam, or the damp o \d Some are so brittle 
that they appear to have been dried by artificial m 

We are, however, less surprised at the effect of the parched 
climate of Upper Egypt. when we consider the length of time 
they have been kept beyond the reach of moisture, and observe 
that our drawing-p: few years, becomes so dry 

      
   

   

  

      

  

    

   

  

    
    

        

   

    

“Or the Cypervs antiguora, the ro ah six, 7 rn Bends Tevanciont name was pu apm, the brooks, by the moat of the brooks iiiapes ince gs, end hap ail by he Gerke ‘if apfears to have Beet apiied 0 ayy ie Latin bbs si Mi sal up or auc it 
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    in that counti too brittle to fold without breaking. 
Indeed, those papyri whieh have not been exposed to the si 
heat, being preserved in the less arid climate of Lower Egypt 

still preserve their pliabilit 
shown in one brought by 

  

         
Jaid ona flat board in succession, similar slives were placed ove 
them at right angles;? and their surfaces being cemented to- 
gether by a sort of glue, and subjected to a proper degree of 
pressure and well dried, the papyrus was completed. ‘The 
length of the slices depended of course on the breadth of the 
intended she that of the sheet on the number of slices 
placed in suecession beside each other; so that though the 
breadth was limited, the papyrus might be extended to an 
indefinite length. 

‘The papyrus is now no longer used, paper from li 
other mater 

  

       

    

  

  

  fags an 
   ng Superseded it: but some Sw individuals, 

Cavaliere 8: Landolina Nava, 
ike its and sheets from the plant, 

still grows wed by the fountain of 
1 Syracuse, are offered to travellers as curious speci 

mens of an obsolete manufacture. I have seen some of these 
small sheets of papyrus; the manner of placin,: the pieces is the 

that. practised in form : but the quality of the 
is very inferior to that of ancient Egypt, owing either to 

‘the preparation of the slices of the stalk before they are glued 
together, or to the coarser texture of the plant itself, cert 

curring here and there, throughout the surface, whic 
never seen on those discovered in the Egyptian tombs. 

Pliny thus describes? the plant r 
paper: ‘The papyrus grows in the 1 

      

  

          
Cyane     

  

   
     

           
   

     

      

‘thers eros the, warp a the in at      
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the it pools left inland by the Nile, after it has returned, 
to its bed, which have not more than two cubits in depth. ‘The 
root of the plant is the thickness of a man’s arms ithas a tri- 

stalk, growing not higher than ten eubits (fifteen feet), 
nd decreasing in breadth towards the summit, whieh is growned 
with a thyrsus, containing no seeds, and of no use except to 

deck the statues of the gods. They employ the roots as fire- 
‘ood, and for making various utensils. ‘They even construct 

      
   

        

   

  

           

      

   

  

         small boats of the plant; and out of the rind, sails, mats, clothes, 
bedding, and ropes: they eat it either erude or cooked,! swallow= 
ing only the juice: and when they manufacture paper from it,        

      they divide the stem, by means of a kind of needle, into thin 
of which it as large as the plant will 

   able, and is con 
whieh, being thiek and sli 

In the first place, the 
layer the whole ler 

ltr 
rds enclosed withina press. The diflerent sheets are 

n hung in on exposed to the sun in order to dry, and 
pleted by joining them together, begin- 

seldom more than twenty ® slips, 
‘tvipes, produced from one stem of the plant.t 

‘Different kinds of broad paper vary in breadth. ‘The best 
is thirteen digits broad; the hieratie only eleven; the Fannian® 
ten, and the amphitheatrie nine. ‘The Saitie is still narrower. 
being only the breadth of the mallet; and the paper used for 
business is only six digits broad. Besides the breadth, the 
fineness, thickness, whiteness, and smoothness are particularly 
regarded; . . . when it is coarse, it is polished with 
tooth, or a shell; brt then the writing is more readily 
as it does not take the ink so well. 

Pliny is greatly in error when he supposes thi 

  

    

  

   

moistened with Nile w 
nishes an effeetual spe 

ble, per 
us, whic 

   
   
   

   
   

  

  

    

   

        

     

      

        

    

‘the papyrus 

  

1 Dip. 5.90 cular manner, 20 a8 9 make one large 2 1S setety pecan corset tig Set dm asap Se, he the td misconception ol thie the svealed ee paper, the pith See attoetting oretenaconsthan the rai fagarer 8 otic by te ile water hivese = 24 Some read vicina, not rigint. "Sp called from Fannins, who had a “On the examination of papyvi, there maputactory at Hor sper ‘appears tobe some dat how the materi "= Phin sie 2, where he makes othe 
ted) an fie Poe hat it oblerratons on the ually of paper iy Have ben eat ia eontinuous it 
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‘was not used for making paper before the time of Alexander the 
Great, since we meet with papyri of the most remote Pharaon 
periods; and the same mode of writing on them is shown from 
the sculptures to have been common in the age of Suphis, or 
Cheops,.the builder of the Great Pyramid, more than 2000 years 
before ourera. [The breadth of the papyrus varied at differe 
times, the oldest, that of the 5th Dynasty, being six i 
width; at the time of the 12th Dynasty it is the sa 

the 18 y about thirteen inches e 19th line it 
was nine and eleven inches; and at the time of the 
broad as fourteen and a half inches. ‘The demoti 

jer the Ptolemies are about eleven inches, whil 
4 of the Roman period are from twelve and 
wide. ‘The color varies according to its antiq) 

oldest papyrus being the darkest; but some papyri are m 
lighter, and of finer and more silky quality, even 
tively early period. At the time of the 26th Dynasty son 
wapyri are of a remarkably white color. —S. B.] 

It is uncertain until what period paper made of the papyrus 
continued in general use; but there is evidence of its having 
been occasionally employed to the end of the seventh century, 
when it was susperseded by par All public documents, 
under Charlemagne and his dynasty, were written on this last, 
and the papyrus was then entirely given up 

Parchment, indeed, had been invented long before, and was 
used for writing, as early as the year 250 before our era, by 
Enmenes, king of Pergamus, who being desirous of collec 
library which should vie with that of Alexandria, and being 
prevented by the jealousy of the Ptolemies from obtaining a 
suiticient quantity of papyrus, had recourse to this substitute 
and its invention at Pergamus elaimed, and secured to it, the 

‘ing name of Pergamena? It was made of the skins of sheep 
‘and calves; but to the former the name of parchment is more 
correctly applied, as to the latter that of vellum? 
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1 The BallofPope John VIL, a.0.878, Cheops of makes its tse las as he ninth coninry, Sth Dyer u'ialy il the well? paper an wately cope ov others.” An he Extcpional staal ta the Bosh Mk Tall of Pope Pascal TH about Asp. 1100, ite feather, « Kindo 
A558. Cite also membrana by the Romans. series tiariatnee 8B, long eto papyrus? docu, From ella, a skin’ or eulinum, Rein the ume of ‘of cal 
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‘The monopoly of the papyrus in Egypt so increased the price 
of the commodity that persons in humble life could not afford 
to pm it for ordinary purposes; few documents,! therefore, 
ave met with written on papyrus, except f 
of estates, and official papers, wl 
and so valuable was it that they fre 
writing, and inscribed another document on th 

For common purposes, pieees of broken pottery, stone, boa 
and leather were used; an order to visit some monument, a 
soldier's leave of absence, accounts, and various memoranda, 
were often written on the fragme thenwa 
artist sketched a picture, which he was about to introdue 
temple or a sepulchre, on a large flat slab of limestone, or o 
‘wooden panel prepared with a thin eoating of st nd eve 
parts of funeral ritnals were inscribed on square pieces of stone, 
‘on stuceoed cloth, or on leather. Sometimes leather rolls were 
substituted for papyri, and buried in the same manner with th 
deceased th y period, and probably adopted in 
consequence of the high price of the papyrus; but few have 
hitherto been foun hebes. 

In the infancy of society various materials were employed for 
writing, tiles, plates of bronze, lead and other 
metals, wooden tablets? the leaves and bark of trees, and th 
shoulder-bones of animals. Wooden tablets covered with wax. 
were long in use among. the Romans, as well as the papyrus 
and the inner bark of trees, and pieces of linen,’ had been pre- 
viously adopted by them. 

Many Eastern people still write on the leaves of trees, or on 
wooden tablets, and waraka continues to signify, in Arabic, both 
sa leaf? and * 

‘The early fed their poetry and compositions 
to the shoulder-bones of sheep; they afterwards obtained the 
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papyrus paper from Egypt, on which the poems called Moallagdt 
were written in gold letters; and after their conquests in Asia 
and Africa, these people so speedily profited by and improved 

the inventions of the nations they had subdued, that parchment 
was manufactured in Syria, Arabia, and Egypt, which in eolor 

nd delicacy might vie with our modern paper. It speedily 
superseded the use of the papyrus, and continued to be employed 
until the discovery of the method of making paper from cotton 

nd silk, ealled Carta bombyeina, whieh is proved by Montfaucon 
to have been known at least as early as A.D. 1100, and is sup- 
posed to have heen invented about the beginning of the ninth 

y. Being introdueed into Spain from Syria, it was denom- 
ed Carta damascena ; and some manuscripts on cotton 

paper are said to exist in the Escurial, written in the eleventh 
century. 

It is a matter of doubt to what nation and period the in- 
vention of paper manufactured from linen ought to be ascribed. 
‘The Chinese were acquainted with the seeret of making it from 
various vegetablesubstances long beforeit was known in Europes? 
the perfection to which they have carried this branch of art 

5 and “the librarian Casiti re- 
from credible testimony, that paper 

  

       
  

  

  

  

  

       

         

     
        

    

  

     
  

     

  

  nues to excite our 
cording to Gibbos       

was first imported from China to Samareand .t1.30? (a 
nd invented, or rather 

Ten 
    roduced, at Meeca, A.H 88 (4.0 

stioned whether it was made from 
that e nd wehave no positive proof of linen 

paper being known, even by the Saracens, prior to the eleventh 
ntury. ‘The Moors, as might be expected, soon introduced it 

I library is said to cont scripts 
ie twelfth century.! 

  y, howeve      
    

    
     into Spain, and the 

written on this kind of paper as old 
But paper of mixed cotton and linen, which was made at the 

. appears to have been in more general use; and linen 
paper continued to be rare in most European countries till the 
fifteenth century. ‘That it was known in Germany as early as 
the year 1312 has heen satisfactorily ascertained by existing 
doy fs; and a letter on linen paper, written from Ger 
to Hugh Despencer about the year 1315, is preserved 
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even to the water-mark,   Chapter-house at Westminster; wl 

resembles that made at the present day. 
Tt was not till the close of the sixteenth eentury that paper 

amufaetured in Englund. ‘The first was merely of a eoarse 
brown quality, very similar to that of the modern J 
skill in any arts and seiences, has been tr 

     
         

bs, whose 
usferred 

   
         

          to people once seareely known to them, and then greatly 
inferiors; and writing or printing paper was not made in London        

  before 1690;1 France and Holland having, till that time, sup- 
plied us with an annual importation to the amount of 
100.000 pounds, 

The tanning and preparation of leather was also a braneh of 
in which the Egyptians evinced considerable skill; the 
wer-eutters, as T have already observed, constituted one of 

e principal subdivisions of the third castes and a distriet of 
the city was exclusively appropriated to them in the Libyan part 
of TI 

Leather is little capable of resisting the action of damp, the 
salts of the earth, or excessive dryness, so that we cannot reason- 

bly expect to find it sutficiently well preserved to enable us to 
judge of its quality; but the of that employed for 
making the straps pliced across the bodies of mu discov. 
ered at Thebes, and the beauty of the figures stamped upon 
them? satisfactorily prove the skill of «the leather-eutters” and 
the antiquity of embossing; some of these bea 
of kings who ruled Egypt about the period of the Exodus, or 
3300 years ago. 

Many of the occupations of their trade 
inted walls of the tombs at 

dals, the coverings and. seats of cl 
most of the ornamental furniture of the ¢ 
dorned with colored leather, and shields 

things were covered with skin prepared in 
also made sh arrying water, wine, and oth 
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  the custom of coating them within with a resinous substance! 
was the origin, as T have already observed, of that acquired 
taste, which led the Egyptians to imitate the flavor it imparted 

. even in their earthen amphore. 
Part of the process of euring the skins is introdueed in the 

seulptures; and that of dyeing then ntioned in the Bible? 
being doubtless borrowed by the Jews from Egypt. In one 

stance a man is represented dipping the hide® into a vase, 
probably cont fered to soak, pre- 
paratory to the lim hair—a process 
very similar to that adopted a ent day in Egypt and 
other countries. ‘The Arabs pre id juice of a plant 
growing in the desert for the purpose, as its effect is still more 
rapid, and as it has the advantage of making the skin better 
and more durable. 

the Periploea secamone ; its stalks contain a 
-- Which exudes from it when bruised, and which 

sto the eye or to the wounded 
skin. Ie supports itself by winding around every neighboring 
shrub, and its not ungraceful stalks appear to have been ocea- 

ent Rgyptians for the same ornamental 
y, informing festoons. But there isno evidence 

     

  

   

  

        
  

       

  

     

    

  

    
      

    

     

      

   

  

    

        

      

     

  

  

  

   

  

they seem to have bet 
the plants which gren 

acquainted properties of 
e deserts, as well as in the valley of 

the Nile; and however we might be inelined to suppose that, in 
the sculpturesof Thebes representing the occupations of eurriers, 
they are pounding something of the kind for this purpose, the 

indication of the contents of the vase or 
“iploca, or lime, silty 

        
    

    
    

     
  

    

mortar leaves it undecided if it be the p 
or other substance. 

According to the Arabs, the method of preparing skins with 
the periploca, or Ghulga, is as follows: +The skins are first put 
into flour and salt for three-days, and are cleansed of all the fat      

   
  and the impurities of the inside. talks of the plant b 

pounded between large stones, are then put into water, applied 
  

  

1 Also seabbans of swords, leather n for boing tools or instruments     

  

        
3 Ne, 2a, al apwon, ‘ae i é 
fictions of the enh Mason, +A rams’ skins dye 
niyti containing dacaments oF Teters ian wort for, etn i ‘or uoprepared skin wat 

ry 
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to the inner side of the skin for one di 
fallen off, the skin is left to dry for twi 
process is completed.” 

The mode of stre or bending leather over a foi 
frequently ented at Thebes; and it is curious to observe 
that ‘the semicircular knife,! used by the ancient Egyptians 
hetween 8,000 and 4,000 years ago, is precisely similar to that 
of our modern eurriers. 

As in other trades, 1 
numerous nor complex, and their m 
pear inadequate, did we not see th 
at the present day in China, Indiayand other countries, where 
the implements are equally simple. ‘The semicireular knife, a 

sort of chisel, the common awl (specimens of which have been 

    and the hair having 
or three days, and the   

  

    
    

     
       e tools they e   ployed were neither 

ht sometimes ap- 
beautiful work performed 
    
  

    
    

  

No. 201, Cursor holding a nap ot leather with he tovs, while eutting it. Thebes 
aco strap tal up, a deposited mn the shop.      

    found at Thebes, similar to our own), a stone for polishing the 
leather, the entting table, the bending form, the hom, and a few 
other utensils, were all that oceurred in the sl 
maker or the eurrier; and a prepared skin, the e 
trade, was suspended together with ready-made shoes and other 
articles, to indicate their skill, and to invite a customer 

‘The shops of 
those of Cairo? and o 
square room, open in front, with falling or sliding shutters, to 
close it at nights and the goods, ranged in shelves or suspended 
against the walls, are exposed to the view of those who pass. 
In front is generally a raised seat, where the owner of the shop 
and his customers sit, during the long process of concluding a 
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bargain, previous to the ase of the smallest ar 
cle: and here ses whole hours, 
less intent on benefiting the shopkeeper, than in amusing, him- 
self with the busy scene of the passing erowd. 

Among the many curious eustoms introdu 
ings and still retained in the East, is that of 
leather or other substance with the toes, 1 
always free, and unencumbered with ti 
power and pliabilitys and the 

  

      

  

d in the paint- 
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    2 Men erapioyed i a column, ‘Thebes. 
ig, making a hole with an a De np ine skp eNighioting Sihong eth his teen, ‘trl war   

of tightening a thong with the teeth, while sewing a shoe, is 
also portrayed in the painting of the third Thothmes. 

It is probable that, as at the p they ate in the 
‘open front of their shops, exposed to the view of every one who 

and to this custom Herodotus Inde, when he 
n the streets"? 

‘towns, no regal arms or gilded ins 
eof ‘his Majesty,’ and no piety 

    

   

  

  

  

  

   

  

   

  

   

  ption proclaim 
e or description 

  

  

    

Af all the shops having voral arms hare I ti London once observed, — boon siceenively tre by i ow very changeable our king muse BE, 
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nces the trade of the owne: 
thought sufficiently shown by the goods exposed for sa 
this does not prevent the inconsistency, perhaps profanation, of 

aching a religious sentence, or the name of the Deity, to walls 
whieh hourly wi tempt to defraud the inexperienced 

y direct evidence that the ancient 

  affixed to the shop anno     

  

  

        

  

    

  

h the emblem which indicated it, may seem to argue in favor 
of the custom; and the absence of many individuals’ names 
in the sculptures is readily accounted for by the fact that these 
scenes refer to the occupation of the whole trade, and not to any 
particular perso 

Of all people, we may suppose Egyptian shopkeepers most: 
the patronage received from royalty ; the name 
ng So often introduced in the most conspicuous 

manner on the collins of private individuals, and in the paintings 
of the tombs, of the searabsei they wore presenting the 

formed to 

  

    

  

  

     
  

     

          

    

   
      

     

n of the tradesman, it 
ies where certain 
latter disti 

  

wi 

  

evidently uncalled foi 
The great consump 

  

r greater tl 
the produce of the country: they, therefore, imported skins 

te levied on the conquered 
‘of Asia and Africa consisted of hides and the skins of wild 

leopard, fox, and others; which are frequently 
ngs of Thebes, laid before the throne of 
together with gold, 

    

  

     

      

  
    

    the Egypt 
woods, and the v   

     

  

io Polen the peacock oti, from fli a pencoe Inzuage of ‘Sout 
bat is ta 

  

       
   
    

    

  

              som of these ct us om 
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For tanning they used the pods of the Sont, or Aci 
or Mimosa nilotica), the acanthus of Strabo and other writers, 
which was ¢ y parts of Egypt, being also prized 
for its timbe and it is probable that the bark and 
wood of the Rhus oryacanthoides, « native of the desert, were 
employed for the same purpose. ie 

Many persons, both men and women, were en 
ing cloth and stuffs of various kinds; a 

  

  

   

  

ed in clean       

    

No.6, aller. Ben Hassan 
4b inline ables. 6, othe water running off int the to4gh Below 

fuller form some of the numerous subjects of the s 
is, however, probable that they were only a subd 
Ayers, whose skill ng cloth I have already noticed. 

A far more numerous elass were the potters; and all the pro- 
cesses of mixing the clay, and of turning, baking, and polishing 
the vases, are represented in the tombs of Thebes and Ben 
Has 

‘They frequently kneaded the clay with their feet: and after i 
had been properly worked up, they formed it i ass of CO 
venient size with the hand, and placed it on the wheel, which, to 

\ge from that represented in the paintings, was of very simple 
h the hand. ‘The various forms of 

      
     

  

n color           
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the handles, if they had any, were afterwards affixed to them; 
and the devices    other ornamental parts were traced with a 

instrument, previous to their being baked. 
n suffered to dry, and for this purpose were 

nks of woods they were afterwards arranged with 
‘great care in trays, and carried by means of the usual yoke, 
borne on me ulders, to the ov 

Many of the vases, bottles, and pans of ordinary quality 
jar to those made in Egypt at the present day, 

we learn from the representations in the paintings, and from 
those found in the tombs, or in the ruins of old towns; and 

\dging from the number of Coptie words applied to the differ 
ent kinds, their names were as varied as their forms. Coptos 
and its vicinity were always noted for thi ture; the 
clays found there were peculiarly suited for porous vases to 
cool water; and their qualities are fully manifested, at the 

n the gootleh? or bardak bottles of Qeneh. 
That the forms of the modern goollehs are borrowed from 

those of an ancient time is evident, from the fragments found 
idst the mounds, which mark the sites of ancient towns and 

as well as from the many preserved entire; and a local 
ranuafacture is borrow 

ruption to, that of for 
the period’ of the invention of the 

potter's wheel; and the assertion of Pliny, who attributes it to 
Corosbus the Athenian? is not only disproved by probabi 
Dut by the positive fact that it was known at the earliest epoch 
of Egyptian history, of which the seulptures have been pre- 
served, previous to the arrival of Jeseph, and consequently 
defore the foundation of Athens. 

But Pliny’s chapter of inventions abounds with errors of this 
Kind, and serves to show how commonly the Gree 
discoveries of other nations, particulay 
and claimed them as their own: 
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is attributed to Cadmus of Thebes ; and Thales of Miletus was 
iid to have enlightened the Egyptians, under whom he had 

    fe the altitude   long been studying,! by teaching them to 
    

1 The Greeks went to study in Egypt, as modera artist fn aly



1 

    
of the Grecks, who pretended to the merit of pointing out to 
their instructors a discovery? of which men so skilful in 
astronomy and mathe nald not ignorant; but 
‘we must express our surprise at the simplicity of modern wri- 
ters who believe and repeat so improbable a sto 

‘The Ey h taste in th , 
porcelain, and glass vases ; but when made of earthenware for 

ordinary purposes they were sometimes devoid of ele nu 
seareely 8 England before the classic taste of 
Wedgwood ful form k models for 
the unseemly productions of our old ps ‘Though the 

clay of Upper Egypt ly suited to porous bottles, it 
could not be obtained of a sutliciently fine quality for the m 
facture of vases like those of Greece and Italy rypty too, 
good taste diil not extend to all classes as in Greece : and vases 

from a well, or from the Nile, we 
ind, f 

y the founta 
The Greeks, it is true, were indebted to Egypt for much 

useful knowledge, and for many early hints in art, but they 
speedil stra nd improved on 

hing, perhaps, 
in the productions of 

  

      
         

  

       
  

    

    

  

gold, si 
  

     
  

         
  

    

       

      

      

    
   

   

  

   1 to those 
Kallirrhoi 

  

  

  

  

surpassed their 

more striki 
the potter 

[Earthenware 

    
     

wed in Egyptfor many puxposes, 
and afforded ample emplo} to the potter; for domest 
the chief ones being the if unglazed or polished ware 
for holding wine, oils, and other liquids, water vases, jugs for 
pouring out liquids, bottles, and jars, generally of small size, 
for holding various edible and other substances. ‘These were 
sometimes inscribed with the name of their contents, and the 
mouth secured by a clay stopper, fastened by a linen bandage. 

  

    
        

   
   

     
   

         
    

           

Saucers, or pater, a kind of plate, were also made, as also various 
sinall phials, or unguen Some of these vases were often 

ted with colors in tempera, covered with a glaze, the chief 

  

designs being bands around the body, or vandyked or checkered    
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of eollars 
Je designs. 
representa 

se impossible to define 
1 earthenware 

larger for mani 

   
  ionally with representatio 

nd other simple ornaments, but never with elabor 
At a later period some of the bottles have on the 

od Bes or Bessa. It is of ¢ 
all the uses to whieh those small vases of unglaz 
were applied: but all trades used th 

es held various liquids, 
id drugs were kept in jars, other eosmeties in ju, 

spouts; wine, honey, and milk were ofte in wide-mouthed 
Roman oll. The according to 

il the best vessels made by the potter 
‘olor of sealing-wax, polished and lucent, s 

y elegant shape, and modetied in the huma 
shape or that of animals. But the finest of all the produets of 
the Egyptian potter were the vases, covered with a vitreous glaze, 
produced for the toilet, of a blue, green, or other colors, ¢0 
sisting of small. vase: 
different shi 
goblets, drop-shaped vases, oth 
the flasks of the age of the 26th Dynasty, and a few moulded in 
the shape of goats, hedge-hogs, and other animals. ‘These are the 
porcelain of Egypt, and the beautiful blue of the best age is 

‘valled at the present day. Besides objects for domestic 
the potter made tiles, mouldings, and other pieces for i 
for architecture, and sepulchral purposes, and largely. supplied 
the undertaker with rings, beads, and bugles, for the decoration 
of the mumnies, and made sepulehral jars and sepulehral figures 

nibers for the sepulchres.? —§ 
Carpenters and eabinet-makers were a yery numero 

workme ally form one of th 
h represent the Egypt 

ith the exeey 

    
       
         

  

    
       
    

   

   

        

vessels resembli 
the place and pi 

those of   

       
  

   

    
   

  

       stibiu   

  

  

  

  

      
    

    

    
    

  

    

      

    

  

trades. Baype prodaced itile wood 
the date and «om palms, the sycamore, ta 
trees of native growth afforded timber either for building or for 
omnamen The principal uses of the date and dém 
‘trees have ns, boxes, tables, doors. 
nd other objer planks, fo 
and wooden statues, the ly employed and 
from the great q the tombs alone, it is 

    

  

      

    

   
     

         
  

y discovered i      
  

The various shapes will be found in 2 Bich, * Ancient Pottery, S¥0, Lond Rowell," Momim, Ci tv- Land fol 3878, 15 ad al 
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evident that the tree was cultivated to a great extent. Tt had 
the additional recomme ing a fruit to which 
the Egyptians were very partial; and a religious prejudice 
claimed for it and the Persea the rank of suered 
fruit trees. 

‘The tamarisk was preferred for the handles of tools, wood! 
hoes, and other things requiring a hi t wood; and 
of the acacia were made the planks and masts of boats, the 
handles of offensive weapons of war, and various articles of furni- 

    ion of be     

  

  

         
     rand compa   

    
  

ture, Large groves of this tree were cultivated in many parts of 
Egypt, especially in the vicinity of Memphis and Abydus, where 
they still exist and besides its 
valued for the pods 
the gum which exudes trom the trunk and branches, now known 

      

  

  

produced, so useful for tanning, and for 

    s tree is not less prized by 
wed its name as well as its 

es of aeacia, both in Arabie 
        

sont being applied to this spe 
and the ancient Egyptian language. 

Besides the Sont, or Acacia (Mimosa) Nilotien, the Sellem, 
Sumer, Tulh, Fitneh, Lebbekh, and other 
Egypt. ited to va 

fe met with of the wood of the Eylveq.or Balanites Biyypt 
and of different desert trees, having been used by the Egyptian 

nters. For ornamental purposes, and sometimes even for 
coffins, doors, and boxes, foreign woods were employed : deal and 
cedar were imported from Syria; and part of the contributions 
exacted from the conquered tribes of Ethiopia and Asia consisted 

ebony and other rare woods, which were annually brought by 
the chiefs depnted to present their country’s tribute to the 
Egyptian monarchs. 

Boxes, chairs, tables, sofas, and other pieces of fu 
frequently made of ebony, inlaid with ivor 
were vence! n layers, or ornamented with carved 
devices, of rare wood, applied or let into them: and a fondness 
for this display suggested to the Egyptians the art of painting 
‘common boards to imitate foreign varieties, so generally adopted 
at the present day. ‘The colors were usually applied on a thin 
coating of stucco, laid smoothly upon the previously prepared 
wood, and the various knots, and grains painted upon this 

    
    

    

    

    

whieh grew in 
ndsome instances       jous purposes 
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ground indicated the quality of the wood they intended to 
counterfeit. 

The usnal tools! of the carpenter were the axe, adze, hand- 
saw, chisels of various kinds (which were struck with a wooden 
mallet), the drill, and two sorts of planes (one resembling a 
chisel? the other apparently of stone, acting asa rasp on the 
surface of the wood, whi erwards polished by a smooth 
body, probably and these, with the rulers plum 
met, and 
and h 
implements he used. 
work of the eabi 

    

      

  

      
      

        

    

   

  

  

  

observed the perfe -y had arrived in the con 
struction of the chairs and ottomans of their saloons nor ean I 
omit the mention of the art of dovetailing already practised in 
the earliest P ss, or the mode of applying two planks 
together in the same plane by means of broad pins or tongues 
of hard wood. Of the former numerons instances occur, both 
in large and small objects, and no illustration of it is required ; 

jer is peculiar, and shows the great care taken to make 
‘ything durable, which characterizes all tl 

      

      

  

    
    

  

   

    
    

When two boards are joined together by our modern earpen- 
ters, they insert small round pins horizontally 

he edges, and then apply them together, so as to fo 
as it were a single piece, but the carpenter was not 
content with this precaution, and, having used flat pins for this 

about two inehe he seenred these again 
‘nother, by round pins or 

. driven vertically through the boards, into each of 

       to correspy 
     

  

    

  

      

   

  

     

    

    

   

           ven should the glue, which was added, 
Ito hold them. After the wood had been 

ww, the adze * was the principal   
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  tool ing its and from the precision with 

ven the smallest objects are worked with it at the present 
5 kilful carpenters of 1 pt, we may form 

some idea of its use in the hands of their expert predecessors; 
\d we are less surprised to meet with it so frequently repre- 

sented in the seulptures.! 
Many of them, together with saws and chisels, have been 
found at Thebes: the blades are all of bronze, the 

or the tamarisk; and, 
ng the blade to the handle appears to have been 

by thongs of hide. It is probable that some of those 
in the tombs are only modlels, or unfinished specimen: 

aay have been thought sufficient to show th 
ance, without the necessity of nailing them hen 

for those which they used were bound in the samem 
Tbelieve them to have Iso secured with nails 
ever, evidently belonged to the individuals in whose tombs they 
were buried, and, like the chisels, appear to have heen used ; for 
these last often bear signs of having been beaten with the 

mnmier or mallet, 
The drill is 

the other tools, 
to that of mode: 

    
ployed for fashio 

           
  

        

   

  

   

  

  

    iscovered 
2 and it 

  

  

  

   
external appear- 

h the thongs:? 
r, though 

Some, how- 

      

           

  

  

  

  

  

      quently exhibited in the 1   ulptures. Like 
and. precisely simi 

tof the dm in which 
it turned, and the form of its bow with thong! The 
chisel was employed for the same pr nd in the same 

ner, as at the present day, and was struck with a wooden 
let, sometimes flat at the two ends, sometimes of circular 

or oval form; several of which last have been found at Thebes 
\d are preserved in our European musenms. ‘The handles of 

the chisels were of tamarisk, or o 
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   blades of bronze: and the form of the points varied 
ording to the work for which they were intended. 
he hatchet was principally used by boat-builders, and those 

who made large pieces of framework; and trees were felled 
with the sam nt. 

  breadth, 

        

  

‘The mode of sawing timber was primitive and imperfect, 
owing to their not having adopted the double saw; and they were 
obliged to cut every piece of wood, however large, single-handed. 

onder, therefore, to divide a beam into planks, they placed 
if not of very great length, upright between two posts, firmly 

fixed in the ground, and being lashed to them with cords, or 
secured with pins, it was held 

Among the many oecupations of a earpenter, that of veneer- 
ig is noticed in the seulptures of Thebes, as early as the time 

of the’ third ‘Thothmes, whom I suppose to be the Pharaoh of 
the Exodus; and the application of a piece of rare wood of a red 
color toa yellow plank of sycamore or other ordinary kind, is 
clearly pointed out. And in order to show that the yellow wood 
is of inferior quality, the workman is represented fo have fixed 
his adze carelessly in a block of the same color, while engaged 
in applying them together. Near him are some of his tools, 
with a box or small nd veneered wood of 
various hues; and in the same part of the shop are two other 
men, one of whom is employed in grinding something with a 

mne on a slab, and the oth ding glue with a brush, 
Tt might, pe jectured that varnish was intended 

to be here but the of the pot on the 
fire, th and the workman 
before mentioned applying the two pieces of wood togethe 

torily decide the question, and attest the invention of glue® 
‘This is not, however, the only 

an early period, and several wooden be 
in which glue was employed to fasten the joints. 

articles of furniture, and other works 
ed in the paintings 

t forms, and an 
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beautifully made. I have already noticed several of the smaller 
objects, as boxes for trinkets and ointment, wooden spoons, and 
the like; and have described a curious substitute for a hinge! 
in some of those discovered at Thebes. 

Many boxes had lids re- 
sembling the eurved summit 
of a royal canopy? and were 
omamented with the usual 
comice ;? others had a simple 
flat cover; and some few a 
pointed summit, resembling 
the shelving roof of a house.! 
This last kind of Tid was 
divided into two parts, one 
of which alone opened, turning 
‘on two small pins at the base, 
‘on the prineiple of the doors 
of their houses and temples s 
and, when necessary, the two 
Knobs at the top’ could be tied 
together and sealed, in the 

as in that pre- 
ly mentioned. 

    
    

    

   

  

  

    

    

  

   
  

When not veneere 
laid with rare wood, the sides 
and lid were painted; and 
those intended for the tombs, 
to bedeposited there in ho 
of the deceased, had usually a 
funeral inscription, or a 
ligious subject painted upon oe 
them, representing offerings G 
presented by members of his 

   
  

  

   

  

   Several boxes have been 
found at Thebes; and the British Museum posse 
formerly belonging to Mr. Salt, one of which is remarkable 
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   for the brillianey of the colors imparted to the pieces of 
ivory with which it is inlaid. ‘The box is of ebony; the ivory, 

  

          
d blue, is let into the sides 
nted in the same man 1 

for a hinge, similar to the 0 
in this 

before mentioned,   
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except that here the back of the crossbar, eut toa sharp edge 
       

          

  

  

along its whole extent, fits into a corresponding groove at the 
end of the box: the two knobs are fixed place at 
the top and front. The lids of many nade to slide 
in a groove, like our small color that given in a pre-       

   

  

ceding wood-eut ; others fitted into the body, being cut 
at the edges purpose ; and some turned on a pin at the 
back, as 1 the long-handled boxes before men= 

tioned? ox they frequently pushed ba 

  

  

      

   

        

it was removed 
altogether and laid upon the floor. 

With the carpenters may be mentioned the wheelwrights, 
the makers of coffins, and the coope 1 this subdivision of 

ne class showing a systematic partition of labor, 
one of fs of the advancement of this civilised 

  

  

           

eta is ena fiw bay lien shavictnae of wood 
«have pointed out wha the province of 

the carpenter and th di the war- 
chariot and the 
the travelling 

        

    

    

of this occurs in the British Museum, ‘Though so frequently 
nstance alone oceurs of 

tomb opened at Thebe and this 
onght to show how wrong it is to infer th istence of 
custom from its not being met with i sculptures. 
same remark also applies to the camel, which, in consequence 
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of its not being found either in the   aintings or hievoglyphies.! 
is conjectured by some to have been unknown in Egypt at an 
early period; though, as I have already observed.? it is dis 
tinctly mentioned in the Bible among the presents given to 
Abraham by the king of Egypt 

‘The plaustrum was very similar to the wa 
eurricle, but the sides appear to have been closed, a 
drawn by a pair of oxen instead of horses. The harness was 
much the same, and the wheels had six spokes. In a journey 
it was occasionally furnished with a sort of umbrella, fixed 

  

  

  

   

  

    

  

    

  

  

  

upon a rod rising from the centre, or back part of the ear: the 
reins were the same as those 
furnished with a bit; and be 

es attended on foot, at th 
ing them as they went 

above wood-out represents an Ethiopian princess, who 
is on her journey through Upper Egypt to Thebes, where 
the court then resided; but whether it was on the occasion of 

    
nsed for horses, and 
ides the driver, a gi 
head of the ani 

apparent]             
als, perhaps 

        

have an instanceof it ona prise how the ance seal Lon ‘Nubia of uncertain dates" Eounirien wer no, In chap, 2 Teas been always & mater of sr 
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ge with the king, the brother of the third 

  

her projected ma 
        Amenophis, or merely to present her homage to him, is uncer 

‘A large tribute is brought at the same time from her 
countrymen, the Cush, or Ethiopians; which seems to show          

   es to a visit of or     ny from the quee! 
fact of the charioteer and some 

that it merely 
princess of that country; and the 
other of the attendants being Bgyptians, suggests that the plaus- 

also provided from Egypt, as was the ease when 
aoh sent for Jacob and his family to bring them to Egypt.! 

‘The plaustra are called in Genesis wagons"? they were 
monly used in Egypt for travelling: and Strabo performed the 
journey from Syene to the spot where he crossed the river to 

isit Phike in one of those carriage: 
Besides the plaustrum, they had a sort of palanquin,t and a 

canopy or framework answering the purpose of a sedan-chair, in 
which they sometimes sat or stood, in their open pleasure-boats, 
or in situations where they wished to avoid the sun; and these 
were also the work of the eabinet-maker. 

Certain persons were constantly employed in the towns of 
Egypt, as at the present day in Cairo and other places, to pound 

  

                

      
      

    

    
  

  

   
        various substances in large stone mortars; and salt, seeds, and 

other things were probably taken, in the same manner, by a   

    

servant to these shops, whe neonvenient to have it 
done in the house. ‘The pestles they used, as well as the mortars 
themselves, were precisely similar to those of the modern Egyp- 

s, and their mode of pounding was the same, two men alter- 
raising ponderous metal pestles with both hands, « 

irecting their falling point to the centre of the mortar, which is, 
now generally made of a large piece of granite, or other hard 
stone, scooped out into a long narrow tube, to little more than 
half its depth. When the substance was well pounded, it was 
taken out and passed through a sieve, and the larger particles 
‘were again returned to the mortar, until it was snfliciently and 
equally levigated ; and this, and the whole process here repre- 

d,sostrongly resemble the occupation of the public pounders 
Pairo, that no one who has been in the habit of walling in 

the streets of that town ean fail to recognize the eustom, or 
‘eyptians, 

amie present day. 

  

     

  

         
    

          

  

  

       
     

        

     

  

  

* Gon. xiv. 19, 8 Strabo, lib. xvii. p02, el Cass 2 They were termed aploot bale ican, seheled Caringes (Cen. feet TWoodeut No.1 
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In a country where water and other liquids were ca 
kept in skins and earthenware jars, there was little necessity 
the employment of wooden barrels, which, too, are little suited 
to a climate like the hot and arid Egypt; and modern expe- 
rience there shows how ill adapted barrels are for such purposes, 

yow soon they fi eglected or left empty fora 
short period. Y wt, therefore, expect that they should 
in common use among the ancient Egyp' and the skill 

ooper e wooden measures for 
which were bound with hoops e wood or metal, 

ple those now used in Egypt for the same 
purpose, though in form they shed nearer to the small 
barrels,’ or kegs, of modern E 

  

    

     
   

          
     

  

          only required to   

  

her    

  

and resembled in py    
     pr 

rope   

  

  

    

   
mortars with metal pesos, het, 

ted at Beni-Hassan, a small 
nitly at the end 

intended to 
for the use of the husbandmen, one of whom is ap- 

hing the spot calling to mind the eup of wine presented 
ploughman of reaching the end of the fi 

by Homer in his description of the shield of Achille: 

In an agricultural seene, pai   

    presented, placed upon a stand, 
       

        
             

  

The coopers of Cairo are generally iabited Grech Colum inwoodeut ‘They were 
     

    

   
   

  

Phy
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e also it is intended to indicate the 
ch the land was to be sown after the 

  

probable that in # 
e of grain with wl 

plough had passed. 
A great number of persons were constantly employed in 

making coffins, as well as the 1 
and other objects connected with funerals, who may be compre 
hended the general head of carpenters; the undertakers, 
properly so called, being a different class of people, attached to 
and even forming part of the sacerdotal order, though of an 

iferior grade. Indeed the ceremonies of the dead were so 
(so many persons were engaged in performing the 

several duties connected with them, that no particular elass of 
people ean be said to have had the sole direction in these mat- 

nd we find that the highest orders of priests offiiated in 
others those of a very subordinate station. ‘Thus 

the embalmers were held in the highest consideration, while 
those who cut open the body, when the intestines were removed, 
are said to have been treated with ignominy and contempt? 

‘The boat-builders may be divided into two separate and 
distinct classes; one of which formed a subdivision of the car 

ther of the basket-makers, or the weavers of rushes 
very numerous class of w 

  

  

  

erous boxes, wooden figu         
      

  

    
  

    

  

    

  

     

    

     

  

    

  

rkmen. 

  

sort of eano 
\l consisted merely of waterplants 

with bands made of the stalks of the papyrus or 

¢ to another ;® and the 
taken out of 

pids of the 

  e or punt, 

    

     ‘ily be ea 
thiopian boats mentioned by Pl 

the water and carried on. men’s shoulders past the 
ataracts, were probably of a similar kind. 
Fen De ote Mates the Meets eateries 
of Syene passing the falls in perfect security, and exeiting the 
surprise of the beholders, before whom the boatmen delighted in 

firms that they were made 

    
     

  

  

      
  

    

noticed by ancient write 
search of the body of Osiris, 

in a bark made of the papyrus; 

Papyrus boats are frequently 
Plutarch deseribes Isis going 
‘through the feny countr 

     
    

  

  1. § Achilles Tatu th. iv “hime species as that woe for te making paper 2 Stab, i. i      
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whence it is supposed that persons using boats of this deserip- 
tion are lever attacked by crocodiles, out of fear and respect 
to the goddess! and Mosesis said to have been exposed in ¢ 

or boat) of bulrushes, daubed with slime and with pitch 
this last we derive proof that the body of such 

boats was composed of rushes, whieh, as [have observed, were 
bound together with the p and the mode of rendering 
them impervious to water is satisfuetorily pointed out by the 
coating of piteh with which they were covered. Nor ean there 
be any doubt that piteh was known in Egypt at that time, 
wwe find it on objects which have heen preserved of the same 
dates and the Hebrew word 2ift is precisely the same as that 
used for piteh by the Arabs to the present day. 

8 the rind being 
into sails, curtains, matting, ropes, and even into cloth; 

that the papyrus, the rush, and the reed 
‘were all used for making boats in E 

“Vessels of bulrushes” are again 

  

  

            
  

    
    
     

       

  

   

    

and observes elsewhe 

  

     
   

   
yed in Isaiah. Lu   

alludes to the mode of binding or 
and 1 boats made of the papyrus, 

and sails and ropes of the rind of the same plant. ‘That small 
boats were made of the als is very probable; and the 
sculptures of Thebes, Memphis, and other places abun 
show that the mployed as pun 

ants of the inund. 

  papyrus ; 
      

   

  

    
   

ion of the Nile, particularly       
There was another kind, called by 

i he evossed the Nile to the Island of Philw, ‘made of 
so as to resemble wicker-work;’* but it does not appear 

vas formed of reeds bound together 
jose made in Armenia, and used for 

to Babylon, which Herodotus describes, of 
Osiers covered with hides.* 

The Arme 
caodsdown the en 

  

Strabo pécton, in one of 

    

   

  

   

   
  

  

going do 
  an boats were merely employed for transport 

es,and on reaching Babylon. 
     

  

  

2 Phat de Ted 518.  Theophrmt. iv. 9 Exo ft 3 The botrush fs cated # Strabo, wv. idl the paper reeds in Hsia xis 7 are edo        ‘Tne coracles of the were me of wicker work 

             
‘were ith 

Phin. xg. fAmt the ze 
3 fon dakion (ata, brea). = Gs W.    
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g put upon the asses which had 
and the traders returning 

of a shield, without 

were broken up; the hides bei 
been brought on board for this 

land. ‘They 

  

   
      

    

          
   

either head or stern ; the hollow part ntre being filled 
with straw. *Som e large, ot largest 
were capable of bearing 5,000 talents’ wei ‘They were, 

y different from the boats reported by the same 
historian to have been made in Egypt for transpo 
up the Nile, which he describes as being built in the form of 

ry boats, with a keel, and a mast and sai 
the Egyptian boats of burden,’ Herodotus says, ‘are made 

of athorn wood, very similar to the lotus of Cyrene, from whieh a 
tear exudes, called gum. Of this tree they cut planks, meas! 

em like bricks, they 
asten the planks 

the surface a 
e whole is bound 

is then put through 

therefore, ve 

      

            
  

        

           

  

    build the boat in the following mann 
round firm long pegs, and, aft 
series of girths, but without an 
within by bands of papyrus. A si 
the keel, and a mast of thor-wood, and sails of the papyrus 
Gind) complete the rigging. ‘These boats can only ascend the 
stream with a strong wind, unless they are towed by ropes from 
the shores and v river, they are provided 
with a hurdle made of tamarisk,! sewed together with reeds, and 
astone,about two talents’ weight, with a hole in the centre. ‘The 
hurdle is fastened to the head of the boat, and allowed to float 
on the water; the stone is attached to the ste that the 
former, carried down the river by the y of the stream, 
draws after it the barés — for such is the name of these vessels — 
and the latter, dragged behind and sinking into the wat 
serves to direet its course. They have many of these boats, 

some of which earry several thousand talents’ weight.’? 
‘That boats of the peculiar construetion he here deseribes 

were really used in E; y probable ; th have been. 
employed to carry goods from one town to another, and navi- 
gated in the manner he mentions; but we may be allowed to 
doubt their carrying several thousand talents’ or ons? 
weights and we have the evidence of the paintings of Upper 
and Lower Egypt to show that the large boats of burthen 
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were made of wooden pl 
saws and hatchets, and afte 
and pins; and they were fu 
those of modem Egypt. 

[The boats of the Nile are still built with planks of the sont. 
The planks, arranged as Herodotus states, like bricks, appear 
to have been tied to several long stakes, fastened to them inter 
nally. Something of the kind is still done, when they raise an 

extra bulwark above the gunwale. In 
sats of burthen the planks were 

secured by nails and bolts, which 
are represented in the painti 
into holes, previously drilled fi - 
‘There was also a small kind of pu 
or canoe, made entirely of the papyrus, 
bound together with hands of the same 
plant, the * vessels of bulrushes” men- 

Isaiah ;1 but these were not: 
nd still less would papyrus 

ships eross the sea to the Isle of Taprobane, Ceylon, as Pliny 
supposes? This mistake may have orig 

haying 
even on the Inone of the pai 
represented with a sail, which might be made of the papyrus 

rind, and whieh appears to fold up like those of the Chinese 

  

    

  

cutting with 
ails    

          

   

      

   

  

   

  

     
     

  

  

  

   

  

  

     
          

    

rop 
use! 

  

    

and the ma qwas usual in large boats in 
the time of the 4th and otherearly dynasties? ‘That cloth sails, 

nted on them,    

£18, Lacan iv. 196 Ppt vi 32.8 Wooden 

  

No. 10. 
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nonuments at Teast as ea 

  

should be found on 
and 19th Dynasties, is not surprising, sine the 
noted ata 
mote period for the 

ture of Hin- 
dother cloths, 

nnd exported sail- 
cloth to Pho 
Hempen?and palm 
ropes are also 

  

          

  

      

        

   

      

      

    

   

        

     
    

     

      

  

shown by the mon- 
uments to have 

fed for 
‘sling of 

  

   
    

  

he process, 
ig the 

t Beni-Has- 
nnd at Thebess 

and ropes made 
from the strong 
fibre of the palm- 

frequently 
found in the tombs, 
‘This last was prob- 
ably the kind most 

y used in 

      

a
 

x 
RE

 

  

thepresentday 
iad two rudders, one at each side, near the stern, suspended 

ro. ¥ 25.     MW
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  at the gunwale, or slung from a post, as a pivot on which it 

turned. ‘The small-sized boats of buren were mostly fitted with 
two rudders; and on e oceurs of three on the same side. 
On the rudder, as on the bows of the boat, was painted the eye, 
a custom still retained in the Mediterranean and i 
but the Egyptians seem to have confined it to the funeral baris. 
The boats always had one mast at the time Herodotus was in 

y be doubted if it was of the heavy acantha 

  

  

   
       

         

    

    

  

long and straight for the 1 fir-wood w: 
known in Egypt not to be wed for masts. Woods of 
various rare kinds were ito Egypt from very distant: 

tries as early as the time of the 18th Dynasty ; and deal was 
used for all common purposes, as well as the native syea 

mo ie hulls of boats were even sometimes made of deal ; 
and it would have been strange if they had not discov« 
much more it was adapted for the In the time of the 4th, 

n, and other early dynasties the mast was double; but this 
was given up as cumbrous, and was not used after the accession 
of the 18th orev e12th Dynasty. The custom of towing 
up the stream is the same at present in Egypts but the modern 

nse of the stone in coming down the stream to 
which is done by suspending it from the stern, 

  

  

    
  

the       
    

red how        
      
        

    
  

  

   
  Doatmen mal 

impede the boa 

    

      

    

  

   

          
while the tan raft before the head is dispensed wi 
contrivanee Herodotus mentions was not so much to i 
speed as to keep the boat. str 
buoyant object to the str the rowers are tired, and 
    

     

  

     1 broadside to th 
tone and tamarisk 
imilarisdeseribed b 

  boa 
and it was to prevent this th 
applied. A praeticealmosten 
Col. Chesney as prevailing to this day on the Euphrate 
ing of the kufah, or round rive ss: * These bo 

Ghai var Naveen OE Murda ata 
float in advance, and a stone of the weight of two talents drag: 
Jong the bottom to guide them.’ éschylus had used this word 

Byyptian boat! We 

  

  

       
      

   

      

  

   
    d also poetic 

ripides used i 
ve variant for soon! Thad supposed B 

  

sa foreign terms ‘Afterwards ite sone 
to mean ‘Bout of 

  

id: andes Bi ot on eh Pers. 598.     and 858,   2 Supples 2 Pern 83.     
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  the Sun.’ Baris has erroneously been derived from Bai, ‘palm 
branch, which had certainly this meaning, but Qua, or Ua, 
“hoat is a different word, though a Greek would write it with 
aso The name Baris is used by Plutarch? and others. 
There was an Egyp with a eabin, called by Strabo 
thalamegus, or thalamiferuss used by the governors of provinces 
for visiting Upper Egypt: and a'similar one was employe 

    

        
   

    

      

    

the funeral processions on the sacred Lake of the Dead. ‘There 
was also a small kind of boat, with a eabin ng, in which 
gentlemen were towed by their servants upon the lakes in their 

But all their large boats had cabins, often 
great height and size, and even common market boats were 

furnished with them, and sufficiently y to hold eattle and 
various goods® ‘The size of boats on the Nile varies now as of 
olds and some used for carrying corn, which ean only navigate 
the Nile during the immdation, are rated at from 2000 to 4800 
ardebs, or about 10,000 to 24,000 bushels’ burthen. ‘The ships 
of war of the ancient Egyptians were not generally of great size, 
at least in the early times of the 18th and 19th Dynasties, when 
they had a single row of from 20 to 44 or 50 oars, and were 
similar to the ‘long ships’ and pentekonterot of the Greeks, and 

the galleys of the Mediterranean during the Middle Ages. Some 
were of much larger dimensions. Diodorus 1m of 
cedar, dedicated by Sesostris to the god of Thebes, measuring 
280 eubits (from 420 to 478 feet) in length and in later times 
they were remarkable both for length and height: one built by 
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40 banks of oars,and measu 

(orabout 478 feet) in length, 
pout 83 feet) in height, ox 

the poop, which carried 400 sailor 
3000 soldiers.!Atheneus sys Philopator built another, used on 
the Nile, half a stadium or about 300 feet long, upwards of 40 
cubits broad, and nearly 30 high; and + the number belon; 

      top of 
ides 4000 rowers, and near 

  

   
  

  

         
  

  

  

SS 
QD 
  

  Ch es 
2 
= 

        
    4 Ts 
99999 

to Ptolemy Philadelphus exeeeded those of any other king, he 
ks, one of 20, four of 14, two of 12, fourteen 

of 11, thirty of 9, thirty-seven of 7, five of 6, seventeen quin- 
queremes, and more than tviee that munber of quadriremes, 

            

           

    

   

      
triremes? &e. He also deseribes Hiero's ship of 20 banks seni 
presentto Ptolemy. Itis singular that no Egyptian, Assyrian, Greek, or Roman monument represents a galley of more than     

2 Plat. Vit, Demet ns ¥- p20; Pliny, vi ier 80 bank e who mentions one of 40,    
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3 

Roman      
  

  

one, or at most two tiers of oars except ting found 
the Orti Farnesiani which gives one with three, though trire- 

mes and quinqueremes were th rally employed. We 
are not, however, reduced to the n ting these 
statements of Pliny and Herodotus; and though punts and 
canoes of osiers and papyrus, or reeds, may have been used on 
some occasions, as they still are,! on the and the lakes of 

tain that the Egyptians had stron; 
poses of trade by sea, and for 

ind other heavy commodities on the 
a 

      
      

    

  

  

   

  

    

  

     
  

  

  Egypt, we may be e 
swell-built vessels for the p 
ing merchandise, corn, 

      
       

  

IS 

FR Ra 
Thats        

    

    le; and that, even if they had been very bold and skilful 
navigators, they would not have ventured to India? nor have 
defeated the fleets of Phemnicias in their paper vessels. 

‘The sails, when made of the rind of the papyrus, have been 
supposed similar to those of the Chinese, which fold up like our 
Venetian blinds; but there is only one boat represented in the 
paintings which appears to have sailsof this kind, though so many 

are introduced there ; nor can we believe that a people noted for 
their manufactures of linen and other cloths, would have pn 
ferred so imperfect a substitute as the rind of a especially 

as they exported sail-eloth to Phoenicia for that very purpose 

     

  

     
        

  

    

          

  

re veryra, ant much smaller for holding quicksilver, introduce by the ‘ahs fon ome of ih metal hiv 

  

   
    

       

    

       

  

  

  

‘Others have’ ea fectre tea to : been powers [ove ‘at intercourse with that county, oa be mentioned the pineapple, malls ric. tebe are found in the tombs, of glazed 7. ibe lamentation pouesion of Sit of Tyre,"Fine linen wih hrotdersd work wil tho spread: (These are supposed tohave heen bates ex forth to be thy sale (A sail UF ie 
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Diodorus! and Herodotus? both mention the fleet of long 
vessels, or ships of war, fitted out by Sesost the Arabian 
Gulf. ‘The former states that they were four hundred in number, 
nd that Sesostris was the first Egyptian monarch who built 

ilar vessels; but Herodotus merely says he was the first who 
sed into the ocean; and the necessity of previously having 

to-protect the trade and coasts of Egypt disproves 
id suggests that they were used at the early 

period, when the port of Philoteras traded with the Arabian 
and, perhaps, even the Indian shor 

Pliny supposes that ships were first built by I 
taken from Egypt to Greece when he migrated to t 

afts only having been previously known; and he states that 

  

    
    

            

   

  

       
    

    
  

   

  

aus? and 
eount 

  

    

        

             

some attributed their invention to the Trojans and Mysians, who 
crossed the Hellespont in their wars with Thrace’ The seulp- 
tures, however, of anci cide the ques- 
tion and their dates being now xl, we are enabled to 

    

form our own opi 
trusting to the uncertain aeeoun 
seulptures of the 18th Dy appears that the same kind 

ing heavy burthens was then employed in 
r days of Psammatichus and Amasis; they 
ia and Beni-Hassan of the age of Amasis,° 
contemporary of Joseph: and in the tombs 

jons on the subject, without the necessity of 
wcient writers. From the 

  

    
       

   
    

    

Egypt, as 
are found at 

  

  

  

     
  

  

x the Pyramids they again occur, of an epoch previous to 
the 16th Dynasty and the reign of Usertes 

[Boats, indeed, are represented on the seulptures at the ear     
early as the 4th Dynasty, and in a country like 

‘ty of the earliest civilization; they were 
chiefly boats of burthen and transports. ‘The remarkable in- 
scription of Una, of the Sth Dynasty,’ mentions, however, war 
vessels, and describes t sport of the stone for the pyramid 

wefer, of the king Merenra, to have been 1 
burthen, three towing-boats, three b 

sel. 

    
    

   

   
     

        

       he Liferbol usentny an eae ash a mh setally om 
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BOATS.     
     tof burthen 60 cubits, or rather more than 0 feet long, 
30 cubits, or 35 feet broad, in 17 days—a very rapid con 
tion. Besides galleys, mens’, there were sacred barges, 

the repaits of which at the time of the 18th Dynasty 
tioned in the papyri. ‘These were to be executed by means of 

s of acacia and cedar, There are also descriptions of 
barges of acacia, cedar, and other woods, placed on the Nile by 
‘Thothmes IIT. and Rameses HI. ‘The material of the cedar 
barges came from the Rutennu. —S. B-] 

The ingenious Champollion eonjec! ured that some hierogly 
ies at Eileithyia proved! the inmate of one of the tombs there, 
called * Ahmosis the son of Obschne,’ to have been ‘chief of the 

1s, or rather of the pilots,” who ‘entered the naval career 
ime of King Ahmosis,’ and ‘aceompanied that monarch, 

when he went up by water to Ethiopia to impose tribute upon it, 
and *commanded ships under Thoutmosis the First.” If this be 
true, it confirms what I have before stated respecting the early 

fan Egyptian fleets and whatever improvement n 
have been afterwards inade in the ships of war fitted out by 
Sesostris and other n is in the Ar if and Medi 
terranean? we have suflicient evide 
tombs at Eileithyia, that in the time of th 
ordinary travell ts of the Nile were of 

ntioned by Herodotus. 
‘The construction of the various boats used on the Nile varied 

according to the purposes for which they were intended. ‘The 
punts or canoes were either pushed with a pole or propelled 
with a paddies? they had neither mast_nor rudder; and 
of the small boats, intended merely for rowing, were unpro- 
vided with so destitute of the 

ig-boats, and the rowers 
Appear to have heen seated on the flat deck, which covered the 
interior from the head to the stern, pushing instead of pulling 
the oars, contrary to the usual enstom in boats of larger dimen- 
sions. The absence of a mast did not altogether depend on 
the size of the boat, since those belonging to fishermen, which 
were very small, were often furnished with a sail, besides three 
or four oars;4 and some large boats, intended for carrying 

tle and heayy goods, were sometimes without a mast. 
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c 
from the paintings of the 

  

         me Amosis the 
a construction far 

      
    

superior to those m   

  

    
       

   

  

raised cabin common in larg 
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In going up the Nile they used the sail whenever the wind 
was favorable, occasionally rowing in those parts where the 
sinuosities of the river brought it too much upon the bows; 
for it is probable that, like the modern Egyptians, they did n 
tack in navigating the river; and when the wind was contrary, 

or during a calm, they generally employed the tow-line, which 
‘was pulled by men on shore. 

After they had reached the southernmost point of their jour- 
ney up the stream, the sail was no longer considered 1 

wast and yards being taken down, were laid over the 
the cabin, or on a short temporary mast, with a forke 

mit, precisely in the same way, and with the same view, as 
the present day, on board the cangias, 

Egypt. For as the wind generally blows from 
happens that the sail can be used in going 

   

    

  

     

  

    
        

    
  

             

    

  $0.40. A bowt wit tho ast ala aken down, having a chariot and oreo to 

  

(the 
the boat is unable to make 

ast and rigging are   down the \d in a strong 
0 great an incumbranee, that 

against it with oars, 

  

      

       
       

the heavy boats of burthen, which, from their great siz 
‘cannot be propelled by oars, are suffered to their masts 
and sails, and float down the river sideways at the rate of the    

  

stream, advantage b  whenev 
‘of the river allow o! 
‘corn during the inn xe only employed when the wat 
is very deep, and are laid up the rest of the year, and covered 
with matting from the sun. ‘These, therefore, form exceptions to 

y boats of the Nile, and may be considered similar 
to some represented in the seulptures of Alabastron, which are 
fastened to the shore by several large ropes, and are shown ron: 
the size of their eabins, the large awning in front for covering 

  

taken of the wi 
+ and the 1 

the bends 
fe germs, used for ex 

    

    

     
  

      
     

     



BOATS.     
arried, and the absence of’oars, to have been of   the goods they 

unusual dimes 

  

  

       

  

In a boat given in the preceding woodeut from a tomb at 
Eileithyia an error has frequently been made respecting the wheel        
upon the top of the cabin, which some have 

the sail,!in order to enable the jerse with 
such purpose ; careful ex- 
proves to be part of a chariot, too 

sight, and 

ppposed to be con- 
         

subject 
ne to be easily perceived at 

  

much defaced by ti 
the horses belonging to it an below in front of the 

nce not only shows the comforts with which the 
lees travelled when going from one part of the 

her, but affords additional proof of the size of 
«d upon the Nile. 

rge boats had generally 
rudders at the stern. Th ed upon a beam, be 
tween two projecting heads, or mast supporting 
and acting as the centre on which it moved; the latter were 
nearly the same in principle exe they turned on ab 
or in a ring, by which they were suspended to the gunwale at 
either side: and in both instances the steersman directed them 
by means ofa rope fastened to the upper extremity, ‘The rudders 
consisted of a long broad blade and still lo 
made in imitation of the oars by which they origi 
their boats before they had so far improved them as to adopt a 
fixed rudders and s motion upon the mast 
or pillar, and to avoid the frietion of the wood, a piece of bull's 
hide was introduced, as is the eustom in the modern boats, 
between the mast and yard. 

‘The oar was a long, round, wooden shaft, to wi 
Doard, of ov: ar form, was fastened, and it i 
that the san is used to this day on the Ganges and in the 
Arabian Gulf. ‘These turned either on thole-pins, or in rings, 
fastened to the gunwale of the boat, and the rowers sat on the 
deck, on benches, or on low seats, or stood or knelt to the oar, 

sometimes pushing it forwards, sometimes, and indeed more gene- 
rally, pulling it, as is the modem custom in Egypt and in most 
other countries. 
_ At the head of the boat a man us 

      
  

    

     

  

    ts two 

  

, small pleasures 

   

  

  

      

          
    

    

  

         

    

        
         

  

    
  

lly stood? with a long   

      

1 The other hoat represente bognk Ti ine Gy Bet 
    ubjoct has the sai up, and the same chariot o» the sae boat, With and without the se     
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pole! in his hand, by’ which he tried at intervals the depth of the 
water, lest they should run upon numerous sandbanks 
with which the river often 
al 
known to the most skilful pilot; a precaution still adopted by 
the modern boatmen of the Nile. 

‘That the yptian boats were built with ribs like 
those of the present day is sufliciently proved by the rude mode 

vovered in the ton It is probable that they 
to avoid the sandbanl 

al from them when they struck ; and 
indeed, if we may judge from the models, they appear to have 
been flat-bottomed. | ‘The boats now used on the Nile have a very 
small Keel, particularly at the centre, where it is concave: so 
that when the head strikes they put-to the helm, and the hollow 
part ele; re the impetus is 
too great, 0 

The 

     

    

  

  

     

     

  

  

    

  

    
       

   

    

   

  

appear to have been always 
and below, in which they differ from 

boats with 
   ig Stones 

from he arn coCa ee ge eens 
‘dat the top. All other boats haye latine or triangu 

shaped sails, which, in order to eatch the wind when the Nile 
ey reach above its 

ve often prevented from benefiting by a side 
ison of the year; but the number of accidents 
great objection to the use of such dispropor- 

    
       

  

  

  

    

  

ow, are made of immense si 
lofty banks they   

      
  

  bins of the Egyptian boats were lofty and spacious; 
they did not, however, always extend over the whole breadth of 
the boat, as in the modern eangias, but merely occupied the 
centre; the rowers sitting on e - generally on a beni 
orstool. ‘They were made of wood, with a door in front, or some- 
times on one side, and they were painted within and without 

h numerous devices, in brilliant and lively colors? ‘The 
custom continued to the es, long after the cor 

quest of the country by the Romans; and when the Aral» 
invaded Egypt in 638, under Amer, the general of the Cali 

  

       

  

    
    

          
     

1 The middre ofthe Arabsy th conten or perio, ofthe Romans. 2 Plate NIE (Vi "i 
Jrcum pits vehitur sa rurafueis’—G. W-] 
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Om 
the gay appea 

The lotus 

oue of the objects which stuck thei with, surprise was 
e of the painted boats of the 
one of their favorite devices, as on their fi 

ture, the ceilings of rooms, and other places and it w 
non on the blade of the rudder, where it was frequently 

rep t both ends, together with the eye. But the place 
considered peculiarly suited to the latter emblem was the head 

‘or bow of the boat; and the custom is still ret 
countries to the present day. In India it is very ge 

adopted; and we even see the small barques whieh ply iv the 
or of Malta and other parts of the Mediterranean, and even 

y of Cadiz, bearing the eye on their bows, 
manner as the boats of 
sks used this device on their bo: 

found on the vases of Italy, 
of Greek colonists settled in that count 

‘They do not appear to have had anything like the aplustre 
Romans, an ornament fixed to the ste times, 

prow, on which a staff was sd, bearing a ribbon or 
Dut streamers wei wsionally attached to the pole of 

and a standard was erected near the head of the 
rally a sacred animals? a sphinx, 

  

    
       
    

  

      
        

    
    

  ined in some   

     

        
   

  

      

  

    
    

        
   
   

      

     

  

  

   

      

‘or some emblem connected with religion or royalty, like those 
belonging to the infantry before described; and sometimes the 
top of the mast bore a shrine of feathers, the symbol of the   

      deity to whose protection they committed themselves dur 
[Sacred boats or barges had generally the head 

ollar of the deity to whom they were sacred, made of 
ze, attached to them: thus the boats or arks of Amen 

's head surmounted by a disk and the collar, wz; 
the head and collar of the goddess. —S. B.] 

‘There is a striking resemblance, in some points, between the 
Doats of the ancient Egyptians and those of India: the form of 

tern, the principle and construction of the rudder, the eabil 
the square sail, the eopper eye on each side of the head, the | 
of sinall squares at the side, like false windows, and. the shape 
of the boats used on the Ganges, foreibly eall to mind those of 

the Nile, represented in the paintings of the Theban tombs. 

    
       
    
      

    

       

  

   

  

    
    

    _ [The wargalleys, which belong to this seetion, haye already 

nehaye suppor the erewasonly_ # Perhaps ansmerng othe resem of Sone of tue dead.) the Greer thaws not at the prow Reef    

  

    wate with colored sails. "4 Woodaut No. Ail
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been described in Chapter HIL., and do not appear on the monu- 
ments till the reign of Rameses IIL, the first monarch whose fleet 

is rep construction they 

  

    

  

      off! remes of Assurba 
seen on the monuments of Kouyunjik; but they are never s 
with more than one bank of oars, although the use of the ship     

    

      

of war is as old as the time of the 6th Dynast they were 
sent down the Nile for the purpose of eonvoyi 
materials from Nubia, and ese ships of burth 
destined to bring these things to Lower Egypt. It would indeed 
appear that even at that early time the sail had come i 

it was continued till a later time. At the period of the 
th Dynasty, the wargalley had heen considerably modified. 

e prow has the introduction of a brazen head, like the rostrum 

    

  

  

       

        
       

    at      

  

Warley: the sil blng pall up daring the ation. ites, 
vd Giatalass to protect fio rowers ye itager inthe topes          

of the Roman galley, and the sides have high raised bulwarks 
to protect the crew fru nding assaults or the effet of 
‘The Phenician galley had the bu e 

            

     outside the bulwarks to afford additional protection to the erew, 
ion: and the Egyptians, in going into 

intop or crow's nest, and    

  

  

  from the raising of the stil to have depended chiefly 
on the effects of ig by aid of the rowers to propel the 
prow against a hostile vessel. In the above woodeut it will 
be seen that the vessel is full of captives as well as soldiers, 
showing the humanity of the Bgypt These 
natives of the race of the Pulusatu, the supposed Pelasgi or 
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     Philistines. ‘The war-vessel (No. 409) had tw 
hat all are not represented, 

fifty-two oars appear at the time of the ids. For these 
larger galleys the rudder, fem, required \y as six me 

which the queen Hasheps or Hatasu s 

nty oars, but it 
with as many 

   
   

   

      

   
   

  hirty oars. These vessels were, a 
those in which Aahmes son of Abn 

tthe present 
    

epherds were called ‘the Ca 
       + the Memphi 

es of the Egypt 
sunrise.’ ‘These ships of 

had the head of a swan 
n galleys, had two decks. Besides the war galleys, there 

       

  

  

    

were galleys without masts or sail    

  

ed galleys or barges with seats or shrines, their prowsand 
sterns ornamented with nachis, lotus-flowers, heads 

wand the Thex. In some 
crew must haye slept 

in cabins helow, indicated by the ports. ‘The rower stood or 
and the whip s 
older period has 

         

    applied. A small galle 
awning supported by a pole, to protect the 
of thesun2  Inall these larger galleys the 
pilot or captain, who had a stick or wand 
fh the wand he sounded the depths. ‘The 

      
    

1 Duemichen, “The Piet of an Eeyptian Quee oo, 1858, Ta ine. bide Tat way. 2 1 

 



  

THE ANCLEN     
boats of burthen either had no sails or else 
and yards they 
rowers; they often 

  

nvered their masts 
ied these supported on poles, to cover the 

had cabins or nettings for the tran 
objects. Sometimes four oars were lashed to the neck of 
placed in the prow, to aid or as a substitute for rowers pro 
on the return voyage down the Nile with t 

The galleys with sails, not for the purposes of war, were all 
me plan; they never had more than one mast. 

eat ee entra ee saeTROelle ta a 
cabin, as the ease might be, placed abaft the mast. ‘The sail w: 
generally raised and turned from the deck, by lines to the ends 
of the yards, by a man seated above the eabin: oe 

ed from the lower 

  

       
   

  

   
   

    
     

    
     

          

sionally 
rd. They were rarely bra 

sts were lowered. The prows also often te 
minated in the heads of animals, like the war-galleys, 
greater boats of this kind had ornamented awnings of diapere 

cloth or basket-n J ‘The smaller 
boats ofburthen were sgessand it is remarkable 

ionally steered,! or 
‘These barges were called 

uskh, which means ‘broad,’ asif the war galleys, mensh, were long. 
‘The smaller boats were ealled ari,and were used for general 

ies, but contained fewer rowers, sometimes only one person 
they seem to have principally been made of papyrus. ‘There 
avere also tow boats, which were drawn along the banks of th 

river gs of sailors or peasants, but these w 
red, and th 

          

  

     

  

  

   

  

   
     meas our 

to find that, as in our barges, women 0 
wecompanied the mast       

  

    

    

    

and ean;        
perhaps only o 
pr 

  boat ge 
pelled by the « 

  

   

  

rb 
the dead. ‘The mummy was laid on a bier, haying: 

baldeqnin or eanopy, and, besides a few sailors, carr 
s and priests, Various other terms wei 

     
   

    

  
  

     

        

    
    

    

as the seket and at to the boat of the s 
uues or barges were paruded at certain festivals,   

4s on their shoulders by means of a stand 
Ih occur on the seulp- 

thus exhibited in the hypostyle 
Seti I. to the god Amen-ra, runs 

ign gold and in 

        

h precious: 

1 Duemichen, The Fle! of an Egyptian Queen,’ Ta, xxvii 7,    
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the sunrise, the river by its splendor. Tt was hai 
passage when it returned to Thebes 

In the coffin of the Queen Aab-hetp of the 18th Dynasty 
nade of solid gold, with 

  

  

  remarkable model of a galley was found, 
silver rowers, having in the centre a person holding a hatchet 
and curved stick; a steersman, who guided the vessel with a 
rudder; and a boatsw: nding up, direct 
the keeping time of the oars. The galley was placed on a car 
of four wheels, the oldest instance of the employment of so 
many, and showing how the boats were shipped.! In some 

stances, a man with a trumpet stationed in the prow gave a 
signal of the advanee, or else spoke through it to other boats to 
keep out of the way 

the names and various parts of ah 
‘99th chapter of the *Ritual.’? They are as fo 
mazen; the pol the keel, zerp s the prow, haut ; the 
hold, agt s the mast, za; the lower deck, ann.t kar ; the scuttle- 
hole, buta; the sail, uta; the haulyards, set tut ; the pump, 
matdbu; the planks or pegs, wkai; the seat or deck, sars = the 
rudder, hen; the keel, tep.— S. B.] 

‘There is no instance of a boat with a rudd 
said to have been used by some ancient nations. nor do we find 
them provided with moi and a single sails in 

  

     who, st       

  

  

        
   

    

    re described in the 
+ the boat itself,           

    
       

      

both ends,   

    

     

   

      

  

   

    

those of the Greeks at the period 
Sometimes the single rudder, instead of 

  

merely rested on the 
spended by a rope or 

  or hollow sp 
curved ste 

perfect method was conti 
ss on thi 

  

and was $1 

    

  

   

  

paintings of 
is model, which 

rowers, the arrangement of the ma 
the place of the pegs and mallet for ng the boat to the 
shore, and of the landing plank, which were always kept in readi- 
ness, as at the present day, in the bows, and were under the 
surveillance of the man stationed at the prow to report and 
fathom the depth of the water; it also shows that the b 

  

shows the position of the 
and yard when taken down, 

  

  

   
  

    
  

  

     

or aml 

  

ere, “Dict dares Baynts’ Lenina, Toes pest expt 16, at 2 Buomighen “The Fleet of an Easp- Fai te Moet tian Queen," Tal. xe Homer, Oc. 5, 25 

  

  

nd Ann...    
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decked, and that the cabin did not extend over the whole breadth, 
which rfect accordance with the sculptures, represent 
the pleasure-boats of the Nile, and those of their funeral 
¢ of burthen, the cabin, or raised maga- 

broader, reaching probably from one side to the other, 
ly large to contain cattle, horses, and numerous 

cyptians, they paid great attention 
to the cleanliness of their boats, the cabins and ¢ 

ly washed and swept, and we find the Theban artists 
lit it of sufficient importance to be indicated in the seulp- 

tures. 
Herodotus states ¢ 

          

          

  

and sutlig 
stores! Unlike the modern F 

       
  

    

  

que 
thot 
  

     

  

ade of the aeanthus, the 
ye trunk and limbs of this 

at the mast was 
Acacia, or Mimosa Nilotica ; but as 

tre t sufliciently long or straight, it is evident that the 
historian was m med; and we may readily eoneeive that 
they preferred the fir, with whieh they were well acquainted? 

      

  

               
  

  

tity of the wood being ann 
from Syria. The planks, the ribs, and the keel were of the acacia, 
which, from its resisting the effeet of water fora length of time, 
was found, siys Pliny, well adapted for this purpose, as is fully 
proved by moxlern experience. The foot of the mast was let into 
a strong h crossed the whole breadth of the boas it 

s supported by and lashed to a knee, rising to a consides 
ight before it ays fastened at the head, 

stern, and sides nd compensated for the 
carried. [The 
isin the modern 

  great q|    

   

    

      

    

      

  

  

      

  

  

great p 
braces and stays were fastened to the gunwale,     

 Woodeut No. 407. 

  

nx. 40 2 Ibid x9
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1 SHIPS, — RIGGING, 

  

oats of the Nile, which agrees with the description of Hi 
dotus, that other people fasten the ropes, ete., on the outside, 
the Greeks on the inside of their boats. 

Thave observed that in ships of wa 
ain aloft after the sail had been reefed; but in the boats of 

le, which had a yard at the top and bottom of the sail 
it was furled, they lowered the upper yard, and in 

remained until they again prepared for their 
departure. To loosen the sail from the lower yard must have 
been a tedious operation, if it was bound to it with the many 
Jacings represented in some of the paintings; but in these 
cases it may have been folded up between the two yards as 
soon as the upper one was lowered; the whole being lashed 
together by an outer rope. 

Tt is uncertain whether they used pulleys for ra 
lowering the yards, or if the halliards merely passed thro 
dead-sheaveshole at the top of the mast? The yards were evi 

  

  

    

he yard was allowed to 

    

   

   

  

  

    

  

       

          

        

      

   

  

     

    

dof two separate pieces, searfed or 
  sometimes supported by five or 

nred that men could stand or 
ig the and from the upper 

1 ropes, resembling the horses of our 
Square-rigged ships,* and perhaps intended for the same purpose 
when they furled the sail. ‘The Egyptians, however, were not 

mit of the pulleys and I am inclined to believe they intro- 
‘igging of their boats; though, owing to their 

it is not indicated; and one has 
‘the Museum at 

parently i 
e of athul or 

  

upon 
   

yard were susp 
  

     
  

  

duced it in the 
imperfect style of 
actually been found in Egypt, and is now 
Leyden. Tt is, however, of uncertai 
tended for drawing water from aw 

     
   

  

        

1 Horo. 3 2 Wndent Non fl, 
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    wood,! the roller of fir; and the rope of leef or fibres of 
the date-tree, which belonged to it, was found at the same time. 

Many of the sails were painted with rich colors? or 
broidered with faneifal devices, representing the phon 
flowers and various emblems; so ed with 
and others were striped, like those of the present day. 
kind of cloth, of embroidered linen, appears to have bee 
in Egypt expressly for sails, and was bought by the ‘Tyrians® 

for that purposes but its use was confined to the pleasure-boats 
of the grandees, or of the king himself, ordinary sails being 
whites and the ship, says Pliny.' in which Antony and Cleo- 
patra went to the battle of Actium, was distinguished from the 
rest of the fleet by its purple sails, which were the peculiar 

vilege of the admiral’s vessel. ‘The same writer states that 
custom of dyeing the sails of ships was first adopted in the 

fleet of Alexander the Gi ig the Indus; but 
at it was practised long before in Egypt is evident from the 

paintings at Thebes, which represent 
with various colors, in the time of the th 

  

    

    

    

  

   
      

         
  

      

  

     
    

    
  

  

        
   

    

  

       

      

    1 these the phoenix appears to have 
je emblem, if, as is stated by Hora 
turn of a traveller who had long been 

nd it is probable that the boats used 
ed festivals upon the Nile were decorated with appro- 

e symbols, according to the nature of the ce 
in whose serviee they were engaged. ‘The edges of 

the sail were furnished with a strong hem or border, also 
neatly colored, serving to strengthen it and prevent an injury, 

a light rope was generally sewed round it for the same 

  

different patterns. 
been the most appropri 
polos it 
absent from 

  

    

  

        
  

  

  

   1pos 
Some of the Egyp 

  

n vessels appear to have been of very 
great size.” Diodorus? mentions one of cedar wood, dedicated 
by Sesostris to the god of Thebes, 280 cubits, or 420 feet, longs 
another built by Caligula in Egypt, to transport one of the 

    
  

  

2} Tamaris orientalie 4 Pin. xis 2 ie is of ue own vessels nthe & Horapol Heros ib 6.23. fens cme Conf Tor. 1 Ryo. 1, referring to MU Anos 
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obelisks to Rome, carried 120,000 modii (pecks) of lentils as 
ballast! and Ptolemy Philopator built one of 40 benches of oars, 
which was 420 feet long, and 72 from the keel to the top of the 
poop, and carried 400 sailors, besides 4000 rowers, and n 
soldiers? Athenseus mentions this vessel of Phi 
says it had 40 benches, was 280 eubits (420 feet) long, 
road; the poop stood 53 Tt had f 
rudders, 30 cubits longs the longest oars were 3 
poised by lead at the handles, so as to m manageable, 
Ge. Tt had more than 4000 rowers, 285 ides & 
erowd of other men, He also mentions one on the Nile, built 
by Philopator, of a large si 

Of the origin of navigation no satisfactory conjecture ean be 
offered, nor do we know to what nation to 
having conferred so important a benefit on mankind. It is 
evident that the first steps were slow and gradual, and that the 
earliest attempts to construct vessels on the sea were rude and 
imperfect. Ships of burden were originally mere rafts, made of 
the trunks of trees bound together, over which planks wer 
fastened, which Pliny states to have been first used on the Red 

3 but he is wrong in limiting the era of ship-building to 
the age of Danaus, and in supposing that rafts alone were 
employed until that period. Rafts were adopted, even to ca 
goods, long after the invention of ships, as they still are for 
some purposes on rivers and other inland waters; but boats 
made of hollow trees and various ced with hides 
or were also of very early date, and to those may be 

cribed the origin of plinked vessels. Improvement followed 
improvement ; and in proportio the 
inventive genius of man was called forth to push on 
tion! so essential to those communities where the advantages of 
commerce were understood nus eauses contributed to 

  

   

    

     

   

    

    ppator      
         

  

  

  

    
  

        
  

          
      

  

  

      

      

  

    jaterials, eo   

   

  

    

  

as civilization ad:     

    

    
   

    

    

  

        
     

patron! 
sty. male of Sessa, 

  

an he mente Prolemy "Phiadelphas. with 

  

‘The Phonicians were spree co have come from the fed have tela on the coasts af Meatermeans (Herovots1. Strabo, ib. oxi of sen rey, of royal relative? = yan oi canes n "Tere is a very carly statue of 
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the origin of navigation 
traversing t 

Curiosity may have prompted those who lived on the coast to 
visit a neighboring island; or the desire of conquest, to eross a 
narrow channel, to invade a foreign land, as Pliny observes in 
the case of the Trojans. But it is more probable that the occu: 
ation of the fisherman was the prineipal cause and promoter of 
this useful art: those who at first employed themselves merely 

ona sheltered river. vent 
the sea, and, havin 
their exeursion 

the construction of vessels for 

  

   

    

    

  

    

    

oat upon 
acquired confidence from habit, extending 

along the coast; for it was long before the art 
so far improved that the boldest m 

dared to trust his vessel out of sight of land. 
‘The first sea-voyages of which we have any direct notive are 

those undertaken by the Egyptians at the early period when they 
led colonies into Greece; but the people to whom the art of 
nayigation was most indebted, who excelled all others in nautical 

kill, and who earried the spirit of adventure far beyond any 
contemporary nation, were the Phanieians; and those bold 
navigators even visited the coast of Britain in quest of ti 

[he fleets of Sesostris and the third Rameses certainly da 
om a very remote age, and some Phoenician sailors sent by 

Necho® on a voyage of discovery to ascertain the form of the 
African continent, actually doubled the Cape of Good Hope, 

pout twenty-one centuries before the time of Bartholomew 
Diaz, and Vaseo da Gama but it was not till th 
the 8 th perfected, 

by the 
odern times 

   
  

    

      
  

        

    
    

    
     

      
      

    
   

  

navigation beean 

  

    

    

   

         calculations of 
of ‘Tyre and the building of Alexandria, Egypt 

  

alegre the prin ra atthe silos the objeet of hac etm ithown. "Aiton tinder. the. Pharaohs the war-veses ad ony one bank of care the invention or uso ieshanced iteg the hveme, by the Plann 

   
  

  

    

      

   

  

        

    
se i) as Neco, Magnets oe" ards ‘on ihe Well Sen, amt whieh went 

  

‘continual to eth finer the ‘Persians ani Dtslemis,



  

COMMERCE. — 

  

cnar, 

    

‘cial country and the emporium of the 
East; the riches of India, brought to Berenice, Myos-Horm 
and other ports on the Red Sea, passed through it, to be 
buted over various parts of the Roman 
to benefit by these advantages until a ne’ 
India by the Portuguese, round the Cape of 

became famous as a       
      

          
         

¥ route was opened to 
od Ho       

    

  

           

It is difficult to explain how, at that early period, so great 
a value came to at the Pha should 
have thought it w ake a voyage of such a 
Tength, and attended with so in order to obtain its     
even allowing that a high price was paid for this commodity 
in Egypt and other count 
metallurgy were carried to great perfection 
other metals, particularly copper, which was hardened by ai 
alloy of tin, and was employed, according to Homer, for the 
raised work on the exterior of shields! as in that of Achille 
for making greaves and binding various parts of defensi 
mor as well as for household and ornamental. purposes 
which is very remarkable, the word kassitéros, used by the poet 
to designate it, is the same as the Arabic kaxde 
which the metal is still known in the East, being probably 
derived from the ancient Phaep 

We have no means of 
the Phoonicians first visite 
have supposed about the 
that this metal ployed n 
from the bror {implements discovered at ‘Thebes 
and other parts It cannot, however, be inferred that 
the mines of Britain were known at that remote period, since the 
intercourse with India may have furnished the Egyptians with 

Fand 

  

es, where the different branches of 
Tt was mixed with 

    
  

   
     

     
      

  

       
  

  

     
      

  

faining the exact period when 
‘our coasts in search of tins some 

‘ar 400 or 450 before our eras but 

  

   
     
  

  

  ny ages previously is shown 

        

      

     

  

  

    
  

  

1 dis: 

5 Tell be observed thatthe accent in cot of the 
Greeks poe Mona antigo Sore ty oe 

Mose mas” i Spronze ie made 

        

  

  

       
    

    

reece, Diosegeites mentions tinnetboiers (i Ere Bs). He is suppose to. have been brass of copper anda Tessas aston al aya, ot ie mls of Sa i (KS ae nee ile in fot copper Sacony and Bohemia, essa) fre ely productive. 

  of copper an tia     11 Portal pro 
eof Males, 
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1d the richness of our produetive 1 
sly says that the Tyrians received tin, as well as other 

wurshish; which, whether it was situated, as some 
suppose, in Arabia or on the Indian eoast, traded in. the pro- 
ductions of the latter country: and the lamentation of the 
prophet on the fall of Tyre, though written 
588 before our era, relates to a commere 
place, which had been established, and continued to exist, from 
much earlier period.t 
It is probable that the Phanieians supplied the Egyptia 

with this article, even before it was brought from Spain and 
Britain. ‘The commercial intercourse of the two natio 
from a most remote epoch;é the produce and coasts of 

ppear to have been known to the Phenici 
ny other peoples and some have even supposed that 

ed from the Red Sea to the shores of Syri 
productions of India already ame to Egypt at the 

early period of Joseph’s arrival in the country is evident from 
the spices which the Ishmaclites? w to sell there 
and the amethysts, hematite lapistazuli, amd other objects* 
found at . of the time of the third ‘Thothmes and su 
ceeding Pharaohs, argue that the intercourse was constantly 
k 

          

  

  

     
         

  

   

          
             

     
  

        

  

  

  

       

    

|, though not th     ne first: menition of ti 
use, is in connection with the spoils t 
the people of Midian, in th B.C. where they are com 
manded by Moses to purify ‘the gold and silver, the brass, 
the iron, the tin, and the lead,’ by passing it through the fire.” 
Its combination with other metals is notieed by Isaiah in the year 
760 before our era, who alludes to it 

eM and Ezekiel # shows thatit was 

  

earliest proof of its 
en by the Israelites from 

       
    

          loy mixed with 
d 

  

  amore valuable subst 
for this purpose in connection with silver.   

  

1 In the year 1791 about 3000 tons of by Job i one of many proof of an tin were taken from the mines of Corn  faereourse with Indi "(Jab xx tral of which 2900 tons were sold inthe"! Teroet pean market for 72. each, the we i. ‘hainlag 800 being sent fo ina and Chin 
Dice of Ans and 

    
  

      
      

supposed i to he Moths fe Seas rand as th      
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81 
1 other writers mention certain 

, Which, from the quantity 
ame Cassiterides + and 

e Scilly Isles, 
elt! T 

Strabo, Diodon 
islands discovered by the Phe 
of tin they produced, obtained the 
supposed to have heen the elust 
and to have 

    

  

   

        
  

    

rrafefat en AOU eae 
il from Gades, the present Cadiz, in qu ; 

without its being known from whence hough 
many endeavors were made by the Romans at a subsequent 
period to ascertain the secret, and to share the benefits of this 
Iuerative trade. 

So anxious, indeed, were the Pheenicians to retain their 
monopoly, that on one occasion, when a Roman vessel pursed 

trader bound to the spot, the latter purposely steered his 
vessel on the shoal, preferring to suffer shipwreck, provided he 
involved his purs me fate, to the diselosure of his 
country’s secret. nuceceded : 
posed to additional risk in conseque unprepared 
for the sudden eatastrophe, were all lost with their foundered 
vessel, and the Phonician, having the good fortune to escape 
with his life, was awarded from the publie treasury for his de- 

(the sacrifice he had made 
ort of ‘white lead,’ or 

rtain islands of the Atluntic ; yet he treats it as a ‘fable, 
«l proceeds to state that it was found in Lusitania and Galicia, 

and was the same metal * known to the Greeks in the 
Homer by the name Fassitérvs;® but Diodorns and Strabo, after 

tin of Spain and the Cassiterides, aftirm that it w 
also brought to Massilia (Marseilles) from the coast of Britai 

Spain in early times was to the Phoenicians what An 
a later period was to the Spaniards; and no one ean read the 
accounts of the immense wealth derived from the mines of that 
country, in the writings of Diodorns and other authors, without 
being struck by the relative situation of the Phonici 

    

   

  

  

    

    

    
  

           
      

       

  

             

      

    

  in, being brought 
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Iussiteron of 3 account of fan tin, and ieon Pe tances 
2M Ticckmann and Bortase are als of this 
    

  

   

  

      

  

Strabo, Hb. ii p. 101, and Diolor ¥, 2 in is * History of Taven- I! pps 10, 20), doubts the
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nts of Mexico or Peru. 
“The whole of Spain,’ says Strabo, ‘abou 

and in no country are gold, silver, copp. 
dance or of such goorl quality : even the tiv 
down gold in their beds, and some is found in the sand:” and 
the fanciful assertion of Posidonins, x 
the country in precious n 
in the minds of the co 

The Phe 
from the inh 
exchange ¢ 
oth 

    ws with mines...   
  

    iron in such abun 
s bring 

  

       

    garding the richness of 
       

   

  

als, surpassed the phantoms created 
of America 

ans purchased gold, silver, tin, and other metals 
ts of Spain and th ving in 

thenware vessels, oil, nts, and 
objects of little val 

on their arrival at Hispaniola; and such wa 
of silver that, after loading their ships with full 

ripped the lead from their anchors, and substituted the same 

        

  

     ides by 

        

   

  

  

  

s the Spaniards       the abundanee 
argoes, they   

        
  

[tis une if tin were known to the Egyptians 
earliest period, for a small curved object, apparently the 
the handle of a tool or weapon, found in one of the air-passages 
of the great Pyramid, was copper. Other tools recently dis 
covered at Tel el Yahoudeh were also of that met 
however, no doubt about the use of tin in the compos 
bronze at an early per 1 five objects of the Pass 
Collection, now at Berlin, analyzed by Vanquelin, gave $5 parts 
of copper, 14 of tin,and about 1 of iron? enough however to show 
the knowledge of tin or of tin ores, for it is possible that bronze 
may have been produced from them, and not the pure metal, by 
the Egyptians. Various metals, indeed, are mentioned in the dif- 
ferent texts, papyri, and inscriptions, but it is not quite certain 

itt f them. A metal or material, perhaps tin,’ is placed 
in certain lists of substances, after lead. ‘That it was known in 
its pure state at a later period is clear from the plates of it en- 
graved with the symbolic eye placed over the flank incisions of 
amummy. ‘These when bent giv 

to tin. 8. B.] 
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‘A strong evidence of the skill of the Egypti 
metals, and of the early advancement they 
is derived from their success in the management of differen 
alloys; which, as M. Goguet observes,! is further argued from 

the’ casting of the golden calf, and still more from Moses being 
able to bum the metal and reduce it to powder—a secret which 

could only have learnt in Egypt? It is said in at 
+ Moses took the calf which they had made, and burnt it in the 
fire, and ground it to powder, and strewed it upon the water, 

made the childven of Israel drink 

n working,            

     
  

    

  

Sxodus,!       

  

    
which, according to the French sant, tis known by all who 
work in metals to be very difficult.” 

“Commentators? heads,’ he adds, have been much perplexed 
to explain how Moses burnt and reduced the gold to powder. 
Many have offered vain and improbable conjectures; but an 
experienced chemist has removed every difieulty upon the sub- 

s suggested this simple process. In the place of 
uric acid, which we employ, the He 

natron, which is common in the East, What follows, respecting 
his making the Israelites drink this powder, proves that h 
was perfectly acquainted with the whole effect of the operation 
He wished to inerease the punishment of their disobedience, 

an. operation 
   

   

      
   

        
      

      
    

  

     
  

        

vl nothing could have been more suitable; for gold reduced 
«made into a draught, in the manner [have mentioned, has 

A most disagreeable taste.” 
The use of gold, for jewellery and various articles of luxwy, 

dates from the most remote ages. Pharaoh having ‘arrayed *#     Joseph tin vestures of fine linen, put a gold chain about his 
neck; and the jewels of silver and gold borrowed from the 
‘gyptians by the Israelites at the time of their leaving Egypt 

(out of which the golden calf was afterwards made ®) suftice to 
prove the gr tity of precious metals wrought at that 
time into fema ments, It is not from the Scriptures alon 
that the skill of the gyptian goldsmiths may be inferred ; the 

nulptures of Thebes and Beni-Hassan afford their additio 
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testimony: and the numerous gold and silver vases, inlaid work, 
and jewellery, represented in common use, show the great ad- 

  

       
figr ate articles of jowellory, The bier on worker 

  

vancement they had already made, at a remote period, in this, 
branch of art. 

The engraving of gold, the mode of casting it, and inlaying it 
with stones, were evidently 
known at the same time; they 
are mentioned in the Bible, 
and numerous specimens of 
this kind of work have been 
found in Egypt. 

‘The origin of the sign 
signifying ‘gold’ has been 

ily explained by the in- 
s Champollion ; as the 

which the metal was Jy) 
washed, the cloth through 
which it was strained, and the dropping of the water, united into 
one character, at once indicative of the process and 

Much cannot, of course, be expected from the objects fi 
in the excavated tombs to illustrate the means employed in 

the ore, or to ny of the seerets the 
in metallurgy; and little is given in the paintings, beyond 
the use of the blowpipe, the forceps? and their mode of cor 

  

  

  

     
   

@ a 
al tal replace with checks   

    

   
     

  

  

        
  

1 Exod, xxvii. 4, Aaron ‘fashioned it rather represents, a, particular Kini of svi raving tol Rola alle ned, the same a6 the wort 2 molten call’ On engraving a “ells 8 Sones see Exod. xxvii 9 and  Tronze fbreepe, tongs, an tweezers Or the frame over whieh hago eon founds etal their spe was Taide "Woodeut No."s1i yiy. as It jerfecty~    
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trating heat, by raising checks of metal round three sides of the 
fire in which the erucibles were placed. Of the latter, indeed, 
there is no indication in these subjects, unless it be in a pre- 
ceding woodeut;! but their use is re a 
which have been found in Egypt ar 
Museum. ‘They are nearly five inches in diameter at the 
nd about the same in depth, and present the ordinary fo 
ppearance of those used at the present day. 
From the mentio 

    
dl some 

     Beare Ob see 
     

     

  

ets, and jewe 
it is evident that in 

Hurgy was known at a 

    
ver and gold, in the days of 

Asia as well as in Egypt the art of 
¢ period; and workmen of the same countries are 

ling in the ‘ch 
Jor ornamented with metals. H 

int of the shield of Achilles* proves the art of working the 
various substances of which it was made — copper, tin, gold, and 

silver —to have been well understood at that time; and the skill 
required to represent the infinity of subjects he mentions was 
such as no ordinary artisan could possess ; and unless similar 
works had been already made, the poet would not have ventured: 

    
     

    
      

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

we description he hi - 
‘The ornaments in gold found in 

bracelets, armlets, necklaces, earri 

     
i pt consist of rings, 

merous trinkets 
times of 

          

    

    

    

belongi 

thothmes IIE, the contemporaries of Joseph 
Id and silver vases, statues, and other objects 
of silver inlaid with gold, and of bronze inlaid 

Js, were also common at the same tim 
1 in the country from the produce 

anual tribute 

  

        of gold an 
with the pree 
and besides those 
of their own mines, 

  

       

  

   
      

  

Tenis the silver mins of A aller eup, the ined 0 mya ot im, Oi, 3, 818? &e ou ware of thee position 
"Bho the ‘armor ‘of Dior i49, an fayra, po 299 and Tal      
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from the conquered provinces of Asia and Afriea, in gold and 
silver, and in vases made of those materials. 

quently had occasion to notice the elegance of the 
Egyp es, whether of gold or other materials. Many other 
objects were equally graceful in their form and the devices 
which ornamented them; and among these I may cite the 
golden baskets in the tomb of Rameses, which in their shape 
call to mi bread-baskets. 

[Various objects of gold are deseribed 
‘ptions, and the word * gold” appears at the earliest period, 

t have been used at the time of the 12th 
ynasty. ‘The tributes of the 18th Dynasty also record and 

represent the quotas or presents of gold sent by the 
and Asiatic nations to Egypt. The gold which I 

gave to the principal cities and temples of Egypt is detailed in 
the great Harris papyrus: the gold is classed as gold ore, gold 
of the balance, best gold, gold of the second quality, and white 
gold (apparently eleetrum, distinguished from silver, whieh is 
Afterwards mentioned ).!_ ‘The gold wasalso used for gold erowns, 
collars, rings, and other 

  

     
    

  

our Europes     
    

   

    

ntities mi      

         hiopians 
    

    

  

  

s or decorations, silver was    

  

chiefly employed for vases. The gold principally eame from 
Kush or Ethiopia; the silve 

At Beni-l 
from Asia. —S. B.] 

s of washing the ore.        neltin   

    

   

    

ntal purposes, weighing it, taking an account of 
up,and other oceupations of the goldsmith, 

are represented; but, as might be supposed, these subjects merely 
suflice as they were intended, to give a general indication of 

golsmith’s trade, without attempting to deseribe the n 
ployed? 
The gold mines of Egypt, though mentioned by Agath 

    

       
              

idles 
and later writers, and worked even by the Arab caliphs, long 

  

  

remained w   jown, and their position has only been ascertained 
aa few years since by M. Linant and Mr. Bonomi. ‘They lie in 

Bishiree desert, or, as Edré \l_ Aboolfeda call it, the 
land of Big4? or Boj, about seventeen or eighteen days’ jour 
ney to the southeastward from Derow, which is situated on 
the Nile, a little above Kom Ombo, the ancient Ombos. 

       
          

   

  

1 Records of the Past’ vi. Band fll; 3 vil, Gad fo  Woodeu 

  

h XE2 or Begun is the name 
we Bishareen Arabs give them-   
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‘Those two 
tions there, which from their-dates show th 
worked in the yes 

ers met with some Cufie fune D> 
the mines were 

and 378 Att (989 a.p.)3 
caliph Mostukfee Billah, 

ne betore the of the Fatemites in E 
n the fourteenth of El Azeéz, the second of the 

sty 
‘They continued to be worked until a mueh la 

were afterwards abandoned, the value of the gol 
states)! barely covering the expenses; nor 
who sent to examine them and obtain spec 
it worth while to reopen them. 

‘The matrix is quartz; and so diligent a search did the 
blish throughout the whole of the deserts east of the 

Nile for this precious metal, that I never remember to haye s 
vein of quartz in any of th ive ranges there which 
not been carefull jerss certain portions 

‘om the fissures in which it 
Ata spot near the quar- 

the road from Coptos to Kossayr, the 
fed on to such an extent 

ers are So numer 
quence of the place so strongly argued by the 

all stone temple bearing the name and sculptures 
\l the length of time the workmen 

tly proved by the large mounds of broken. 
(there, from which the valley has derived the name 

Foiikheer, that I cannot suppose their labors to have 
bee ined to the mere eutting of laze 
vases, eohuans, objects from th 
which, to les from the spots and the numbe 

f 1320 huts, which I counted in the different windit 
lee Foakl 

would require, appea 
in view, and suggests that they 
here also, though probably 

of the more southerly distriet. 
The gold mines are said by Aboolfeda to be situated at El 

Allaga, or Ollagee; but Eshuranib, or Eshuanib, the p 

v       
     

  

       
      

   

  

   

    
    

  

       

       
   

         

    
       

  

   

  

      
ries of breccia 
work! 

  

  

prese 
of Ptole 
inh 

    

    

              reophagi, fonts,    
breccia quarrie i 

     

  

      
    

     
they had 

ding gold 
than in the 

  

     
r less quanti 

ceeded in fi   

          
     

    

1 Aboofada’s * Deseription of Egypt 65
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place, is about three days’ journey beyond Wadee Ailaga, accord 
to Mr. Bonomi, to whom Tam indebted for the following 

of the mines: “The direction of the excavations di 
tates, ‘on that of the strata in which the ore 

is found, and the position of the various shafts differ accordingly 
As to the manner.of extracting the metal, come notion may be 
given by a description of the ruins at. E the | 
station, where suf to explain the process they 
adopted. The pri excavation, according to M. Linant’s 
measurement, is about 180 feet deep: it is a narrow, oblique 
chasm, rea le way down the rock. In the 

valley, near the most accessible partof the excavation, are several 
huts, built of the unhewn fragments of the surrounding hills, 
their walls not more th st high, perhaps the houses of the 
excavators or the guardians of the mines and separated from 
them by the ravine or eourse of the torrent is a group of house 
about 300 in number, laid out very regularly in straight Ii 
In those nearest the mines lived the workmen who w 
ployed to break the quartz into small fragments, th 
Dean, from whose hands the pounded stone passed to the pe 
who ground it d-mills, similar to those now used for 
in the valley of the Nile, made of a granitic stone, one of which 
is to be found in almost every hous 

     

    

   
     

       
    

  

       

    

      

    
   

    

       

  

     

    

   h two ci 
collected there; and 1 
found little white m 
the numerous remail 

      

  

   

  operatio 
station, are two lange 

ilt of the hard blackish 
mus, rock that prevails in the district. The 

as many trees, and in a high part of the torrent bed 
a sort of island, or isolated bank, on which we found many tomb- 
stones, some written in the ancient Cufic character, very similar 
to those 

Such is the descr 
send me of the gold. 

      

   

    

  

  

  

   ption Mr. Bonomi has been kind enough to 
1es of Allaga; and as Diodorus’s account 

    
  

       of the mining oerations, and the mode of extraeting the gold, is 
highly 1g. shall introduce some extracts from his work.         

‘The historian states that those who worked in the   nes were 

1 Similar huts are met with at all the quarries and mines of these desert
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bp men condemned to hard 
labor e of offences against the   

  
fetters, and obliged to work 
ape being carefully obviated 

by the watehfulness of the guards, who, in order that pers 
ight not be used to induce them to relax in their duty, or 

ings of compassion be the sufferings of their fellow- 
en, were foreign soldiers, ignorant of the Egy 

night     
  

         
     

    counter: 
language. 

Whether this system was introduced by the Ptolemies 
the latter Pharaohs, or was always earried on in the e: 

es, it is diflicult to say, Diodorus confining his remarks to t 
state of the mines during his own time. “The soil,’ says the 
historian, *n is traversed with veins of marble of 

fe whiteness, surpassing in brillianey the most shining 
‘8 out of which the overseers cause the gold to be dug 

by the labor of tude of peoples for the kings of 
zypt condemn to the mines notorious criminals, prisoners of 

war, persons convieted by false accusations or the vietims of 
sentment? Ai ly the individuals themselves, but some- 

es even their whole family are doomed to this 1 
the view of punishing the guilty, and profiting by the 

‘The vast numbers employed in these mines are bound in fet 
ers, and compelled to work day and night without int 

«1 without the least hope of eseay 
barbarian soldiers, who speak a foreign langu 

ty of coneiliating t 

  

        

       
  

  
  

      

  

       

    
        
        

  

   

   

  

    
“When the earth conta the gold is hard th 

by the application of fires and when it has been reduc 
fa state that it yields to moderate labor, several thousands 

jads) of these unfortunate people break it up with iron 
pieks. Over the whole work presides an e 

ts the stone, and points it out to the laborers. 
f them, provided with iron chisels, cleave the n 

by mere foree, without any attempt at skill; and in 
ig the shafts below ground they follow the direction of 

ing stratum without keeping ina straight line. 

   
     

  

    
and sele 
strongest        
    

    

   the shi 

the matrix of the 

  

in which the vein of quartz to the quartz, whi run itu slau 2h ore, DDlougr ie tie Tie evidently alludes °" More probably of false accusations. 
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«In order to see in these dark windings they fasten 1 
foreheads, having their bodies painted. somet 

other eolor, aecording to the nature of the 
nt the stone it falls in masses an the floor, 

wg them to the work with commands and blows. 
e away the fragments 

y them out into the open air. ‘Those who 
BipiaiOvaltiistsayears(obegs/are employed to pound 
the stone, of certain dimensions, with iron pestles in stone mor= 
tars, until reduced to the size of a lentil. Ivis then transferred 
to women and old men, who put it into mills arranged in a long 
row, two or three persons being employed at the same mill, and 
it is ground until reduced to a fine powder 

‘No attention is paid to their persons; they have not even a 
piece of rag to cover themselves; and so wretched is their con: 
dition that every one who witnesses it deplores the exe 
misery the No rest, no intermission from t 
given ith sick or maimed: neither the weakness of 
age, nor women’s inf regarded; all are driven to 
their work with the lash, till, at last, overcome with the int 
erable weight of their alllictions, they die in the midst of thei 
toil. So that these unhappy ereatures 4 
come than what th 
far preferable to life. 

‘At length the masters take the stone thus ground to powder 
and carry it away to undergo the final process. ‘They spread it 
upon a broad table a little inclined, and, pouring water upon it 
rub the pulverized stone until all the earthy matter is separated, 
which, flowing away with the water, leaves the heavier particles 
hehind on the board. ‘This operation is often repeated, the ston 
being rubbed y with the hand: they then draw up th 

substanee with fine sponges, gently applied, 
until the gold comes ont quite pure. Other workmen then take 
itaway by weight and measure, and putting it with a fixed pro- 

n of lead, salt, a little tin, and barley bran into earthen 
a furnace for five 

successive days and nights: after which it is suffered to cool. 
‘The erncibles are then opened, and nothing is found in the: 
but the pure gold, a little diminished in quantity 

nis the method of extracting the gold on the confines 
pt, the result of so many and such great toils. Nature 

indeed, I think, teaches that as gold is obtained with immense 
Vole It 6 
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y, and     labor, so it is kept with difficulty 1g great anxiet 
attended in its use both with pleasure and grief.” 

time of the 12th Dynasty the search for gold and the 
of the ly recorded. Ameni, @ prince and 

officer of the reign of Usertesen L, states that he had escorted 
the gold from the mines to Coptos. Under the 19th Dynasty 
the mines of Rhedesieh, at a place ealled the Wady Abbas, had 
been extensively worked, an ant of them has been dis- 
covered on the temple there. Another inseription of importance 
has been found at Kuban, on th n bank of the Nile, oppo- 
site to Dakkeh or Contra-Pselcis. criptions iT 
mention the workings and endowment of the temples with part 
of the produce. ‘The tablet at Kuban records the construction 
of a tank or reservoir to supply with water the miners and others 
who crossed the desert with asses to reach the mines and bring 
back the gold, and is dated in the 8d year of Rameses. Seti Ly 
it appears, had bored a well 120 enbits, or about 190 feet deep, 

for the purpose, but did not reach the water. Rameses bored 12 
feet and was rewarded by the water rising. A papyrus 

at ap and plan of these gold mines, the royal 

            
  

  

     
    

      
       

     
    

   
  

  

   

             
       
   

      
  

     tablet, well, houses of the miners, and roads which led to the 
shafts. —S. B.] : 

In the stages of society, when gold first began to be      
    used, idols, ornaments, or other objects v ile of the metal 

in its pure state, till being found too soft, and too easily worn 
away, an alloy was added to harden it, at the sume time that it 

sased the bulk of the valuable material. 
in experience, they found that the great ductility of gold enabléd 
them to cover substances of all kinds with thin plates of the 

ess and brillianey they 
bronze, 

    

  

      

       

    

admit 
stone, silve 

‘The leaves so used were at first thick, but skill, resulting 
from experience, soon showed to what a degree of fineness they 
could be reduced: Egypt substances of 

nus kinds were overlaid with fine gold leaf at the earliest 
periods of which the monuments remain, even in the time of 
the first Usertesen. Some things still continued to be covered 
\with thick leaf, but this was from choice, and not in consequence 
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   yy want of skill in the workmen ; and in the early age of 
es HIT. they were already acquainted with all the various 

methods of applying gold, whether in leaf, or by 
beating it into other metals, previously tooled with devices to 

weeive 
That their knowledge of gildin; -oeval with the sojo 

of the Israelites in the country is evident from the direct 
of it in the Bible, the ark of shittim wood made by Moses being 
overlaid with pure gold; and the casting of the metal is noticed 
on the same occasio we doubt that the art was de- 
rived by the Jews from Egypt, or that the Egyptians had long: 
before been acquainted with all those secrets of metallurgy in 

ich the specimens that remain prove them to have so 
tly excelled. 

The method devised by the Egypt 
is unknown to us; but from the extr 

1g wooden and other or 
conclude it was done nearly in the same way as formerly in 
Europe, between parchments,and perhaps some membrane taken 
from the intestines of js was also employed by th 

In Europe the skin of an unborn ealf was at first substituted 
ously used ; but in the be 

seventeenth century the gold-beaters, 
a fine pellicle from the entrails of cattle,* found that they could. 
beat gold much thinner than before, and this still continues to be 
used, ang is known to us under the name of gold-beaters’ skin. 
“About the year 1621) says Beck ne excited 
general astonishment when he showed that the Parisian gold- 
beaters could beat an ounce of gold into sixte red leaves, 
whieh together covered a surface of one hundred and five square 
feet. But in 1711, when the pellicles discovered by thi 
came to be used in Paris, R found that an ounee « 
in the form of a cube, five and a quarter lines at most in length, 
breadth, and thickness,and which covered o1 rface of about, 
twenty-seven square lines, could be so extended by the gold- 
beaters as to cover a surface of more than 14664 square feet. 
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    is extension, therefore, y one-half more than was pos- 
sible about a century 

M yn ie cen enacts 
   

   
    statues, toys, and other objects, in metal and wood, have been 

discovered in the tombs of Thebes: the faces of mummies are     
  frequently found overlaid with thick gold leaf, the painted 

cloth, the wooden cofiin, were also profusely ornamented in t 
manner; and the whole body itself of the deceased w 

is to its being enveloped in the bandage 
Not only were small objects appertaining to the service of the 

‘gods, and connected with religion, or articles of !uxury and show, 
in the temples, tombs, or private houses, so decorated ; the seulp- 
tures on the lofty walls of an adytum, the ornaments of a 

the doorways of the temples, and parts of numerous 
monumenis, were likewise covered with gilding; of which 
vooden heifer, which served as a sepulchre to the body o! 
Mycerinus’s danghter.! the seulptures at the temple of 

ate of Minerva sent to Cyrene bs 
midsmay be cited as 

supposed by many to have bee 
before silver,! but the earliest authority, which is that of the 

ons both these metals at the most remote age. The 
nt silver as well as gold in the time 

(silver rings have been found of the 
id to have been ‘very r 

and the use of silver 
is distinctly pointed out in the purehase of the field of Ephron, 
with its eav Abraham bought for ‘four hundred shekels 

ey with the merchant.” 
as usual, the price paid was settled by 

retained among the Egyptians, Hebrews, 
stern people till a late period; and, indeed, 
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government stamp, or some fixed value, was given to money: this 
could be the only method of ascertaining the price paid, and of 

on to both parties. Thus Joseph's brethren, when 
they discovered the money returned into their sacks, brow 
back to Egypt, observing that it was ‘in full weight ;” and the 
paintings of Thebes frequently represent persons in the act of 

ig! gold on the purchase of articles in the market. ‘This 
continued to be the custom when rings? of gold and silver were 
useilin Egyptform mey,and ofthe Ptol 

‘established ige of gold, silver, and copper in the country. 

    
      

         
    

       
    

  

   

    

     
     

    

   

    
‘These prinees were not the first who introduced coined money 

into Egypt: it had bee is ce 
pation of the country; ryandes, who was governor of 

  

t of pre- 
  Egypt, under 

tion of the gold Daries of his sov 
sumption he was condemned to death! 

observes, when and where the art 
inated. Herodotus attributes it to the 

ns, ‘the first people who eoined gold and silver for the 
8 Servius Tullius made® copper y about the ye 

5 and impressed upon it the figure of a sheep, peens, 
whence it obtained the name pecunia; silver was coined at 
Athens? 512 years before our era, and at Rome five years before 
the first Punie war, or 269 n.c. ;#and some suppose Phidon, 
of Argos, to have invented weights and measures, and silver 
coinage,” in the year 895 n.cat 

he fact of the sheep being impressed upon it seems to agree 
with the custom of many people of taking a lamb as the standard 
of value. In Ethiopia and Darfoor they reckon a piece of cloth 
aas equal to a full-grown sheep, and to sixty pounds, which ealls 
to mind the kesite of the Hebrews; and Ihave myself heard an 
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Ethiopian talk of his sheep as his flovs, or ‘money.’ Tron money 
is still used in Kordofan; itis of the form of a broad arrow, or 
bird on the wing: these coins are of the value of a para each, 
forty being equal to one piastre, 100 piastres to £1 English: 
they are called kashasha, and, though different in weight, are all 

Tne. 
‘Though stamped money was not used by the ancient 

tians, we have evidence of weights and measures having heen 
invented by them long before the Greeks existed as a nation ; 
and it is probable that they were known even in Greece previous 
to the time of Phidon, 

The bi used for w 
those of ordinary eonstruetion 
formed. It was made, as 

  

   
   

  

  

  

      

       

  

     
    

   

    

    

gold differed stightly from 
and was probably more delicately 
|, with an upright pole, rising 

nda cross-beam turning on a pin 
f strings suspending the scales was 

hook, to which the gold 

  

  

    
from a by 
at it       

  

rd, with four 
Fie Gish loa cite MAE me Ty tialeem adie 
of simaller size were of bronze, one of which I found in Upper 

f inch in diameter, pierced near the edge in 

     
    

   

      

   

    

  

Egypt. one 
three places for tl 

The principle o     the common balance was simple and 
nious: the beam passed through a ring suspended fro 

rod immed wove and parallel to it 
balanced, the ring, which was large enough to allow the beam to 

the seales were equally poised, and had 
the additional effect of preventing the beam tilting when the 
goods were taken out of one, and the w (to remain 
in the other? To the lower part of the ring a small pl 
‘was fixed and this being touched by the hand, and fo 
freely, indicated, without the necessity of looking at # 
that the weight was just. igure of a 
placed upon the top, was not conneeted in any way with the 

but was the emblem of the god Thoth, the regulator of 
ares, of time, and of wi 
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   ter of the moon; 
but I do not fi 
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connected with the balance, except in the judgment scenes of 
the dead. 

The pair of seales was the ordinary and apparently only kind 
ed by t 

ig met with in the paintings 
1 conelude that the introduction of the latter is confined to 

a Roman era [as those found are evidently of that time, with 
three different degrees of weights). 

‘The Egyptians had another kind of bala 
equalization of the opposite we 
plummet; and this last, whose invention has been asezibed 
by Pliny to Daedalus, is shown to have been known and applied 
in Egypt at least as early as the time of Usertesen, the eoute 
porary of Joseph. 

For ordinary 
arms, vases, sta 
articles of furniture 
this metal, hardened by an alloy of 
cutting stone, as well as earpenters 
bronze. It is generally allowed that copper or bronze was kn 
Tong before iron; and though Tubal Cain is said to have been 
‘the instructor of every artificer in brass and éron,'® no direct 
mention is made of iron arms? or tools¢ till after the Exod 
and some are even inclined to doubt the barzel of the Hebrews 
being really that metal. 

Aceording to the Arundelian Marbles, iron was known one 
hundred and eighty-eight years before the Trojan war,about 1370 
ears nic.s but Hesiod, Plutarch, and others, li 

toa much later period after the eapture of Troy 
ever, distinctly mentions its use; and that there is little reason 
to doubt the sideros of the poet being iron, is shown by the 
simile, derived from the quenching of iron in water, whieh he 
applies to the hissing noise produced on piercing the eye of 
Polyphemus with the pointed stake, thus rendered by Pop 

  

    
   

Egyptians, no instance of the steclyard 

  

Thebes, or of Beni-Hassan ,   

    

  

  ee, in whieh the 
s was ascertained by the 

    
    

  

     
  

  purposes jonly used : 
ies, instruments, and implements of every kind, 

other objects, were made of 

per was most cor 
      

nd numerous     
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the bedstead of Og, 
lived about the ye 
with the Arundel 
known before the Trojan w. 

previous to the fot 
‘On the other hand, it has been argued th \gs of iron in 

ece distinetly showed the value attached to 
, as well as its Timited use for ordinary purposes, and 

ings of iron were worn by the ancients, some of which have 
n found in the tombs of Egypt. But these last are of vei 

late date, long after iron was commonly used, and T possess one 
of them, engraved with the figure of Harpocrates, which is 
undoubtedly of a Ptolemaic or Roman era, and which only 
lain degree of interest from its bearing a device noticed 
by Pliny as becom able at Re hi 

q Lycurgus. was held in little 
estimation, tor forbidding the intros 
tion of gold and silver in his republic, and restricting the §} 
tans to the use of iron, and some notion may be forme 
value at that time by the assertion of Plutarelis that 
a cart drawn by two oxen to 

‘The Jews appear to have bei 
iron previous to the Babylonish eap 

common use, and the northern iron, 
as early as the days of Job? iron was ki 

tic iron furnaces 
One of the arguments against the early use of iron is the 

difficulty of smelting the ore, and of reducing it to a malleable 
nnd the various processes required to discover all its most 
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the barzel, which was 
well as steel: even 
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useful properties render it less likely to be employed than a 
more ductile metal. Gold, silver, and ¢ 
and a single proce 
purpose; the pr 

  

pper were easily fused, 
sufficed to make them available for every 
al art required for fabricating implements 
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of copper depending on the proper proportions and qualities of 
alloy introduced. 

“Those three metals’ as Robertson has observed,! +a 
their perfect state in the clefts of rocks, in the sides of mi 

tains, or the channels of rivers. ‘They: were 
known, and first applied to use, 
of all, and to which 
its perfect form; its gross and stubborn ore 
force of fire, and go through two laboric 
Vecomes ft for use. Man was long acquatated with the other 
metals before he acquired the art of fabricating iron, or attained 

such ingenuity as to perfect an invention, to which he is indebted 
for those instruments wherewith he subdues the earth and com- 
mands all its inhabitants.” 
In the infaney of the arts and seiences, the difficulty of work- 
ng iron might long withhold the secret of 

copper and bronze ; but it cannot reasonably be supposed that a 
n so advanced eminently skilled in the art of work- 

ng metals as the F remained ignorant o! 
1g been known to 
employment of 

and implements t argument against 
Knowledge of iron, since we find the Greeks and Rom 

ame things of bronze long after the pei 

    
found 

  

    
    
   

   

    

  

  

    
     

    

    superiority 0}   

            
   
   

    

   

   
   

  

         

used in Gi 
n Greek havi 

monimtn (iavetion (hat bronssiy 
before iron is derived from the word ‘smith 
the signification of ‘eoppersmith,’ whether applied to a worker 
‘of copper or iron? In Latin, on the contrary, ferrunt 
iron, is the word frequently applied to a sword; and some 
hence argued the use of iron for those weapons, at the earliest 
period, among the Romans. Yet we find that their swords 
were constantly made of bronze, as well as their defensive 
armor. ‘The Etruseans almost invariably used iron for swords, 
laggers, spear-heads,and other offensive weapons, and confined 

bronze to defensive armor; a much more reasonable eustom, 
much as the iron is more eapable of perforating the softe 

swords of iron, 
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. 

it is probable they adopted the custom from their Italian 
neighbors. 

After examining numerous authorities, so 
that nations of antiquity were confined to thi 
bronze, while others aftirm that iron was known at a most remote 
epoch, we may still re uncertainty respecting the question 
But to conclude, from the want of iron instruments or arms 
bearing the names of early hs of a Pharaonic age, that 
Dronze was alone used, is neither j tisfactory, sinee the 
decomposition of 
the nitrous soil of Egypt, is so speedy as to pre 
Dility of its preservation2 Until we know in what manner, 
for what sort of stone, the Egyptians employed bronze tools, the 
Aiscovery of them affords neither additional light, nor even 
argument; since, as T before observed, the Greeks and Romans 
continued to make bronze instruments of various kinds long after 
iron was known to them:® and the general use of bronze may 
have arisen from the greater facility of working the metal, re- 
melting and casting it afresh, as well as from its being easier to 
find than iron; for though this last, in its various combi 
is more universally diffused over the face of the globe,! it does 
not always occur in a state of which the miner ean easily avail 
himself, and I only know of one mine in Egypt worked by the 
ancients. It lies in the eastern desert, between the Nile and 
the Red Sea, at a place called Hammémi, and was discovered by 
my friend, Mr. Burton, who visited it in 1 id found the 
metal to be in the form of specular and red 

In Ethiopia iron was much more abundant than in Egypt, and 
Herodotus may be eorrect in stating that copper was there a rare 
metal ;5 though we are not disposed to believe his assertion of 

in that country being bound with golden fetters. 
of the use of iron amongst the Egypti 
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been rendered long doubtful by the few specimens of that metal 
found in the monuments and sepulchres. A thin fragment of 
wrought plate-iron was found in one of the 
Great Pyramid,! and the iron blade of a falehion under a sphinx 
at Kamak? Lately a broken statu 
borhood of the Pyramids and of the Ramessids has 
been fou igh the sand core 
tain it in its oval plices® Amongst other objects of iron may 
be cited the iron blade of an adze with 
There is of course no doubt about the use of iron at a later 
period, and under the R nails have been found in the 

haspsof doorsand in coffins, replacing the wooden plugsemployed 
for that purpose at the Pharaonie time. ‘Two words have heen 
found descriptive of iron, —baaen pe, ‘heavenly metal.’ supposed 
to be meteorie iron, and ’a nu ta, or “terrestrial metal’ that found 
in the earth. Another word has been supposed to mean steel, 
butitseemsdoubtful. Iron vessels were brought from Syria and 
Phoenicia as tribute to Thothmes. —S. B.] 

In the sepulchres of Thebes I have had occasion to remark 
ig their knives on a round bar of 

ie blue color of the blades, 
ed between the bronze and steel 

b of Rameses IIL, one being painted red and 
blue, leave little doubt that the Egyptians of an 

early Pharaonie age were acquainted with the use of iron. 
ny imple: dry the plough, the hoe,and the 

frequently of wood, as simple nas in the 
h they were he plo 

ably sometimes sheathed with, or the blade of a hoe formed 
metal; but it is uncertain whether iron was employed for 
purpose, or if, like the tools of 

Hesiod,’ they were confined to bronze. 
Several wooden hoes have been found in Egypt, and are now 
aa in the museums of Europe: the blades and handles 

into the other, and bound togetherin 
a twisted rope; and their general appearance, 
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   according exactly with those represented in the age 

scenes of the tombs, shows them to have been the 
commonly used,! even to the latest times. 

Ivis true that the Berlin Museum has the head of a small 
hoe of iron, but of what date is uncertai 
be drawn from it, especially as its form differs essentially from 
those of the paintings. 

  

   

    

  

nd no inference c    

      

    the speedy decomposition of iron. 
would be sufficient to prevent our finding implements of that 

jetal of an early period, and that the greater opportunities of 
obtaining copper ore,added to the facility of working it, were 
reason for preferring the latter whenever it answered the purpose 

stead of iron. [shall presently endeavor to show how bronze 
tools might be made available for sculpturing and engraving 

  

e already stated 
      

               

  

  

  

    

cutting 
the limestone rock of the tombs at Thebes; having found a 
bronze chisel amidst: the ehippings of the stone, where it had 

dentally left by the workmen. 
isks and other granitie monw 
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are sculptured with a minuteness and finish which, even if 
they used steel as highly tempered as our own, cannot fail to 
surprise the beholder, and to elicit from him the confession that 

min this bran     ‘our modern sculptors are unable to vie with th 
of art. 

Some are eut to the depth of more than two i 
and all the most minute parts of the intaglio pre the 
sume sharpness and accuracy; and T have seen the figure of 
a king in high relief, reposing on the lid of a granite eoflin, 
which was raised to the height of nine inches above the level of 
the surface. What ean be said, if we deny to men who exeented 
such works as these the aid of steel, and confine them to bron: 
implements? Thien, indeed, we exalt their skill in metallurgy 
far beyond our own, and indireetly eonfess that the 
amethod of seulpturing stone of whieh we are ig 
should we attempt to render copper. by th 
alloys, sufficiently hard to seulpture ¢ 
of similar q| ‘0 one who has 
block of Egyptian granite will seruple to ae 
Ihest steel tools are turned in a very short 
be retempered: and the labor the 

rs who removed the obelisk of Luxor from ‘Thet 
ig a space less two feet deep along the 

partially decomposed pedestal, suffices to show that, 
oure: nts, we find €01 ble 

in doing what to the Egyptians would have been one of th 
least arduous ta are represented in the 

«but whether they are 
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when the Egyptians put up the obelisks than at present, and t 

iselves that the labor was considerably less but thi 
argument is entirely overthrown by the fact of other seulptur 
having been frequently added, one hundred and one hundred 
and fifty years after the erection of the monument, as in the 
lateral lines of hieroglyphies on obelisks, which are sometimes 
found more deeply cut and more beautifully executed than those 
previously sculptured. Others have suggested that the stone 
heing stunned, as it is termed, in those places where it was 
to be sculptured, yielded more readily to the blow of th 
chisel; but neither is this suflicient to produce the effect 
proposed, nor an advantage exclusively enjoyed by the anc 
Egyptians.” 

‘Thus, then, we find that the facility they possessed of seulp- 

  

       

  

    
    

  

  

    
    

  

   turing granite is neither attributable to any process for bruising 
the crystals, nor to its softer state on coming from the quarry : 

  

we must therefore account for it in the skill they had acquired, 
endeavor to discover the means they employed with such 

wonderful succes 
‘The hieroglyphies on the obelisks are rather engraved than 

sculptured; and, judging from the minute manner in whieh they 
are executed, we may suppose they adopted the same process as 
engravers, and even in some instances employed the wheel and 
drill. ‘That they were ted with the use of emery powder? 
is not at all improbable, sine lands of the 
Archipelago, it was within their re he admitted, 
we can account for the admirable finish and sharpness of the 
hieroglyphies on granitic and basaltic monuments, and explain 
the reason of their preferring tools of bronze to those of harder 
and more e for itis evident the powder more 
readily into the former, and its action upon the stone is increased 
in proportion to the quantity retained by the point of the chisel; 
whence we now prefer tools of soft iron to hard steel for the same 
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qui jade of the 
and readily express 

    ments; but when we find tools used 
me metal, we are unable to account for 

‘our surprise how they could render a bronze chisel capable of 
ing stone. We know of no means of tempering copper, 

under any form or united with any alloys, for such a purpose. 
‘The addition of tin or other m arden it, if exceeding 
certain proportions, renders it te and that such 

not the case is evident from the chisel I found at Thebes, 
which, though it contains 59 parts of tin 
in 100, is far from being brittle, and is easily turned by striking 
it against the very stone it was once used to cnt. Had it 
depended on the proportions of its alloys, it ought still to 
possess the same power as form point should 
in the same manner upon the stone; for, what is very remark- 
able, the summit was turned over by the blows it had received 
from the mallet, while the poi as if it had re 
left the hands of the smith who made it. 

What, then, gave it the power of cutting the stone, and of 
resisting in this manner? for unless som employed, 
asa sheath of steel or other protection to its point, we must 
confess that the Egyptians appear to have possessed certain 
secrets for hardening or tempering bronze with whieh we are 

of this chisel is from 9 to 
its diameter at the summit is 1 ineh, and 

the point is yj, of an inch in its greatest width: its weight is 
1b. 120z., and in general form it resembles those now used by 
the masons of modern Europe. 

‘The skill of the Egyptians in compoundi 
dantly proved by the vases, mirrors, a (implements of 
bronze discovered at Thebes and other parts of Egypts and the 
numerous methods! they adopted for varying the composition of 

bronze, | of alloys? are shown in the 
smany quali al. ‘They had even the seret of giving 
to bronze and brass? blades certain degree of elasticity 
be seen in the dagger of the Berlin Museum already 

    
  

    

        

          

   

   
      

  

          

  

    

  

  

     

  

totally unacquainted. The si 
‘9 inches in length;   

    

      
metals is abun-    

  

  

   

  

  

  

   
OA, brome of the caret snl analyzed, the roprtion is about wwelve atest i tin ina ed inst proof of brass nowt the ancient          

Pi slmost all the browses hitherto 
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x.   

  

which probably depended on the mode of hammering the metal, 
and the just propo of peculiar alloys 

nother r ble feature in their bron 
it offers to the effect of the atmospheres some c 

( bright, though buried for ages, 
p of European \d some presenting the appearance 

previous oxidation purpose! 
It is not known at what p 

other objects in bronze, or if the 
ceded the art of east that metal. 
this point by the paintings of Beni-Hassan_and ‘Thebes, or by 
the tombsin the ty of the Pyramids, which, from their edly 
date, would be an authority highly satisfactory and important. 

ed, singular that at no period do we find any represen- 
ed with the trades, arts, 

¢ to this process; 
in tombs or on monuments made at a time when we know 

vidence that they were acquainted with it: — 
g proof that no argument against the existence 
t to be derived from the circumstance of its 

not being indicated on tl 
Many bronze statues have been found, evidently from their 

style, of a very early periods but in the 
name it is impossible to fix their exact date, though I feel 

ed that the art of casting metal was known. before 
tof the 18th Dynasty, and it is probable that 

exist of the age of Usertesen and ‘Thothmes. 
ius? in speaking of the art of casting metal, observes 

;ple of Pheneum in Arcadia pretended that Ulysses 
of bronze to Neptune Hippius, in order thi 

‘over the horses he had lost through th 

    
    

     
             

  

   mes and 
jen copper long pr 

fo light is thrown on 
          

    

  

   
   

  

    
    

  

   

    
    

    

    
        

    
    

  
  

  

    

    

     

Pausa 

       

    
person who should find and take care of the animals; but I do 
not give credit to the whole of their statement, and no one can 

a bronze statue to Nept 
rt of fusing metal and casting it in a mould was not 

a statue was made in those times like a dress, succes 
sively and in pieces, not at one time or in a single mass, as I 

    

       

  

  

  

    

Suppose the metal was then coated with some substance whi led the pores. ss done tthe preven day "Pas Grae hb elie are   
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cn   

shown - in spe: 
ost High. In 

ng of the statue of Jupiter, sur 
. the first who cast statues were 

Rhoeeus th and Theodorus? the son of Telecles, 
both natives of Samos; the latter the same who engraved? the 
beautiful emerald in the ring of Polycrates 

The Samians were noted at jod for their skill in 
this branch of art; and before the foundation of 
2.c, 630, they made a bronze vase, ornamented with g 
ported on three colossal figures of the same metal, for th 
of Juno4 The art was also known at a very remote 
Italy. Among the Etruscansbronze statues were 0 
the foundation of Rome; and Romulus is said to have placed a 
statue of himself, crowned by Vietory, in a fou 

which had been captured at the taking of Camerium, 
attributes the discovery of gold and the 

ig it to Cadmus,’ who is supposed to have go 
's hefore our era; but this, like most of th 

a, was long before known to the Egy 
apply the same remark to the supposed discovery 

  

have already 
named th 

      

   

  

       

       early ps   

    

   

   

      
   

    

   

  

   
    

prse car of 

  

      

   

    

     

    
     

  

     

  

  

he art of 
laying iron with gold, ig to the 

of that metal, nothing made of iron has 
Dut we may eo from their 

that it was not unknown to them. 
cus of Chios was the inventor 

1 of his silver vase — pn 
Alyattes, king of Lydia, w 

was the most beautiful of all the 
offerings there —was made of iron inlaid with gold. But the 
description given of it by Pausanias* will not sanetion this 
opinion, as he expressly states ‘it consisted of several plates of 
iron, adjusted one over the other in the form of steps; the 

st — that is, those of the sum rving a little outwards. 
Tt had the form of a tower, large at the base and decreasing 
upwards, it was composed were 1 
fastened either wi or pins, but simply soldered togeth 

    deen preserved of a 
inlaying bronze in this m 

Some have supposed 
of this art, and that the st 
the temple of Delphi b 
according to Herodotus’ 

    
    

          

   

  

  

    

       

  

    
        

1 Pans. Gree bi 4 Herat e152. 
2 Pliny (st 98) says, “Theodorus ine & Dionyss Hal Ant, Ro ene thelr the Tye, the torn in Rom iment, an the hey Ferod Miferodot ih Pla. exw © Paae i 16, Phoe 

Vou. " 
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    The Greeks, however, were not ignorant of damaseening : 
though the stand of Alyattes’ vase was not so inlaid, it is certain 
they possessed the ornamented goblets and other objects 
in that manner. ‘The process was very simpl 
carved with various devices, and the narrow lines thus hollowed 
out were filled with gold or with silver, whieh in some 
were probably soldered, and in others simply beaten in with the 

1 being afterwards filed and polished. 
The term damascening, though generally confined to iron or 

steel so inlaid (owing to its having been borrowed from the 
this work in the modern sword-blades of Da- 
with equal propriety be extended to any metal; 

es of bronze inlaid with gold and silver 
1 statues, scarabiei, and various ornamental objects dis- 

Thebes and other places. Hard stones were also 
io filled with gold 

ionly adopted at the 
people in their 

nd the 
what time this was 

   

      

     
  

  stances   

     
  

  

  

   

  
  

     covered at 
ved in the same manner, and the int 

silver beaten into its a process eo) 
present day by the Turks and othe 
hookahs ox nérgilehs, handles of daggers, 
ments of their 
first done it is needless to conj 

The art of soldering metals had long been pr 
before the time of 
is curious to fi 
vases, made apparently 
manner as the stand of that men- 
tioned by Pausinias, represented 
at Thebes in sculptures executed 
during the reign of the third Thoth- 

     

     
  ‘tone on        

mber mouth-pieees; but 

    

Egypt 
and it      

        

   

   
    

      

    
  

  

   
y centuries pre- 

vious to the Chia . Th 
e shown to have been composed o 

es of metal, imbrieated, or over- 
pping each oth Pausanias 

describes, and sometimes bound at 
tervals with bands of metal. Tn- 

     

    
  

   

       In coarser work, or in those parts which were out of sight, the 
jans soldered with lead, but we are ignorant of the time 
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when it was first used for that purpose, though it could only have 
been after the discovery of tin; for, as Pliny? justly observes, 

1 can only be united by the addition of tin, nor is this last 
int without the application of oil"? ‘The oldest specimen of 

metal soldered with lead with which I am aequainted is the 
of Mr. Burton? its date, however, is uncertain; and 
from the style of the fig we may 
to ascribe it toa Pharaonie age, the exact period when it 

ade cannot be fixed. 
ly ages, before men had acquired the art of smi 

ts of metal, stones of 

  

       
    

        
  

    Ine 
and of making arms and implem 

jous kinds were used, and the chasseur was contented with 
the pointed flint with which nature had provided him. ‘The only 
effort of his ingenuity was to fix it in some kind of handle, or at 
the extremity of a reed, in order to make the knife or the arrows 
and we still witness the ople of the 
present day display in constructing those rude weapa 
‘The Egyptians, at a remote period, before civilization dawned 
upon them, probably adopted the same, since we find that stone- 
tipped arrows continued to be oceasionally used for hunting, 
even after they had improved every species of weapon, and after 
the arts had arrived at the state of perfection in which they 
appear subsequently to the accession of the 18th Dynasty. Long 

ronciled them to the original reed shaft, with its 
head of flint, and even to arrows made with a point of hard wood 

nto them, which were also the remnant of a primeval 

       

  

  

    
         

  

  

  

    
        

  

    

  

         

however, who preferred them of a stronger kind, 
rows of wood, tipped with bronze heads; and these 

were considered more serviceable, and were almost invariably 
improvement took place in the eon- 

    
  

  

   
        ation which is concealed 

ore the period of whieh a 
tages of a 

es, and dates long b 
monuments remain 

It is, indeed, a remarkable fact that the first glimpse we 
    

  

      
4 The per ear 

heads appears 2 none of those Aiscoverad ear any date’ ce" tnsrption 
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     obtain of the 
iready 

nners of the Egyptians shows us a 
all the arts of civilized life, and the 

{inventions that prevailed in the Augustan era 
ter the accession of the 18th Dynasty, are found 

     
    

   
      

  

of that peopl   

  

when Abraham visited the country. 
T have observed that the fact of priv 

ndof the soldier layin 
when not on service, may be considered a strong proof of r 
ment, and of their advancement in the habits of social I 

Ineady 

        
  

‘The 
ulopted at the time to which I allude ; 

ny circumstances unite in ps 

      
  

    

              
ypt at least as early as the 18th century befor How 
does this throw us back into the infaney of the world ! at least 

of the world peopled by the descendants of Noah —and when ws 

  

recollect that the pyramids of Memphis were erected within th 
hundred ter the era assigned to the Deluge, the 
tombs of Beni-Hassan we id painted with subjects 

ilized people 
that the 

    

    
   

about six hundred years after that eve 
distance between the Deluge and the construction of those pyra- 
mids and tombs is not greater than from the present day to the 
reigns of our own Elizabeth and Henry TIT. 

The same prejudice in favor of an aneient and primitive 
custom retained the use of stone h poses con= 
neeted with religion among the Egyptians; and Herodotus tells 
usit was usual to make an ineision in the body of the deceased, 
when brought to be embalmed, with an Ethiopie stone! ‘This 
name, though very indefinite, seems here, as in all instances 
where the stone is said to be applied to a similar purpose, to 

fy flint; and this conjecture is not only confirmed by probe 
ability, and by the frequent use of it by many people as a 
cutting instrument, but by the fact of our finding several knives 
of that stone in the tombs of Thebes. In other eases the Ethiopie 
stone mentioned by Herodotus is evidently granite, so called 

ommon in Ethiopia; and it is possible that the flint 
from its black colo. 

ives found in the excayat il tombs, many of 
which are preserved in our European museums, are generally of 

  

  

  

    
    

   
  

  

  

    
     

       

  

        

      

    
    

2 Herodot. i, 86 
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      two kinds; one broad and flat like the blade of a knife, the other 
narrow and pointed at the summit, several of which are preserved 
in the Berlin Museum. These last! are supposed to have been 
used for making the ineision in the side of the body, for the 
purpose of removing the intestines, preparatory to the embalm- 

x; and considering how strongly 
men’s minds are prepossessed in favor of early habits connected 
with religion, and how scrupulous the Egyptians were, above all 
people, in permitting the introduetion of new customs in ma 
ters relating to the gods, we are not surprised that they should 
have retained the us 
mony of so sacred a nature 

  

  

ing process already men 
  

       
        
    

   
  ff these primitive instrum: 

smbalning of the dead. 
    

  

    

  

ota Flin knives Bertin Museum. 

[The use of stone weapons amongst the ancient Egyptians has 
lately attracted? considerable attention, and without doubt, dated 
from the earliest period, a beautiful little stone saw having been 
found by Professor Hayter Lewis at the Pyramid of Zowet el 
Arrian, built under one of the first six dynasties. The 
stone knives in the museums of Europe are of pyromachous silex, 
of a light brown, not dark color, and they were often deposited 
in baskets near the mummies, and fragments or slices of flint 
have been discovered in the to 
those of the stone period have also been discovered i 
the 22d dynasty, or the 9th century n.c.; and other Le 
pieces, apparently for the same use. Great quantities of flint 

truments have also been found in the neighborhood of 
yyptian temples and stations in the peninsula of 

Arabia, amongst them stone hammers; knives of dark steatite 
are also known, and the blade of a dagger of pyromachous silex. 

      

    

     

  

       

    

  

    
  

  

       

       
    

   
       

se fy 
des tad Fautiqute historique Seo, Pacis, 172, p- 98 and fol      



    
    

CHAPTER X. 

the different parts were adhered to 
ae
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com experience and obser= periods; no improvements, result 
the figure, no ion, were admitted in the mode of drawi 

attempt ture 
limbs. € 

Jaw, and the faulty conceptions of early times w 
perpetuated by fe artist: for, as Plato and 

inform us, seulptors were not suflered to attempt anyth 
y to the regu nding the figures of 

the gods; they were forbidden to introduce a 
invent new subj habits: and thus the 
which bound it, always remained the s 
Egyptian bas-relief appears to have been, in its orig 

copy of painting, its predecessor. ‘The first attempt to represent 
the figures of gods, sacred emblems, and other subjects, consisted 
in painting simple outlines of them on a flat surface, the details 
being afterwards put in with color; but in pro 
forms were traced on stone with a tool, and the inte 

        
     

  or to give proper action to the 
been established by 

i and 

  

  

in models, 
    opi 

           
ions laid down re 

  

         
  

      
  

     
      

of time these 

  

ediate   

        

      

space between the various figures being afterwards eut away, th 
one level surface assumed the appearance of a basreliel It 
vas, in fact, pictorial representation on stone, which is evidently 

acter of all the basaeliefs on Egyptian monuments, and 
      
figures 

Det 
of grom 
give true expression 
parts, put together ac 

  ption, and, above all, in a proper knowledge 
ig. they were unable to form those combinations whieh 

cttire was male up of isolated 
al notions, but with- 

    

          
    

  

‘out harmony or preconceived effect. The human fice, the whole 
body, and everything they introduced, were composed in the 
same manner, of separate members placed togeth by one,       

ive situations: the eye, the nose, and 
; but the expression of 

nd the count of the 
x in the heat of battle, 

ented the 

    

   
   

    

  

and passions was entirely v 
king, whether charging an enemy’s p! 
or peaceably offering incense bre t 

outline and # e look. 

  

    

          

  

   

      

ae cee 
any change in the position 

  

y represe 
lowanve was made fo1    

neand 
an 

  the same with drapery 
then added, not 

  the figure was first dra 
part of the whole, but 

  

         the drap 
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accessory; they hall no general conception, no previous idea of 
the effect required to distinguish the warrior or the priest, beyond 
the impressions received from costume, or from the subject of 
which they formed a part; and the same figure was dressed 
aveording to th was intended to perform 5 
portion of a picture was conceived by itself, and inserted as it 
was wanted to complete the scenes and when the walls of the 
building, where a subject was to be drawn, had been accurately 
ruled with squares, the figures were introduced, and fitted to this 

  

       

      

        

     
  

‘The members were appended to the 
sd their form and distribution in 

mechanical arran 
Dordy, and these <q 

  

        
  

    

    

   

of Egyptian statues, various 
ight be made by several 

titude having | 
agreed upon, which, when brought together, would 

and form a complete whole. 
long as this conventional system continued, no great 

a the propor- 
one per cated, particular) 

the reign of the second Ramese: he general form 
and character of the figures ¢ ‘ned to the 
remark of Plato,*that the y dle ten thousand 

ago are in no one particular better or worse than what the 
And that they were still bound by the sume regi 

lations, which prohibited all change in these matters, even to the 
lat , is evident from the seulptures of the monuments, 
erected when Bgypt had long een a Roman provinee. All was 
still Egyptian, though of a bad style; and if they then attempted 

to finish the details with more precision, it was only substituting 
plieity: and this love of ly 
ney of taste, the natural consequence of the 

  

  

    

      

    

sarily 

  

    

        

    
   

      
    

    
  

  

  

       juteness pl 
  indicated a defi 

decadence 
In the composition of modem paintings three obje 

required —one ma one point of view and one instant 
of time: and the proportions and harmony of the parts are regu- 

lated by perspective. But in Egyptian seulpture these essentials 
were disregarded: everything was sacrificed to the principal 

   
ts are       
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1 COMPOSITION. — DRAWING. 65 

isa centre to whieh, 
y other was made 

dinate 
ted with, 

ted it ou 
and, if a 

figure ; its colossal dimensions poi 
all the rest was a mere accessory 
equally conspicuous or of equal size, it was still 
station, and only intended to illustrate the seene conn 
the hero of the piece. 

In the paintings of the tombs greater license was allowed i 
the representation of subjects relating to private life, the trade 
or the manners and occupations of the people ; and so 
tion of perspeetive in the position of the fi ce 
be observed : ttempt was imperfect, a 

Egyptian eye, unpleasing: for such is the f 
even wher is copied, a conventional styl 
preferred to 4 urate representation. 

In the battle-scenes on the temples of Thi 
figures representing the monarch pursuing the fiying enemy, 
despatching a hostile chief with his sword, and draw 
as his horses earry his ear over the prostrate bodies of the slain, 
are drawn with much spirit, and the position of the arms gives a 
perfect idea of the action which the artist intended to portr 
still, the same imperfections of style and want of truth are 
observed. There is action, but no sentiment, expression of the 
passions, or life in the features; it is a figure ready formed, and 
mechanically varied into movement; and whatever position it is 
made to assume the point of view is the same: the same profile 
of the human body with the anomaly of the shoulders seer 
front, and attached as a separate though component part of the 
whole figure. 

Limited to such a conyentional mode of drawing, it was 
vain for the Egyptian artists to aspire to that degree of exce 
ence attained by the Greeks, unfettered by prejudice, and 
allowed to imitate the beauties of nature; much less could they 
arrive at that degree of feeling which formed taste, and called 
forth the poetry of the mind: their imaginative powers were 
checked; they were forced to r ted with the models 

aady before them; and no new conceptions were elicited or 
required. 

In the representation of animals, they app 
restricted to the same rigid style; but ge 
searcely be expected to make any great effort to rise,or to succeed 
in the attempts and the same union of parts into a whole, the 
same preferenee for profile, are observable in these as in the 
human figure. Seldom did they attempt to draw the face in 

   

  

       

  

   

   

  

    
  

    
   

             

     

  

bes, some of the 
     

        ng his bow, 

    

  

     

  

      
    

   

    
    

  

         
  

  

      

      

    

‘ar not to have bee:     
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(cn 

   
this was done, it fell 

nd was composed of the same juxta- 
front, either of men or 
far short of the profile, 
position of parts. It must, however; he allowed, that in ge 
the charaet form of animals were admirably portrayed: the 
parts were put together with greater truth; and the sam 
was not resorted to as in the shouldersand other portions of the 
human body. Nor will I deny that great life and ani 
are given to the antelope and many wild beats in the hunting 
scenes of the Theban tombs, or refuse my assent to the observa 

tion of Madame de Staél,! Les seutpteurs Egyptiens saisisstient 
ayee bien plus de génie la figure des animaux que celle des 
homme: 

‘The mode of r ng men and animals in profile is 
mitive, and characteristic of the commencement of art :? the 

first attempts made people are confined to it; 
and until the genius of artists bursts forth this style con 
tohold its ground. From its simplicity it is readily understood ; 

perieneed perceive the object intended to be repre= 
ted; and no effort xd to comprehend it. Henee it is 

that, though few com 
those few are pe 

-e to the simple exte 
ant of Egypt, who is 

ntings of th 

    

  

    
license   

  

        
  

   

       

    

   

  

        

    

         

        

   
   

  

    
be made under such restric-    

      

      

    

the eye Leing aware 
: and the modern 

ely struck with and 
tombs. if shown an 

   
        

nish men from 
e him to tolerate fore- 

led 
intro- 

seldoi 

  

0 
the omission of those parts of the body con 

from his view by the perspective of the pieture, or th 
ion of shadows, particularly on the human flesh. 

ief may be considered the vle of sculpture, 
ated in those pictorial representations whieh were the 

primeval records of a people anxious to commemorate their v 
tories, the accession or the virtues of a king, and other events 
connected with their history. ‘These were the first purposes to 
Which the imitative powers of the mind were applied: but the 
progress w nd the infant art (if it may be so called) 
passed through several stages ere it had the power of portraying 
real occurrences an ig living scenes. ‘The rude drawing 

of a spear, a sword, a bow, or other weapon, supplied at first the 

and no argu   

  

  

    

      
  

        

      
    

  

   
     

    

   2 Corinne, vl 2 See preston tnatue fn the Hritsh Museum,  
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place of th 
but    

ction itself, of whieh it was a species of hiero- 
the outlines of a warrior and 

and the valor of the pri 
Ad by this simple group. 

   aly 1 process of 
a prostrate foe were attempted 
who had led them to vietory was reed 

As their skill increased, the mere allegorical representation 
was extended to that of a descriptive kind, and some resemblance 
of the hero’s person was attempted; his ear, the army he com 
‘manded, and the flying enemies, were introduce 

ly more than a symbol, assumed the more 
and character of a picture. Of a similar nature were all 

sal records, and. these pietorial illustrations were a 
substitute for written documents. Seulpture, indeed, long pre- 

cde find that even in Greece, to deseribe, draw, 
fe expressed by the sume word, graphein. 

the inability to deseribe an 

  

      

  

  

  

  

       
   

  

  

  

   
eeded letters;   

  

     

        

lorie 
ages to bury with the body some object which might indicate 

character of the deceased. 
with their arms; artisans w 

  

  

    the oar wi 
sils com 
whose serv ployed, were depos 
sepulchre of a priest. In those times we find no inseript 
mentioned ; « simple mound was raised ov 
with a stylox or rough stone pillar placed upon it, but no writings 
and when, at a later pericd, any allusion to the oceupations of 
the deceased was attempted, a rude allegorical emblem, of the 
same nature as the early historiea™ records before alluded to, 
was engraved on tue levelled surface of the sto 

Poetry and songs also supplied the want of writing to reeord 
the details of events; and tradition handed down the glorious 
achievements of a conqueror, and the history of past years, 
with the precision and enthusiasm of national pride. ‘The 
poetry was recited to the sound of music, whence the same 
expression often implied the ode and the songs and as laws 
were recorded in a similar manner, the word nomos signified, as 
Aristotle observes, both a law and a song. 
Sculpture dates long before architecture. A simple hut, or 
rude house, answers every purpose as a plice of abode, and 

a long time elapses before man seeks to invent what is not 
demanded by 

s placed over the sailor; and .and other uter 
with his office, or the emblems of the deity in      

   
chief, sometimes    
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Architecture is a creation of the mind; it has no model 
nature; and it requires great imaginative powers to conceive its 
ideal beauties, to make a proper combination of parts, and to 
judge of the harmony of forms altogether new and beyond the 
reach of experience. But the desire in man to imitate and to 
record what has passed hefore his eyes —in short, to transfer 
the impression from his own mind to another—is natural 
every stage of society: and however imperfectly he may su 
ceed in representing the objects themselves, his attempts to 
indicate their relative pocition, and to embody the expression 
of his own ideas, are a source of the highest satisfaction, 

As the wish to record events gave the first, religion gave the 
second impulse to sculpture. ‘The simple pillar of wood or 
stone! which was originally chosen to represent the deity 
afterwards «d the human form, the noblest image of the 
power that created it; and the memorial of the primitive sul 

e fora statue is curiously preserved in the Greck name 
implying a col dan idol. Pi s? thinks that 

in mes of wood, particularly those 
must-have been at a period so 

country 

  

      
          

       

     
       

    
   

  

    
         

       

  

     
   

    

      

  

   
   
      

  

   

   

  

   
he arts were in th 

es of that kind : 
in their temples, eve 

though it is probable that, when 
the con 

onally erected wooden fig 
the times of the later Pharaoh 

Long after men pted to make out the p 
figure, statues continued to be very rude. ‘The arms were placed 
directly down the side to the thighs, and the le 

    
    

  

    

       

  

   

  

  

    
  

together; nor did they pass b 
until the age of Diedalus. 

c ed to follow the imperfect m 
        
   

  

e and feeling were forever p   

nd though they made great prog: 
ed co     

. ture, and even in some arehi- 
tectural det wore forever deficient in t 
ideal beauty with the natural position of partsin the 

   

       
  

(le mor. Germ, Germans as 

  

describes pias et  
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art in Egypt was th of the figures, which 
were always in a state of repos position that only re- 
quired the limbs to be straight, without any attempt at action, 
or indeed any indication of life: they were really statues of the 
person they represented, not the person ‘living in marble,’ in 
which they differed entirely from those of Greece. No statue of 

was sculptured in the varied attitudes of attack and 
nowrestlers; no discobolus, except one in the Tombs of 

the Kings: no pugilist exhibited the grace, the vigor, or the 
cular action of a man; nor were the beauties, the feeling, and 

IL was made to 

  

          
   

    

  

        

       
sgance of female forms displayed in sto 

conform to the same invariable model, wh 
figure to a few conventional postures. 

A sitting statue, whether of a man or wom 
with the hands placed upon the knees, or held 
ak figure sometimes supported a small shi 
emblem ;anid when standing, the arms were placed directly down 
the sides to the thighs, one foot beingadvanced beyond theother, 
as if in the attitude of walking, but without any attempt to 
separate the leg; oups were exceedi and seldom 
exceed two figures, generally husband and wife, seated on th 

same fr, holding one another’s hands, or placing their 
sams round one another's waists or on the shoulders. Occ 

sionally the principal figure is seated or standing, and the oth 
younger or inferior members of the family earved in simall pro- 
portions at the sides. ‘The seated figures are in the attitude of 
a man resting on his hannches, his hands brought up to his chi 
and the greater part of his body covered with drapery from whic 
the hands alone emerge, or else seated on or throne, the 
hands brought down to the th An attitude more rarelyseen 
is that ofa man seated on his legs upon the ground, unrolling and 
reading a roll of papyrus. ‘The kneeling figures are either kneel- 

both knees, their hands at the sides, or else holding before 
a shrine, altar, or some other object. ‘The standing statues 
letttoot spendentat the sides,and the 

4s sometimes clenched, one holding a eylindrical roll or folded 
sash or napkin, and, in the case of deities or deified kings, a 
emblem of life. Another attitude of standing figures is that of 
bringing back one hand upon the breast, and holding a seeptre 
or other emblem.! The figures of mummied deities or persons 

     confined the human 

          was represented 
iss the bi 

    

rast ;   

  

ne or sacred     
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generally 
emerging 

spresent the deceased wrapped in bandages, the ai 
n them crossed, and holding en 

mn they have a kind of upright tablet or 
isk, at the back, which is attached to 

nd they stand on a square plinth or pedestal. In all 
these examples the parts between the legs in statues made of 
stone are reserved or not entaway, said to be owin 
of working by stunning out the limbs. The individual treatment 

le the hair fall in vast masses almost to the shoulder, or else 
in regular rows of curls from the centre of the head; the eyes, 

clashes, an ed in the direction of the ear: th 
eyelids sharp and shell-likes the hole of the ear on a level with 
the pupil of the eyes the lips strongly marked and slightly 

The b ‘The form on the wh 
slender the features toremotion, In 

Jief and cavorilie by preference, as more 
distinct to the eye of the spectator. ‘The dr nd other ad- 

according to time, rank, and 1S. B.] 
feet, says Winkelmann? ‘of the Egyptian differ from 

those of the Greek statues in being more flat and bi 
having the toes perfectly straight, with the joints as little indi 

n the fi Ja gradual diminution in their length; nor 
is the little toe curved or bent under, as in those of the Greeks. 
‘This last remark nd their mode of representing it accords 

h what they nature: but the length of the toes of an 
‘eyptian foot do not undergo a gradual diminution, the second 

bei jably made longer than any other, whieh too agrees 
With the natural form. ‘The reason of this uniformity I have 

ready explained: and it is probable that, if their genius had 
not been cramped by superstitious prejudice, the Egypt 
would have excelled in painting and seulpture, and the 
tation of the human figure have 

nncement in other points? 
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ieee bt which ols ted 
The est canon whieh dates 

         

bie statues ere of dhe age of the Sa flow: ziynastiee The ‘seus. odes, ork by hieratie canon which varied Yor al the oot 
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ea CONVE: 

  

No accidents, arising from the consequences of invasion or 
from any other cause, were ever eapable of changing their fixed 

1, after the Greek 

        

  

   
munication with 1 
and how 
nature daily pr 
Ptolemies, Greek 

  ose foreigners, however superior their art, 
er evident its resemblance to the o 

«1 to their eyes. x the accession of the 
became well known in Egypt, and every 

ven to thei s to improve from the est 
models; but no change was effected by th purse with the 
Greeks; and when Adrian wished divine honors to be pai 
his favorite Antinous, and statues to be erected to his meme 
no form was admitted but that whieh religious usage had estal 

hed and Egyptian models prescribed. 
Though the general character of painting and seulpture con- 

tinued the same, and a certain conventional mode of represent 
ing the human figure was universally adopted throughout the 
country, which was followed by every artist through successive 
ages, from the earliest Pharaonic era until the religion of Egypt 
was supplanted by the final establishment of Christianity, it is 
reasonable to suppose that several styles were introduced, and 
that the genius of artists varied considerably during that le 
ened period. Plato's assertion is therefore to be taken in 
limited and Bgyptians followed 
the sume conventional form approach to the 
beau idéal of the human figure was made at one period t 

othe) is perfectly trues but ever 

  

      
      

  

         

  

    
    

       
   

        
    
     

  

        

        
   

  

    

    

  

   
            

      

    
  ye acenstomed to 

    

subjects executed during the Augustan age of art, the 
Rameses the Great and his father Osirei, and those of a Ptolemai 
epoch. ‘Truth may be wanti nust: be where 
nature is not copied; but there are a grace and boldn« 
‘outline, as well asin the execution of the sculptures of the 
period, which at once indieate the work of superior genius. 

‘The hieroglyphies on the obelisks of that epoch procl: 
same fact; and in architecture the temples erected by th 

  

  

  

      
    

     great 

Ai the 224 Det Sne-sath of the           
aie it above tothe crown ofthe heal Althoush hie 
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Rameses far surpass in elegance and grandeur, in harmony of 
proportion and simplicity of style, the monumentsof any previous 
or subsequentera. It cannot, however, be denied that in the 
time of Usertesen and at the com nent of the 18th Dynasty, 
Egyptian art flourished greatly, and monuments of th 
claim our admiration for taste, simplicity, and symmetry of details. 
And if Some fanciful innovations were introduced in the buildings 

of the third Thothmes, they areattributable to momentary eaprive 
and not to be looked upon as a change in the architecture of that 
period, ‘This I shall have occasion to mention hereafter 

‘The paintings at Beni-Hassan are certainly far inferior to those 
of the age of Ra or of the early part of the 18th Dynasty 
Dut the style of the hieroglyphies on some other monuments of 
the Usertesen epoch, as the obelisk of Heliopolis, show that 
seulpture has greatly advanced at that remote period; and if 
historical basreliels had been preserved, we might discover 
still more to prove the skill of the artists of the same 

Few paintings or seulptures remain of an age prior to the 
accession of Usertesen L, whom I suppose to have been the eon- 
temporary of Joseph, and to have ascended the throne about the 

he tombs in the vieinity of the Py 
those I discovered hewn in the rock near Qasr e’Syéd, th 
Chenoboscion, are certainly anterior to the grottoe 
Has «d the style of the masonry, as well as the n 
the kings found there, show that the former were the pl 
of sepulture of individuals who lived in the time of Suphis and 
his immediate successors. ‘They, therefore, date about the year 
2090 and 2050 6€., upwards of a century before the arrival of 
Abraham in Egypt, if, as I suppose, the patriarch eame to that 
country during the reign of Apappus. 

Ivis evident that the tombs built of stone, which stand in 
the area before and behind the Great Pyramid,! were erected after 
it ha mmenced, if not completed, as their position 
‘madle to conform to th +s and that those hewn in the 
rock at the same. place were not of an older period is shown by 
the style of the sculptures and the names of the 
Among these we evidently pereeive Suphis, or, as the hiero- 

  

      
       

    age also, 
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2 Ty Je remarkable that Memphis from Machonofti, “the abode of ood? of siplol “the Tani of the pyramit’ Tis ae Planch call sthe haven “of food . i Fe hag ata at ee 
Seve a 
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‘ly converted into 
ation! But it    

glyphies write it, Shufu or Khufu ee 
Suphis or Cheops, by adding s, the Greek t 
is difficult, as I hav ly observed, to refer them to their 
proper epoch, or to fix their relative position in the list of kings. 
Nor can we decide whether the first two names here introduced 

   
    

  

    

  

        

  

  

  

"Pro te Tie near the Pyros   

are both of Suphis, or if the second is of the founder of the 
other pyramid, whose name Sen-Suphis signifies the brother of 
Suphis; though they certainly appear to be of different kings, 
who lived about the same epoch? 

‘They oceur age Mount Sinai, and the former has the 
or square 1 in the woodcut’ which would satis- 

factorily decide this question if it should ever be found with the 
other name. For the 

     
  

      

    

us Thaye already shown 
in a former work,! relate to the kings and not to the deities: and 
though the learned and ingenious Champollion expressed a dif 
ferent opinion in his * Précis,’§ he was afterwards convinced of 
this fact, which ally admitted. 

‘The other n 
and though the 

  

         
  

  

mes in these tombsare of the sime remote period ; 
is no positive proof of their relative antiquity, 

          

1 As T have observed already 2 The realing Son-Suphis i bow aban hone yal scholars, an eomsidred tobe Sih Woodent No. 419, 7.1 yar ie 
Thave to ott: whic fall conssnant wth the teas of Dr st MM Chanpallions thatthe ath te a 
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              Aiiferent names of kings ia the’ same 

      {Phra or isteaoh, the Miia “the st tad      ‘Thebeer 8) he eeumeance wherever” ‘raced the mame ofa predecesor, aad ep. 
vor. 8 
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    sometimes they appear to have rd priest” prefixed to them, 
like those at Chenoboscion. ver, 
arranged, that we may suppose they indieate the order in which 

ngs ruled, though the arrangement is different in another 
rt of the sume tomb, where the name of Suphis, or of Se 
phis, intervenes hetween two of them. 
At Saqqara other tombs of the same early 

some of the grottoes of E'Sivot probably date long before th 
accession of U ‘The former have a name, which, like 
most of the its simplicity the character of great 

a is that of another ancient mon: 
r of them ? ean be traced in th ber of ki 

   

       

  

      
  

     
    

     
    

  

   

    
  

  

     

  

  

ha    

  

‘The most interesting, after those at the Pyramids, are th 
names in the grottoes of Chenoboscion, not only from their ant 

Thave observed! * 

   
    

    

    
       

       
oth Egypt, if we exeept the Pyra- 
mids and the tombs in their vieinity,’ —but from their being’ 
placed in chronological order, and from the circumstance of    

  

king having erased one of them, and introduced his own na 
in itsstead! ‘The title applied to them is not +king,’ but «priest 
though the name is enclosed in an oval, the symbol of royalty 
and that they really had the rank and appellation of king 
shown by the same names oceurring elsewhere with the usnal 
royal prefix, and even the squar 

“The first® of these is the na 
been erased to adm 
or Maira, or ‘the belo 
name which ocenrs in Egyptian histo 
to Manetho, by the father of the priest Amenophis, who lived 

                

       
   

  

   

     

  

which T alluded as hi 
ih 

       

  

      

    

ntal records of king Papi® have 
been preserved ; and on the rocks of the Kossayr road his name 

the same inscription with that of Ramai, who is else- 

    

   

    

  

Fad Thebes? pp. dO, a ete aod 
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that the two princes appear seated on their thrones in the 
of ass 

  

all 
nbly, wearing, one the crown of the upper, the other that 

of the lower country ;! showing either that they were eonte 
Thebes and the other at Men 

  

     ns, one ruling 

  

      
the same monarch. 

x is a point which has been long contested 
Egypt ‘ory. Manetho evidently alludes to contemporary 
dynasties when he speaks of the kings of the Thebaid and the 

pt uniting in a common eau ist the Shepherds ;2 
and some chronologers 
have endeavored to ac- 
count for the long list of 
‘gyptian kings by sup- 

posing that they ruled at 
in dif. 

      

     

          

   
   
   

  

     

       

  

       
  

    
ty is opi 
suggested by the | 
Sir John Masham 

agh correct as 
to the early 

  

  

   
    

      

  

  

   
ty of Upper and Lower Egypt 

continued tob one person, whether the royal residence 
was at Thebes, Memphis, or S: \d even if Papi has erased. 
the name of his eonte nai, though it appears more 
probable that these are the prenomen and nomen of the si 
king, he may only reunited the two crowns, whieh hi 
been previously separated ; for that Menes was sole monarch of 
all Egypt appears to have been universally allowed; and the 
division of the kingdom was, perhaps, owing to the preference of 

othes for the new eapital founded by his father, which 
court to be transferred to Memphis. 

icing these ancient names, it is necessary to repeat a 
remark T haye previously had oceasion to makes that the eustom 
of affixing a pr fe nomen was not introduced 
in early times, and that Men ngs had merely 

nd_Amenoph   

      

  

       
porary 

       

  

     

       

  

     

       
       

    

+ Wooden © No. Boe    oy Extracts, p 9.
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‘one oval, containing their name, preceded by the title *kin 
lord of the world, or other regal prefix. Ramai and Papi might 
therefore be different kings, cach with a single oval; and, if they 
really are the same person, we have probably here the first in- 

e of the introduetion of a nomen: fort 

  

    
     

be no doubt     

  

of the great antiquity of these names from the appea 
grottocs and monuments where they oveur, and the m 
lateral facts connected with the succeeding: monarchs. 

not be irrelevant to suggest that the hieroglyphies 
Iso read Apap or Aphopi,! the 

neiho and Exatosthenes, ‘The era at 
which he liv ter of Suphis, well 
accords with that of Papi; and if this be d, we have 
evidence of the style of sculpture at another fixed period, the 
arrival of Abraham in Egypt 

Both th api and Remeren are found in the cham- 
ber of kin andl in other lists. 

Thave to detail upon the antiquity of these 
Kings, with a view to ascertain a period when the art of painting 

ul sculpture was in a less advanced state than under the kings 

    
  

     

   

  

     
        bout a centui 

  

       

  

     
    

  

  

        

    

of the 18th Dynasty. In the tombs near the Pyramids, and those 
of Chenoboscion, we find the same agricultural and other scenes 

    represented which usually occur i 
the Theban necropo 
of the 
separated b; 

the sepulchral_ chambers of 
ives an opportunity of judging 

of art at those two, periods, which are 
al of from 

  

        mparative stat 
an inte 

  

five to           
     
    

    

subjects is certail erior even to   

thatof the U: alarly at Chenoboseion ; but some 
exeented by provincial allowanes 

sts, who ha 
  x seulpty 

not attained the excell     

   

  

And the same apology may be offered for the 
sof Beni-Hassan, 
tombs of the F      

   
we likewise observe an infe- 

of style, compared with t nd taste of the 18th 
Dynasty; and the epochs of extesen, of the early 
part of the 18th Dynasty, and of Seti and Rameses the Great, 

jay be looked npon as the four through whieh 
the arts passed from medioerity to excellence. 

After the reign of Rameses the Great the arts remained 
stationary; the peaceful or inaetive reigns of his successors 

  

      

         
       

   
  

4 Aphopl is ‘a giant” im Coptic. I is translated Maximus?
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offered little encouragement to sculpture, and few opport 
were given to artists toi wr even to exercise their talents. 
The ambition, the warlike spirit, or the indignation of the third 
Rameses, roused by the rebellion of the eonquered provinces of 
Asia which had heen subdued and rendered tributary by b 
victorious predecessor nore awak nt ge 
of his countrys and, as it frequently happens that great mil 

1 convulsions, produ 
Wwe are not surprised that the success which 

should have benefited the arts. ‘The same 
applies, and in a greater degree, to the glorious era of 

ii and his son; and at no period of Egyptian history did the 
Pharaohs attain greater celebrity, or the arts r 

higher degree of perfection, than in the reign of the Great 

     

  

  

  

  

       
ned the dorm       

       
  e great develop- 

     
       
     

    
Rameses. 4B 

As soon as the third Rameses had returned from his successful 
expedition into Asia, sculpture and painting were called upon to 
commemorate the triumphs he had gained, and to record the 

of his country on the walls of 
‘The sculptures in the palace-temple of Medeenet Haboo, 

ereeted by this monarch, display a degree of spirit which is only 
surpassed in those of his great namesake and predecessor 
little do they fall short of the style of that period that few who 
have not entered into the real feeling of Egyptian drawing ean 
observe in what their inferiority consist 

In order that the reader may form some idea of the nature of 
the subjects represented on the walls of the Egyptian temples, 
and the profusion of painted sculptures with which they were 

uented, I shall introduce a description of the palace-temple 
of Rameses HI. at Medeenet Haboo, from my 
‘Thebe 

+On the ¢ 
is bon 

       

     
    

  

nd so   

  

     
    

   

    

    

  

    
  Egypt and   

    
st or northeast wall (of the inner area), Rameses 

is shrine or canopy, seated on a throne, ornamented 
with the figures of a lion and a sphinx, whieh is preceded 
hawk? Behind him stand two figures of Truth and Justice, 
with outspread wings. Twelve Egyptian princes, sons of the 

king.‘ bear the shrine; officers ® wave labella around the monarel 

                  
       

     

         

     
uished by ire er 
uy   

Thate ven iy“ Maria ero? pei.
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  erdotal order, attend on either si 
Four others follow; then six of the sons 

fe two seribes and 
ry class, bearing stools and the steps of the 

“In another line are members of the stcerdotal onde 
other of the king’s sons, fan-bearers, and military seribes 

rd of soldiers bringing up the rear of the 
Before the shrine, in one line, march six officers, bearing scep- 
tres and other insignia; in another, as 

  

      
  

       
      

  

  

We reads aloud the 
contents of a scroll he holds unfolded in his hand, preceded by 

id two distinguished persons of the 
The rear of both these lines is 

g round towards the shrine, 
1a band 

  

  

two of the king's sons 
military and. priestly ord 
closed by a pontiff! wh 
burns ineense before         

  

          
         

posed of the trumpet, drum, double-pipe, and other instruments, 
with choristers, forms the van of the procession. 

+The king, alighted from his throne, otic priest before       
    the stat 

  

Khem, or Amenra generator; and, still wear- 
he presents libations ai nse before the altar, 
with flowers and o table offerings. ‘The 

god, attended by offi ig label i 
ain, covered with rich drapery, by twenty-two priests; 

behind it follow others, bringing the table and the altar of the 
atue is the sacred bull, followed by th 

“lower country.” Apart from the 
jeen, as a spectator of the eere 

e reads a scroll he has unfolded. A priest 
ineense to the white \l another, 
ings up the rear of a long procession of 

ds, images, and other sacred emblems, 

  

   
   

  

   

ng his helmet’ 
whieh is loade 

  

    

      

   
      

   

        

   

    

  

         
    

  

  

  

nd before t       
    

  

to the coronation of the king, 
e is said to have “put on the crown of 

the upper and lower co which the birds, flying to the 
fon sides of the world, are to annonnee to the gods of t 
north, east, and west. Such appears to be the meaning of this 
ceremony, rather than the trévmph of the kings and the presence 

      
    

a Nett eldest somof th king Mfg de Pe atthe recut dar,             Champion supponce. 2 Hero ee (eth fou nds au 18 Mark xi She insert thew arriniiey ume 27; Maus sete ae @ Wo) tam ine betians ihe salle ones fans or liye debted foe ae Gonsietion ofthe part of   Flabela of'astilie Kind are eared be: ftto M. Ch   lions letter
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of Rameses, wearing for the first time the above-mentioned 
crown, and the great analogy between this and part of the text 
‘of the Rosetta Stone, fully justify this opinio 

“In the next compartment the president of the assembly reads 
a long invocation, the contents of which are contained in the 

phic inseription above; and the six ears of corn! whieh 
‘once more wearing his helmet, has ent with a golden 

priest toward the deity. The white 
westors are deposited in. his 

    

    

   
     

    

  

   

   

  

      
      

  

cof Amen Khem, the queen still witness- 
  

  

  

   
libation made by Rameses to the statue of the god. 

“In the lower compartment, on this side of the templl 
wession of thearks of Amenra, Mut, and Khonsu (the 

triad), which the ki 
comes to meet. In 

      
ean 

whose ark is also carried? before him, 
nother part the gods Abtant and Hat pour 

alternate emblems of life and power over the king; and, on the 
south wall, he is intro r al divinities into the p 
ence of the patron deities of the templ 

“In the upper part of the west wall Rameses makes offerin 
to Pthah Sol in another compartment he 

se to the ark of ; and near this is a tablet 
relating to the offerings made to the deity. ‘The ark is 
then borne by sixteen priests, with the pontiff and another of 
the sacerdotal order in attendance. 

wg afterwards joins in another procession formed by 
is and four chiefs, behind whom two priests turn 

round to offer incense to the monarch. ‘The hawk, 
the emblem 

of the king, or of Horus, precedes them, and eighteen priests 
ry the sacred emblem of the god Nefur Atmu, which usually 

ss the ark of Sokari. 
south wall marehes a long proce 

         

    
          

    

     

    

         
  

    

           

    

   ans, who precede the 
of the deity, is not introduc: 

forms part of the religious pomp of the cor 
and, from the cireumstanee of the king here wearing the pslent, 
it is not impossible it may also allude to his coronation. 

“The commencement of the interesting historical subjects of 
Medeenet Haboo is in the southwest corner of this court, on the 

     

  

. perhaps 
  

     
    

  

    

  

    
1A St emblem foran agricultural people. 2 Rosetta Stone.
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Here Rameses, standing in his ear, which 
ry into the midst of the enemy’s 

flying infantry. ‘The Egy 

inner face of the towe 
his horses at full speed 
ranks, discharges his arrows 
tian chariots join in the pursuit; a allies! assist 
{in slaughtering those who oppose them, as captive 

‘The right hands of the slain are then cut off as trophies of victory. 
“The sculptures on the west wall are a continuation of the 

scene. ‘The Egyptian princes and generals eonduct the “eaptive 
chiefs” into the presence of the king. He is seated at the back 
of his ear, and the spirited horses are held by his attenda 

ot. Large heaps of hands are placed before him, whieh an 
officer counts, one by one, as the other notes down their number 
on a scroll; each heap containing three thousand, and the total 
indicating the returns of the enemy’s slain. The number of. 
captives, reckoned 1000 in each line, is also mentioned in the 
hieroglyphies above, where the name of the Rebo ® points ont the 
nation against whom this war was carried on. ‘Their flowing 
dresses, striped horizontally with blue or green bands on a wl 
ground, and their long hi 
character of n nation in the vicinity of Assyria 
Persia, as their inds us of the Rhibii of Ptolemy, whom 
he places near the Caspian and the north bank of the Oxus. . . « 
A long hierogylphic inseription is placed over the king; and a 
still longer tablet, occupying a great part of this wall, refers to 

the exploits of the 
fifth yea 

“The 
wall. 
in his 

    

  

        
    

      

  

      

  

   
        

  

    

    

   

  

        
  

    

   

      

   

  

oners he has made, 
being boimd to the 

and the several 
allies, under 

   

    

     

  

  

the command of th 
step and in the elose ar 
king. He arrives at Thebes, and presents hi 
and Mut, the deities of the city, who compliment him as usual 
on the vietory he has gained, and the overthrow of the enemy he 
has “trampled beneath his feet.” 

marehing in regular 
of disciplined troops, accompany their 

captives to Amenra   

  

2 The same whom this monarch is resented ax having’ Yanguished tn another Tatlesseete of this temp    
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+n the north wail th 
gods, and below is an o: 
procession of the king’ssons and daughters. 

«diate successors, bear the asp or 
majesty, and have their kingly ovals added to th 5 

arrest the attention of the 
ion of the traveller, those of the 

no less interesting in an historical 
nnd east walls are covered with a 

    s offerings to different 
amental kind of border ; composed of a 

E 
      

            

  

   

   

   

  

exterior of this buildin 
point of view, and the 
profusion of the most varied and instructive subjects. 

‘At the northeast extremity of the end wall a trumpeter 
assembles the troop the king as he y 
In the first ec st side Ramese: 
slow pace 
by his troops. 
us of the account 

  

    
  

   who s        

  

       
   

  

running at the side of the ho 
iven of Ox as, who Ww: 

al: and another 
ig the se 

             
    

  

    

     tures of 
the second Rameses. 

*Sreond compartment. —He contin 
leading the va 
attack. 

“Third compartment. —The Rebo await the Egyptian in 
vaders in the open field; the king presses. forw: 
and, drawing his bow, gives the 
regiments of Egyptian archers, in close array, 

nt points and harass them with show 
ots rush to the charges and a body 

n the combat hand to 
ni ily before their viet 

  

   march, his troops 
and a trumpeter summons them to form for the   

  

  

    
     

        

          

   

  

   

   
   

        

Some thousands 
lon the field, whose hands. being eut off, are brought 

soldiers as proofs of their success. ‘Three 
thousand five hundred and thirty-five hands and tongues form 

nd two other heaps, and a third 
  

   "Fgh Sith» paging 
Tee partcnlarly devote. theif Asiatic spol as age alt torn 
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Ja th 
troops. 

  trophies of vietory, ‘The lights from his chariot, 
and distributes rewards to h 

‘In the next compartment the kin 
draw up an account of the number of spe: 
‘other arms taken from the enemy, which are laid before them; 
and mention seems to be made in the hieroglyphies of the horses 
that have been captured. 

*Rameses then proceeds in his ear, having his bow and sword 
in one hand and his whip i ig that his march 
still lies throu, The van of his army is 
composed of a body intry in close order, 
preceding the royal ear, (other similar 
‘corps form the flan . 

hey are again summoned by sound of trumpet to the attack 
of another Asiatic enemy :! and, in the next compartment, the 

;yptian monarch gives oylers for the charge of the hostile 
army, whieh is draw plain, Assisted by their 

people armed with round 
they fall upon the undisciplined troops of 

er a short coniliet are routed, and retreat in 
Th eape with their 

yptians, and retire in 
The flying chariots denote the 

of the gener and the conquerors pursue the 
interior of the country. Here, while passing a larg 

ass, the king is attacked by several lions one of which, 
stixed with darts and arrows, he lays breathless beneath his 

horse's feet; another attempts to fly towards the jungle, but, 
receiving a lust and fatal wound, writhes in the agony of 
approaching death.’ A third springs up from be 
and the hero prepares to receive it and check its fury 

     's military seeretaries       
, bows, swords, and   
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spear. 

5 supposed this to repre: anole hae dscns mania which gust Welave regent kaown 
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(the march of the Egyptian 
retana, the Sha... . anda third 

n and are but 

    

  

   
“Below this group is represen 

army, with their allies, the 
armed with elubs, whose fo 

  

    
        

  

   

   

  

rapid t, take 
hips of a maritime nation,! to whose country they 

fe retired fi ptians attack th 
4 fleet of galleys... ing down their opponents, 

ved in boarding the prisoners. One 
of the hostile galleys is upset: and the sli 
the archers and spearmen on the prow 
the few who resist. ‘The king, tramplin 
of the enemy, and, aided by a corps of bowmen, ( 
the shorea continued shower of arrows: and his attendants stand 
ata short distance with his chariot and horses, and await his 

Below this seene, the conquering army leads in triumph 
the prisoners of the two nations they have eaptured in the nayal 
fight, and the ed hands of the are laid in h 
before the military chiefs In the next compartn 
the king distributes rew vietorious troops, and, then 
proceeding to Egypt, he conducts in triumph the captive Rebo 
and ‘Tsekkara, whom he offers to the ‘Theban triad, Amen, Mut, 
and Konshu, 

“In the compartments above these historical scenes the 
\gs to the gods of Egypt; and, on the 

|, to the south of the second 

  

    
  

    

    

   

    

     
  

    
  

     
            

     

      
  

    
    

      
     

  

   

   

  

the king, alighted from his chariot, 
spear and shield, and trampling on the pros 

my, whom: 

  

   bodies of the slain, bes 
he forees to sue for pe 
surrounded by water. ‘The Egyptiai the woody, 
country which surrounds it, probably to form testudoes and 

ddders for the assaut .e ave applied by their comrades to 
the walls; and, while they reach their summit, the gates are 
broken open, and th yy are driven from the ramparts, or 
precipitated over the parapet by the victorious assailants, who 
amnounee by sound of trumpet the capture of the place. 

  

  

          
      

      

    

1 The Shaintana; past of the same people’ sogemio Jona the Reyne Seales Ser [ath wt othe ‘expreston maritime 
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“In the third compartment, on the north face of the first 
. two lange towns, the upper one of which 

h but little resistance, the Egyptian troops hayi 
entered it and gained possession of the citadel. In the lower one 
the tervified inhabitants are engaged in rescuing their children 
from the danger by raising them from the plain 
beneath to the ramparts of the outer wall. ‘The last pieture 
ocoupies the upper or north end of the east wall, where the 
king presents his prisoners to the gods of the temple. ‘The 

all is covered by a large hieroglyphical tablet, 
ng offerings, made in the different months of the year, by 

Rameses IL 
This to give an idea of the profusion of sculpture 

on the walls of an Egyptian temple. The whole was colored 
and this variety served as a relief to the otherwise son 

earance of massive str 
ryptian temples. All the 

painted ; and though a person unaccustomed to see the walls of a 
ge building so decorated might suppose the effet to be far 

from pleasing, no one who understands the harmony of colors 
that they perfectly understood their distribution 

nd proper combinations, and that an Egyptian temple was 
greatly improved by the addition of painted sculptures. 

Ina la scale as the p 
ntion of a large temple whose de 

fe the general effect of this kind of ehiaro- 
be conveyed of some of the parts from 

   
       

    
     

      

          

    

      

    

          

     
    

   

    

    

   

   

  

  

         ese impossible 
to given     

    

seuros but an idea 
the capitals of the col 

‘The introduetion of color 
the Egyptians: it was common to the Etrurians, and even to the 

For though the writings of 
ided evidence of the practice is 

Lin support of it from Vitrw d Pansanias.? 
re neither satisfetory nor conclusive, the fuct of color having 

been found on the monuments of At Sicily is so well 
authenticated, that no doubt can be entertained of eer 

  

  

ture was not peculiar to 
     Gre 

de 
addi 

cient authors afford no 

  

      

    
      

    

    

    

  

    Blin. nf 6 wekere he again metioos Pannen} sil    
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t, of Greek temples, of the oldest and even of the best 
periods, having been paint 

In the temple of T 
seen on the ground of thi 

detail 
nembers of the 

above the interior of the peristy 
Panathenaie proc is blue. ‘The propylwva of the 

ropolis, the Ionie temple on the Hissus, and the Choragie 
monument of Lysi so offer traces of color; and vestiges 
of red, blue, and green have been discovered on the metopes of « 
temple at Selinus ly. by Messrs. Angell and Haris, 
excavated and examined the site of thi 
In one of these Min 

    

   

    

      

      

Athens vestiges of colors are 
the figures themselves, and 

    

      

         

  
    

     
  

    
  

     
‘lored devices, and the whole ground of this 

and two other of the metopes is red. 
Red and blue seem to have been generally used for the 

ground; and these two, with green, were the principal eolors 
introduced in Greek architecture, many members of which were 
also gilt, as the shields, guttw, and other prominent details: and 
many suppose that the shafts of columns were always white, the 
colored parts being confined to the entablature and pediment 

In Egyptian buildings, indeed, it sometimes happened that 
the shafis of columns were merely covered with white stuc 
without any ornament, and even without the usual line of 
hieroglyphies; and the same custom of coating certain kinds of 

stone with stuceo was common in Greece. ‘The Egyptians always 
put this layer of stueco, or paint, over stone, whatever its qualit 
might be, and we are surprised to find the beanti 
obelisks and other monuments eoncealed 
the sculptures engraved upon them being also ti 
green, blue, red, or other color, and freq 
same throughout. 

they employed sandstone, it was absolutely 
it with a surfice of a smoother and. less 

e,to prevent the color being too readily imbibed 
Jeareous composition was 
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Arehiteet on Arctitectes 
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    was applied. When the subject was 
wlio, the stone 

laid on before the pai 
seulptured, either in relief or 

after the figures were eut, with the same substance, to receive 
the final coloring; and it had the additional advantage of ena- 
Dling the artist to finish the figures and other objects with a 
precision and delicacy in vain to be expected on the rough and 
absorbent surface of sandstone. 

he Egyptians mixed their paint with water, and it is prob- 
able that a little portion of gi |. to render 
it more tenacious and adhesive il red, 
green, and blue adopted; aw all subjects, and 
in all parts of + when black 
was introduced, yellow was added to counteract or harmonize 
with it; and in like m 
genial companion. 

In the examination of the minting the walls, 
while at Thebes, I was led to the conjecture, that the reds and 
yellows were ochres; th sand greens metallic 
pared from copper: the black an ivory or bor 
white a finely-levigated and prepared lime. 
favored wit ght by me 

hhad the kindness to make, and 
ig able to introdu 

blue, red, black, yellow, and white. 
1 pigment, seraped from the painting in distemper, 

ists the solvent action of muriatie acid, but becomes thereby 
of a brilliant blue color, in consequence of the abstraction of 
small portion of yellow ochreous matter. ‘The residuary blue 
powder has a sandy texture; and when viewed in the miero- 
scope is seen to 6: tiles of blue glass. On 

  

     
     

    
       

     

        
    

   
  

  

    

ier they sought for every hue its con-     

colors          
     

          

      

  

  

  

  

  

  

         

    

eet ca ealipalite olGHi ome tua 
excess, the presence of copper becomes manifest. 

fain portion of precipitate fell, which, being dissolved in 
muriatic acid and tested, proved to be f iron. We may 
hence conclude that the green pigm mixture of a little 
ochre with a pulverulent glass, made by vitriiying the oxides 
of copper and iron with sind and soda. The vitreous gree 
coat upon the simall Osiris figures, so numerous in the Egyptia 

times, is a similar composition. 
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“The green color, washed from the stone with a sponge 
afterwards evaporated, consists of blue glass in. powder, mixed 
with a little cehre, and particles of colorless glass, to which it 
‘owes its brighter hue. 

e blue! pigment seraped from the stone is a pulver- 
ulent blue glass of like composition, without the ochreous 
admixture, brightened with a little of the chalky matter used 
in the distemper preparation 

+3. The red pigment obtained by washing the colored stone 
in the tombs of the kings with a wet sponge, and evaporating 
the liquid to dryness, when treated with water evinees the 
presence of glutinous gummy 1 It dissolves readily, in 
a great measure, in muriatic nnd affords muriates of iron 
and alumina. It is merel thy bol 

+4. The black pigment, washed off the stone in the same 
manner with a sponge, is not affected by digestion in rectified 

tains, therefore, no bitumen. It softens in 
2: liquid, 

     
    

      

       

  

    

  

        
       

    
petroleum, and. 0 
hot water immediately, 
whieh evidently eo laginous matter. 
When exposed to a red heat, upon a slip of platinum, it takes 
fixe, and burns with a fleeting white flame. ‘The remaining 
natter is difficult to incinerate, even under the blowpipe, and 

then leaves a bulky grey ash. This n dissolves, with 
ry little eff in hot muriatie acid. When ammonia 

is dropped into this solution it causes a bulky precipitate, whi 
does not redissolve in exeess of solution of potash. These 
phenomena show the pigment in question to be bone-black 
(nixed with a little gum). By another experiment, I found in 
it traces of iron. 

+5. The white pigment, seraped from the stone 
of the kings is nothing buta very pure chalk, con 

y alumina, and a mere trace of iron, 
46. The yellow pigment is a yellow iron ochre. 

sculptures on all large monuments were 
f and, as usual, at every period, j + obel 

rved in hard stone? some fimeral tablets 

    
   

   

  

        

  

   

  

    
  

            

  

      

  

the tombs 
1g hardly 

  

          

  

   
  

   
  and everytl 

  

    

  

   
   
   

In principle Ith the fate cyan of      
tive relleh ut they ste rete the 
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and other simall objects being i 
in vogue until the time of Ran 
intaglio generally on large mor 

nak and the M 
The reliefs were little 
had generally a flat surf 

off, in efleet far surpassing the in 
that the best epoch of art, whe 
their zenith, should have 
too, would have improved 
that period. 

Intaglio continued to be generally employed until th 
cession of the 26th Dynasty, when the low relief was again intro- 
duced ; and in the monuments of Psammatichus and Amasis are 

merous instances of the revival of the ancient style. This 
was afterwards universally adopted, and no return to intaglio 
on large monuments was attempted, either in the Ptolemaic or 

‘ods. 
faglio introduced by Rameses may, perhaps, be de- 

lio rilievato, or relieved intaglio. ‘The sides of 
incavo, which are perpendicular, are cut to a considerable 

depth, and from that part to the eentre of the figure (or whatever 
is represented) is a gradual swell, t ing frequently 
ona level with the surface of the v all the parts of 

atures, or deviees are deli «painted; and 
the perpendicular sides are ornamented in a cor 

1, by continuing upon th 
In the reign of Rameses IIL 

the intaglios, whieh, as I ready observed, 
carving th to a great depth, while th 

fmed graduaily from the surface of the wail till 
ost part of the intaglio ; 

done iphies, in order to enabl 
imi ly ul close to the w. 
sculptured, to distinguish 
the perpendi 

It was a peeul 
suecessors of Ramesi 

intaglio. ‘This style continued 
ses IL, who began to introduce 

nents, and even his~battle- 
mnonium are exeented in this 

ised above the level of the 
1, the edges softly rounded 
lio ; and it is to be regretted 

gn and execution wer 
doned a style so superior, which, 

1 proportion to the advancement of 
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     are found, to the age of hat monareh, Af 

encouragement appears to have been given to the arts: the 
subjects represented on the few monuments of the epoch inter- 
vening between his death and the succession of the 26th Dynasty 

subjects, in which no display 
records of Sheshonk’s victories at 

ng of the vigor of former 
style or in the mode of treating the subject. 

‘After the accession of the 26th Dynasty some attempt was 
made to revive the arts, whieh had been long neglected; and, 
a ee eer ene the wealth of 

    

  

    

  

    
  

  

  

Karnak 
eithe 

    

    

  

    ment. ed in many parts of Bgypt, 
    and beautified with rich sculpture: the city of Sais, the royal 

residence of the Pharaohs of that dynasty, was adorned with the 
ut nil extensive additions were made to the 
temples of ‘0 those of the distant Thebes.? 

‘The fresh impulse thus given to art, was not without effect: 
the sculptures of that period exhibit 

ght even induce some 

    

    

  

    

  

   

  

     

  

jider them equal to the 

  

ier age; and in the tombs of the Assaseét, 
‘To    

  

at Thebes, 
those, how 
school, it is evident, 

ble spec 
nderstand the true feeling of this pecu 

‘t though in minuteness and finish they 
yhest commendation, yet, in grandenr of 

boldness of execution, they fall far short of 
the sculptures of Osirei? and the second Rameses. 

In forming an opinion of the different styles of Egyptian 
sculpture, it is frequently difficult for an unpraetised eye to 
decide upon their peouliar merits, or their respective 

as this been more fully demon: 
ery one aequa 

1 he struck at first sight with the very modern 
in of this monument; and the position of 

the hierogylphies shows that the n jorant of the 
subject he was treating. I should, therefore, not have thought it 

necessary to notice so palpable had not the learned 
Winkelmann censured Bishop Warburton fora judicious remar! 
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1 The favorite material of the period play of that anatomical knowledge ofthe 
yeas Ins ean green cepa the—o der efforts of Exp Et variety. There a area supmeness ‘aon of propertion, fd softs nthe limbs but motte die oe          
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in which he is borne out \l for which he deserves great 
credit. ‘1 cannot help,’ nkelmann,! here noti 

error of Warburton, who advances, that the famous Isiae 
aid with figu 
1 is destitute of 

ise it suited his own system. Be it as it 
nit has all the character of the most ancient 

must be done to the judgment of 
k of this kind, made by a person 

nit weight to pass 

     
      

  

ble of      

    

and he only appears to 

  

  

    

sputation, is of too gi   
  

  ion of Cambyses, as T have alzeady stated, struck 
deathblow to the arts in Egypt. Sculptors, painters, and 

rtisans of every description, were taken from their country, and 
t to Persia by the vietors to embellish th mel 

enemies with the records of thei nisfortunes ; and in spite 
of the encouragement afterwards given by the Ptolemies, the 
spark of genius, then so nearly extinguished, could not be re- 
Kindled, and Egypt was doomed to witness the total decadence 
of those arts for which she had been long renowned 
‘The sculptures of the Ptolemaic period are coarse and heavy 
deficient in grace and spirit, and totally wanting in the charact 
of the true Egyptian school, at the same time that they parta 
of nothing Greek either in form or feeling; for the Egyptia 
never borrowed any notions on those points from the for 
with whom they had so long an intercomse throughout the 
period of Greek and Roman? rule. ‘The seulptures executed in 
the time of the Ciesars are still more degraded in every respect 

1 so low did they fall at this period, that many do not claim a 
rank above those of the hublest village tombstone. Still the 
architecture continued to be gr many of 
the monuments of a Ptolemaic and Roman era merit a better 
style of sculpture. 

“Architecture? as T have elsewhere observed? ‘more de- 
pendent on adherence to c« 
naturally less. speedily 
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2 Winkelmann, «Hist del'Ar Hb. es 4 

  

  ‘There are very few states ex cexcopt al, tnomarehs of the Ptolemae feria, and they al show the great i Bice of Greek’ art ad ype. he: base 
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ingenuity of its professors; and as long as encouragement was 
held out to their exertions, the grandest edifices might be con 
structed from mere imitation, or from the knowledge of the means 
necessary for their execution. But this could never be the ¢ 
with seulpture, which had so many more requisites than previo 
example or long-established enstom: be at- 
tained by the routine of mechanism, or the servile imitation of 
former models. 

It is remarkable that the architecture even of the early time 
of Usertesen far excelled the sculpture of that day; and the 
grace and simplicity of the grottoes at Beni-Hassan, which eall 
to mind in their elegant columns the Dorie character, must be 
highly admired, even though seen amidst the grandeur of the 
monuments of Rameses. These columns are 3 feet 4 inches in 

  

  

    
could succes 

     
      

     
   

      

  

that their depth does not exc 
which is not hollowed into a groove, is left for the introduetion 
of a column of hieroglyphies. 

he roofs of some of the grott 

        

   

    

a slight segm 
T have had occasion to observe, was probably ki 
at this early periods and it is remarkable that the walls 
stained and sprinkled with color to give them the 
of red gr ‘This is the general ter of the larger and 
northernmost grottoes; the others differ, both in the form and 
style of the columns, and in their general appearances but the 
transverse section of one of them will suffice to show the elegance 

      
    
      

   

  

  

  

  

    

1 Woodeut No. 423, Age. 2 and. 
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   n liew of are 
the simplicity of 

  

of their depressed pediment — which extends, 
trave, over the columns of the interior — 
their general effect. 

‘The most favorite Egyptian capitals! were those in form of 
the full-blown waterplant, supposed by some to be the papyrus. 
which was emblematic of the lower country, and the unopened 
bud of the same, or of the lotus; and that this last gave the 

idea of the Dorie capital is not improbable, since, by 

      

    

        

  

      

  

{he porn of the mother rottoes of Bent Tassan,    

    
    

  

removing the upper part 
presents the sam 

    nd bringing down the abacus, it 
we as the early Greek style, 
senlpture, and of the 

Egypt, we can for 
ome down to us of a PI 

ts were at their zenith 

    
     

    

    

  

    
   

   
   

    

  co to 
ate opinion, 

orof tha 
: but that 

rls is shown, 
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.ermrinent of the Bh Men, 
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engaged on ure, representing a calf and an antelope over= 
taken by adog. ‘The painter holds his brush in one hand, and 
his palette or saucer of color i 
boards stand upright, there is n 
steady or support the hand. 

        

   

No.4 Artie plating on boar and coloring gure. the wont a, pant 

Mention is made of an Egyptian painting by Herodotus? 
who tells us that Amasis sent a portrait of himself to Cyrene, 
probably on wood; and some, of uncertain period, have been 
found in the tombs of Thebes. Three of these are preserved in 
the British Museum, but they are evidently of Greek time, and, 
perh: fter the conquest of Egypt by the Romans. It 
is therefore vain to speculate on the nature of their painting. or 
their skill in this branch of art: and though some of the portraits 
taken from the mummies may prove that encaustic painting with 
wax and naphtha were adopted in Egypt, the time when it 
was first known there is uncertain, nor can we conclude from a 
specimen of Greek time that the sume was practised in a 
Pi 

  

  

  

      
  

  

    
  

        

    

   y states,   Pi his chapter_on_Inventio 
Lydian, was the earliest painter in Bgypt s and E 
of Dedalus, according to Aristotle, the first we 
‘Theophrastus thinks, Polygnotus the Athe But the 
ing represented at Beni-Hassin evidently dates before any 

those artists. Pliny, in another place. says, ‘The origin of 
ing is uncertain: the Egyptians pretend that it was invented bj 

seid into Greece ; a vain boa 
Temust, however, he admitted that ali the 

     

   
   

    

      
    

  

    
them 6,000 years before it p:   

everyone will allow.    

  

5 Herod. 192 2 Phin. vio, 2 Dine sxxe" 3 He alo mentions fine drawings asa snvention of th 
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arts were cul ‘gypt long before Greece existed as a 
nation ; and the remark he afterwards makes}! that painting was 
unknown at the period of the Trojan war, can only be applied 
to the Greeks, as is shown by the same unquestionable authority 

Hassan, of the remote era of Usertesen, who lived up- 
wards of 1700 years before our era, between five and six hune 
dred years previous to the taking of Troy 

The skill of the Egyptian artists in drawing bold and clear 
outlines, is, perhaps, more worthy of admiration than anything 
connected with this branch of art, and I have had occasion to 
notice the freedom with which the figures in the unfinished part 
of Belzoni’s tomb at Thebes are sketched. I have also noticed? 
the manner in which they began those drawings previous to 
their being sculptured and painted. 

‘The walls having been ruled in red squares, “the position of 
the figures was decided by the artist, who traced them roughly 
with a red color; and the dranghtsman then carefully sketched 
the outlines in black, and submitted them to the inspection of 
the former, who altered (as appears in some few instances here) 
those parts which he deemed deficient in proportion or correct- 

1 in that state they were left for the chisel 
Sometimes the squares were dispensed 

's were drawn by the eye, which appears to 
heen the case with many of those in the tomb here alluded to. 

In some pictures we observe certain conventional rules of 
drawing which are singular, and perhaps confined to the Bgyp- 
tians and Chinese, an instance of which may be seen in the 
frontispiece to my «Mater oglyphica.’ ‘The subject repre- 
sents Amen-ra, the god of Thebes, seated on his throne, and 
presenting the emblem of li es the Great, who s 
before him. ‘The deities Kho Bubastis are also p 
Phe god bei sidered the pri re, every means 
used to prevent the intervention of any object whic con 
ceal or break through its outline: the leg, therefore, of the king, 
though in reality eom front, is placed behind his foots but 
as the base of the throne is of less importance than the leg of the 
king, the latter is continued unbroken line to the bottom 
of the pieture; and the same is observed in his hand, whieh, 
being an object of more consequence in the subject than the tail 

of the deity, is not subjected to any interruption. ‘The Egypt 
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2 Pn, xxv 8, at the end, “Egypt anil Thebes, p17
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fe objects : 
being shown one bel . 

above the other, on the perpendicular wall. 
(Of the quality of the pencils the 

ing it is diffieult to form any opinio 

  

       

    

   

    

  

il for drawing and ps 
nerally employed 
have been found 

  

   
to the seribes ; and with 

these, too, they probably 
sketched the 

\d black upon the stone 
or stucco of the walls. To 
put in the y 
suppose ti 
some kind were used: but 

es in red 

  

   

    

at brushes of 

the minute seale on whieh 
eee ret cata the subjects are indicated 
  

in the seulptures prevents 
our deciding the question. 

Habits among men of similar occupations are frequently 
even in the most distant countries: and we find it w 

usual. fi 
artist or seribe 
his reed pencil bel 
his 

    

   
     

  

when en 
ing the effect of 
  ged in 
        

his pai or lis 

  

to a person on business, 
s in the modern studio 

he counting-house of 
uropean town, 

Painters and. sevibes 
deposited their writing 
implements ina box 

with a pendent leather top, which wes tied up with a loop or 
handle or strap was fi to the side to enable 

it more conveniently. Their ordinary wooden. 
jet was furnished with two or more cavities for holding the 

ibe in the centre containing the pens or reeds; and 
frequently written at the back of it 

  

      

    

     
          

  ta 
colors,     

  

       alte dak they were frayed at one ses of sees ad 
ere tse for sour ofthe coarser painting of the walls 8. B 
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  not   when a Tange piece of papyrus, or the wooden slab,! wai 
required. 

OF the 
houses T have alv 
made of ernde br 

mploy 
Jin a simple mould, freq 

and the m1 

ehitecture, plans, and distribution of their dwwelling- 
dy treated, and also of the great use they 

Jk for this purpose; those burnt in a kiln being 
pt in damp situations? ‘The bricks were 

nily bea nt 
ber of persons employed in their x 
unted for by the great demand for those 

es and ordinary 
lly to the temples anil 

ions but this has been 
enue 

  

      
  

  

  

   
    

   

  

        
facture is readily   

   
       

  

construction of dwell 
Duildings, stone being confined princi 
other monuments connected with reli 
already noticed, and I now 
brick in connection with the arch. 

Thave frequently had occasion to mi 
the arch and have shown that it existed of br 
Amenophis: the year 1540 before our 
stone in the time of the second Psammatichns, 
miguestod the probability of itsbaving owed 

1 quantity of wood in Egypt, and the consequent expense of 
ing with timber, and ha elude from the 

were made in 

    

          

   

      

  

nd of 

  

     
   

        

ventured to co     

Joseph, wh 
The age 

Arsinoi nome is unknown. Herodo 
those mate by Asye 
decessor of Anysis, the contemporary of Saba 

       

  

   

  

     

    es the pn 
o, thus limiting its 

sequently 
Thave observed, making it posterior to those of Thebes, wh 
were erected about the period of the 18th Dynasty 

It is, however, far more probable that long period inter 
between the reigns of Asychis and Anysis; and that the 
ived many agi 

  

       

  

   
  

    

       

   
     

     
  rude brgks were lane rote on _varione mnyrus for feters rolgious  eomigon fa fn ptier wate reused Hab 

  

   

    

‘ther tare'or ele covered wit 
ts 
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successor of Mycerinus, the son of Cheops; and the ruinous 
crumbled app of the brick pyramids of Dashoor fully 

ies the opi it they were erected very soon after the 

  

   jon t 
            

     

    

    

sar which they stand, and to which the inseription 
‘of Asychis forbade the speetator to compare them. They have 

chambers, the lower parts of whose side walls are still visi- 
ble; and we may be permitted to conclude that they were 

  

arched like those of ‘Thebe 
If, then, the brick pyramids of Memphis were er 

suecessor of the son of Cheops, and the 
suppose, vaulted, the invei 
nearly 700 rr to thi 

  

  

  

  

‘wish to insists the present, be s 
that tl 1g Was in common use 
and rejo ‘of Amenophis I. has been preserved on 
the stucco coating the interior of a vaulted tomb at Thebes, to 
announce nce the ineredulity of a seeptie.t 

‘The appearance and position of other tombs in the vieinity of 
the Ptolemaic temple of Dayr el Medeeneh at Thebes had always 

winced me that their vaulted roofs were of the time of 
nd his immediate successors; 

nn this point myself, I could find no ni 
opinion, or to just its assertion, u 
my way the buildi question? while prosecuting my 
searches there in 1827; and another tomb has since been dis- 
covered of similar construction, which presents the ovals of the 

    menophi 

    

   
      

  

    

   
     370 years 

  

    
  

  

    
however satis- 

to sanction my 
ecidlent threw in 

       
    

   
      

     
    

    

    

      

‘The pyramids of Gebel Birkel (Napata) and Dunkalah 
(Merog) are of uncertain date; but there is every reason to 
believe them, as well as the small temples attached to their 
front, of an age long anterior to the Ptolemie: Hoskins 

far more nt a 8 and we 
there find stone arches, both round 
are Iuilt with a keystone, on the same principle as our ow! 

At Memphis, too, near the modern village of Saqqéra, is a 

   
    

     

  

      

     

    

Sie Pir ae 
; rs 

    outa stones are aah au some Sree cathe atthe ae GE Nihc Canin erent es a ate Brie tothe avemton othe tad thee 
ofall the tones, 

  

     ton the aajustinent   
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    ted chambers, whose roofs display in 
every part the name and sculptures of the second Psammati 
‘They are efit in the limestone rocks 
roof, which is of a friable nature, they are i 
call it, with an arch, as our modern tune 
stone, and presents La ful 
having a span of 7 feet 10 inches, and a height of 

tomb, with two large 
        

          

secure the   
  

  

      
   

   

inches. 
Numerous erude brick arches, of different dates, exist 

‘Thebes! besides the small pyrainids already alluded to, some 
of which are of very beautiful construction. ‘The most remark- 
able are the doorways of the enclosures surrounding the tombs 

1 the Assaseéf, which are composed of two or more concentric 
jeircles of brick, as well constructed as any of the pres 

‘They are of the f Psammatichus and other pr 
ly before the invasion of 

  

      

      

         

        
    

    

of the 
byses. 

of the arch, and sometimes the builders were contented to put 
1 a piece of stone to fill up the increased space between the 

upper edges of the br In those roofs of houses or tombs 
which were made with less care, and required less solidity, the 
bricks were placed longitudinally, in the direction of the curve 
of the vault, and the lower ends were then eut away considera- 
bly to allow for the greater opening between them} and many 
were grooved at the sides, in order to retain a greater quantity 
of mortar between their united s 

Though the oldest stone arch whose age has heen positively 
ascertained dates only in the time of Psammatichus, we cannot 
suppose that the use of stor yptians 

for that style of building previous to h even if the arches 
of the pyramids in Ethiopia should prove not to be anterior to 
the same era. Nor does the absence of the arch in temples and 
other large buildings exeite ow we consider the 

style of Egyptian monuments: ne who understands the 
character of their architecture sh for its introduction# 

  

    
    

    

    

   

  

      

    

  

      
  

    
         

    
      

  1 One is introduced into wondent No, and pejuicefrbate teven i the small HE it i athe te of te Ones exe 
‘queral Egypt ha completely falen, and with the character of the bud.” See Hre'tast, fou, ad passed ay he! a “Arehitesure of Aucient Hay 
areal preterence for the ‘arch’ was not GW.) ‘liwed to true into her sacred efices 
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In some of the small temples of the Oasis the Romans attempted 
ice of the chambers so con 

rice of Osirei, or 
  this innovation: but the appes 

and the whimsical ca 
Jan imitation of the arch in a temple at 

       structed fails to ple 
Seti I., who introdue 
Abydus, was not followed by any of his si 
building the roof is formed of single blocks 

rehitrave to the other, which, instead of being placed 
ner, stand upon their edges, in order to allow 

essors. In tl 
f stone reachi        

from on 
in the usual 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
      
  

  

          
  

    crate brick pyramid at Thebes, 
    

arch in their thickness; but it has an 
age or utility 

  room for hollowing out 
fect of inconsistency, without the plea of adv: 
Another imitation of the arch occurs in a building at Thebes. 

however, a reason may perhaps be given for its introdue- 
ing in the style of a tomb, and not constructed as an 

Egyptian temple, nor bound to accord with the ordinary rules of 
architecture. ‘The chambers, like those of the tomb of Saqqéra, 
lie under a friable rock, and are cased with masonry, to prevent 
the fall of its erumbling stone; but, instead of being roofed on 
the principle of the arch, they are covered with a number of 
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large blocks placed horizontally, one projecting beyond that 
nmediately below it, till the uppermost two meet in the entre, 

the interior angles being afterwards rounded off to form the 
appearance of a vault. 

‘The date of this bui 500 n.c., consequently 
any years after the Egyptians had been acquainted with the 
t of vaulting; and the reason of their preferring such a mode 

of construction probably arose from their calculating the great 
Aifficulty of repair ured arch in this position, and the 
consequences attending the decay of a si 
one suppose, from the great superin 
the haunches, that this style of b 
and of the usual durability of an 
it ill suited to the purpose for whi 

‘The most ancient buildings in Egypt were constructed of 
mestone, hewn from the mountains bordering the valley of the 

Nile to the east and west, extensive quarries of whieh may be 
seen at El Maasara,! Nesleh Shekh Hassan, El Maabdeh, and 
other places ; and evidence of its being used long before sand- 
stone is derived from the tombs near the Pyramids, as well as 
those monuments themselves, and from the vestiges of old sub- 
structions at Thebes? Limestone continued to be oceasionally 
employed for building even after the succession of the 16th 
Dynasty ;? but so soon as the durability of 

ined, the quarries of Silsilis* were opened, and those 
Is were universally adopted, and preferred for their even 

texture and the ease with which they are wrought. ‘The exte 
of the 4 Silsilis is very great; and, as [have elsewhere 
observed, ‘it is not by the size and scale of the monuments of 
Upper Egypt alone that we are enabled to judge of the stu- 
pendous works executed by the anci hese would 

re the gigantic ruins 
er in existenee. And safely 

in speaking of the 

  

    

    

ng is about     
  

  

      

   

  

         

  

    

  

ine 
ptian fabric, or pronounce 

was erected. 

  

      

  

        

       
      

           
      

    
    ndstone was    

      
  

  

       

  

     

    

    

  

  

      ry quarries, to those of 
sses of any dimensio   ight be hewn from them.”” 

  

      sypt and Thebes, pp, 322 ani 318, the stone of the quarries near Memphis, the < Trot pis mons" 'of Polemy ami probably-of te Maar ils or part of s {ie temple of Sacre tS     

     
(Cggpl and Thebes ‘ant The Aeonples, of the time of Rameses Tl 3 Herons (i ‘ligt ious, taken from glee monuments, reckon 2,000 eis iE 'SHlerodaus says, Amasi even used Gf Anas
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In opening a new quarry, when the stone could not be taken 
from the surface of the rock, and it was necessary to cut into 
the lower part of its perpendicular face, they pierced it with a 
horizontal sh ning with a sqnare trench, and the 
breaking away the stone left in the centre as indicated in wood- 
cut No. 427 by the space u, its height and breadth depending 
of course on the size of the stones required. ‘They then eut the 

around 6, and so on to any extent in a horizontal direction : 
after which they extended the work downwards, in steps, taking 
away & and leaving p for the present, and thus descend 
as they found convenient, or the stone continued good. They 
then returned, and ent away the steps p, &, and all the others, 

reducing each time one step in depth, till at last there remained 
ft X a perpendicular wall and when the quarries were of ver} 
great horizontal extent, pillars were left at intervals to support 
the roof. 

In one of the quarries at El Maasara, the mode of transporting. 
the stone is represented. It is plaved on a sledge, drawn by 

       

       
  

  

  

   
      

  
      

    
    

   
    

   

  

  

    

  

  

0. 

  

oxen, and is 
led to th 

posed to he on its way to the inclined plane that 
I may still be seen a little to 

    
    

  

     

    

Sometim when the blocks were large and 
ponderous, men were employed to ar and those e 
demned to hard labor in the quarries 
to have been required to assist. in movi 
stones,! according to the extent of the 

: and tl 
of Isis at Phil,’ in an inseription at the q 

Gertassy in Nubia, seems to confirm my eonjecture In onde 
keep an account of their progress, they frequently cut the init 

  

    

       

  

   

  

offence, ere they were 
eed 110 stones for 
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of their name, or some private mark, with the number, on the 
rock whence the stone was taken, as soon as it was removed: thus, 
O.XXXILy P Pp. XXXII, and numerous other signs 
fovenr at the quarries of Fateereh. 

‘The blocks were taken from the quarry on sledges; and in a 
grotto behind E’Dayr, a Chr é and 

El Bersheh, is the representation of a colossus,! which a number 
re employed in dragging with ropes s 

interesting, from being of the early age of U 
one of the very few paintings which throw any light on the 
method employed by the Egyptians for moving weights: for it 
is singular that we find no illustration of the mechanieal means 
‘of a people who have left so n 
skill in these matters. 

It is not to be supposed that the colossus was hewn in the 
hill of El Bersheh. ‘This picture, like the 

nnd other subjects represented in 
of the occupations of the 

‘even follow that the 
Bette coitus ten i nasbrougily 

One hundred and seventy-two meng in four rows, of forty 
three each, pull the ropes attached to the front of the sledge 

La liquid, probably grease, is poured froma vase by & person 
standing on the pedestal of the statue, in order to facilitate its 
progress as it slides over the ground; wl 

ed with a bed of planks, though they aren 

     
   

    

     
        
       

    

    sstionable proofs of 

  

   

    

  

les, fowling 

  

   
        

    

r does it, 

  

      
  

  

was probably 
1 indicated i     

   rersons employed in this laborious duty appear 
5 the others are foreign slaves, who are clad in 

the costume of their country: and behind are four rows of 
men, who, though only twelve in number, may be intended to 
represent the set which relieved the others when fatigued. 

Below are persons carrying vases of the liquid, or perhaps 
water, for the use of the workmen, and some implements cou 
nected with the transport of the statue, followed by taskmasters 

with their wands of office. On the knee of the figure stands a 
‘man who claps his hands to the measured ead 

        

        

   
    

"This carious subject was fest 2 + Bayt and Thebes’ p12.           covered he Captains Tnby ‘and Mangles. 2 The'numiber maybe indeiiteg andt From the board we see the statue is of sis probable that more wore really employed 
prvate individual than are adieated inthe palta  
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  evident that, in order that the whole power might be applied at 
the same instant, f this kind was necessary; and the 

li, 
disadvantage among 
«lin pulli 

effort. 
ppears to have been about twenty- 

four feet, includ edestal, and it was of limestone.’ as the 
color and the hieroglyphies inform us. Tt was bound to the 
sledge by double ropes, which were tightened by means of long 
pegs inserted between them, and twisted round until completely 
braced; and to prevent injury from the friction of the ropes 
upon the stone, a compress of leather or other substance was 
introduced at the parts where they 

        

  

  

and many other places. 
the moder sailors of Europe, w 
or in any labor whieh requi 

‘The height of the statue 

      ropes 

    
    

          

    

    
  

       

    

Itis singular that the position of the ring to which all the 
ropes were attached for moving. the 's confined to on 
place at the front of the statue, and did not extend to the back        
part of the sledges but this was owing to the shortness of the 
body, and when of great length it is probable that ropes we 
fixed at intervals along the sides, in order to give an opportunity 

For this purpose 
ngth, as the columns at which 

18} ft. in diameter, certain p 

    

   

  

    
iying a greater moving power.     

locks « 
are about 60 ft. long 
stone were left projec 
4 gun, to which several ropes were attached, 
own set of men, 

       

  

‘ater 
  

   
  

‘mall blocks of stone were sent from the quarries by w: 
different places of dest either in boats or rafts; 

ut those of very large dimensions were dragg: 
(in the manner here represented; and the 

of some shows that the Egyptians were well acquainted 
eal powers, and the mode of applying a locomotive 

with the most wonderful sucess. 
‘The obslisks transported from the quarries of Syene, at the 

aracts, in ititude 24°51 23", to Thebes aud Heliopolis, 

         
    

  

    

  

      

forex 

  

   

    

        

we dance: 1 Sam. x. 
rapes: and he heroes gale Fineyara there ips sg fics either Imestone or sandstone
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it, which is that 
weigh about 
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was brought about 138 miles from the quarry to. 
nds, and those taken to Heliopolis passed over 

space of more than 800 miles. ‘The power, however, to move the 
mass was the same, whatever might be the distances and the 
mechanical skill which transported it five, or even one, would 
sullice for any number of miles. 

In examining the ruins of Western Thebes, and reading the 
statements of ancient writers regarding the stupendous masses of 
granite conveyed by this people for several hundred miles, our 

prise is greatly increased. We find in the plain of Qoorneh 
two eolossi of Amenophis IIL gle block each. forty 

about 11,500 ei 

     
    

    
  

  

        
         

  
         feet in height, which ic feet, and are 

made of a stone not known within several days’ journey of the     
     place; and at the Memnonium is another of Rameses II, which, 

when entire, weighed upwards of 887 tons? and was brought 
from E’Sooan to Thebes, a distance,as before stated, of 138 miles. 
‘This is certainly a surprising nd we cannot rea 
suggest the means adopted for its transport, or its passag 
the river: but the monolithic temple said by Herodotus to h 
been taken from Elephantine to Buto, in the Delta, was still 
larger, and far surpassed in weight the pedestal of Peter the 
Great's statue at St. Petersburg, whi culated at about 

100 tons. He also mentions a monolith at Sais, of which he 
gives the following account: “What I admire still more is a 
monument of a -k of stone, which Amasis transported 
from the city of ‘Two thousand men, of the class 
of boatmen, were employed to bring it, and were occupied three 

years in this arduous task. ‘The exterior length is twenty 
‘eubits(31} feet), the breadth fourteen (22 feet), and the height 
eight (12 feet); and within it measured eighteen cubits twenty 
digits (28 feet 3 inches) in length, 
and five (7} feet) in height. It 
temple, not having been admitted into the building, in co 
sequence, as they sty, of the engineer, while superintending th 
operation of dra 1 aloud, 

hausted with fa ad 

   

  

        
  e of 

      

      

    

     

  

     
   

  

      
            

      

  

      

   

  

      
    

    
  ging it fory 

     

1 One of these is the vocal Mempon, granite rocks stretch from the jateror of 
Bldg) his evden he 8 ent the 

(Exgrt 
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forbade its being taken any further. Some, however, state that 
this was in consequence of a man having been rushed beneath 
it while it with levers.” 

      

  

        
     

   

      

   

       
He ” measurement is given as it lay on the ground; 

his lei properly its height. height the depth from 
the front to the back s for, judgin the usual fo 

  

nis, it was doubtless like that of th 
given in Burton’s Excerpta? thedimen: 

1 feet 9 inches high, 13 feet broad, and 11 feet 7 inehe: 
deep; and internally 19 feet 3 inches, 8 feet, and 8 feet 

Phe weight of the Saite monolith 
pared to that of the colossus of Ri 

the solid contents of the temple of Latona at Buto, our 
ment is unbounded; and we are perplexed to ace 
means employed to 1 mass which, supposing the w 
have been only 6 feet thick — for Herodotus? merely gives 

ty cubits. or 60 fee 

     
  

      

      

    

  

    

    

      
      

    

    
     

  

           

       

    

   

‘The skill 
of immense w 

mechanism is. shown 
ion of lange sto 

S was not confined to the mere 
wonderful knowledge of 

and in the 

  

  

    

  

1 situations 
the introduction of the inclined 

pline. Some of the most remarkable are the lintels and roofing 
stones of the lange temples lofty doorway leading into 
the grand hall of assembly at Ka «with sandstone 
blocks 40 feet 10 inches long, and quare, 

In one of the quaries at is a granite 
obelisk, v ing been broken in the centre after it was 
finished, was left in the exact spot where it had been separated 

‘om the rock. ‘The depth of the q 
entrance to itso narrow, that it was impossible for them to turn 

the stone, in order to remove it by that opening it is, therefore 
ut of the hollow in whieh 

other shafts pre- 

      

   

  

  

    

  

        

    

    

          mderfial mechanical knowledge of the Egyptians: 
y question whether; with the ingenuity and science of     

Plate a 2 Hero 18   
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the present day, our e 
with the same facility as that an ; 

Pliny mentions several obelisks of very 
some of whieh we 
tokens of the empty vanity of man, 

Th ns naturally looker 

  

  

  

    

      

    

fon those monuments with 
          the glorious memory of their monarehs; and at the same time 
perceived that, in buildings constructed as their temples w 
the monotony of numerous horizontal lines required a relief of 
‘this kind ngs did not influence others, and 
few m to Europe, beyond 
the desire of possessing) what requized great difieulty to obtain, 

nd fate 
Twill not pr 

the same strange outra 
have destroyed the eflvet of the most 
nontments hy crowning the apex, which should of eourse term 

nate in a point, with stars, ra whimsical additions ; 
nd, however habit may have recone’ 

monstrosity, every one who unders 
the harmony of lines must obse 
balls and weathercocks on our own spires. 

Pliny? says, that the first Egyptian king who erected a 
obelisk was Mesphres, who held his eourt at Heliopolis, the eity 

he deity to whom they were said to have heen dedi 
cated y others were raised by different monarchs, 
“Rameses” made one 99 feet in height, -on which he emplo 
20,000 workmen. + And, fearing lest the engineer should not 
take sufficient care to proportion the pow 

    

     
  

   
. nt Romans committed 

fe to taste as their modern successors, who 
ful part of these 

      

    

      

     
    (regret the incongruity   

  

   
                

   

       
    

    
  

  

    

   
lls were 18th a Hn Bgnaaties but “destined” aterwants, mt though later obelinks of beat of smaller pwanks tie nace inti hans of the size have been found edieated by mow workmen at Southern “Thchen acconting archs of 

CReconisctthe Past’ Prolene, 

fe tothe skill ook tome the Lateran remained   

      
   

  

hats shen te tose for sepulehral_ Perret parpoces scariras hedthant Dyna: =e Reese were cle ae mie steak: SAL Heliopolis but jn other paces 10 ony ant a hed other estes as a¢ Thebes to Aken, Whe ches; latrines hare heen found got ofthat ety. Maret 
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the weight he 
to the 

   

  

he ordered his own son to be bound 
more effectually to guarantee the sifety of the 

  

   

    

  

  

  e yes a method of transport 
from th es down the river, by 
boats together, side by side, which were admitted into a treneh 
cut from the Nile to the place where the stone lay, laden with a 
quantity of ballast exactly « weight of the obelisk; 
Which, so soon as they had b ath the trans- 
verse block, was all taken out; and the boats rising as they were 

ed, bore away the obelisk in lien of their previous bu 
certain if this method was adopted by the E 

it as the inven 
us at what period he lived. 
already observed, is given into the 

eal knowledge from the sculptures, or 
ugh so many subjects are there intro- 

duced.” Our inforn eted with this point is confined 
to the use of levers, anda sort of crane; which last is mentioned 
by Herodotus in describing the mode of raising the stones from 
one tier to another when they built the Pyramids. He said it 
was maide of short pieces of wood?—an indefinite expression, 

of its form or principle, —and ev 
to the succeeding tier by a different machine. 

ng obelisks: 
hing two flat-bottomed 
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1 of one 

  

     
   

  

h 
insight, as That 

mecha 
e tombs, th 

fails to 
    

      

  

     
  

          
     

      

  

   

  

    

   

  

   
  

     

  

    

  

      
   

early period, 
pl but w 
thus be relieved from the effort « 
five hundred feet in perps 

  

  

   of the chisel. 
statues of men, 
   

istanees 
lding,t on 

chiselling and polishing the stone; 
the painter following the sculptor to color the hieroglyphies 
he has engraved at the back of the st 

1 mode of entting large ble 

    
      

    

ks from the quarries was 
    

  1 Pin. xxxvh 9, # Herod. i125. Diodor.\.63. 4 Woodeut No.4.
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by an   er of metal wedges 
instant along its whole length 

which were struck at the same 
sometimes, howev          

nto 

    

have been of highly dried wood, which being driven into holes 
previously cut for them by a chisel, and then saturated with 
ivater, split the stone by their expansion; and the troughs fre-        

  

quently found along the whole line of the holes wh 
‘were inserted argue strongly in favor of this op 

the we   

    

  

  

    

   

  

Such a method could only be adopted when the wedges were 
in an horizontal position, upon the upper surface of the stone 
ut those put into the sides were impelled by the hammer only. 
‘To separate the lower part of a ponde ss from the rock 
we may suppose they \er it, leaving long pieces here and 
there to support which traversed its whole depth 
from the front to the back; and then, having introduced wooden 
rafters into the open spaces which were cleared ai 

      

    

  

     
   
  

      
   

   » they re- 
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moved the remainder of the stone, and the block rested on the 
wood. 

  

  

  
  

Part 

                    
  

  

                       rani heh thes ate hing. Tate 
ius. Gand paluting and setipturing the hiero- 

  

Some have imagined that they used the same means as now 
of lighting a fire along the whole length of the 

rection wh intended it should split; and 
water upon icked the stone in that part by its 

but this is very doubtful, and the presence of the 

  

   
   

   
   

      

  sudden action
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  holes for the wedges sufticiently proves the method they usually 
employed. 

Among the rema remote era among the 
yptians may be mentioned bellows and syphons. ‘The former 

were used at least as early as the reign of Thothmes IIL, the 
contemporary of Moses, being represented in x ton 
the 
secured and fitted i along pipe extended, 

for carrying the wind to the fire. They were worked by the 
feet, the operator standing upon th 

   

  

ble inventio        

      

  

   

       
    

  

    

  

Thebes 
           

  and pressing them alternately, while he pulled up each exhausted 
skin with a string he held in his hand. In one instance we 
‘observe from the painting, that when the man left the bellows, 
they were raised as if full of and this would imply a 
knowledge of the valve. 

           

        

nd was probablya mere reed or pips 
of Usertesen? and also at 

contrivance of this 
we find used by goldsmiths in the 

  

   
7 16) sayn, “The 1 coals (charcoal)     2 Toes not follow, fom the use ofthe
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late period, after the invention of bellows; and the tubes of 
these last appear even in the time of ‘Thothmes IIL. to have 
been simply of reed, tipped with a point, to resist the 
action of the fire. 

In process of time the sack con 
various improvements 
principle of the bellow 
certaining the period when they 
and the merit of the late invention of mooden bellows 
Aispnted. Strabo aseribes the bellows? to Anac 
the evident conviction that these, the do 

wheel? were of an 
pher; which is fully p 

  

     

    

ig the air was added, and 
other in the form and 

e, howev 
    
   

  

      
        

    

      
   

  

      

      

    

    

  

    esin Egypt, 
sort of bag made of the skin of a ki 1 opening at 

one end (like the mouth of a common carpet-bag), where 
ewed upon two pieces of wood ; and these being pulled 

Is, and closed 
«d through the pipe at the oth 

is, perhaps, but I find no 
in the paintings. bellows with sides of wood, made 
present day, are a more perfect construction than these last, 
the foot-hellows of the time of Thothmes. ‘They are supposed 

to the Greeks, though, I confess, the 
js rather caleulated to convey the idea of 

bellows made of ox leather,’ without wooden sides. ‘The 
sy invention in Egypt, and used hi 
embalmers for injecting liquids into the head and other eav 
of the body, as well as for other purposes. 
Siphons are shown to have been invented in Egypt, at least 

as early as the reign of Amenophis IT, 1450 years before our 
ra; and they again occur in the paintings of the third Rames 
Ina tomb at Thebes bearing the name of Amenophis their u 
is unequivocally pointed out by one man pouring a liquid 
some vases, and the other drawing it off, by ig the siphon 
to his mouth, and thence to a ot improb- 

allow 

    

  

    
the bag is pressed down, 

It 

          

        

    

  

    

  

the        
       

  

     
    

        
     

        to   

   
    

  

       

  

kmann says that ball’ Teather” 
* i reat cunt blo 

Sculptures at Pia, ker tse or hat puposes OO 
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   the Nile water to deposit its thick sediment in vases, which could 
not be moved without again rendering it turbid, whether by 
inclining the vessel, or dipping a eup into it with the hand, 

Julius Pollux says they were used for tasting wines! and 
Heron of Alexandria, the first writ 
them, and who lived under Ptolemy 

e been employed as hydraulie mac 
draining lands, or eo sg watel 

    

  of consequence who mentions 
xgetes IL, shows them to 

on a grand seale, for 
hill from one valley to 

   

    

               

  

  

  

  

  

  

another. ‘Their 
from the word siph.orsif,*to imbib 

ogous to, and the origin of 
OF the mm 

        

    

  

  r own expr 
inventions to whieh the 

claim, we learn little from the works of ancient author 
their skill in various branches of art is highly 
those? who visited, or were acquainted with, the country. 

of geometry to the necessity of 
‘the quantity of land, increased 
ing from the inundation of the 

which is, indeed, not inconsistent with reason; but the 
historian is wrong in limiting the date of land-surveying to the 
age of Sesostris dently known long before his 
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Egyptians consider it, that they     
    

Greeks should have been indebied to Egypt for 
lessons in science is not surprising, since it is known. 
wwe days Egypt took the philosophical pur 

suits. Thales, the first Greek who arrived at any profi 
geometry, went to study theres and his example was afterwards 
followed by others, who sought the best school of science and 
philosophy. Pliny’s story of Thales teaching his instr 

asure the height of a pyramid by its shadow is sufficiently 
probable but that it should be repeated and believed at the 

ippear to think the Fj 

    

    

     
  

  

      ors to 
      
      

  yptians 
ig ok. 

Equally inconsistent is the story « agoras’ theory of mu- 
sical sound; not only because he had visited countries where 

d Tong been a profound study, but because the anvil 
bell) gives the same sound when struck by different 

truck on the same part. 
on of geometry to Thoth 

      

      
     

  

  

  

If Plato asi     Tam: 
  

  

    
    

        

   

  

blichus says it was known in Egypt during the reign of the gods 
0 attributes a knowledge of science and literature to 

the earliest kings, —these facts merely argue that such pursuits 

  

were reputed to be of very remote da the monuments, 
however, pro truth of the reports of ancient authors re 

speeting the jetry, astronomy, and other 
ration and surveying were 

  

       
       

  

the first steps th 
not satisfied with the bare 
and towns; for, if we 
their march in-maps, which were 
‘people, but to the Seythians also, to th 

‘The practical results of their k 
proved the great advane we by them 
Greeks were in a condition to study 

Baypt that the Isr 
them to measure and ‘div 

ile by tia 

yptians were 
1 of conquered provinces 

Enstathius, * onde 
  

     
only given to 

  

      

     

  

seareh after science. It 
xl that knowledge whieh 

le the land; and it was the 
nthe various branches 

  

enabl         

  

Imown progress »   
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of philosophical research that induced the Greeks to study in 
Egypt. Those, too, who followed Thales only varied the theories 
he had propounded; and the subsequent visits of others, as 
Pythagoras, Eudoxu: troduced fresh views, and 
advanced the study of philosophy and positive seience on the 

1 greater knowledge, as they went deeper 
Trilene Teseas dovtthees Lom 0g 

nd his followers’ derived the fact of ‘the moon 

        
     

        
      
   No one will for a moment imagine that th 

reeks went to study in Egypt forany oth 
it was there that the greatest diseoveri 
that Pythagoras, or his folle 
perienee, the theory (x all Copernican) of the sun being 
the centre of our system;? or th of the ecliptic, or 
the moon's borrowed light, or the proof of the milky way 1 

of stars! derived from the fact that the earth would 
otherwise intercept the light if derived from the sun, taught by 
De 

wisest of the 
than because 

to be learnt; or 
        

  

     
            

   
      

  

   collection 

  

    
   

   

  

  rmer of whom studied astronomy for fiv 
elf as a disciple of the pries 
ng also been in Persia and 

1s sys Pythagoras derived his inforn 
      

    tion upon dit 

speaks of Tivetas of Syracuse, a Pythae 
Soeens, having the same Men hespecing fie eaith revolving in'm cite Youd 1 town avie (Aca Quist th 39), which ise, another’ Dyas     

  

      
lie of ime (Vitrav- fe. 4); Diogenes 

hase ere 
a,    

     
     

  

    

  

       
      

     

3 Ariviot de the contre 4 Blin de Piaet.Phios a Tay mata hat Bre 
5 ‘he cart et 
* Clem. Ste. Lp. 4. The same takes day and ni te ata the iacle hy whic tt ne the me 

Featenly holies were atracte oa centre, r 
fant imlled fn thee orter (Aris. che Cal ‘nang Mean ot i      NSN? the. theory: of eclipses and ing the same 

fof the earth being ros i the and many her ations wer 
from the a for pane. an the! asrononits a we 

      

    

    
      

  

tines awl yerhape some oll, were se han es 
fate sui si terelong Been con         
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ypts he learnt philosophy from the priests; 
numbers, and musie were doubtless    

ygoras will account for their 
4 though his gr 

  

more infor 
_ Clemens says 

heprophet: 
e); Plato 

  

thagoras   

arate tee on 
     

    

     

    

   
         

eaeacin fiopolis: and Eudoxus the Cnidian of Conu- 
37 and he repeats the sto iest 

ing, ‘Solon, Solon, you Gre which 
s among the Egypt a 

rlytimes. Strabo 
indeedt affirms that «the Greeks did not even know the (length 

r till Eudoxus and Plato went to Egypt,’® at the late 
‘The development given in after-times by 
what they learnt originally from Egypt, is 

r ge conferred an obligation on m: 
and it is by keeping this in view, and by perceiving how 

ipplied what they learnt, that we shall do them 
justiee, not by erroneously attributing to them the discovery of 
what was already old when they were in their 

Herodotus, on this as on other oceasions, 
prejudices of his countrymen; he claims no inventions bor- 
rowed from other people; and his reputation has not suffer 
from the injudicions accusation of Plutarch, ‘of malevolence 
towards the Greeks.” 

“The yrswir and the +éios! says Herodotus, * were received by 
the Greeks from the Babylonians ;” but they attributed the in- 
vention of the gnomon to Anaximander. and that of various dials, 
to Eudoxus and others; som scribing them to Berosus. 

the general belief wi     

        period of 870 1.0: 
the Greek mind 
what 

      
jowed th       

  

            
      

      

         
above the 

  

   
      

  

    

      

# Clem. Strom. i, p 2 4 Vitra. x. 9. ‘That the dsl was of 2 Plutete sid fo, very alt date fs evident, since Ia 8 Strom ipl 4-Tim.p.408, te days of Heed 8 Stra, xvi 391, 4 See alto Digior, i. 28 ani § sia ely chin Ep 1, respecting the vie Ue several Gitex also Clem, Strom i of Then? 1 
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and it is not_ mentioned as a 

der could have done was to intron 
nd adoption shouid frequently be substi- 
the claims set up by the Greeks. Indeed, 

ey often claimed inventions centuries after they had been 
wn to other people; and we are not surprised at th 

ment of Plato, that ‘when Solon inquired of the priests of 
Egypt about ancient matters, he perceived that neither he nor 

‘one of the Greeks (as he himself declared) hi 
edge of very remote antiquity.) And when 1 
by Laertius to have been the first who was aequa 

      

    

  

  

    

              
     les is shown 

‘nted with 

  

    
    

          

   

‘geometry, some notion may be had of the very modern date of 
science in Greece, since he was a contemporar 
and lived ne when Egypt had already dec rom its 
greatness, and mon seven centuries after astronomical   

corded on the monuments of Thebes? 
avis attri e invention of the semi-cireular (eon- 

eave) dial, or hemicyctium, to Beros 
who was born in the reign of Alexa 
date of it to a very recent period. 

is" according to Vitruvius, ‘invented the arachné 
Gpider’s web), or, as some say, Apollo and Aristarchus of 

nos the scaphé or hemisphere, as well as the disk on a plan 
whieh (if he means a dial on a plane surface) 
improvementand required greater knowled 
7 , fed by Ctesi 
Alexandria, in the time of Ptolemy IL; but the more 

imple elepsydrs ntioned. by 

    

    de   

  

          

   

    

    

  

  

ontal yrs ‘leven’ conver 

Sv epigeam cred 

  
tue (Bpige 1 is waa simple kind of sie (for,
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Aristophanes and described by Aristotle,! and not being the 
novelty. Herodotus says the Greeks received the twelve hours 
from the Babylonians, and the Jews are suppo 
adopted them till after the Captivity. The 
hour is in the Book of Daniel ;? for though even there the sense 
might it to me tthe use of the word 
‘time, immediately before, shows that aah was a division of 

+hich is still employed by the Arabs in the same sense of 
and ‘moment.’ 

‘The Jews at first divided the day into four, parts, and their 
.e watches, and the mention of the dial of Ahaz 

proves that they had also reeou 
time, but no hours are specified; and afterwards, when they 
adopted them, the number 
with the Arabs, being reckoned from sunrise to sunset. ‘The 

used long before hours were introduced i 
Homer divides the day into three parts * and at Rome 

fed of two, sunrise and ‘or noon sepa 
ig the two; and the twelve equal p dopted ne. 

291. ‘The natural division of the circle by its radius 
of 60° into six parts, and into six more by the half of 
those parts, or by the same radius starting from the “ 
second di fist, Amat © 
right angles, n ve been the origin of thi 
ventional division into twelve parts; as that into three parts 
may have been the division of the cirele by the length of its 
diameter, or 120°. 

The Egyptians had twelve hours of 
ata very early periods but there is not 
this division was first used in Egypt or Chaldsea. ‘The Greeks, 
however, who frequented Egypt from the time of Thales, 
ought to have been acquainted with the twelve hours there: 
and their intercourse being far greater, both for study and for 

  

d not to have   

st mention of an   

n only ‘mon       
      

  

  

      

  

division of   

   

  

       

  

     set, meridi 

  

      

  

   

   

    

Fh erosses. the 

  

  

     twelve of night 
» show whether 

     

       
    

    
        

  

trade, with Egypt than with Babylon, we might suppose them 
more likely to ree       han from that 

Minor may have 
e them from the fo 

intercomse through Asi 
brought them to Greece from the Babylonians. 

It has been a question whether the Egyptians had a week of 
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ns evidently shows that this was the 
Herodotus says of days 

    

  

   

   

  

ing consee 
ans havi 

  

wg reckon 

  

weeks were the approxi 
which is the older of the two. 

+ aswe find from Genesis and th 
portance of the number seven is sufliciently 

nt occurrence throug 
seven-day division was to the Egyptians 

seems to be proved by the seven-day Apis (a fourth part 
of the number twenty-eight assigned to the years of Osiris’ life) 
as well as by their sev ing for the dead, or ten 
weeks of seven day days that the head too 
annually to float to Byblus fi pts! the fo 
which the body of Osiris was divided, and his twenty-eight 
evidently point to the len week (4X7). The ti 
mortification imposed on the priests lasted from seven to forty- 
two days (one to six weeks): which shows the entire number to 
have been based on seven and foceurs again in the 
forty-two well as in the forty-two assessors of 
Amenti. Indeed the frequent occurrence of seven shows that it 
was as favorite a number with the Egyptians as with the Jews 
and the Pythagoreans borrowed their preference for the heb- 

welude 

   

  

  

    

       
    

  

    
     

        
           

   

      

    

    

   
            

    

    the Egyptians had not w 
their solar month into the very natural divis 
ten each; it would r 
was divided 

  

of thinty days. 
fter the thirty d 

  

  

month of ‘so introduced anithe Chinese mile thet te well au all the Mongolian races aways fia Sve-day divisions al cles of sity wears instead of centuries, The. Artes Hua necks hee otra which 

  year the   
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1 is readily accounted        decade instead of the hebdomadal divi 
for. Moreover these months of thirty days still continued to be 
called ‘moons,’asat the present day. Dion Cassius also distinetly 
states that the seven days referred to the seven planets 
by the Egyptians.! 

Sufficient data cannot, of cour 
tures of the tombs, and the accidental 
“oceupations, to enable us to form an aceurate o 
the extent of their knowledge, the variety of # 
or the skill of their workmen in different branches of art. ‘Th 
objects buried with the dead were frequently mere models of 
those they used; and the pains taken in making them depended 
‘on the sums expended hy the friends of the deceased alter his 
death. Tt was left to t tentions, or their superstit 
feelings, to decide of what quality they should he, or what labor 
should be bestowed upon thi if the kind regan 
friend frequently induced some to ineur considerable 
providing such objects, many, on the other hand, were less 
serupulous in the last duties to their departed rel ‘The fo 

ed ornaments of the most costly materials, as agate, 
d precious stones 

wax, limestone, 
he best which haye been found in the tombs 

and, like their vases and ehairs, 

  

    

    

    

  be expected from the seulp- 
oduction of their 

  

    

  

    peeting   

inventions,   

  

      

  

  

    

  

  

ofa       
         

  

       
    
   
    

  

   

    
  

  

      

  

   

    \l been actually worn by the deceased. 
gs, again, indicate a very smail portion of thei 

with which we know they were acquainted, 
are omitted; and the same remark applies to some of their most 

, to the animals they kept, and to the ord 
productions of their country. No exact notion ea 

rmed of their costume and the dressesof various ¢ 
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among men or women, though so frequently represented : partly 
owing to their conventional style of drawing figures, partly to 
their want of skill in depicting drapery: which, as I have 
observed, was merely added to the figure, without forming part 

    

6 

RA 0 

  

       ifth
e 

simply bound round 
ont; and others had short 

we kind of 
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worn by the higher orders, under an ample dress of 
reaching to the ankles,! and provided with large 

‘The apron was generally fastened by a girdle, or by a 
a bow or knot:® it was sometimes 

      
    sleev 

sort of sash, tied in front 
folded over, witha centre-piece falling down in front, beneath the 
part where it overlapped; and some of the poorer classes, while 

gaged in laborious ocenpations, were contented with a roll of 
een the legs, from the back to the front of the 

which is frequently used at this day by the peasants 
awing water by the shadon 

Herodotus mentions® some Egyptian dresses, which he de- 
seribes of linen, with a fringe on the border around the legs, 
called calasiris ; over which they wore a cloak of white wool, 

ar, no doubt, to the bornous® of the present day, so common 
in Egypt and the coast of Barbary. I never remember s 
this cloak represented, except in the dresses worn by the eapti 
of the Rutenam, wi 
over their inner garments. 

1 custom of ed 
common to the Israelites, w 
the borders of their garments" “a blue ribbon” being *put upon 
the fringe.” These fringes, as already observed, were only the 
ends of the threads composing the woof, leftin order to prevent 
the cloth unravelling :and the blue ribbon added by the Israelites 
was intended to strengthen it, and prevent its tear 

T haye noticed the woollen eloak, and the prohibition which 
Herodotus says was issued against their wearing it when they 
entered a temple, or being buried in cloths of that quality s and 
T have also observed that, though cotton 
times used, the preference was given to li 
sidered more conducive to cle health. 
to the calasirix mentioned by Herodotus, it does not appea 
they were very generall but dresses are occasio 
represented in'the pai 

  

    

     
       

  

   
    

    

     

  

ho appear to have something of the kind 
   

  

    

  

wg their dresses with fring 
were ordered? to make th        
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wore a sort of shirt with loose or tight sleeves,open at the neck, 
where it was tied with strings; 1 and except that it was of linen, 
instead of wool, it was not unlike the bisht of the modern inhabit- 
ants of Upper Egypt. ‘The dresses of the priests and persons of 

pron already 
a loose upper robe with full sleeves, secured by 

with short, 
ving the 

    

    

       

  

rank consisted of 
tioned, 

girdle round the loins; or of the apron,and a shi 
tight sleeves, over which was thrown a loose roby 

  

      
   

  

  

right arm exposed? Sometimes a priest, whe 
temple, laid aside the upper vesture, 
ample robe bound round the waist, which descended over the 
apron to his ankles; and occasionally he put on a long, full 

z from below the arms to the feet,and supported 
over the neck with straps.? Other ered proces- 
sions, were entirely covered with a dn reaching to 
the throat, and 4 
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eus, or sacred scribe, consisted 
front, or wound round the 

part of the body ; and the loose upper robe with full sleeves, 
1 eases, was of the finest inen ; he had sometimes one 

1 his head, as described by Clemens of Alex- 

   
   

‘The costume of the hi 
of a large kilt or apron, either tied i 

         which, in 
or two fea 

dia and Diodorus? 
‘The pterophori, when bea 

Jong full apron reaching to the ankles, tied in front with long 
passed over the shoulder to sup- 

  

  

    mg the sacred emblems, wore a 

   
ands, and a strap, also of Ii 
port it; but they had no up) 

  

robe on these occasions. Some= 
  

  

   

  

onse was clad in this long apron.   times a priest who offered 
and the full robe with sleeves: sometimes only in the fort 
and the dresses of the others in like manner varied on different 

The pr 
the apron wi 

  

     

ss wore a dress very like that of the sacred seribe, 
\l divided into three different 

  

      round the bods 
  

  st the plerophoros, or feaher-bearer, {athe ied vf, ok deserial gt ‘Sere scribe Inthe Ncroziyphicn (Lep ‘Sarrae blige Deke fom Canoga? inthe, 180) SI Wnt No.4, J 6 

  <The hierogrammatens walks fr bavi 
       

    

     (Gem ie 
wear a purple, filet and tt head Weaken 
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ds, over which was a garment with lange sleeves; but their 
dlistinguishin 
descendi 

      

    

do       
h is seen in the statues 

of Harpoerates, and frequently represented on the heads of 
children. For though the fans were shaved, and wore 
wigs and other eoverings to the h 
leave certain locks of i 
before they arrived at the age of 
youthful eustom, th 
‘an emblem of th 
not, during the lifet 

       

     

      

    

attached to their head-dress 
\ees: or really to show they had 

jer, arrived at kinghood ; on 

  bedge w 
rank as pr        

      

     

    

     

   

wve mistaken for that of the nebris, or fawn, 
ibed to Bacchus. It was generally thrown 

ts fore-legs sometimes mace to form sleeves for 
the robes worn beneath it varied at different times. 

lly confined to the high-priests, who superintended 
1s and processions of the sacred boats or arks; who, 

offerings at the altar of the gods, and at the 
nerals of individuals, or who anointed the king at his corona~ 
on; and the same badge w ed by the monarch when 

officiating on similar o 
lhe robes of the sovereign varied, of course, according to his 
wediate occupation. When engaged as high-priest, they much 

ssembled those worn by the principal functionaries of the sace 
dotal order, with the exception of the apron and I 
which were of peculiar form, and belonged exclusiv 
rank as king. 

‘This apron 

   
    

  

      
    

   
    
  

  

        
      

  udedress, 
to his        

mented in front with lions’ heads 
y of colored leather; and the bord:    

    

riehly   

             

   
         

      

1d other devices, pro 
‘was frequently formed of a row of asps, the emblems of 0 
Sometimes the royal with an asp on each side as sup-        

t being divided 
not 

porters, was embro 
into squar 
probable thi 

than to the apron and se 

dered upon it, the upper j 

          

   1 Woodeuts No. 457, 8
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the centre piece show that it was tied in front, and 
the folds of the apron, and even of the upper robes. 

‘The head-dress of the king, on state occasions, was the crown 
of the upper or of the lower country, or the psient, the union of 
the two. Every king, after the sovereignty of the Thebaid and 
Lower Egypt the same person, 

we find in the 

  

   

  

   

    

  

    

    
   

grand representation given of this ceremon 
that the pri of the proclamation, « 
to the throne, was the announcement to the four sid 
world, that *Rameses had put on the crown of the upper and 
lower country.” He even wore his crown during the heat of 

urope; someti 

  

        his ase   

  

  

  

  

   

  

   
    

   

   sn inal, th, : amo ihe oer, 
Shairetana of Sar= F metal helmet, at the top, sehit Seve than ‘ay have ben it ited te head, Te fs always, asesor old sts, painted, colored ‘ae’ with yellow ‘Secording to some, it wat of panther Skin: mult shape dotende co represent Aon: was atari 1 (bare, Suds "rhe helmet of Peammatichus I. “Diet Arche Bgypt p19) —8. By 

wore peculiar     
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a wigs but a helmet! made apparently of woollen stuff with a 
thick nap, not very unlike the modern Persian eap, was generally 
preferred; and in religious ceremonies he put on a striped head- 

ECE 

  

  

  

      

    

dress, probably of linen, which descended in front over the breast, 
and terminated behind in a sort of quewe bound with riband? 
When crowned, the king invariably put on the two crowns at the 

same time, though on other occasions he was permitted to wear   

   

    

Greek ore Sones an rene fd 

 



  

omar. X.) wies, 

    

each separately, whether in the temple, the city, or the field of 
battle; and he even appeared in his helmet? during the eere- 
monies in hono gods. On some oceasions he wore a 
short wig, on which a band was fastened, ornamented with an asp, 
the emblem of royalty 

Tt may appe: 

  

  

     

    

  

Singular that so warm a covering to the head 
should have been adopted in the climate of Egypt; but when we 
recollect that they always shaved the head, aud that the retic 
lated texture of the groundwork, on which the hair was fastened, 

  

  

    

  

    

    

allowed the heat of the head to eseape, while the 
protected it from th 

  

   
it is evident that no better covering 

could have been devised, and that it far surpassed in comfort and 
coolness the modern turban, whieh is always found by those who 
are in the habit of wearing it, to be very agreeable in hot weathe 
provided all the particulars are attended to which the Turks find 

so essential, but which those Europeans who merely put it on for 
effect too often neglect. 

hhe upper portion of the wig was frequently made with 
curled, and not with plaited hair, this last being confined to the 
sides and lower part, as is the case in the wigs preserved in th 
British and Berlin Museums; but the whole was sometimes con 
posed of a succession of plaits, commencing from the centre 
ofthe crown, extending downwards, and increasing in length 

       
       

      
  

  

    
     

     

  

  

1 Meroe. 61, Woodent No. 439, fy. 1
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towards the bottom. Some smaller wigs, worn by persons of 
rank, consisted of short locks of equal length arr: uniform 
lines, imitations of which appear to have been made in woollen 
or other stuffs, under the denomination of false wigs, for the use 
of those who could not afford the more expensive quality of 

     
   

   
  

      

      

  

ind ont of doo. 
might even offici 

vere worn both within the house 
the turban of the present day; and a pi 

‘on some occasions in his wig. At parti 
the he was bound 
with a chaplet of flowers, and ointment! was 
put upon the top of the wig, as if it had 

ly been the hair of the head ;? and one 
instance occurs of a wreath of leaves 
placed round the o a king, on a 
statue of Sabae opia, precisely 

lar to those worn by the Romans? 
he Egyptians, says Herodotus, ‘only 

let the hair of their head and beard grow 
in mourning, being at all other times 
shaved ;’® which agrees perfectly with the 
authority of the Bible’ and of the seulp- 
tures. So particular, indeed, were they on 

  

    

Lares of every gu     
  

     

      

  

  

    

     

          

  

    

    

they int y 
an of low condition, or a slo- 

venly person, the artists represented 
him with a beard.7 Tt is amusing to find that their love of eari- 
cature was not confined to the lower orders, but extended even 
to the king and the negligent habits of Rameses VIL. are indi- 
cated in his tomb at ce of his chin, 

1 by an_umsho days’ growth. 
likewise given as the test of hardships undergone in 

\d_ the warlike character of Rameses the 
the same m: 

  

Wigsbout etn 

      
  

    

  

      campaig 
Great is pointed ont i 

  

  

  

bing a    

  

ns an Jae. Sax. hie was probly on accom         
    

   98, gnd 12. (Suvens, 
sven sent for    ep
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yptians did not confine the privilege of shaving to 
freeborn citizens, like the Romans, who obliged slaves to wear 
their beards and hair long, and only permitted them the use of a 

cap! after they had been enfranchised ; and though foreigners 
who were brought to Egypt as slaves had beards on their arrival 
in the country, we find that so soon as they were employed in 
the service of this civilized people, they were obliged to conform 
to the cleanly habits of their masters, their beards and heads 
were shaved, and they adopted a close cap. 

‘The priests were remarkable for their love of cleanliness, 
which was carried so far that they shaved the whole body every 

three days, and performed frequent daily ablutions, bathing twice 
a day and twice during the night? Tt was not confined to th 
order; every Egyptian prided himself on the encouragement of 
habits which it was considered a disgrace? to neglect: we can, 
therefore, readily account for the disgust they felt on seeing the 
squalid appearance and unrefined habits of their Asiatic neigh- 
bors, whose long beards were often the subject of ridicule to the 
Egyptian soldier: and for their abhorrence of the bearded and 
long-haired Greeks, which was so great, that, according to 
Herodotus, ‘no Egyptian of either sex would on any account 
kiss the lips of a Gre e use of his knife, his spit and cal- 
tron, or taste th inal which had been slaughtered 

y ts of cleanliness are also indicated 
by the ‘changes of raiment” given by Joseph® to his brethren 
when they set out to bring their father to Egypt. Barbers may 
be considered the offspring of civilization; and as a Roman 
youth, when arrived at the age of manhood, cut off his beard, 
and consecrated it to some deity as a token of having emerged 

1m a state of childhood, so a people, until they have adopted 
the custom of shaving, may be supposed to retain a remnant of 
their early barbarism. ‘The Romans, at first, like other people, 
allowed their beards to grow, until abou years after the 
building of the ), when P. is Mena, having 
brought barbers 
and, as Pliny states,’ ‘Seipio 
shaved every day.’ They resembled the Egypt 
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   bit of allowing the hair 
he Greeks, on the 

the Greeks in this respect, and in the 
of the head and beard to grow in mourn 
contrary, shaving themselves on those occasions. 

‘The prejudice of these last in favor of long hair? seems to 
be retained to the present day; for though the modern Greeks 
have adopted a Moslem custom, and wear the red fuz of the 

; they have remained insensible to the eomfort 
ind haye preferred the inconsistene 

of covering the head with a close cap? and eherishing: th 

      

  

    

     

    

  

    

  

to shave the heads even ns is was customary 
1 locks at the front, sides, ving only ce 

those of the low: 

vith the 

            
  

sses were allowed to go out 
       

        
       

in the h the head exposed, without the protection of a 
cap, which is the reason assigned by Herodotus? for the hardness 
of the Egypt with those of other people. ‘I 

me equ markable fi 
pai eae ere lentl see Ces Ta ia the 1 

dod ofthe field of battle, where the 

     

      

     

«of the Egyptians on 
lls of the former were so soft 

mall pebble, while those of 
ould break them, 

told me, and I 
pptians being in the habit 

     
    

    

   

  

t the s 
te them with 

  Tobsers 
you eould per 

the latter were so strc 
with a large stone. 

readily believe 

       
    

  

    
     

  

of shaving their h ly youth, the bones beeome thick- 
ened; and hence, too, they are never bald, for certainly, of all 
countries, nowhere do you see fewer bald people than in Egypt.       
  ‘The Persians, on the contrary, have soft skulls, in consequence o 

their keeping the head covered from the stm, and enveloped in 
soft caps. Talso observed the same of those who were kil 
in the battle between Achwmenes and Inarus the Libyan.’ It 
was usual for the lower orders to work in the sun without any 
covering to the head, as the modern peasants of Egypt, who 
appear to inherit from their predecessors skulls of uncommon 

  

    

  

   1 Amd in youth, whence chikiren are unbeco tt there not the ‘allad cain” Wy iter shjeetion to feta on the score of le Batya Mara, iit SHlomer, fb, 11} 0,35, eo Apolly yr rrimesche ih onsite 
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hardness; and wesee the same elass of persons represented in the 
paintings with and without a eap, whether in the house or in the 
open field, Herodotus says,t when the Egyptians perform their 
vows, they shave the heads of their children, either entirely, or 

half, or only at «putting the hair and some silver into 
a pair of scales, dedicate an equal weight of the latter to the 
animal which is sacred to the deity they invoke. This does not, 

wever, imply that they left the whole head unshaven ; and the 
ir to which he refers was probably the long, pendent locks 

fed in the Theban sculptures. Persons of all classes: 
Jionally wore caps, some of whieh were lar 

tight to the head; but these last were consid 
coming than the wig, and suited rather to the lower orders than 
to persons of rank. Women always wore their own hair,’ and 
they were not shi 1 in mourning or after death, 

The use of w gyptians of 

  

      
    

    
         

       

    

     
others fitting 

  

red. far less be-   

  

    
      

         
  Iso a sort of peruke, called capillamentum or galerus, though 

it seems rather to have been worn by women than men and 
Juyenal describes Messatina putting on a wig of flaxen hair to 

1 her own black locks when she left the pal: 
most singular custom of the Egyptians was that of tyin 

‘a false beard under the ehin, which was made of plait 
of a peculiar form, according to the person by whom it was 
worn, Private Is had a small beard, seareely two 
inches long; that of a king was of considerable length, squar 
at the bottom; and the figures of gods were distinguished by 
its tuning up at the end. No ventured to 

x to his image, the beard of a deity; but after their death it 
‘ permitted to substitute this divine emblem on the 

ings, and all other persons who were judged worthy of 
ttance to the Elysium of futurity, in consequence of their 

eter of Osiris, to whom the souls of 

    
    

          

            

  

   

       
   

    

     
  

haying assumed the char 
the pure retu 

  

  ned on quitt    

  

   

  

   

   

  

work, going about from ret seeking fr em evenings (etteconds of TiS} 8 Bh 
     

   
   

    

        

eg, wa jn. cone 
aul sees of shaving pape eee ea dierent sometimes in shape ofa sal ‘ovthaht wih eevee ther 

rol. Thess were ear val routed bag. Hi 
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‘The form of the beard, therefore, readily distinguishes the 
figures of gods and kings in the sacred subjects of the temples; 

nd the allegorical connection between the sphinx and the 
monareh was pointed out by its having the kingly beard, as 
swell as the d other symbols of 

‘The dresses of children of the lower classes were very simple 
\s Diodorus? informs us, the expenses incurred in feedin 

ad clothing them amounted to a mere tr y feed 
them,’ he says, ‘very lightly 

giving them a little meal of the coarsest 
pith of the papyrus, baked under the ashes, with the roots 
stalks of some marsh weeds, either raw, boiled, or roa: 

ost of them are brought up, on account of the n 
of the without shoes, and indeed without any other 
clothing? the whole expense incurred by the parents does n 
exceed 20 drachmie (about 18 shillings) each ; and this frugality 

the true reason of the populousness? of But the 
children of the higher orders were often dn e grown 
persons, with a loose robe reaching to the ankles, and sandals. 

Infants do not appear to have been swaddled, as among 
the Jews, Greeks, and Romans. When too young. to walk, 

if taken out by a mother or 
nurse, they were ea 
shawl, suspended 
before her or at her side 
custom still retained by the 
women of the Moghrebin 
Arabs; and in Ethiopia they 
were carried in baskets, sup 

back 
over her 

      

            

  

    

     
    

  

   

  

    
    

  

  

     
    

  

   

  

    

  

  

       
    

  

    

    

      

dp    forehead 
aia es, though nearly 

ed, the neck of 
x of beads 

   

    

    

      s decorated with a str 
occasionally a bulla, or charm, was suspended rep- 
resenting the symbol of truth and justice, which has be 

  

  

  

 



BBD 

    

   

  

a representative of the good 
A bulla of this kind was worn by the 

  ‘npr, 1 

Youthful deity Harpoerates.! It was probably of gold, or hard 

* Materia Heroglyphica, Pantheon, plato 17, 9.3
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stone, like these of the Romans;1 and others worn hy the 
poorer elasses, as at Rome and in modren Egypt, were of leather. 
They were supposed to prompt the wearer to virtueand wisdom, to, 
keep off the evil eye, or to avert misfortune; and superstition 
induced many to appeal to them in danger, and derive 
them omens of fortheoming events. Sometimes a 

sisted of a written piece of papyrus tightly rolled up, 
of linen or other substance, several of which 

    

        
      

  

     into a cove 

    

  1 from the souptares. 2 sm dhe erin A ofthe papyrus   

  

have been found at Thebes; and emblems of various deities 
were appended to necklaces for the same purpose. 

Ladies and men of rank paid great attention to the beauty of 
but on some oceasions those of the middle classes 

«x them preferred wal 
jones the priests frequently to 

ming their duties in the temple. ‘The 
those worn by the upper classes 

   
    

   

    

   
        

    them off while per 
sandals? varied slightly in for   

The Roman and. Etruscan child ora, (Se. Sat. xi et or four bulley 250 ee hat have been sk ene ino nse tl the i 942) "Pliny (east 1) Suh Dynaty, and there ie no fastance of i } ‘xplains who wore te golden dull ad thea before’ hat te on the tmbles. 
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and by women were usually pointed and turned up at the end, 
like our skates and many Eastern slippers of the present day 
Some had a sharp flat point, others were nearly 
were made of a sort of wov' wed wor 
and papyrus stalks, or other similar materials, so 
leather, and were frequently lined within with cloth, on wh 
the figure of a captive was painted ;! that humiliating position 
being considered suited to the enemies of their country, whom 
they hated and despised — an idea agreeing perfectly with the 
expression whieh so ofte the hieroglyphie le 

mpanying a king’s name, when his valor and vietories are 
recorded on the sculptures: You have trodden the impure 
Gentiles under your powerful feet.” Shoes, o low boots, were 
also 0 hav 

  

  

       

  

    1 or inte sof 
       

    
    

         nds 

  

  

  

       
   Pe eee te fae co persons are represented in the 

paintings wearing them except foreigner 
were not adopted by the Exyptia 

    

color, laced 

  

      
      

in front by tho Ja passed through small loops on either 
side, and were principally used, as in Greece and Etruria, by 

      

, reaching to the ankles, with tight or fall sleeves, and 
fastened is the neck, ike those of the men, with a string, over 
which th asort of petticoat, secured at the waist by a 
girdle; and this, in mourning, while bewailing the death of a 
relative, was frequently their only dress 

Such was the costume of the lower classes of women; and 
es indeed, as at the present day, it consisted merely of 

hirt or robe, without shoes or sandals. 
The higher orders wore a petticoat or gown, secured at the 

waist by & colored sash, or by straps over the shoulders; and 
above this was a large loose robe, made of the finest linen, with 
full sleeves,’ and tied in front below the breast ; and durin 

of the sle 

    

  

  

     
  

  

    
   

the loose 
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  isin the fu and left exposed, rocessions. ‘The petticoat or 

gown was of richly resenting a great variety 
rete reir etecintctenn sitet ibe el eet nt 

which were selected for the robes of deities and the dresses 
of queens. 

  

      
  

  

  

Slaves or servants were not allowed to wear the sa 
mode of dressing the hair was different 

nerally bound it at the back part of the head into a sort, 
of loop, or arranged it in one or more long plaits at the back, and 

ore suffered to hang down at either 
Th 

the neck, with short close sleeves, reaching nearly to the elbows 
nd_sometimes a long loose robe was thrown over it, whet 

nit cheniselves on Festive ocensions; 
round their hips nw the 

      

    
    y wore a long tight gown, tied at 

    

employed to    

    

   

    

  

     
ress th 
woodent No. 4 

ns, in two parts, as in 
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    Ladies wore thei 
made to consist of 
bottom of the shoulder-blades, and on each side other strings of 
the same length 
breast. The hair was plaited in the 
triple pla ds being 
or, more usually, two or three 
were fastened together at the extrem- 
ity by woollen string of eorresponding 
color. Around the head was bound 
an ornamental fillet, with a 
lotus bud, falling over the forehead; 
and the strings of 1 
were separated and secured with a 
comb or band, ornamented in vavious 
ways according to the faney of the wearer; and occasionally 
around stud or pin was thrust into them at the front. ‘The 

ir long 
‘a number of strings of hair, reaching to the 

  nd plaited. ‘The back part was 

descended over the      
    

    

  Teft loose 5 

    

  

  

  

   ir at the sides    
  

  

women of ancient Egypt appear to have been very pretty, 
though L this. ‘Their charms were 
recommended to Cambyses. 

‘The short hair at the side of the fue, whi 
nt Roman! and m 

some authors have deni   

the ingenuity of 
aid of 

    

ane rn European ladies has, by the      
gum, compelled it to lie in an immovable eurve upon the cheek, 

© neighbors; and   was interwoven with several of its longi 
these bei 
single ‘corkserew’ curl, fell down before the earring, which 

~ bound together at the end with string or   

they partially concealed 

  

pears to have been peculiar 
L women,   

Many of the mummies of women have been found with the 
hair perfeetly preserved, plaited in the manner T have 
tioned; the only alteration in its appearance being the change 

k hue, which became reddened hy exposure to great 
x the process of embalming. Sometimes, too, the hair 

of another person, perhaps of an attached relative buried 
with the mummy 

‘The earrings most usually worn by Egyptian ladies? were 
large, round, single hoops? of gold, from one inch and a half to 
two inches and one-third in diameter, and frequently of 
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le of six ri 
an asp, whose body wa 

  

  

igs soldered together. Sometimes 
of gold set with precious stones, was 

worn by persons of rank as a fashionable caprices but 
probable that this emblem of majesty was usually confined 

mers of the royal family 
Earrings of other for 

  

     

  

  

\s have also been found at Thebes, but 
th and itis diffieult to 

neient Egyptian age, or of Gre 
able area drs 

legant.? 

  

  

ate is uncer 

  

yy if they are of an 
wluction. OF these the 

\W another of fi 

  

     
   

  

    
   
    

    

  ney shape, whieh 
were of silver, and plain ho 
tieed, b 

  

   less massiv       
  «was a small ope 

the curved extremity of the other eaught after it had 
een passed through the ear; and others were in the form of 
simple studs 

Women wore many 
same finger. ‘The left wa 
leged to bear these ora 
finger was decorated with a greater 1 
swas considered by ther 

  

     

   
    
   
   

   

  

  

      

   

Wrote Ne fig an. Wooeut No. 48g. 10, not unlike     a lapislazll one, in inte eolectin    

   
     

    

  

  

tery 
ami the 3 eter ee    

     

    
‘re often foun on mies, and were ied with them —a ‘custo. wot found ‘orcourenient atthe preset 

Sol got        
      

    

fs ne af we oS       
     

  

    

   

with the Romans, «Pin ngs on all bat the 
  

£3 of the shape were sao 
uae ofthe sears declined   

  

stacker to fan period (Gent menting, te In year to have been press fram Signet ring. 'wor (bya person bette men The porcsiain ings are ofthe ilu thinks the: had no ving S01 nou dyuuetis, not iter. Cylinders But In Ea ave been farely if ver foun sctaeswivel (Clem, Aick: Pago. i 2. 
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and I have seen upon the right hand of a wooden figure a ring 
on the thumb and two on the third finger ; and upon the left, 
one upon the thumb and little finger, two on the fore and second 

‘and three on the th iy be seen in the accompanying 

  

     

  

Nocti, Hands of « woolen figure of 4 won vita   (Gaines fanarey-caol inthe 
  

wood-eut. The upper ring on the middle finger is set with a shell 
of a species common in the Red Sea, a monodonta, or a trochus. 
Some rings were simple; others were made with a searabens, 

or an engraved stone; and they were occasionally in the form 
of a knot, a snake, or some fancy device. They were 
mostly of gold; and this metal seems to have heen always pre- 
ferred to silver for rings and other articles of jewellery. Silver 

Xi ; are oecasionally met with: and two in my pos- 
in a temple at Thebes, are 

    

     
     

         

                 \gs, howev 

   session, which were accidentally fi 
engraved with hieroglyphies containing the name of the royal city. 

Bronze was seldom used for rings, though some si 
were of this material. Some have been discovered of bi 

ron (of a Ron we, as [have before obser 
and blue porcelain were the materials of whie 

y the lower classes were u nade, The searaba 
favorite form both for rings and the ord 

laces: in some, the sto 
like many of our seals at the present day 
was bod round at each end, where 
stone, with gold wire. This was c 

ignets, and was intended for 0) 

      
          rings 

eds? but 
those wort 

's was the 
ments of 

ed on pil 

    
     

           

  
  

          
           inserted 

mmon not only to rings but 
ment as well as security. 
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ts I have seen was in the possession of 
t Cairo, wh id twenty pounds? 

  

One of the 
    

cima   worth of gold. It consisted of a massive ring, half an inch in its 
largest diameter, bearing an oblong plinth, on which the devices      
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e inch long, spin. in its great 
lth. On one face was the name of a king, t 
enophis IIL, who lived about nc. 1400; on the 

( *Lord of strength,’ referring to the 
one side on the other a erocodil 

tting back to back and looking round towards each 
mblem of the goddess Athor between the 

fe been a favorite device wl 

  t, and 4; in. in 
  

      
lege 

seorpion,        
    

      n gold rings;   

       three or four of this pattern, one of which is in my possession 
‘They also had large gold anklets or bangles, armlets, and 

bracelets, frequently inlaid with precious stonesor enamel ; some     

    

       

   

    

    

were in the shape of snakes, and oth 
Dy men as well as wom 

lets and bracelets: 
one® bearing the name « 
less once worn by that mo 

hothmes was the Pharaoh who oppressed the Israelites, 
nto whose presence the Jewish legislator was so often 

mone 
Handsome and richly-ornamented neeklaces were a principal 

part of the dress, both of men? and women ; and some idea may 
be formed of the number of jewels they wore from those borrowed 
by the Israelites at the time of the Exodus,and by the paintings 
of Thebes. ‘They consisted of gold, or of beads of var 
quulities and shapes, disposed according to fane 
with a large drop or figure in the centre. S 
cornelian bottles, or the emblems of goodness 
flowers in enamel, amethysts, p 

fish, shells, and leaves, with numerous figures and devices, were 
strung in all the variety which their taste could suggest; and 

sole Museum of Leyden possesses an infinite assortment 
of those objects, which were once the pride of the ladies of 

re ofte 
imple rings, and worn,    

  

  

  

the third Thoth 

        
  

  

          
   

     
     

ly 

  

gener 
  

  

   

  

          

  

Ise stones, imi 

               
      

  

   
  

wore simple gold chains, in imitation of string, to 

   g with be the Trans. of the Iisiad by Bovom 2H serie vol Royal Se. of hits 
toe i % Woodeat No. 85 ean 2 is ace 
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metal, wi 
like the torques 
ed saucers, of 

als, were 

which a stone searabieus, set 
appended ; but these probably 
of the Romans! A set of 
bronze gilt, hanging from 
sometimes worn by women 2 
belonging to a Theban lady — offering a striking contrast in their 
simplicity to the gold leaves, inlaid with lapislazuliz red and 
green stones, of another she wore, which served, with many more 
in her possession, to excite the admiration of he 

The devices engraved on scarabivi, rings, and other objects of 
ornamental fuze, varied according to the eaprice of individuals. 
Rings frequently bore the name of the wearers oth 
monarch in whose reign he lived; others, again, the emblem 
certain deities; and many were mere fanciful combinations. 
greater number consisted of searabai, mounted upon a gold 
passing through them: the searabieus itself w: 
carnelian, hemati te, serpentine, agate, 
of emerald, amethyst, and other material 
was made of limestone, or steatite, stained to imitate a harder 
and dearer quality, or of the ordinary blue potter} 

OF the various objects of the toilet, found at Thebes and 
‘other places, the prineipal are bottles or vases for holding oint- 
ment and Kohl or collyrium for the eyes, mirrors, combs, and 
the small boxes, spoons, and stacers already mentioned. The 
ointment was scented in various ways, and I have had oc 
tonotice some preserved in the Museum at Alnwick Castle, w! 
has retained its odor sey + and the great use 
ointment by the \ieated in the paint- 
ings represent their parties. 

With the exceptio the tombs, we have 
nothing to guide us respecting the nature of Egyptian o 
Some appear to be made with a nut oils but it is probable that 

nimal as well as vegetable gre: nployed for this purpose 
the other ingredients depending on the taste of the m 

n the same pr 
      
      all cups, oF cov 

of the sam 

  

    

      
  

  

      

   
   
   

        

    

of gree 
pi 

and a che 
           

        
  

  

  

      

    

   

  

  

   

      

   
    

   

     
  

  

ments.   

  

    

  chain about « Theophvastos oinanent was not vers eAthena ta were given 

The Eayptiaa 
vay scent reves An           

    
   

  

  

      
[cate Eat oe
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the purchaser. Julius Pollux? 
pts and speaks of the saydas 

‘Theophrastus on the contrary, states that F 
were colorless: but we can seount for thi 
opinion by supposing that they had in view two different quali- 
ties: which is further proved by the fact of our finding them 

ed at Thebes. Ointment was frequently kept im 
bottles, or vases, whenee these obtained, among the 

Greeks, the name of alabastron, even if made of other materia 
1 those of the onyx? or other stone, glass, ivory. 

or shells;® specimens ali of which have b ed 
tombs. 
bo says that the 

   

    

  

   

  

  

    

      

  

    
    

      

   

    

mmon people used the oil of the kikki, 
astor-berry, for Ives, both nd wo 

neral_ purpose to which it was applied being for lamps: 
mond, flax, xelgam, 

        

  

    wy oils, as from the simsim$ oliv 

  

extracted in 
1 tom of anointing the body is usual in hot climates, 

and contributes greatly to eon Even the Greeks, Rom: 
and others, why bs were mostly covered with clothes 
protected from the dry advantage of its 
use, and those whose skin was much exposed, in consequence of 
their scanty clothing, as the Ethiopians and other inhabitants 
of Afiiea, felt the necessity of softening anid cooling the skin by 
the application of oils or ointments; and we find the eustom 
mest prevalent among the blacks who wear the least covering to 
their body pal care is besto 
the head, wh are not in th except 
some of the upper 1g the inhabitants of the lange 
towns; and the h ion of the Ethiopians is to obtain a 

) ever kind it may be, to cover 
|,and to run down upon the shoulders, so as to give 

them a shining gloss, which they in display 
walk in the su 

    
     

      

     
      

    

     
     
   

  

   

   

         

    
  

  

   nom. v.19 5 Strabo, ib. xvi p. 967. Herod ji 9 “ Plinsaw? ati. They adulterated their "© Susamem orientate, ‘ointment. (Pin. eL) 2 Pins   

  box of    “Mate xQvieT2 "Ai all vey presi ote?             
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yess’? the same 
and the 

represented 
same supposes, by this 

val? Pliny,! and 

        

    

  

   

   

    

of the ancient Egyptian 
paintings, was probably produced, as 

ich is the eff 

  

   

   

  

    

rs who notice t At 
Rome it was considered di as at 

  

   present in the East, except medicinally; but if we may judge 
from the similarity of the eyes of men and women in the paint 
ings at Thebes, it appears to have been used by both s% 
among the ancient Egyptians 

  

    

  

       

  

‘our tranaatio elf, palates tree heal, ‘pet with n'window ia the Seresiah Gv! 30) is 
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re of various materials, usually stone, wood, or pottery, 
e separate 

‘They 
sometimes composed of two, sometimes of four and 
cells, apparently containing each a mixture, diffe 
its quality and hue from the other three. Mai 
round tubes, vases, or small boxes; some were orname 
the figure of 
the bottle betwee 
pin, with w 
tion of a column made of stone, 
manufacture? 

Pins and needles we 
which have been occasionally 

  

    
      

  

    

   

   

  

     
arms, while the lady dip) 

e painted her eyes; and others were in i 
n of the choi 

    

mong the articles of the toilet 
\d in the tombs. ‘The former 

also        

  

frequently of considerable length, with large gold heads; 
1 some of a different form, tapering gradually to a point, 

ely bound with gold at the upper end, without any projec 
or efgit inches in lengthy appesr to have be 

ike those used 
arly the same purpose. 

0 three and a half 
wve been found, we are not able 

size and quality, 

  

    
    

        

  

     wth: but as few 
to form any opinion respeeting their gen 

  

  

the sights? ‘to. stop Meine: hest sb eters? Pert, Diet areh. Baypep. 158) —8. Bh 

  

2th ite boxes at eases or ol suibiam ‘ad oceasonaly- insertions desert ie onmet 25)" lay on the lids or aches: ood        
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   pun oe ter ee the 
was of mixed metal, chiefly copper, most ea 

1 so admirably did the skill of the 
composition of metals, that this substitute 

ptible of a lustre whieh has even 
in some of those dis- 

th for many centurie 
ind, inserted into a handle 

n varied according to the 

  

    

   

   

    

   

  

been partially revived at the present 
covered at'Thebes, though buried in t 

‘The mirror itself was near! 
of wood, stone, or metal, wl 

          
           

   
   

  

    

    

     
   

    

te of the o   ner. Some pre 
rod or a 

+; and sometimes the fice of the deity Bes 
troduced to support the mirror, s st to th 

features whose beauty was displayed within it? ‘The same kind 
‘es, who doubtless brought 

  

   
     

  

vt. ‘The mirror was Macey er he her r fer to eta fe poli have oval or oblate disks, kh aikes to Atha s eather reich was hep esis no he ane of he str atte asks tant te the mir ieee 
No"brase fine been fonni 3 

   

      

  

ff the Eyptian period     

    

     
 



MIRRORS. — WALKING-STICKS, B51 

    

gypt; and the brazen laver made by Moses for the 
tabernacle was composed ‘of the looking-glasses of the wo 
which assembled at the door of the taber 
a 

  

  

acle of the congre-   

  

   
  

2 sof cerry. wood, in the British Musuin, shows the peg atthe side 

  

When walking from home. Egyptian gentlemen trequently 
ng from three or four to about six feet in 

ere surmounted with a knol 

  

     
  

    
1 Rxod. vex. 8: “Ho made the aver or with ang 

lotta td te fot of af bra of the miror tytn Hebrew and Arabic, 
See an fiero eh escrilings ormirdh [or marrack. Io Job xexvil 

‘Phe moat bras ndkagrisuced infictres, a anieor fs calle rai, GW.) The 
ain Arabie Foutsof these two words and probably Of 
Brahe the Cope are related. 

    

  

  

      

  

  

  

To denote copyer im any for
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flower,! and others with the more usual peg projecting from one 
side#some of which have been found at Thebes. One in the pos- 
session of Mr. Salt, of the latter form, was of eherry® wood, and 
only three feet three inches long; and those I have seen with 
the lotus head were generally about the same length. Others 
appear to have been much longer; the seulptures represent them 

and one brought to England by Madox was 
n length. On entering a house, they left their 

stick in the hall or at the door; and poor men were sometimes 
employed to hold the sticks of the guests who had come to a 

    
    

   

  

  

   
          

    
    
    

       

        

a piece of me to their family 
person was frequently written on his stick® in hieroglyphies 
Ginstances of which I have seen in those found at Thebes); for 
which reason a hard wood was preferred, as the acacia, which 
seems to have been more gener 

We have little knowledge of the nat 
as they were forbidden in deep mourning to indulge in then 

    
    

               
    lly used than any other.’ 

e of their baths; but     
  

1 Woortent No 407, 9, and No. 456 .     

    

    

     

  

to Pliny (xe fate Tale      
          

  

hus We ‘Siky a shor sick, eae dufana woe fo ‘hot grow in Ezyph ant it the bastinad, wae alo toed bythe Exype Toura heres Bat esta Species Hanes Many’ of the walking-aeks had ‘the noth of oar and Tea in tape of papyrus fower.—S- Be Shi. Diol 73.
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we may conclude th: 
necessary comfort. 
paintings is in a tomb at Thebes, where a lady is represented 
with four attendants, who wait upon her, and perform various 

e considered as a luxury, as well asa 
nnly instance I have 

    

  

    

  

duties. One removes the jewelry 
off, or suspends them to a stand in the apartment; another pours 
water from a vase over her head, as the third rubs her a 
body with her open hands; and a fourth, seated near her, holds 
a sweetscented flower to her nose, and supports her as she sits. 
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‘The same subject is t 

  

   
ed nearly in the same manner on some 

of the Greek vases, the being poured over the bather, who 
kneels, or is seated on the ground, Warm ! as well as cold baths 
were used by the Egyptians, though for ord tions cold 

ater was preferred ; and both were probably recomm 
ken medicinally when occasion required. 
‘The Egyptians paid great attentio 

says Herodotu 
was permitted to. prac 

ome were who only studied diseases of the eye othe 
tended solely toe of the head; others to those of 

the teeth some aga -d themselves to complaints of the 
intestines, and others to-seeret and internal maladies; ac 

if not always, women. ‘They 
certain saliries from the public treasury; and after they had 
studied those precepts which had heen laid down from the expe- 
rience of their predecessors, they were permitted to practises 
and in order to ensure thei prescribed rules, 
and to prevent dangerous experiments being made upon patients, 
they were pmnished if their treatment was contrary to the estab- 
lished system: and the death of a person entrusted to their 
care, undersueh cireumstances, was adjudged to them asa capital 
offence If, however, every remedy had been administered 

to the sanitary law, they were absolved from blame ;* 
ndorus, * were made with the per- 

suasion that few persons could be eapable of introducing any 
new treatment superior to what ha and ap 
proved by the skill of old practitioners.” 

‘Though paid by governmen 
ve fees for their advice and atte 

be made in every instance, except on a for 
military service, when patients were 
‘The prineipal mo 

illness was attention to re; 
the majority of diseases 
eating; and th 
sii 

  

     
  

   
      
  

      
that no doctor 

branch. 

  

   
   

    

  

      
    

       
    

  

       
‘ved    

  

  

  

   
    

     
  

  

        

    

and ‘these provisions,’ says I 

     

  

sah 

  

was not illegal to 

  

            journey and on 
free of expense 

ins for prev 
yen and diet : “being per 

nceed fro 

     
     

  

   indigestion and exeess of     
    

  

   

  

  Diodorus (i) says they were even oy tat ss 
Thi Sk ‘a Kl soli wil 4 Ast prevent in Egypt, Exod. 15, “®t 82 
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system,! which some persons were in the habit of repeating ev 
two or three days. ‘Those who live in the corm country,’ as 
Herodotus terms it were particular for their atten 
“During three sucee y month, they submitted toa 

          
    

      

    

  

   

regular course of medicine;” from the conviction that illness 
was wont to proceed from some irregul and if 
preventives w effectual, they had x suitable     
      medies, adopting a mode of treatment very similar to that 
mentioned by Diodorus. ‘The employment of numerous dn 
in Egypt has been mentioned by sacred and profane write 
and the medicinal properties of many herbs which grow in the 
deserts, particularly between the Nile and Red Sea, are still 
known to the Arabs, though their application has been but 
imperfectly reeorded and preserved. *O virgin, daughter of 
Egypty says J in vain shalt thon use many medicines, 
for the Homer, in the Odyssey, describes 

given by Pol . the wife of 
to Helen, while in Egypt, *a country whose fertile soil 

infinity of drug. salutary and some perni- 
in possesses knowledge above all other 

ntion of the productions 

          
        

  

  

  

       

   
   

  

       

   

  

   

    

  

    
  frequent 

“and their use i 
the physi and as if their 
ative of the many maludies to whieh the 

were subject, he observes that it was a country pro- 
ous diseases. In this, however, he does not 

‘ter the Libyans, 
ns whieh may be at 

  

medic 
   

  

  

of mun 
agree with Herodotus,’ who affirms th; 
there axe no people so healthy asthe Egypt 

  

      
    
   

of Usaphnis of the Ist Dynasty, was com 
pleted by Senct or Settenes of the secon Fines" maine a recipe sald to have been mys 

  

  

      {eroustediscorened inthe reign of Chop cetke Bs of Leven swell the posession 

  

Ewin q orang a he sclonce of medicine was one of ‘Their anatomheal facing was ervoneons cain dncorerof Bey Auhothes, an refered th vie Dymets? fo the entice, a fect have survive. 
i ‘One neers th Anasies." One" Known ‘ay the Papyret means wvong” The euratives in use were hrs rom Hscneer eat ointment ia theage'of Kherpheres or Bikheress ‘The aul est secon hat of Bert, fom isthe rigs ken rom vege 
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time the introduetion of luxurious habits and excess 
d probably wrought a change in the people; and to the same 

cause may be attributed th ts among the 
Romans, ‘unknown to their fathers and ancestors.’ ! 

he same author tells us that the Egyptians examined the 
after death, to ascertain the nature of the diseases of 

which they had died ;? and we ean readily believe thata people 
so far advanced in civilization and the principles of medicine as 

th physician his peculiar branch, would have resorted 
to this effectual method of acquiring knowledge and experience 
for the benefit of the community. 

Te is evident that the medical skill of the F; 1s was well 
known even in foreign and distant countries; and we learn 
from Herodotus? that Cyrus and Darius both sent to Egypt for 
medical men. 

Diodorus tells us* that dreams were regarded in Egypt with 
ligious reverence, and the prayers of the devout were often 
warded by the gods with an indication of the remedies their 

\gs required: but this and magie® were only a last 
resource when the skill of the physician had been bafiled, and 

IL hopes of their r were lost; and a similar supers 
mus feeling indueed them to offer n their temples for 

the same purpose.’ [Origen says, wh part of the body 

   

  

    
    
    

   
to assign     

       

  

          
      

    

      

         

  

   
   

  

     
  

was affected by dis demon to whom it 
wa to belong to obtain a cure. —G. W.] 

They consisted of various kinds. Some person 
certain sum for the maintenanee of the s nimals bi 
to the deity. whose interposition they solicited: whieh, in the 

   
   case of children, was decided by wei 

the hair of their head, + 
ng a cert 
lf, or at 

    

n portion of 
rd,"? shaved    

  

practised for the purposes of embalming {Risen adie aun pS 
‘whore the various sources of iofortalion, se oa 89h 

  

  

  

  

    
      

     

ane sere      sssppenrs Ufone of that onler being sent tagnetom nay pe 
tre the: Princes of aka age ofthe Histor TS 'Avisdom of Solomon, Sv  
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expressly for the purpose; and as soon as the cure had been 
         

     
   

  

    

effected, they vow by giving an equal weight 
of silver to th 

These persons oceasic site nt partsofthe country, 
s of their respective deities; and 

x frequently induced to solicit 
the 

  

their 
real rewards lav 

  

collected by the the 
change of religion, nor the able 

1 the custom 
ner, send their ¢ es with flags and drums to 

different parts of the country to levy contributions 
lous in return for the promised assistance of thei 

       

      elle,     

  

    

   

No.4 Bo Hassan 
  After the eure wa 

model 
is effected, they frequently suspended a 

f the restored part in the temple of the god whose inter- 
position they had invoked ; precisely in the same manner as in 
the sheikhs’ tombs of modern Egypt, and in the Roman Cathol 
chapels of Italy and other countries, consecrated to the Virgin 
or to a saint; and ears, eyes, distorted arms, and other m¢ 
were dedicated as memorials of their gratitude and superstit 

Somet wellers who happ mple ine 
scribed a votive sentence on the W te their respect 
for the deity, and solicit his prot. ng their jou 
the complete for 
Huwnéma) of the w 
mindful of hi 

  

  

  

      
  

  

    
           

         

    
   

  

    
     

      iter, with the assurance that he had been 
wife, his fa and the 1    
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ings it solicited. ‘The date of the king’s reign, and the day of 
the month, were also added, with the profession and parentage 
of the writer. The complete formula of the proskunéma was as 
follows: ‘The adoration of Caius Capitolinus, son of Flavius 
Julius, of the fifth troop of Theban horse, to the goddess Isis, 
with ten thousand names. And Ihave been mindful of (or have 
made an ado for) all those who love me, and my consort, 
and childr 

  

    

     
    
   

        

     

      
  

4 claimed the honor of 
Indeed the study of 
ced at a very early 

z of the country, 

he E cording to Phi         rt 
   
medi tae andlanige appears to have con 
period in Egypt, since Athothes, the seeond ki 
       

   
     

       ci Jbl onalche enmaitres Cap 
and display the skill they had inherited from their 

essors. Hermes? was said to have written six books on 
medicine, the first of which related to anatomy ;* and the variou 

recipes known to have been heneficial were recorded, with their 
peculiar eases, in the memoirs of phys the 

luded to, which were deposited in the principal 
¢, 48 at Memphis in that of Ptah, or Vulean. 

late period to enjoy the 
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‘The embalmers were probabyl members of the medical pro- 
fession, since the knowledge required f pears 
to be connected with their pec Bible 
expressly states that ‘the physi ‘ob. This 
part, however, belongs more properly to the funeral ceremonies 
of the Egyptians, into whieh Ido not here enter; reserving that 
portion of my subject to f ntracted 
dimensions will enable me to introduce the illustrations con- 
nected with it on a more suitable scale: I have also taken 
advantage of the opportunity there afforded of entering more 
fully into the mythology of the Egyptians, and the ceremonies 
connected with their religion? 
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No-dol. Sarcophagus withthe guess Nut on the breast,
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grienitoal and manufactaing Country — Origin of Men 
ral Calelations connect with the Rise of the 

nt of Mt Days Flocks —Sheep Kept forthe 
yin Manufuctres — Abwulance of Produce — 

and Measures Moule of cultivating the 
Tani — Fost — Hoe Swine and Catle to tall i the Sead — Sowing— Soil of 
Baypt— The Nil, its ranches — Dresing of Lands — Dilferent Crops — Cultivation 
fF Wheat, gathering the Corn, al thvebing — Inundation —Dilerent Levels of 
Bugpt— Hage of  Devet cultivated — Harvest Home and other Festivals of the 
Peasants Care of Auinls — Veterinary Art — Eggs batched by articil Means. 

  

Days 
    

        
    

  

Wool — Former 

  

             

  

nthe 
e that agrieul 

  Iv a country like Egypt, whose p 
fruitfulness of its soil, it is reasonable to supp 

Iways one of the principal cares of the inhabitants, 
nda subject to which their attention was directed at the 

earliest period of their existence as a nation 
‘The richness of the valley of the Nile was proverbial; and 

this had no doubt induced the conquering tribe, who, as already 
observed, were the ancestors of the afterwards powerful Egyp- 
tians, to migrate from Asia and settle in that fertile cout 
and the sau ment to other people in 
later times to invade ves of Egypt. ‘The 
pastor race, ealled Hyksos or Shepherd Kings, appear to hav« 
been the first to follow the example of the early Asiatie in 

  

       
‘ture was   

       
  

    
    

      
  

       
       

    
     

  

    ders; and though th (history of their conquest are 
involved in obseurity, it is evident that they entered Egypt   

  

from the side of Syria, and that they obtained for some years a 
firm footing in the country, possessing themselves of Lower 
Egypt, with a portion of the Thebaid, and perhaps advancing to 

ah 
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‘Thebes itself. I at first supposed them to have come from 
Assyria; but on more mature consideration have been disposed. as 
already stated, to consider them a Scythian tribe, whose nomad 
habits accord more satisfactorily with the character of a pastoral 
race, and whose frequent inroads at early periods into other 
countries show the power they possessed as well as their love of 
invasion, which were continued till a late time, and afterwards 
imitated by their successors, the Tartar hordes of Central Asia. 
This inroad of the Shepherds was followed, after a long inter- 
val, by the successive occupations of Egypt by the Persians, the 
Macedonians, and the Romans; and Egypt, after having passed 
under the dominion of the Arabs and at length of the Turks, 
still continues, in spite even of the injuries it has received from 
the misrule of these last, to be coveted for the richness and 
capabilities of its produetive soil. 

It is an old and true remark, that the inhabitants of a rich 
country are ever exposed to the agressions of powerful neigh- 
bors whose soil is less productive, whilst the destiny of these 
last is rather to be conquerors than conquered; and this hi 
been fully proved by experience and the history of the world. 
We are, therefore, more surprised at the great duration of the 
power of Egypt, which, to calculate only from the reign of 
Usertesen to the Persian conquest, continued without interrup- 
tion through a period of twelve hundred years. So remarkablea 
circumstance can only be attributed to the rigid discipline of 
the Egyptian constitution and the stern regulations of the 
priesthood, which, by scrupulously watching over the actions of 
‘the monarch, iging him to conform to certain rules estab- 
lished for his conduct both in public and in private, prevented 
the demoralizing effect of luxurious habits, with the baneful 
example of a corrupt court, and, by a similar attention to the 
conduct of all classes, exercised @ salutary influence over the 
whole community. And the suecessful promotion of industry, 
the skill of their artisans, and the efficiency of their army, were 
owing to the same well-ordered system. 

Particular attention was always given to the agricultural 
classes: grain was looked upon as the staple commodity of the 
Egyptian market, and the memorial of this was maintained to a 
late time, after Egypt had attained an unrivalled celebrity as a 
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‘manufacturing country, in some of the religious ceremonies, 
and, above all, at the festival of the coronation. Such, indeed, 
was the respect paid in Egypt to the pursuits of husbandry 
that the soldiers, a class inferior only to the priesthood, and 
from which alone the king, when not of the priestly order, 
‘could be chosen, were permitted and even encouraged to occupy 
their leisure time in the tillage of the lands allotted them by 
Government; and every priest and noble of the country was 
expected to use his utmost endeavors to encourage the industry 
of the agricultural population. 

Of the three states of society —‘he hunter, the shepherd, 
and the agriculturist — the last, as has been already observed, 
is the most capable of arriving at and advancing in civiliza- 
tion: and those countries where agriculture is successfully 
encouraged speedily rise to opulence and power. To: this was 
Egypt indebted for its immense resources, which, even from so 
confined a valley, maintained a population of 7,000,000, supplied 
several neighboring countries with corn, supported an arm 
410,000 men besides auxiliaries, extended its conquests into the 
heart of Asia, and exercised for ages great moral influence 
throughout a large portion of Asia and Africa. 

In the infancy of her existence as a nation, Egypt was con- 
tented with the pursuits of agriculture; but in process of time 
the advancement of civilization ond refinement led to numerous 
inventions, and to improvements in the ordinary necessaries of 
life,and she became at length the first of nations in manufactures, 
nd famed amongst foreigners for the excellence of her fine linen, 
her cotton and woollen stuffs, cabi k. porcelain, glass, and 
numerous branches of industry. ‘That Egypt should be more 
known abroad for her manufactures than for her agricultural 
skill might be reasonably expected, in consequence of the ex- 
portation of those commodities in which she excelled, and the 
ignorance of foreigners respecting the internal condition of a 
country from which they were excluded by the j of the 
natives ; though, judging from the scanty information imparted 
to us by the Greeks, who in later times had opportunities of 

ing the valley of the Nile, it appears that we have as 
much reason to blame the indifference of strangers who visited 
the country as the exclusiveness of the Egyptians. ‘The Greeks, 
however, confessed the early advancement of the Egyptians in 
agricultural as well as mechanical pursuits; and Diodorus is 
evidently of opinion that, with colonization, the knowledge of 
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husbandry 
into Gree 

‘There are fortunately other sourees of information, which 
explain their mode of tilling the land, collecting the harvest, 
and various peculiarities of their agriculture: and, independent 
of what may be gleaned from Herodotus and Diodorus, numerous 
agricultural scenes, in the tombs of Thebes and Lower Egypt, 
give full and amusing repres f the process of ploug 

ng, threshing, winnowing, and hows 

\d_ various institutions were carried from Egypt 
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   1g, hoeing, sow         

  

           the grain. In considering the state of agriculture in Egypt, 
we do not confin mportanee to the direct and tangible 

  benefits it annually conferred upon the people, by the improved 
condition of the productions of the soil; the influence it had 
on the manners and scientific aequirements of the people is no 

less obvious and worthy our contemplation: and to the peculiar 
nature of the Nile, and the effects of its inundation, has been 
reasonably attributed the earl nt of the Egyptians 
in geometry nsuration, Herodotus, Plato, Diodo: 
Strabo Clemens of Alexandria, Iamblichus, and oth 
cxibe the origin of geometry to changes which annually took 
place from consequent necessity of 
a ich person respecting the limits of the 
lands though Herodotus may be wrong in limiting the 
commencement of those obse to the ssostris, 

k tends to the same poi ns the general 
opinion that this science 

It is 1 

  

     

         

    

          
  

   

    

  

    
      

        

            

     

      

     

wundation sub: 

  

respecting the 

   
portio 
of the} iadle great alterations in the extent of 
land ne: We therefore readily perceive the 

  necessity of determining the quantity whieh belonged to each 
individual, wh to settle disputes with a neighbor, or to 
ascertain the tax due to government.’ Butit is difficult to fix the 

when the sei we have 
e of Joseph, this does 

history of Egypts and 
of geometry and mathematies haying already 
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rliest period of which 
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made the same progress at the 
monuments remain, as in the la 
the great Rameses. 

Besides the mere measin 
ount importance to agr 

nt, to distribute the benefits of the im 
individual, that the lands which were low 

advantages of the fertili 
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-levelled. 
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para 
the 
proportion to ea 
might not enjoy the exelusi 

constantly dvainin; 
purpose, the necessity 0 

vations of the co constructing a 
canals and dykes, obviously oceurred to them 
that Menes, their first king, turned the course of the 

J made for it, we have a proof of their 
having, long before his ti ived at considerable knowledge 
in this branch of science, s great an undertaking could 
only have been t . 

hese dykes were ompanied by the invention 
of sluices, and all the ig to them. The 
regulation of the suppl tted into plains of various 
levels, the report of the exact quantity of land irrigated, the 
depth of the water and the time it continued upon the surfa 
which determined the proportionate payn 
required much scientific skill; and the prices of prov 
the ensuing year were already ase I by the unering 
prognosties of the existing inundations. ‘This naturally led to 
ininute observations respecting the inerease of the Nile during 
the inundation: Nilometers, for measur 
fall, were constructed in various parts of 
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proclaim the favorable or unfavorable state of this important 
phenomenon. On these reports depended the time chosen for 

1g the canals, whose mouths were closed until the river rose 
ed height,! upon which occasion grand festivities were 

proclaimed throughout the country, in order that every person 
might show his sense of the great benefit vouchsafed by the 
gods to the land of ‘The introduetion of the waters of 

to the interior, by means of these eanals, was allegori 
ed into the union of Osiris and Isis thi tof 

vay the dam of earth which separated the bed of the 
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"Pliny, Ib. xv, 18. ‘The canals are now generally cut about the 10th of August
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forward to with the utmost 
that m: s were 

canal from the Nile, was lool 

        

      
    

  

      

to the zeal of a eredulous people. 
‘The deity or presiding genius of the river was propitiated by 
suitable oblations, both during the inundation and about the 

1d Sencea? tells us, that on a 
Ww presents and offerings of gold 

e called the Veins of the 
le, where they first perceived the rise of the inundation, 

Indeed, we may reasonably suppose that the grand and won- 
derful spectacle of the inundation excited in them feelings of 
the deepest a power to which they were 
indebted for so g + and a plentiful supply of 
water was supposed to be the result of the favor of the gods, 
as a deficiency was attributed to their displeasure, punishing 
the sins of an offending people. 

On the inundation depended all the hopes of the peasants it 
nue of the government, both by its influence o 

of taxation, and by the greater or less profits on the 
ion of grain an ; and it involved the 

comfort of all classes. Egypt no rain fell to 
irrigate the land; it was a e writers? state, 
which did not look for showers to adv if, as 
Proclus® says, these fell in Lower Egypt, they were confined to 
that distriet, and heavy rain was a prodigy in the Thebaid. 
‘There is, however, evider heavy rain did occasionally fall 
in the vicinity of ‘Thebes, from the appearance of the deep 

s worn by water in the hills, about the tombs of the king 
though probably, as now, after intervals of fifteen or twenty 

ind it may be said from modern experience, that slight 
Showers fall there about five or six times a year, in Lower Egypt 
much more frequently, Alexandria almost as often as in 
the south of Europe. ult of a favorable inundation was 
not confined to it had the greatest effect on 
thi \g anticipation ; the happiness 
arising from it, as the regrets on the appearance of a scanty 
supply of water, being far more sensibly felt than in countries 
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    + where future prospects 
+ the Egyptian, 
nate of his erops 

spared for its 

  

not being so soon foreseen, hope continues long. 
on the other hand, being able to form a just est 
even before the seed is sown, or the land pi 

        
  

reception! 
Other remarkable effects may likewise be partially attributed 

to the interest excited by the expectation of the rising Niles 
and it is probable that the accurate observations required for 
fixing the seasons, and the period of the annual return of the 
inundation, which was found to coincide with the heliacal rising 
of Soth Dog-star, contributed greatly to the early study 
of astronomy in the valley of the ‘The precise time whe 
these and other caleulat first made by the Egyptians 
itis impossible now to determine; but from the height of the 
inundation being already recorded in the reign of . Me 
we may infer that constant observations had been made, 
Nilometers constructed, even before that early period; 

2 geometry, and other seiences are said to have been 
Egypt in the time of the hierarchy which preceded 

the accession of their first king, Menes. 
We cannot, however, from the authority of Diodorus and 

Clemens of Alexandria, venture to assert that the books of 
Hermes which contained the science and philosophy of 
were all composed before the reign of Men 
by whomsoever it was composed, was probably very limited and 
imperfect, and the famous books of He 
piled at different periods, in the same manner as the Jew 
collection of poems received under the name of David's Psalm 
though some were composed after the Babylonish captivit 
Nor was Hermes, or Mercury, as I have elsewhere observed, a 

but a deified form of the divine intellect, whic 
being imparted to man had enabled him to produce this effort of 
genius; and the only argument to be adduced respecting the 

igh antiquity of any portion of this work is the tradition of the 
people, supported by the positive proof of the great mathematical 
skill of the Egyptians in the time of Meres, by the change he 
made in the course of the Nile. It may also be inferred, 
their great advancement in arts and sciences at this earl 
that many ages of civilization had preceded the access 
first monareh. 
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Atal events, we may eon 
peculiar nature of 1     
        
approximate calculation was at_ first subjec 
calendar, no longer suffered to depe 
solar revolution, was thus ann 
period, It is highly probable th 

4 nation, divided their year into twelve lunar months :# 
the twenty-eight years of Osiris’ reign being derived, as Plutarch 
observes, from the number of days the moon takes to perform 
her course round the earth it is worthy of remark that the 
hieroglyphic signifying‘ month’ was represented by the erescent. 
of the moon, as is abundantly proved from the seulptures and 
the authority of Horapolle. From this we also derive another 
very important conclusion; that the use of hieroglyphies was of 
afar more remote date than is generally supposed, since they 
xisted previously to the adoption of solar months. The substi- 

tution of solar for lunar months was the earliest change in the 
Egyptian year. then made to consist of twelve months 
of thirty days ing a total of 360 days:4 but as it wi 
soon discovered that the seasons were disturbed, and no longer 
corresponded to the sane months, five additional days were intro- 
Auced at the end of the last month, Mesoré in onder to remedy 
the previous defect in the calendar, and to insure the returns of 
tthe seasons to fixed periods. 

The twelve months were Thoth, Paopi, Athor, Choeal 

and 
Lon the vague length of a 
brought round to a fixed 
the Egyptians, in their 
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Mechir, Phamenoth, Pharmuthi, Pachons, Paoni, Epep, Mesoré: 
and the year being divided into three ich period 
comprised four of these months. ‘The Ist of Thoth, in time of 
Julins Czesar, fell on the 29th of August; and Mesoré, the last 
month, began on the 25th of July.? I have introduced the 
modern names given them by the Copts who still use them in 
preference to the lunar months of the Arabs; and, indeed, the 
Arabs themselves are frequently guided by the Coptic months: 
in matters relating to agriculture, partie in Upper Egypt. 

A people who gave any attention to subjects so important to 
their agricultural pursuits, could not long remain ignorant of 
the deficiency which even the interealation of the five days left 
in the adjustment of the calendar; and though it requ 
period of 1460 years for the seasons to recede through all the 
twelve months, and to prove by the deficiency of a whole year 
the imperfection of this system, yet it would be obvious to them, 
in the lapse of a very few years, that a perceptible alteration had 
taken place in the relative positions of the seasons; and the 
most careless observation would show that m 120 years, having 
lost a whole month, or thirty days, the rise of the Nile, the time 

ind all the periodical oceupations of th 
coincided with the same month. ‘They th 

fore added a quarter d medy this defect, by making every 
fourth year to consist of 366 days; wi 
toa light error, was a sufficiently accurate approximation: 
indeed, some modern astronomers are of opinion that, instead of 
exceeding the solar year, the length of the sidereal, eomputed 
from one heliacal rising of the Dog-star to another, accorded 
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exactly in that latitude (in consequence of a certain coneurrence 
in the positions of the heavenly bodies) with the calculation of 
the Egyptians. ‘This sidereal or Sothie year,’ says Censorinus, 
‘the Greeks term eynikon, the Latins canicularis, because its 
commencement is taken from the rising of the Dogstar on the 
first day of the month, ealled by the Egyptians Thoth;’? whieh, 

e it accords with the observations of Porphyry, that ‘the first 
of the month is fixed in Egypt by the rising of Sothis, fully 
ates the opinion of those who suppose that the name Thoth 

pplied to the first day alone, and not to the month itself. 
the five days, called of the Epaet, were added at a most 

ote period, may readily be credited; and so convinced were 
they referred it to the fabulous times 

ng it up in the guise of allegory: and 
probable that the interealation of the quart 

ne day in four years, was also of very early date. 
‘On this subject much controversy has been expended, without, 

sual on stich occasions, arriving at any satisfactory results 
it was known to them before the late time 

st, some confining it to the period of the 
‘others assigning it to the year 1322 before 
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    solar year of 865 da led with the Sothic of 3 
or which, in other words, intercalated an additional day every 
fourth year. For the Egyptians, finding by observation that 
1460 Sothie were equal to 1461 solar years, the seasons having 
in that time passed through every part of the year and returned 

n to the same point, established this as a standard for 
under the name of the Sothie period ; 
purposes, as the dates of their kings 

continued to use the solar or vague year 
of 365 days, every ealeulation could thus be corrected, by com- 
paring the time of this last with that of the Sothie or sidereal 
year. The sacred was the same as the solar or vague years and 
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an ancient author, cited by Jablonski, asserts that the Egyptian 
Kings took an oath in the adytum that they would not inter- 

iy month or day, but that the sacred year of 365 days 
as instituted in ancient times. “If this be true. 

it argues that intercalation of the additional day was coeval with 
the era of the Ph prohibition could only have 
been directed aga novation. But without pretending 

to give a decided opinion respecting the period of its first intro- 
Auction, I may observe that the positive testimony of Diodorus? 

re been in use before the Roman conquest, that 
ed Egypt, under 

ance of Herodotus on 

  

    
      

   

  

     
   

    

    

  

    

      

     

  

the effect of keeping the seasons in their proper places, is readily 
accounted for by the fact of the Egyptians only using this solar 
year for their ordinary calewlations, the knowledge of the sidereal 
‘one being confined to the priests. For it is more reasonable to 
suppose the Father of History to be mistaken in this, as he 
on so many points relating to Egypt, than that so importa 
discovery, which had eseaped them whilst their astrono) 
skill was at its zenith, during the flourishing period of the Pha 

d_be made at a time when ‘the wisdom’ of Egypt 
declined, and, above all, during the eonfusion 

sequent upon the occupation of the country by the P 

  

    
  

      

    
     

   

  

  

         

   
Yor does the cireumstance of the Hebrews neglecting to adopt 
the Sothie year argue that it was introduced subsequently to 

  

the Exodus and the age of Moses: the Arabs, who conquered 
Egypt long after its universal adoption, persisted and still persist 

he use of their imperfect lunar months: as some Ei 
nt to the introduction of the Gregorian calendar: 

but both these are not the less known because unadopted, and 
10 argument be derived from similar omissions. Ido 

1 was invented before the 
ig remain uncertain when 

an innovation. 
[No point has been more disputed than the question of the 

existence of a fixed year amongst the ancient Egyptians. It is 
that after the Alexandrian reformation of the calendar a 

called ‘the year according to the ancients,’ eorresponding to 
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the vague year, wasalso in u 
was in common employ 
Decree of Canopus, w 

  ‘That the vague year of 365 days 
the Ptolemiesappears from the 
he fact of the disturbance of the 

  

  

        
eform it by the introduction of a sixth 

of every fourth year. Philologically, 
it has been attempted to be proved that there were two years, from 

such expressions as ‘the first year, ap tep.or renpas ‘the opening 
of the year! ap renpa, and un renpa ; and ‘the en 
renpa: but doubt is thrown upon the philological posit 
consideration that ap renpa may mean “yearly,” as ap abut means 

*in the Rosetta inseription. ‘The older calendars, priorto 
Dynasty, give the following seriesof festivals as running: 

through sar: 1. The commencement of the year. 2. The 
festival of Thoth. 8. New year. 4. Of the Uata. 5. Of Sostaris. 

sat and little heat or . Holocaust. 8. Appear- 
or showing of the god Khem or Asi. 9, Of Sat. 10, First 
jonth. 11. Fifteenth of month. 12. All other festivals. 

Some of these were movable festivals; and under the 11th and 
12th Dynasties the festivals of Osiris, the five intercalary days, 

\omense, and of the appearance of Sothis, were mentioned 
nthe calendar for the first time, as also those of the Neomen 

6th, 10th, 15th. This would show ¢ troduction of 
the solar in place of the Innar year was not older than the 12th 

Dynasty, when the Sothie eyele was first instituted to eorrect th 
In the correet or normal 
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nd the commencement of the 
rise of the Nile. Su the calendar is alluded to in 
the ceiling of the Memnonium and the walls of Medinat Habu 

from the zodiaes of thetombs of Rameses VI-and 
Rameses IX. that a vague year was iu istronomical 
ried ints hie ea Ree ETE ban ine gion ar deme 

by its recording the rise of Sothis in the reign of Thothmes II. 
on the 28th Epiphi i of the Ist Thoth. Normally, the 

ant of the Sothie year, was the 
20th July the fixed year ought to commence 
with it. There were, without doubt, -mpts to correct 

the vague year owing to the obvious disturbanceof the phenomena, 
Dut it is very doubtful if a fixed year actually came into use till 
the final reformation of the 
beginning of the y 
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    ‘of August, the Ist of Thoth 
fas in sacerdotal and se 

up to which period the vagu 
SME]       

  

which the 
the original dl 
from the n 
crescent. 
of 360 days; and two intercalated, respectively of 3 
days. ‘They were divided into three seasons (spring, summer, 
and winter. # according to Diodort ‘h composed of four 
months of 30 days; and in the tw aalated years five days 
were added at the end of the twelfth month, which completed 
the 365 days the quarter day in the last of them being added 
every fourth year, as in our leap-yeu 

The three seasons were thus represented, with the four 
months belonging to each 

    gz most other people, 
month’ being the 

one unintercalated, 
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   first season began with the month ‘Thoth (the first day’ 
h the 29th 

  

   
Athor, Choeak the se ‘Tobi, Mechir, Phamenot 

His the third of Pachons, Paoni, Epep, and Mews 
end of which were acded the five days of the intercalated year. 

names of the seasons appear to be, Ist, of the plants; 
of flowering, or harvest; and 3d, of the waters, or inundat 
which originally corresponded nearly to, Ist, November, Decem- 
ber, January and February ; 2d, Mareh, April, May and Juni 
3d, July, August, Septembe: and October. But as, in course of 

time, the seasons changed, and those of summer fell in winter, 
they found it necessary to make another correction : and for this 
purpose they resolved on ascertaining the period that elapsed he- 
tween the return of a fixed star to the same place in the heavens, 
which they perceived would not be variable as were their ec 

of the dog-star, Sothis, 

          

  

     
  

  

     
     

  

       
     

  

ventional seasons. The heliaeal risin 
was therefore the point fixed upon,and in 1460 Sothie (or 1461 
of their vague) years they found that it rose again heliacally. 

that their seasons had returned to their original places again, and 
that they had lost one whole year, according to the caleulati 
of 365 days. TI ‘ed them that the difference of a quarter 
of a day annually required that one day every four ye 

   

    

  

  

  

    

   

    

  

certain 

  

already devised other means of fixing the return of 
period of the year, this was the first nearly accurate determin 
of its length. The period when they first began thei 

e when the first interealated 
st have heen long before the 

obser   

as well as that still more remote o 
35 days came into use, m 

y \l an inseription (i 
time of Amenophis [., the second king of the 18th Dy 
mentions the year of ws. Lepsius and M. de Rougé have 

vere already noticed in the 12th 
‘this was celebrated at the same 

is was therefore ascertained 
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nd the repnted antiquity of the 

being ascribed, according to 
ble of the 

Jong before the year 13: 
interealary days is show 
Strabo, to Hermes, as well 

been born on those di would the 
have « n the sacred year of 365 day 
calating any day or month, uniess the Sothie y 
already invented. Herodotus also says that they wei 

to the stars for their mode of adjusting the year and its 
But there is reason to believe that the still older year of 360 days 
was retained for the dates of kings’ reigns: and that this un- 
interealated year of 360 days was the one used in their records 

sntal stelae: thus, an Apis was born in the 58d year 
of Psammatiehus [., the 19th Mechir, and died in the 16th year 
of Neco, on the Gth Paopi, aged 16 years 7 months and 17 days, 
Now from 19h Mechir to Gth Paop 10 days +11 to 
the end of Mechir +6 of Pao or T months 17 days 
over the 16 years; without any iys. It is, how- 

‘possible that the five days we 1 the last month, 
year, and that it was a year of 365 days; but th 
ion of the Ist, or any other day beyond the 30th, 

    

  

       
     

              r had beet 
ndebte        

          
  

  

  

  

  

and mon          
    

      
   

       
     

  

  

      

  

   

  

      

  

      

  

Th year of 3654 days was called the square ye 
annus quaidratusof Pliny; and the same mentioned by Diodor 
Mai rapollo. ‘The retention of the     

     

  

    

  

   

     
and interealated vague year would prevent the con 
might have been expected from the olde 

moirs having been kept in years of a dif 
itwas always easy to turn these last into Si 
aceurate cale e required ; 

ras reserved for parti 
is used by the modern Egypti 
particular period, orto aseer 
purpose: 

The Egyptians had therefore an ob ig 
vague year, in order that the festivals of the gods, in course 
of time, might pass through the different seasons of the year, as 
Geminus the Rhodian (who lived in 77 nc.) informs us. It is 
also evident that without the accuracy of the Sothie year they 
could not, as Herodotus supposes, have fixed the exact return of 
the seasons. 

  

           
      

years, wl 
Sothie, 

the old Coptie year 
y wish to 

the proper season for age 

        

   
  

    
  

    
  

    

  

* Plin. at. 2 Dio, 5.20 2 Macrob. 
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   ad at first a lunar 
\1 divided into twelve 

  

We may conclude that the Egyptia 
year, which being regulated by the moon 
mo nths, led to a month being ever after represented in 
hierogyly on: but this would only have been at a 
most remote period, before the establishment of the Egyptian 
monarehy; and some might hence derive an argument in 
of the early use of hieroglyphies, and suppose that they were 
invented before the introduction of the solar months. In India 
also the 1 solar. —G.W.] 

The ex: in the Tombs 
of the Kings perhaps some day 

mplete interpret 
‘ty of eonjectun 

  

  

        
    

  

    
   

  

   
   

    

tend to decide this questic 
of hierogylphies does away w 
the meantime, I feel less regret in abstaining from the 

ich might be adduced to maint 
n of the quarter day, as the | 

spared an elaborate essay on the subject, 
opinion by the authority of a Greek 

of th And whilst mentioning 
other excellent 

   

    

        

       

  

antiquity of the int 
Letronne has alre 
and is supported in hi         

   
        

      

   
   

p wyrus in the collectio 
     

this qu 
igs many valuable 
darand Zodiac of Ancient 

some remarks on the adopt 
part of this work, extr 
‘year 1828. 

The pursuits of agriculture did not prevent the E 
from arriving at a re 

   
  

  

      of the Sothie year, in another 
ted from a previous publication in the     

     ryptians 
kable pre-eminence as a manufacturing 

the skill of the grazier 
     

    

     

  

andthe shepherd; 
down upon with contempt,and the occupatio 
in manufactures and all handicraft employments w 
soldier at least, ignoble 

formed part of the possession 
rses was a p H 

besides those required for the arn 
sold to foreign traders who visited the cou 
of so many sheep in the Thebaid, where 1 
food? proves the object to have bee 

    
  of persor     engaged 

to the 
‘ks and herds 

    
       

  
     

    

     

  

    
     the rearing 
niton was unlawful 

to supply the woo 
         

  

    28, 929, Tah i, ip 2) says sheep were only sacrifice in the Nitrioie nome,



     
with good fleeces, two of which, owin 
paid to its food, were anm 

yyptians should suce 
nd a manufieturing country is not surpr 

n those early times the competitic 
ng countries did not interfere with their mar- 

nd though \l Sidon excelled in fine linen and 
r productions of the loom, many branches of industry 

brought exclusive advantages to the Egyptian workman, E 
in the flourishing days of the Pho i 
linen to other countries, and sh 

ire monopoly in this, and eve 
of 

Now, indeed, the case is widely di ‘The population of 
pt is so reduced as not to suffice for the culture of the 

lands; an overgrown military foree has drained the cc 
able-bodied men, who ought to be employed in pron 
wealth of the community. iy inereasing the produce of th 
and a number of hands are continually withdr 
fields to advance manufactures, which, without beneti 
people, are inferior (especially for exportation) to those o 

Add to this the great cost for machinery, whi 
quickly injured by the quant 
clogs the wheels and other 1 

m the nitre with which it is impregnated; and it must be 
lent that modern ha population of not on 

anda 

    

    

  

   
    
   

  

         

               

   
    vd at all times 

manufactured,      

    

        

      

  

   

  

   

     

     
  

    

    

    

  

              

     in the sam 
rds of four times the popula 

  

ny Tess com> 
variety of fi and no comparative 
es unexpe ri 

Thave attributed the early advancement of the Egypt 
land-surveying, levelling, and various branches of ge to 
their great attention to the agricultural s of the coun- 
try; and as it is reasonable to suppose the knowledge they thus 
acquired led to many other important ¢ we are not 
surprised to find th y early time well versed in 
numerous operations i e of mathematical seience and 
mechanical skill. 

-OF these the most remarkable instan 
struction of those 

    
  

  

          
    

    
    

  

      
  

    
   

  

ss occur in the c 
ent monuments, the 

e masonry of the 
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interior has not by   surpassed, and T may even say has not 
been equalled, in any sneceeding the transport and 
erection of enormous masses of \l in the underground 
chambers exeavated in the solid rock at ‘Thebes and other 

where we admire the combined skill of the architect. 
veyor, and the mason. ‘The origin of these subterraneou 

derived from the custom of burying the bodies « 
d the reach of the inundat 

‘d, from the habit of living in 
nd it is a rem 

    
     

  

        plaee 
the 
works 
the dead in places removed bey 

    

   

    

   

      
       

    

  

   

  

dence of having derived their character from built moi 
in the architrave x from column to column, whieh is 
taken from the original éeam supporting a roof,—a feature 
totally inconsistent with a simple exeavated chamber 

‘These feelings, derived from architecture, are carvied still 
further: we find them extended to statues, which are supported 
from behind by an obelisk, or a stele; and the figure of a 

square pillar, both in built and excavated 

  

  

  

King is applied to 
temples. 

‘The abund 

  

  

supply of grain and other produce gave to 
Egypt advantages which no other country possessed.!_ Not only 
were her dense population supplied with a profusion of the 
necessaries of life, but the sale of the surphis conferred con 
siderable benefits on the peasant, in addition to the profits 
which thence accrued to the state: for Egypt w 
where, from the earliest times, all people felt st 
plenteous store of corn? and some idea, as L have already had 
‘occasion to observe, may be formed of the immense quantity 
produced there, from the cireumstance of ‘seven plenteous 
ars’ affording, from the superabun of th Vf 
ficiency of corn to supply the whole population during seven 
years of dearth, as well as ‘all countries” which sent to Egypt 
Sto buy’ it, when Pharaoh by the advice of Joseph® laid up 

nual surplus for that purpo 
and the sale of superfluo 

  

     
     

      

   

  

  

  

        crops, it    

  

  

      
  

    

produce 
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of corn to the Israelites from the 
le by. Pharaoh 

re in the habit 
mained on hand 

approach of each snecessive deed, their frugal 
mode of living enabled the peasints to dispose of nearly all the 

-at and barley their lands produced, and they may fre 
at the present day, have been contented with bread 

the doora? flour; children, and even grown-up persons, a 
to Diodorus? often living on roots and esculent herbs, 
papyrus, lotas, and others, either ra 
all events, whatever may have been the quality of the bi 
they used. it is certain that the superabundance of grain w. 
very considerable, Egypt annually producing three, and even 
four erops: and though the government obtained a large profit 
on the exportation of com, and the price received from foreign 
merchants far exceeded that paid to the peasants, still these 

last derived great benefit, and the money thus eireulated through 
the country tended to improve the condition of the agricultural 
classes. 

The Egyptian land measure was the aroura, which, according 
to Herodotus and Hor a square of 100 cubits, 
covered an area of 10,000 cubits, and, like our acre, was solely 
employed for measuring land. ‘The other measures of Egypt 

were the schamne, which varied from thirty and thirty-two to forty 
stadia, according to Pliny; and the eubit, which He 
sidlers equal to that of Samos:° for though the stad is often used 

by Greek writers in giving the 

dlistinetly shown by the s 
royal stores, and the collection having been 

        

      

    

   

  

    
    
    w, roasted, or boiled.   
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  ypt, it was not really an Egyptian measure, as Herodotus 
y shows by ascribing its use to the Greeks, and the schonus 

y also mention the plethrum in giving 
is was prop 

and con- 
. 10,000 square feet, or, as others 

pose, LH. When used as a measure of length, it was 
usually estimated at 100 feet; though, if Herodotus’ measurement 

Great Pyramid be correct, it could not complete 100 of 
our feet, as he gives the length of each face 8 plethra. But little 
reliance can be placed on 
exceeds the true length; and to the face of the third pyramid 
he only allows 3 plethra, which, ealeulating the plethrum at 
100 feet, is more than half a plethrum short of the real length — 
each face. to the measurement of Colonel Howard 

      

    

  

   
    

    

  

    

    

    
4 feet 

es the difficulty of measuri 
of the pyramid was much less than at present 

‘owing to the mound of broken stone, earth, and sand, whi 
pout the centre of each face, it is s0 difficult to 

fain their exact extent, that no two persons agree in their 
nd_ all attempts to calculate the value of ancient 

this monument are hopeless, as well from the 
id disagreement of Greek and Roman writers upon 

the subject, as from the variation of modern measurements. OF 
ny own, I shall only say that the mode f adopted in measuri 

the face of the Great Pyramid appeared to me as little liable to 
error as any I could devise; which was of ascending to the tier 
pove the level and encumbrance of the mound of 
centre of the face, a 
horizontal lin 

wily deter 
additional. portio 

neasurement by adel 

   

      

  

the exterior 
a 

    

  

      

      

   
    

  

     
    

    
    

  

    

   
       

erupted 
Ang let fall a perpendiewiar 

ined by the eye) to the base, in order to a 
each comer, I completed the whole 

Wg the bases of those two right angles. 
nade the total length of the present face 732 feet, 

in one foot with the measurement of Mr. Lane, 
feet; an approximation highly satisfactory 
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y ‘The total 

Jength when entire T believe to hay or 76 feet, 
would be exactly 440 eubits, according to the length 

1 presently show to have been that of the 

    

     
T do not pretend to derive (or even to requ 

from this monument respecting the le 
measurements are not sufficiently accurate for this purpose, and 

the cubit is too small a measure to be defined by the propo. 
parts of so long a line; nor are the courts of different temples 

n so delie ul even the 
small dimensions of mislead, as it is not certain 

nd indeed there are evident proofs to the contrary) that they 
fed to a decimal number of cubits. ‘The oval statu 
nd its companion are little more than 60 feet high 

ch make 35 cubits; but this leads 
ise we are uncertain whether a fixed 
ied to the whole statue with its pedestal, 

or to the figure alone,and neither this part nor the pedestal bears 
exact proportion to the cubit. It is, indeed, probable that a 

ile and of such consequence as th 
decimal number of eubits, and the 

s doubtless divisible by sueh a nun 
stated, the accurate determination of 

ill a desideratum, and no conelusion 
th of the Egyptian eubit. Happily 

other data of a less questionable nature are left us for thi 
purpose,and the graduated cubit in the Nilometer of Eleph 
and the wooden cubits discovered in Egypt, suffice to establish 
itslength, without the eoensty of merisin hypotheses. Some 

ied at different 
at another of 

  

      

  

       

  

     
      

  

  

           

    

    

         

    

  

   
   

  

  

         

         
    

per 
82 digits, or that there were two cubits of differs 
one of 24 digits or 6 palms, the other of 32 di 
‘employed at the same period for different purposes. Some have 
maintained, with M. Girard, that the cubit used in the Nilometer 
of Elephantine consisted of 24 digits, others that it cont 
823? and numerous calculations have heen deduced from these 
conilicting opinions respecting the real length of the 
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But a few words will suffice to show th ner in which that 
cubit was divided, the number of its digits, and its exact length 
in English inches; and respecting the supposed cl 
cubit used in the Nilometers of Egypt, I shall only observ’ 
people far more prone to innovation than the Egyptians would 
not rei tion from long-established 
custom; and it is obvious est confusion would be 
caused throughout th ‘culture would suffer 
incalculable i istomary announcement of a certain 
number of cubits for the rise of the Nile were changed, through 
the introduction of a cubit of a different length. ‘The peasant 
would no I fer, the propor- 

ti f the riv a 
from the canals; in short, all the 
deranged, and this without any result, without any advantage 
compensate for this arbitrary ehange in the standard of measure- 
ment. Indeed, the very few alterations made 
beyond the preeinets of Mexandria, in the habits and customs of 
the Egyptians, are a strong argument against the probabili 
their interfer 
involving so many interests, as the chang; 

nation of the Ni 1 the ancient wood 
cypt are the same measure as the graduated 

To these I now invite the attention of the 

      

  

           

  

     
  

  

   

    

the gr    

  

  

  

    
     

  

     
   

  

     
    

        

   

         ein a matter of so much impor 
e in the mode of       

      

   measuring the in 
eubits found in 
seale at Elephanti 
reader. 

‘The Nilometer in the island of Elephantine is a stairease 
etween two walls descending to the Nile, on one of which is a 
succession of graduated scales containing one or two eubits, 

mpanied by inscriptions recording the rise of the river at 
nis periods, during the rule of th Bvery eubit is 

divided into fourteen parts, each of 2 digits, giving 2 
the cubits and the length of the eubit 

his 1 
wooden eubit, published by M. Jomard, is 

a \l_ therefore accords, both in its division, 
and, as I shall show, very nearly in length, with the enbit of 
Elephantine. In this last we lean 

ig the scales, that the principal div 
the eubi 7 

      
    

  

  

      
   

  

   
   

  

   

     Cesars. 
digits to 

  

     

  

    

to each           

    d    pany 
digit 

sions were palms 
and the former          

  

AF Jomari represents one with twenty-nine arp begome ons, which he computes at total   
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like manner consisted of 7 palms or 28 digits. The ordinary 
therefore, of the cubit wa 

  

    

  

7a 
2006 

  

S025 

In the cubits of M. Jomard the divisions, or digits, commence 
‘on the left with 1, 2, 3, and 4 digits or 1 palm: the latter 
indicated by a hand (sometimes with, sometimes without, a 
thumb): next to this is the whole hand, or 5 digits (with the 
thumb); then the fist, or as the Arabs call it, the kubdeh (the 
hand closed, with the th 6 digits: alter 
which may perhaps be traced the dichas, or 2 palms, of 8 digits: 
the fitr, or span with the foret wl thumb; and the si 
‘or spithamé, the entire span ; the former of 11, the latter 
digits. But there is no indication of a foot, and the 
digits are solely occupied with fractional parts, beginning with 
16th and ening in } a digit: from which we may conclude 
that the smallest measurement in the Egyptian scale of length 

1 inch. 

  

     
    
  

    

      
    

             

           

     

2 No joint en 
‘was always bevelled 

   
   
   

    

   

       

  

  

  These have been founimadeatstons, wood, fra oties materi have ae? na ten ay of 7 yale, 
‘git, calle zen, fe the      om the cas the ft catal      

            

          

    
   

  et rosie 
(oa cima set n ance can be’ placed 0 

  

  

‘securs of 6 pains or 16 dist, Some is teal o arm, a 
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From this may be constructed the following seale and division 
of the Egyptian eubit: — 

  

  

‘Silometee. 

  

  

    

  Ww) iain. 

  

    

2! 1e0nd 402s 
402) 1 palm 2 

= |= [anand . 
6) = = |= | aewoaen . 

    

    | | 
= /2) | = | 1dienas, oF 2 palms. ssid 

a8 a see ee sons 
1 shibr, sptha. : we = f= |= |= |=) |" ine orepan, 306 

  

     1 soe | 20T201 ae    
In the foregoing table I have compared the eubit of the 

Nilometer, according to my measurements, taken from the 
monument, and the wooden eubit found at Memphis, deseribed 
by M. Jomard,! whieh he reckons at 520 millimetres, or 2047291 

  

     
   

   

  

   

   
    

‘Tush 
Another = 

  

or 0583, 
or 2074810) 

seales of 
s been made by the Egyptians 

the precise length of its cubit difficult to determ 
but as I have carefully measured all of them, and have been 

ed by their general length as well as by the averages of 
the whole, Tam disposed to think my measw as near the 
truth as possible; and, judging from the close 
different woolen cubits, whose average M. Jomard estim: 

106 millimetres, we may conclude that they were all intended 

  

  

Nilometer at Elephanti       
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to represent the same measures, strongly arguing against 
the supposition of different cubits having been in use, one of 
24 and others of 28 and 82 digits; and, indeed, if at any 
time the Egyptians employed a cubit of a different length, 
consisting of 24 digits, it is not probable that it was used in 
their Nilometers, for architectural purposes, or 
land. 

If it really existed, the name of Royal Cul 
these wooden measures, was doubtless applied exclusively to 
that of 28 digits (which I have shown to be the usual le 
the wooden measures, and of the eubit of Elephantine), 

simple cubit may have contained only 24. I have received 
Mr. Harris, of Alexandria, an account of am whieh 
been discovered at Karnak, on the removal of some stones from 
‘one of the towers of a propylon, between which it appears to 
have been accidentally left by the masons, at the time of its 
erection, at the remote period? of the 18th Dynasty. It is 
divided into 14 parts, but each part is double in length those of 
the cubit of Elephantine, and therefore consists of 4 digits; 
and the wh is equal to 2 cubits, being 41, inches 
English. Thus then one of these contains 20-6500 inches, 

which suffices to show that the cubit of Elephantine was em: 
ployed for ordinary purposes (differing from it only in .025 
decimal parts), and con on respecting the general 
use of one and the same m This double eubit has the 

first division in its seale of 14 parts subdivided into halves, and 
the next into quarters, one of these last heing equal to 1 digit. 

‘The length of the ancient Egyptian cubit and its parts 
be stated as follows : — 
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‘The lengths of different Egyptian eubits are 

oman enbit of Memphis, mentioned above  Hlephantine Ni to Joma 

    

ighly probable that the aroura,!or square land mi 
was divided into poles, answering to the kassobe 
in Egypt, by which the J sured: and in the absence 
of any explanation of the ancient land measure, it may not. be 
irrelevant to notice the mode of dividing the modern fedddn. 
Till lately it was a square of 20 keevdt, earrots, or 400 Fassobeh, 
reeds, or rods; and each fassobeh was divided into 24 Kharoobeh 
or kubdeh. But v. alterations have taken place in the 
‘moder land measure of Egypt; and even supposing the aneient 
aroura to have been divided in a similar manner, nothing ean be 
obtained respecting the real contents of it, beyond w 
earn from Herodotus of its being a square of 100 cubits 

  

    reed. now 
      Lddin is vi     

    

    

     
        ‘There is also much uncertainty respecting the length of the 

stade2 It is generally estimated at 600 feet or 606-875; though    
     from Herodotus at one ti fying va stade of six plethra 

it would seem that on ordinary oceasions he uses another of a 
different length; and the proportionate value of the measures, 
and of the dimensions of the monuments he deseribes in Egypt, 

factory. Nor'is the schcne accurately defined; 
‘on the authority of Artemidorus, states that the 

Tength of the scheene varied among the Egyptians. 
OF the nomes, or provinces, of Egypt Thave already treated 

and have shown that the n 5 who were similar to ‘the 
oflicers appointed over the land” by Pharaoh. mnswered to 

spec 
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wed all the agrienltu- 
jerests of the pi 

the Beys of the present system, sty 
ral regulations established for the i 
connected with the claims of government. I do not believ 
that the government interfered direetly with the pea 
specting the nature of the produce he cultivated, or that an: 
of the vexations of later times existed under the Ph 
‘The peasants were naturally supposed to have obtaine’ 
actual observation, the most aecurate knowledge on all 
connected with husbandry ; and, as Diodorus observe 
from their infaney brought up to agricultural pursuits, they far 
excelled the husbandmen of other countries, and had become 
acquainted with the capabilities of the land, the mode of irriga 
tion, the exact season for sowing and reaping, as well as all the 
most useful secrets connected with the harvest whieh the 
derived from their ancestors, and had improved by their own 

“They rent,’ says the same historian, * the arable 
\ging to the kings, the priests, and the military ek 

nd employ their whole time in the tillage of 
nnd the laborers who cultivated land for the rich 

peasant or other landed proprietors, were superintended by the 
or owner of the estate, who had authority over th 

ents to the bastinado, 

    

      
     

    

    
  

          

  

   

        

  

        

    
     

   
farms; 

      
stewa 
and the power of condemning deling 
the paintings of the tombs frequently represent a persc 
sequue the tillage of the field, eithe 

      

  

  

    

  

     

  

    
   

   

     

    

was the 
of the vi 

for 
nundation 

      the y 
consisted in the use of the plough 
was differently ma vario this depended 
either on the relative levels of the adjacent lands, or on the 
crops they happened to be cultivating at the time. When a 
field lay fallow, or the last erop had been gathered, the water 
was permitted to overtlow it as soon as its turn eame to receive 

.e parts where the levels 

     

    

   

  

    
      

    

    
  

thieves also plunder, the a 

  

‘ela? bis aight Hesse cous ad
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were low and open to the ingress of the rising strean 
as the Nile arrived at a sulicient height: but wl 

nn crop was in the ground, every precaution 
keep the field from being inundated; and *as the water rose 

; they were enabled, ° says Diodorns,! to keep it out by 
it dam could be opened if required, and 

closed again without much trouble.” 
the sculptures of the tombs are sometimes represented 
conveying the water of the inundation into the fields: 

and the proprietor of the estate is seen, as described by Virgil? 
plying in a light painted skiff or papyrus punt, and super 
intending the maintenance of the dykes, or other impor 

ters connee 

        

is soon 
the last 
ken to     

           

          

    
     

  

         

  

   

  

     
gran 
water subsides, the husbandinan ploughs the soft earth with a 
pair of oxen, and the same subjects introduce the offering of 
firstfruits to the gods, in acknowledgment of the benefits con- 
ferred by ‘a favorable Nile # ‘These subjects, however, give 
little insight into the actual mode of laying out the c 
being rarely more than conventional pictures; thoug! 
infer from their ge character that the ma 
usually earried to the upper or southern side of the land, and 

als traversed the 
the nature or 

  

  

        
     

  

     was       

   

  

elevation of the soil. 
As the Nile subsided, the water was 
per embankments; and the mouths of the 

prevented from returning into the fall 
By this means the irrigation of the ind was prolo 

siderabl the fertilizing eflects of the inundation continued 
until the water was absorbed. And so rapidly does the ardent 
sun of Egypt, even at this late period of the 
months of November and December —dry the mud when onee 
deprived of its covering of water, that no fevers are generated, 
and no illness visits those villages which have been entire 
surrounded by thé inundation, For though some travellers 
pretend that the the 
days of Herodotus. 

  

  pr 
closed, it 

  

         

    

  on—in t    
  

      

    
   

    

    

the expression inundation. pl fora favorable aundtion
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1 of islands resembling the Cyclades 
inthe A2gean Sea, itis not less certain that the great inundati 
have preci effect h nd I have seen 

llages perfectly isolated, as in olden times. But this,as may 
be reasonably supposed, does not happen ev rnd, as in 

history, the Nile sometimes rises to a gi 
e same li wl a casual 

  the appearance he describ 
         

antions         
      

    

   

      

observer, judging only of what he witnessed during a short stay 
¥ jon, and draw eon- 

0 be e 
As soon as the wed the quantity of 

lected in them afforded an abundant supply to the neighboring 
villages; and, as already observed, the ad wg fr 
these fisheries were of the greatest importance both to the people 
and the reven 

he land being cleared of the water, and prese! 
places a su quid mud, in others nearly dried by the sun 
and the strong N. W. winds (that continue at intervals to the 
of autumn and the ¢ tof winter), the husband 
prepared the ground to receive the seed ; which was either done 
by the plough and hoe, or hy more simple 
the nature of the soil, the quality of the produce they intended 
to cultivate, or the time the land had remained under water. 
When the levels were low, and the water had continued long 
upon the land, they often dispensed with the plough? and 
probably, like their successors, broke up the ground with hoes, 
simply dragged the moist mud with bushes? after the seed had 
been thrown upon the surface ; and then merely drove a number 
of cattle, asses, pigs, sheep, or goats into the field, to tread 
the gr 

“In no count 
h so little 

with the plough, 
Pe ele er eter aneny e the 
river of itself overflows the land, and the wate 

       

    
  

    tages         
     
    

         

  

yeans, according to   

     
  

      
    

    

       

    

   

      

   
   

  

       

  

sed as carly asthe time of Job (xxxix ere of 1) tae ot seed    

  
odor. 5 36, lin. xvi, 18. Woo the simple prosez of sowing” eat No. tt 

Bag'ts Ceanienorheris erode 14,
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‘On other oceasions they 

  
ug, dedicated tp the 

+ 1 have ziven a remarkable i viand ia    

  

    

    

    

cman. XI 

ch, but were contented, as 
odorus! and Columella? 

observe, with ‘tracing slight 
furrows with light ploughs 
m the surface of the land; 

1 others followed the 
sh with wooden hoes? 

clods of the 
hand tenac 

‘The — modern 

   
     

  

  

plo 
to break the 

  

   

          

ed khon- 
hogy’ whieh con- 

s of a cylinder studded 

    
Jand has been ploug 
but this is only used when 
great care is required in the 
tillage of the land; and 

  

   
they frequently dispen 
with the hoi enting 
themselves, also, with the 
     same slight furrows as their 

predecessors, which do not 

  

   
exceed the depth of a few 

the inches, measuring fro 
lowest part of the sum 
of the ridge. 

  

    
searifieati 

nt plough was entire! 
of wood, and of very simple 
form, like that sti 
in Egypt. It con 
of a share, two handle 
the pole or beam ; whieh last 
Was inserted into the low 

  

  

   

  

antic, in hi ela 

  

le of 
8s Vipnete Re at the beginai ofthis 

chapter. 
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end of the stilt, or the base of the handles, and was strengthened 
bya rope connecting it with the heel. It had no coulter, nor were 
vheels applied to any Egyp- 

tian plough: but it is proba- 
Dle that the point was shod 
with a metal sock, either of 
bronze or iron. Tt was draw 
by two oxen ; and the plough 

guided and drove them 
with a long goad, without the 
assistance of reins, which are 
Used by, the moder Bayp- 

He was sometimes 
y another man, 

.! while 
les 

  

  

    

     

  

   

          

he managed the two 
nd somet 

the whip was substituted for 
the more usual goad. ‘The 
mode of yoking the beasts was 
exceedingly simple. Across 
the extremity of the pole, a 
wooden yoke or cross 
about fifty-five inches or five 
feet in lengh, was fastened by 
fa strap, the zygodesmox of 
Greeks, lashed backwards and 
forwards over @ prc , 
omphaloe, projecting from the 
centre of the yoke, which 
corresponded to a similar pe; 
or knob,at the end of the poles 

nil occasionally, 

     

   
    

   

    

  

  

    

  

     

  

to these, was a ring passin 
over them, as in some Greek 

her end of 
or slightly 

ots? At 
oke was a fla 
          

  

Instances of bath a cent Nor iS, wol pe 7. 
called fons, the pole: 
Geyatss prominence inthe 

‘yoke, corresponding with a peor kel ef the yl tome 

    

   
          

col Uy is rssenen be tps 
i 

 



    PX   

  

concave projection, of set lar form, which rested on a 
pad placed upon the withers of the animal: and through a hole 
on either side of it passed a thong for suspending the shoulder- 
pieces, which formed the collar. “These were two wooden bars, 
forked at about half their length, padded so as to protect the 
shoulder from friction, and connected at the lower end by a 
strong band passing under the throat 

Sometimes the draught, instead of being from the shoulder, 
was from the head, the yoke being tied to the base of the 

  

  

  

     
   

    

    

   
     

   
nd in reli emonies oxen frequently drew the 

or the sacred shrine, by a rope fastened to the upper part 
of the horns, without either yoke or pole. 

From ou shalt not plough with 
an ox and is inferred that the eustom 
of yoking two different animals? to the plough was comm 
Egypts but since no.representation of it occurs in the sculpt 

we may conclude, if it ever was done there, that it was of very 
ce and it is probable that the Hebrew lawgiver had 
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omar. XL THE 101 

+her than the land 

  

‘country the Israelites were about to occupy, 
of Egypt they had recently quitted. 

‘The name of the plough was hebi:? ploughed land appears 
to have been art, a word still traced in the Arabic hart, whieh 
has the same import; and the Roman avatrwn appears to indi- 
cate, like the avoura, an Egyptian origin, 

‘The hoe was of wood, and in form not unlike our letter A, with 
one limb shorter than the other, and eurving inwards: the longer 
limb, or handle, being of uniform thickness, round, and smooth ; 

the lower extremity of the other, or the blade, being of 
breadth, and either terminated by a sharp point, or 
at the end. ‘The blade was frequently inserted into 

antre, 

       

  

  

  
  

  

  

  

rounded 
the handle? and they were bound together, about the 

y are frequently represented in the 
hw found in the tombs of 

  

  

  

   with a twisted rope. ‘Th 
sculptures, and several whi    

  

ose. Wonlen hoe. 
1, From the sculptures. Fig. 2, Found ina tomb, 

  

   
of Europe. 

its alphabetic force is 
  Thebes are preserved in the muse 

oglyphies is well known 
the name of this i yptian, as 

Tt forms the con ent of the word mai, 
ers into numerous other combinations. Thave 

h metal blades; nor is there 
evidence of the ploughshare having been sheathed with metal ; 

as I have already observed, probability suggests that on 
ions the Egyptians may have adopted this simple 

improvement in their implements of husbandi 
‘The axe had a metal blade, either bronze or iron; and the 

peasants are sometimes represented felling trees with this imple- 
ment; while others are employed in hoeing the field preparatory 

  

    

  

    
   

  

  

n Arabic, # 
‘beloved,’ and 

found no instance of 

  

    

  

    

       
  

     
      

    
    

 OuBr 2 Wooleut No. 47
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    to its being sown —confirming what I before observed, that 
the ancient as well as the modern Egyptians frequently dis- 
pensed with the use of the plough. 

here has been some doubt respecting the admission of swin 
to the fields after the inundatio ble criticism 
1s been expended on the statement of Herodotus above quoted. 

Some have objected that their voracious habits were more likely 
njure than to benefit the cause of the husbandiman, and that 

yy other animals might be chosen for the purpose of treading, 
in the grain, without the fear of their destroying what they we 
intended to preserve; but the learned Larcher very properly 
suggests that muzzling them would effectually obviate this i 
‘eonvenience, and that the historian may allude to their 
into the fields previous to the sowing of the grain, for the purpose 
of clearing the land of roots and noxious weeds, whose growth 
was favored by the water of the inundation ; an opinion whieh 

  

       

  

    
      

       
  

  

     

  

  

    

    

  

   
is strengthened by the representation of some pigs give 
previous part of this work, from a tomb at Thebes, where tl 
introduetion of water-plants seems to indicate the which 

y were employed. Nor, indeed, considering how unclean 

  

         
    

   

  

Is were considered by t 
ed unworthy to intermarry with other persons —is 

likely that the kept for any but agricultural purposes 
and no one has a greater appearanee of probability than that to 
which [have allude 

he heat of the clin 
particularly arduous, 
water, which was somet ig the ski 
that held it in a trée. Hassan a barrel is represented 
placed at the extremity of the furrows, which calls to mind the 
description given by Homer! of the ploughing seene of the shield 
of Achilles, where, as soon as each ploughman arrived at the end 
of the field, a man presented him with a cup of wine; but, as 

    
     

      

   

  

    

    a supply of 

  

  

   

  

  

1 Hom. I. #, 941, Woodent No. 465 
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already observed, it seems more probable that it contained the 
grain intended for sowing the field after the plough had passed. 

Like the Romans, they usually brought the seed in a basket,! 
which the sower held in his left hand, or suspended on his arm 
(sometimes witha strap round his neck), while he seattered the 

ed with his right;® and, judging from the paintings of the 
tombs, the sower sometimes followed the plough in those fields 
which required no previous preparation by the use of the he 
or from their elevated level were free from the roots of noxious 
herbs. node of sowing was what we term *broadeast, the 
seed being scattered loosely over the surface, whether ploughed 
or allowed to remain unbroken ; and in no agricultural scene is 
there any evidence of drilling or dibbling. Nor was the 
or rake known in Egypt; ai 

by the hoe, as it still is throughout the valley of the 
Com, and those productions which did not stand in 

constant artificial irrigation, were sown in the open field, 
other countries ; but for indigo, eseulent vegetables, 
which required to be frequently watered, the fields were po 
tioned out into square beds like our salt pans, surrounded by a 
raised border of earth to keep in the water, which was introduced 
by channels from the skadoof, or poured in with buckets :# and 
it is probably to this method of sowing the a turn 
the water from one square to anothes, by pushing aside the mud 
to open one and close the next. with the foot, that refere 
made in a passage of Deuteronomy, already noticed. 

Sometimes, as we are informed by Pliny. they used a dressing 
of nitrous soil, which was spread over the —a custom eo 
ntted to the present day ; but this was confined to certain crops, 

id prineipally to those reared late in the year, the fertilizing 
properties of the allavial deposit answering all the p 

est manure Its peculiar quality i ly 
s effects, but by the appearance it presents: and so te 

is its structure, that when left upon rock, a 
sun, it resembles pottery, from its brittleness and eon: 

ence. Its component parts, according to the analysis gi 
Regnault, are"—11 water, 9 carbon, 6 oxide of iron 

    
        

    
  

    
  

    

      

      

  
  

    

    

   

  

   

  

  

    

      
    

  

    

      

         

  

   

    

       
  

    
    

     
     n by 

4 silica, 

    

    
  * The Roman basket of seed contained Cr. Phin. xvii 8. Macro thice pecks or mo (Colem.ix')—wtex the ase of tante to S Tdone By          hase represented in" 4 Memoives sur 1 Bzypte’ tome fp 
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  4 carbonate of magnesia, 18 carbonate of lime, 48 alumen = 100; 
the quantity of silica and alumen varying according to the places 

To
mb
s 

oft
he 

Kings
 

— T
heb

es.
 

  

  

  

  Par
t   g 

a    
   ns a great 

sand a larger proportion of 
ie from the river 

ence the mud is ta 
ture of sand n 

argillaceous matter at a dist 
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nd alluvial deposit seems to accom 
a to the Medite 

  ‘The same quality of soil a 
pany the Nile in its course from Abyss 
and though the White River is the principal stream, 
broader, bringing a larger supply of water, 
from a greater distance than the Blu 
branel h rises a little beyond the lake Dembea, sti 

claims the merit of posse real peculiarities of the 
le, and of supplying those fertilizing properties which mark its 

course to thesea!” The White Rive tern braneh, 
overflows its banks, but no rich mud accompanies 

nd though, from the force of the stream (w 
numbers of large fish and shells at the eommene 
probably from passing through some large lakes), there isevidence 
of its being supplied by an abundance of heayy rain, we may 
conclude that the nature of the mount 
considerably Abyssi 

Besides the admixture of nitrous earth 
use of oth Is of dressing for certain pr 
places where the vine was cultivated on alluvial s 
conelude they found the addition of gravel beneficial to that 
valuable t from its 

and the superior quality of the grape in ston 
some produce was improved by a mixture of sand. Nor we 
they neglectful of the advantages offered for the growthof certa 
plants by the edge of the desert, which, being composed of el 
and sand, was peculiarly adapted to such as required a light soil 
and the cultivation of this additional traet, whieh only stood in 
need of proper irrigation to become highly productive, had the 
advantage of in siderably the extent of the 
land of Egypt, In many places we still find evidence of its 
having been tilled by th nt inhabitants, even to the late 
time of the Roman Empire; and in some parts of the Fyéom, 
the vestiges of beds and channels for irrigation, as well as the 
roots of vines, are found 
the revt of the eountry. 

‘The occupation of the hi 
produce he had determine 
vated corn had little more to do than to await the 

  

ing much       
     

            
          

         

   

   

  

   
        

  

      

  

             

        
     

      
     

      

          

    

  

    

  

   wl 

  

1 (From what {observed in th eset "opti the docomoition a Ice oes T tater thatthe mu of the Nile ts pratced from the 
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ed constant attention, and some stood i 
irrigation. 

ral notion of the quality of the erops, 
and other peculiarities relating to their agriculture, I shall intro- 
duce the prineipal productions of Egypt in the two following 
tables; of which the first presents those raised after the retire- 
ment of the inundation: — 

but many crops requit 
need of frequent art 

In order to give a gen 
   
        

    

  

  

  

  

  

engl Name, | Botanical Name Remarks 
   

     

      
  

         

  

      

Wheat Sown in November; reaped in beg ning of April « month later a ye xo 
Barley Soma the sume tine feapet some (Arabs Shaycor) ind days some in the Ath month! Beans... . | Vida faba sown in October of November’ eu in 

(Arab. Biol)" “ahout months Pew? . «| Phmsictae own inthe middle of November; (rae Bile)” rpen i. 00'0r 100 days 
Lentils... . [Efvumiens ws) )| 7 {Arabs ds) ”_ || Sown in the mide or end of Novem: Vetenes. | (Hlomms) Cicer {| “hers ripen in 100-0 110 days, OF ‘ricinus [about Iti to 28h of March, 

(Arab. Hominos) Lnpins pina 14, Calla tharos in Coptic, which 

  

Win the moder Arabic   (Arab. Ternaus.) "| itil rete fame Terms 
rifolium Alexan- | Sown in beginning of October; Srst ‘nim, “crop after 60 days, second after 30 (Aral Bersim.) re days, thind loft for secs Sf fourth crop is raise by in 

procs 0 ‘Trigonella fonum- |The Helteh, oF Trigonela feenum-gre ot ‘cum, sown in Novembert. eve 
(Arab. Heliele) | abot 2 month Lathyes sation fativus, a substitute for 
(Arab. Gil) red in 60 days seed pens it 110. 

‘A sort of French |Dolichos Inbia. | Sown at the same time as wheat in Bean, (Araby Loobielz) "| November: sipens In months. A rap Fas the shinfonf In AN fetes natin ont ta 
|, Beans tor cooking 

  

  Clover   

  

  

        

   
   

   

  

    
  

    

  

   
  

Saitlower is tinctorius| ‘The flowers tse ford sees ‘ortnin,) | giving aioll. Sown mide of No- fenuber: seis ripen in 3. mo 
Lettuce Cultivated for ofl, Sown in middle of ‘November: seeds ripen in 
Flas. mum) Sown anid of November: 

Kettdn.) | Coleseed Setyun.) | ¥ieldsan oi 
Hemp? + |e ati (Arab: Hushecsi.) Commin <<. Cumin Cyn 

(Arab Kanonoon.) | Sowa Coriander ©. . Conancimnmsativuraf | mont 

  

(arab. Koosbera.} 

  

2 Pliny (xvi 7) says in the ant, and wheat
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Engle Name etanical Name 
+ s+ + + | Papaver somniferum, | Sown en 

er (ARH oonbn) | ripen 
Watermelon, andsev-| Cucurbita citrullus | Sle feral other Cucur-| (Arab. Bateckh.) "| Sown middle of December; cut tite. tno days Cucumber, and other | Cucumis sativus . | Cut int days Cie Door Hoteus Sorghum tof the crop ruled      

  

     

(Arab. Door Say 
fee.) 

jeahdonf, and that dr the ina 

  

    All these, the ordinary productions of moder 
to have been known to and eultivated by th nhabitants: 
and, according to Dioscorides, from the Helbel, or Trigonella, 
was made the ointment called by Athenweus' Tp Phe 
Carthamus tinctorius is now proved, by the discovery of its 

seeds ina tomb at Thebes, to have been an old Egyptian plant; 
and there is reason to believe the coleseed to be an indigenous 
production, though it may be doubted if peas and hemp were 
formerly grown in the valley of the Nile. 

‘The Carthamus was not only cultivated for th 
produced, but for the oil extracted from its seeds. “Phe aneient 

well as the modern Egyptians also obtained oil from other 
plants, as the ol . the wici or eastor-berry 

This last, the Brassica 
gyptian raphanus men 

as ‘celebrated for the abundance of its 0 
ludes to the seemya, or Raphanus oleifer of L 

is now only grown in Nubia and the v of the Fi 
act. The seeds of the simsim also afford an excellent oil, 

and they were p present day, in making 
1 peeuiar ki Wy the Arabs Kooshieh, which is 
the name it bears when the oil has been previously extracted 
When only bruised in the mill, and still containing the oil, it is 
called Zaheéuch ; and the unbruised seeds are strewed upon 

  

  nt   

      

  

     

  

  

          dye its flower 

  

       

         
     

   

  

               

  

    

  

   

  

  

      
cakes, or give their name and flavor to a coarse conserve, called 
Haloweh simsemeéh. The vil of simsim (called seer) is eonsid- 

ok   ered the best lamp-oil in the country; it is also used for 
\gy but is reckoned inferior in flavor to that of the lettu 

    

bn 195, 4 Pliny shows it was inferior to. he ol Sant'eye?. S1BAL xvi 10. ofthe eyfrom since they wene the habit    
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‘The castor-berry tree is called hy Herodotus! Sillicyprion, 
and the oil, kiki (cici), which he says is not inferior to that of the 
olive for lamps, though it has the disadvantage of a strong, 
pleasant smell. Pliny? ealls the tree eici w adds, “grows 
abundantly in Egypt, and has also the ni 

tree ses and ricinus. ‘The mode he mentions of extract 
the oil, by putting the seeds into water over a fire and skimming 
the surface, is the manner now adopted in Egypt; though he 
says the ancient Egyptians merely pressed them after sprinl 
them with salt. The press, indeed, is employed for this purpose 
at the present day, when the oil is only wanted for lamps: but 
by the other method it is more pure, and the coarser qualities 
not being extracted, it is better suited for medicinal pu 
Strabo says, “Almost all the natives of Europe used its oil for 

Jamps, and workmen, as well as all the poorer classes, both men 
and. wome! nted themselves with it” giving it the same 

which he does ine, like Herodotus, 

  

     

  

   
  
  

    

        
     

    

      
    

    

  

     Greece, no one is retained by the modern Egypt 
It grows in every part of Upper and Lower Egypt; but the oil 
is now little used, in consequence of the extensive 
lettuce, the eoleseed, the oliv 
which afford a better qu 
dom employed except for the pi 
and other oils; and the ricinus is rar 
of the country. 

Herodotus tells us the ancient 
methods of pressing and boiling the seeds, whieh h more 
probable than the statement of Pliny; the choice of the two 
depend ved, on the quality of the oil they 

nown in Italy, according to 
+was sown in Egypt for the sake of the oil its seeds 

the chorticon, urtica, and amaraeus® were cultivated, 
(the eypros, ‘a tree resembling th 

s foliage, with seeds like the coriander, was noted in 
ticularly on the Canopie branch of the Nile, for the 

    

  

      

  

   
    

    

      
pose of adulterating the lettuce 

ly cultivated in any part     

  

Egyptians adopted both 
       

  

  

1 obser 
The enieon, a plant                  

     

   
   

  

  

       

ral 4,   

Sholae Strabo wily
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almonds;! and many other veget 
eouraged for the sake of their oil,2 for m 
for medicinal purpo: 

In the length of time each crop took to come to maturity, 
and the exact period when the seed was put into the ground, 

depended on the duration of the inundation, the 
state of the soil, and o and in the tw« 

ables Th wade on the 

ointments, or 

  

  

  

  

     
      

  

ve been guided by obs«               

   

  

  

pany rvation 
crops of Egypt, whic ay be supposed, differ in few 

ewlars from those of former days; the causes that     n being. perm 
+The plants of the sum 

served.!+which succeed the above mentioned, either immediat 
or after are produced solely by artiticial irr 
tion. “But the use of the sladoaf is not confined to the produe- 
tions of summers it is required for some in spring, and frequently 
throughout the winter, as w nutumn, if the inundation 
be deficient;” and the same system was, of course, adopted. by 
the ancient Egyptians. ‘The chief productions sown the haif 
year before and during the inundation are enumerated in the 
table below. Herbs and esculent roots were cultivated in 
abundance by the Egyptians, experience having taught them 

a vegetable diet was highly conducive to health in their 
climate; and the sculptures, the authority of Pliny. the fact of 

nd persons being engaged in selling vegetables at 
ken by Amer; and the habits 

people at the pr al they always 
were to their use. The ed of the Italian 

\l it is a curions fact that several Roman fa 
nltivation of 

r season,’ as I have elsewhere ob- 
ely 

    
  

  

         
    

    
           

  

  

           
         

  

      
  

lies of note             
stain pulse. 

  

Phin. x. teen flavored with ao essence or volatile her ple, ave mentions ly i dnt ot, etn to 
yon which T have lately 

    
      
   
   

        

    

  rs Oriental peru, fatroduce the analysis whien Dr. Ure w 

  

Tespetic “density wool 

  
   

   

  

    
nd {ns bot weahol, fot from the later inthe eu these results Tam of opinion the nature of fixe fay whieh ta 

  

‘AN he ental, Fubi, Pisones, 
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Rie! . . . . . [Oryza sativa months: in October. Grown (rat Booz of | in the Di 
“Arcus. Dora... «| Molets Sorghum of April: (Arab. ““Doord | eutat rise of Nile i 100 days, Its    ‘Kaye. | Seed sown as Byors, 
  

  

     

      

  

Dpto tun | Holes Soran. own middle of August 5 ent in 4 Dooras (Arab. De Byodd months; bit no Tonge’ ‘or Dimecrees) | lite, ie all used for brea. Yellow Doorn. . | Holeus Sorghum | Sows whi the Nile fv at is helght, (Aru, De Saf: “hn mildle of August and banked up Tra) fom the nti pens tn 133 
Miller. | Holeussaccharatus| Only in Nubiaand the Oases: sown at (CArab, Doli) | sane time as the Dooras Cotton... . | Gossypium Herb. | Planted in’ March, and summer. In 

oat soll some is gathered the 5th, Inonth 

  

Sinsin, Sesame. . |Sesannuinorientale| Gives an oil. Ripens in_about 100, 
(Cray Sinsin.} day Sawn 10 daysafter the Doora   

  

teas wiaysz second. in 40; third. in; (Arab, Néetet.) | fourth in 23, in the first years its without waterall the winter, sagan in Mare, hes the first crop is cut_after 40 days 
Second in ii) thind in ats an the 

  

Igo + + «+ + Indigofera argen [ea Tie April: the frst crop in 70 
    
     

        

   

  

sears its renewed fo Tint yent's crop isthe Hench... | Lawsonia spinosa | Used for the dye of its leaves, 
wt ines fren | Dari (Arab, | Ma Batcekh, We.) |_ river Onion (Leek, and | Atinm Cepa, ae, | Sown in August Garlic) Arab, Bussal) Banta’... . | Mibiseisesenten- | Mostly in ganens. Gathered in 50 or 

‘or peshaps | G0 days, in September “oF October the H. pri | Many’ other vegetables were 
at iferent seasons, by at 

  

Watermelon |     

  

  

     

  

Having in the preceding tables shown the seasons when the 
ipal productions of Egypt were raised, I proceed to enum 

rate those which appear from good authority to have been grown 
by the ancient Egyptians. Wheat,! barley. doora, peas. be 

    
      

  

Aint reg was ute 
nite hae bean fount       

ol x. 1,32, amd the seed found 
reseed found     sof the nciet lien may have een praiaced by xvi
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  Tiommos? githén? carthamus lupins’ bdmia® figl? 
simsimJ indigo’ sinapis or mustard,’ origanum,!” suceory,!! 
flax,}? cotton," cassia senna,! coloeynth,! cummin,” coriander.” 
several cneurbitw, ‘encumbers, melons, leeks, onions, garlic,’ 
Totus, nelumbium2” eyperus esculentus?" papyrus, and other 
eyperi® are proved to have been cultivated by them ; and the 
learned Kircher mentions many productions of the country, 
principally on the authority of Apuleius and early Arab 
writers. But the greater part of these last are wild plants; 
and indeed, if all the indigenous productions of Egypt (which 
unquestionably grew there in ancient as well as modern times) 
were enumerated, a large catalogue might be colleeted, those 
of the desert alone amounting to nearly 250 species. For 
though the F; Flora is limited to about 1300, the 
indi n of that: number, 

  

             

         
  

     
  

  

  

  

  

  

    

  

Ths seeds foun a the toma erode -93. Tsaab           

   

Set Reand in he tome 2 oie aii 2 Lathyra ate 3 Antiman, minor ent 4 Font fa the tombs or Piantago tajor Mone, Hite rio Opti * Raphanse ationn emenesphe, eee pee Hee vin er a Chm sian “Ai ne 

  

   uli, of Lis      
  

  

  

      
  Pues or sce UMbid. eine 8, xx. 8 and xxi, 18, hen! a   > dntovcra bow, 

  
ms (ie         

   

   

   

  

    
(ihrem ‘nsbes, Lions ny eae Ni sapien) "Borage" oitcale Seatie i Sintropes_ of Mareybiin, ot oie 3, tPhrateny.” Narra in, sus. Ire Sutctho, oe Squily Sei pant called b the alfar).” Semel of Arabs Senna meBBeh" the Best is browsht (Chamomile) (Arabs Bal from EtMopia and the interior of Africa. Tauwuntssimay Ford 1B An indigenous pa ati P      
Peet eee cetera Aine 
Sree ‘emt at Stn ar a ae 

Set cna 

1 Blin ae Ib, Sect 

    
    

        
  

     

           
  

  

  

thats‘ ane"anibey reais Hest oat pny What (2) hie? Cie mown) tee Vea Pp ochre, ge sian hat irae! "Bed e's) hands, Cannan Pua, Tessie Kote of rel tod Aeaane eG! Timid ae wil lp tere ht (enna) er) Taleo ee Catt altos ot Maire) atlas rry  Bet 
sate Sait rot tes. Supe 

's HHerodot. ii. Tt now only grows and CEdipas) ie     fn Iria t is called by Pliny Coleen 18 well as Cyamnon (5)
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NT EGYPTIANS. (nar. XI 

and few coun 
br 

  

s have a smaller quantiiy introduced from 
al than Egypt, which, except in a few instances, hi 

remained contented with the herbs and trees of its own 
1 the plants of the desert may nsidered altogeth 

genous, without, I believe, one single exception. It is trae, as 
Thave observed, that these last belong to ancient as well as 
modern Egypt, but I do not think it necessary to enter into 
description of them in the present work 
myself with a brief enume of those mention 

with th 
them. 

    
           

    

    
       

            

  

     

  

   

  

es, [have ree 
edition of Pli 
stances fount 

ved much assistance from the Paris 
y, by Desfontaines, from which I have in few 
reason to dissent. 

      

   
    

  

   

  

Cistus ladaniferus 
  

whieh produce 
Imtrodueal tat bythe Polemies”   

    
    

   

      

    

Tree producing 
   

  

i Moringa aptera?" . Prod 
robalants. (Arab. Yeamer, true) an oil 
sae Habanitees} tracted 8 

| inca” Pin 
Palma? called Ad-| xii,2 |» | +Gathered before ripe 

ae Which is teit     

neces | ater 
  

Sphagnos, Bryon 

   
  

          

10» 
| 

| | are xicat | euriamteas [Take 

ues seg en ape Th eter ae ieee en eave ee . Sere ca ee a oie ecg ee     fre, Lalsd) Mey bolt grow th err mes led 
Hab hate Sis ant he ‘itevent but 7 fines an nicht apply to ‘one or the other 

         

    

  

se laced jc myrobsh pa i aia  
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          3s Opobalan | Balam | am Dioscorides an Strabo il | calm petidn,) | lately envated at ao pale 
    

  

— 

  

  

late (Abies) Pal fx 
ma, or Spathe. | x 

  

}] ——? | Bf se tor otter Pl tis. supposed. to be the 
Sheathrof the palt flow Dioscor. 

    Too. (Arab. Spathe.)    
  

Amygdalus, Almond xiii, 1 | Amygilalus commu: |‘Oil of bitter almonds made nis (Arab. Loz.) |, in Egypt” lin 
Palma, Palm... xiii, 4 | Pheonix daetylifera. |<Thebate palms.” Plin xxi (Arab, Naki) | Cordia yxa,Sebeste- “Wine maite from tue fri 

nadomestica Vipin. Rasp PUin 
(Arab, Moiiyt.) 7 | Fleus'Sycomorus.. |‘ Fruit growing on the stem TS) (Arabs Gimmays.)  itvelt. “Plin, and Athen, Delp. ep. 5 Locust tree, or Khara6ty said 

| VA. "ataroh.) “by ing ott go in 
| 

    My 2... | au 
   

      ews Zayptin {3 

  

(Ceraunia Sitiqua). | xii 

  

feypt. It is now an Egy 
xiii, 9 |) AmygdalusPersica. Pliny rejects the idle tale of xe § | (Arab. Kok.) eng polsonats is the 

    

Persica or Peach 
       

     

        

    

     

  

    

  

ime Hao i, 3 
he apmeot grows I 

sally i Uh Western Oasis, ait jt the oases, In the first of se places T fovind it FMossonn inthe middle of 
Te also grows at inthe Wester 

   
  

  

Gui... «xii 9 | Hyphene ‘Thebaiea. (Krab. Dom.)   

‘That within large and hard          

     

  

eaten Wh ry (and) ripe? [The nanne kuko inthe hierosisp eee iC te the Hphiente There 
+ Seed pos used for tannin 
“Produces gum? Pl Athen. ort at 
nd Abvydus: Sil remain, 

  

Quereus, Oak...) xii, 9 

  

mi Bien ogetice ia te Ds ‘ts eh ani at abe nly speaking of he Bet aol Mery sun oe the 

(opin) abvet queens‘ Benicet vation ‘Sofa, Tuth, Sele al the authors of Theopliratas (wh ey decitua, whieli T'met' with at Thebes aad 
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Same trom Pliny. |b, cap. | Botanical Name Remarks 
(Persea). = = | xl pie Grows in the Eastern desert 

  

of the ‘Thebaid. Dace 
te UE oypte. Both 35, 

lives of Bayt very That with Title lls ea This is very 

  
fea (Arab. Eley 

| fruets Lato.) 

  

   

      

   
     

    

   

Oliva, Olive.    
  

‘The oil is very good if carefully extracted 1¢ strong odor’ li. vi. p. 90). [The olive i fie gardens 
‘of the oases; fF 

  

  112 Papyrisor Bybag, | te 12 | Cope pany. (Arab Berdi?)     {sao xh 60 

    

               

Medeenet i syeamore. ‘The wood Itwas particnasy caltivated inthe Scbennstie Pring men merce ham the ome, un arnt quali of the paper were Nit bac there most be an ror iu bi ex: mate! It ly evideMt that other Cyper an [esi 300 tales (about 37 pes) fm the patcalaly the Cyperus dies, wore sometimes 
    

  

   

  

minted ie Poses eels) Eaton whet Ue’ Popp ur oon Tin orter ie be weal: the Algedaee at Sabot and eee e read Seta       
     

  

    
     

  

eit now only. found. in ‘Southern tse for tate, sf, basket sandals desert south of the lt “am eer common peryose, we may conelade Sooan; ani iniecd it fuat this was au iuferor Kind meatoned By St acon ae many all 
that a arity ofthe papyvus was so ured 

Ping’s desertion doesnot aliosether being represented oa the monuments ma agree with the. fihammun. ashe ay the is and we may: conc th ale hanno ined 
touched fall, and rise a fares Pliny says the papyrus was not found Tain the seitive plant, or Mimasa sentra? about Ale was not ultra Me [itisonly found tere; aud the necessity of tis Js shown hy 

asa bush in Ethiopia, where itabownds bythe Tsuiahts mention of the paper reeds by the Brereaile GW)” I thousht Pliny ight ‘and everything soem Dy th he Sofada clay ot sf), Eh won 2 a his prima he 
then was the Lotus W 

      
            

    
     

    

    
   

  

              bat Tam Napeen. (ie fa oer Latha. Pie ithe Opp age Naas i allo : fev It now only gon in the Amara, To Ping: snd tis ropresentd 98 hee Syraentey ani ie maid have hed the montments, wore ii placed at he ide found fra srcam on the cout of Spray avin ofa steamy of ia frigate fats. Pliny fe (all TI). Herodotus teerong every the sod of making the yaper (Ste sine pa Ty cating thi aioe of the phan ay "The wee of the ies of a 
fwith other lire, ‘the whole was male 10 Aithere by great pressure.-—G. We] 
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    in, car. | Botanical Name, Remarks 
xy 

= 
3 mphiea Lotus? 

(Arab, Iu 

of ee 
Panicum malum oF 1% 
‘Granta, granate. 

  

1e flower called Pin. It Is the at 
‘rhaiton oF rox, which 

     
   

     

  
    

    

    

     

  

   

always repre “Called also Myre, oF wii | brva, ‘very: abundant   Bria Tf} 

  

‘Arbor iuflis a communis? |“ Knotted and. hollow stem, very light, ood formatehes, he Ces mneeall ite seed Thais 
Pyrenaienm | Plin, “Two kinds, like the ofForskal,) (Arab. | anet ‘Shebete Gebel) | fero upped to be 

sort of wil fe 

  

oo... 
     

       
  

g tho han on the mouth’ (Job xxix. 9),         

      
    

  

    
     

    

  

an emblent ‘of man as ved ‘of Theo ily and the Exp Homer; he. locus lower wea fat at an Egyptian nrtys_ hn garlands were put ‘own? thee aoe ‘Stnalaeque in font      
HS exit Its nearly tho same at our‘whitewatersiyintwe wa not borne from Faia, at Tis” Arai tame is uf, ov nfo othe favorite plan of Beypt beret Hinin Beta tn ia ing the acho pacban hei th “Bere ars Hea the sseds of the lta, por people {ote coder pats for nak fymphins exrulea. ‘The roa like the modern Exyptans oir tsed Dadhisteof Tibet and athorseal nensphar, toveoicet the sual grains of theSfewmbry= the favorite flower of Ezypt, tienes anthemum nodiforun for this pose a ace of fs Iaving been Tacred: but Diora (90) says the wots Au state of ‘Nefor.atom bore tom his heath and water-plants were a zveat article of food among 

  

        

    

   
        

      

    

   

             
          

         frobubly related to nofar, the lower claws of Exyptam. nnd eonnecten wit his tiles” Iwas “Kymphins Netumdo, 0° Nedume lito be a Hower of Hades, or Amtentt; Bim, which x comon in Ty ut Wh   ua suena, ed scxnd lg gro noe fy ena the ae tian Atiora, oF ay-epring; not Faken in planting i forces seems ta show ft cs atthe Greeks apposed, pt. roves ant his mouth to show the NefunBiuw are represated foi on the fare Satue fe 

  

          

   

  

   

      

       
   

inning of ielepesntc Ein, whieh was" typically portrayed ising tn ular city mong iat Ber oa he "mae hae given rise to the al i Botion of Proclas thatthe Totus dower was Coioeain ae ell a Cyanon (sxe). Det elaesthaaim, dimen aby ane Pane “Bye Ath ft i, Be fe son of Isis was the tod gf day The —G:W1) jan made of lien’ was by 

on ge      
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ame rom Pin. 
  

  

1, cap | Botanica       
  Capraris 2 | Capparis spin 

a (Arabs Liss) 

Sart 23 | Cyperuadivestorc.     ab’ ees) apy, nd eaten ti enemas   

| Vitis vinifera. 
(Arab. Enéb,)        

   
phan icinus communis «| Castortirey 

(Arab, Kharwah.) ‘Chiat, > “Ol from 16 abounds in Bey? 

  

      

  

rom ist in 
pe Pn Tis prota. 

  

Raphanus the Brassiea ole 

  

  

se, 7 |) pans otter | 0 I 4) ie 
     

  

   
   

  

   
    

       

  

  

eee 
| ibia and the southern ex- 

(Arab. Tin.) ‘stnall fruit of the Sill Big of the Bzyptian desert, and Syriay Is called. by the ‘ottay since Pliny 
   

   Hamil. Myrtus communis . |The myre of Baypt is the J] issih 
[and Aten. sv. It is now ace says, the flowers of Kap have 

te authority of Theophrastis. Hist 

  
           

  

   

  

‘0; De Cana." Plant. ve     
‘to cherr-troe nebuloaus et roscidus aie est Nilo fumine, hy any mitans’ ving before mated (ib. 9) dat the sag hits eee cd) Howl thee now. veraione,ofallother,nuilas expeataurat” Pliny contradicts himself hin he says, av (libs ii, 2) "eaidas semper aer ext fa Hagpto minimo  olorati ores, quis, “Hgypto:"and the reason he exit forthe 

   

  

  

    
  

|
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vi 
(Arab. Kussuh, and] world hs     

  

  

        

| Boos.) Dyreeds.” Pl. 
Honteum, Barley, | xvill, 7 (Hordeum vulzare 

j ‘Triticum, Wheat . 
Ya. . ira Bey | ferent 
Tipe a | ara.” Plin Beane! | | | « Wiuh's prickly stale?” Pt 
Lens, Lentils “Two kinds of lentils in   

  

pt Plin Linum, Flax. | xix 1 [Linu usitaticsimum ‘Four kinds, —the Taniti, (Arb. Kettdn) "| Pelusiac, Batie, and "T 
Bes Plime (Gossypium —herba-|Calle Gossypion, or Xvlon: | “the cloths named froin Te hhenco called Nylina.”  Plin 

+ Abont the size of sq 

   
Gossypion, Cotton 1      

  

  

Aron. | with a ulbous. rook |, pin i, r Like the Aron, but smallers 

  

} “the root being the size of a |) olives?” Pun, 
nike by the Fg 

i gods, taking line 
“he best Kind Is in Plin, 

  

» Garlic.   (arab. Thin) 
lallim Cepia. sf Arab, Hurst.) ania Por (Arab, Kore 
‘Cmminuin Ceminitun, Pliny speaks of two,one whiter va sativa he other, used for the 

| Crab. Kanmoon int put upon 
| bia’ and” Ran iat" Atexan 

‘moonastve) 

  

    

    Cepa, Onion. 
    Porrum, Leek spt 

  

   

minum Cumin § 

      

   

  

in are’ called by tie ‘ammon-ahiad and ‘aumoowasteed s the latter 

  

     

  

atte Nii sata, xix. n Euyptia-Heracleote Origanum, Es (Arab. Bar| 
aa. S| datosh.) 

Aefcieney of scent in Byptian Howers would Europe. Those of the      father "tend to incre than imineh it, yeryextensive one in astare) Herofotus (19) and Digtorus (i 38) say siicral ae having Tess scent that the came ofthe Nile. "The wore ot the but this eh former are, “The Nile e the only ver'which  mostfasrant species af pantey and ma fies el produce old witse™ OC the ater, the Spngenna (aswel at Dugan) havea The Nites the only iver abou which conde particulary the Aremic ever collect, cold” wine ewer blow. tn and the Robt, 9 Kind of re ae ot chek (hy ten)” bata lh ge wt se atementa are not hort hy fact. 1" Pliny ays (ib, a0 0), Calan woo Some owers in Buypt, in certain situations ‘wat ant Sy eatery stone sce, av th ‘ate ds no te hue ore powerfal than 
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  Sinapis jumeea . . ‘The best, seed is the Hesp= 
              

  

  

  

    

Sinapis, Mustard | xis 8 | (Arabs Rhardetyor| tan. Called also Naps, Kubr.) opt, and Saurion.? Pin, 
horium,orIntu-§ xx. $1 |Cichoriuin Intybus Tusermadienss s]) xs 15$ |) (Arab. Shukorten.) Seis coe: 1 /| x 8) [Cichorium Rndivia'? | (Arab, Heuebeh.) Anisum, Aniscod | xx. 17 |Pitnpinehl Anisum’, “The Eeyptian is. the best rab, Vensodn.) | quality after the Cretan.” Brine 

Coriandrum. . | xx 20 
| a Koozhareh.) Uapaver nigrum «| ax 18 Papgeersotifenam, tg opium is 

(Arab, Aboo-nome) and is often adult 
   
        

    

sands. Tons of ‘iin as 8) ot ri i se Greek cooker 
W 7 

  

color. ‘The seeds of the 
(Hotenaes passin) ave 

Biucoros or Fox oT ti 
Grecum se st] xxiv f 

Midiod any scent? Din   

  

Arab. ) 
(Hetenium) . «| xsi 10,21 fteneriuin Creticum ? 1h   nam (acconting 1, Dow orides}.a native of ayp ‘This ah four other spectes ce "reveritan ‘how grow   

  

  

  

Amaracus. . . | xxl. 11, 22 [Origanum Major called by Diocles aude selians | iowa in 
Syria ax the Sa 

  

      

   

  

Matotus. . | xxi. 11 |iflium stein 
(Arab. Rekrak or 

  

IC by ‘In ZEgypto sine odore hace amity Pliny means tit ll the. lowers mene {one in this ehapter are 
Rosa, Rose... | xxi 11 

Viola, Violet. . | xsi 1      
      

     

  

| ‘many others | inight he"here introduce 
Colocasia, or Cya hs R ‘the Nik andere! { Sampliea Nelunbo, ‘Growing in, the Nite: aR {Moretti "of the wht plans 

| Phin aU 
Strabo, xl. pe 

Anthatiun . . . | xxi 15,20 [Supposed to be the!*Grows some distance from        “Caporas sean 
(AR tab elazes,) vont Seat of theeypent Nother tse but for food Pine "Some suppose it tents, whieh 
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Sane from Fling.) heap] Botanic Name Tena 
Bum... | xxi 1 Supposed to be thel*Alw eaten in Egypt. Few “Artchishypogea ?!| leaves: large root Plin. aa weophrasts says, i hhas Tong root, gathered atthe 

  

  

    

  

  

  

    
     

  

   
Aniseum «| aa 

| ner two'nave spreading 
diet! 3 Helther: leat nor austh 

; | above the ground.’ Plin 
Contrylla 5 Lactuea sativa? | [Lettuce ae Bienes) 
Hypocheris 3 Hyowers tela 
Cxteals | Bis | 

= “Leaves like a crocus.” Plin, 

  

Sean oF To} 
   
   

Dioscores dserbes it ower ‘witha white eeu and Yellow within, Used tn Bap for chaplets the raves ike ny? of two Knee one-line mal eeren (inaror ot baal ful ot yains, av ts ealed all tea or Calton. and, 

Partheniam. le 
      Stryehnum, or) Sirgcmus, ore: | 28415, 31 

thos, oF Salant         
        

  

  

torius 
(arabs Melobhet i Aphace 2... | xxi15  (Leontoton  “Taraxar|*Plowers all the winter and ‘cn Spring, UM the” summer. 

Phin.” Dandelion. ‘The 

“Baten at Alexandr 

  

Corehoras Pl. 

Taly, Vesiearia: the thint | kind’ is “very” poisonous” |, Niuetiaae 
  

  

  

  7 [Thymus Acinos, or (Oeymum Zatarhend 
(Arab. Zdtar.) | and for food. \ the samme as the Ock 

  

Acinos     

  

Tht ts Teaves and stalks are more hirsite,) Pl [Sedum confertum, "Never flowers.” Plin. So (Arab, Heialem,) | editions of Pliny make fand the Achinow the same but they are generally be 
ed 10 be 

  

            
   

    

  

| Carthams     

  

  

: (Arsh Koorten| fBnkawoen: in news, or Atraetsis xx. 15,82 | after fe per] extracted too Tape the Cais] and of great value, Ts tbGticas | Rintsy fetalant Ue one tivated; and two species of the fo fund other reptiles ie same plant 
jer. Hemedy against the poison of scorpions Pin. Ivis supposed that the Cnicus and Atractylis are not   

  4 Lo wt beer hist be «mative of + Some have suposed these two tbe ofthe emus 

    

ink erroneously.
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vitutus. of     Eaten by other people, as ¥ Peri the 2      

  

Omithogate .    wus joves made of it in Egypt.” (Arab. Sundin.) "| tin 

  

       Cypers 2.) xxi 18 (Glad With’ bulbous 1 
Cyperis 11) RC IS Cyperus “A triangular “and” many other Specles, 

   
Hellocheysin 
‘Chrysanthien oi 

  

GGnphalinim Stexchas “Gods crowned with it a 
ten arora 
Blin Saad 

  

    

  

Persoluta .. . | xxi33 | ——————|+Grown in gardens in aking elisplets? 2 Lorometra xxii 2 fe from the” ganten 
whose seed, Tike n bakers 

114 [Rhus oxyacanthoides (ins: eaves like” myrtle, ed for dressing skins ‘Though Puiny does not ton teas an Egypt 
ieisindigenone int fd the feaves aud woul ane tea by the Aras for 

      

  

     

| 

|        

   

      

       

Vinea major 
    Pistia Straiotes rab. Hetaten el 

  

   

  

   

      

   
     
   

  

Nopeibe < . o]]) USL} Pepept tie Be od lope ih Ber pee 

nae | 
rata a 

cane aa 
   ‘be the Inia eampeaa = appearance accont with the aeeotnt of Pliny Island of Helene or Macrs (now ealled Macronls, nd from Cos), 1 to be the Homerie C 
jowever, all agreed as to the mortera Macronts being Hele 

  

  

give males from Swim, Writers ate not, 2 Wl       
  

  

  

2 Tn the same chapter Pliny says ehony is not produced ia Egypt
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ins believe 

  

day of Thiatis 
whieh answers 

  

    

fag, he ell be tes 
Mreaknestof the ees Pin 

  

all that ye     

y mentioned. 
n of their having been 

‘The trees of ancie 
I shall therefore only 
known in the early ti Pharaohs, that th 
of the tombs represent th dom, sy 
persea, tamarisk, and Periploca Seeamone 

  

paintings. 

  

      more, pomegran: 
    

   
  

orleaves of the nebh,# vine, fig, olive, Mokhayt:? Kharoéb or locust 
treet palma Christi or eiei, Sont or acacia bay, and Bylée 
balanites,’ have been found in the tombs of Thebes.’ Many 
seeds and fruits also occur there; as the Areca, Tam 
Myrobalanus, and others, which are the produce either of Inc 
or the interior of Africa: but these are not readily confounded 

       

  

     

    

© Mimowa or Aenea Nisin 5 Balance Egyptian, ssposed 0 be 
‘srasid          

SN glcnat communis, Linn. the castor. Arabs Derr tree 
‘st introduced Tom Toa bythe
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   with the actual produetions of E 
ly interesting, as they show the 

tained with those distant countries. 
‘The seulptures rep s trees and flowers, some of 

whi be recognized, while others are less clearly defined : 
of the latter F submit those given in Woodeut No. 470 to the 
expert botanist, who may be disposed to suggest their names, 
or the family to whieh they belong. 

Little attention is now paid by the in 2) 
the cultivation of plants beyond those used for the purpose of 
food, or to the growth of trees, excepting the palm, large groves 
‘of which are met with in every part of the country; and 
indeed, if the staten that “in all (Lower) 
Egypt the palm was sterile, le fruit, though 
of excellent quality tree is now cultivated 

n former times, some 
d_there, particularly 

pt. ‘They are, however, 
mnstant intercourse        

  

  

     
  

  

      

     

  

   
   

   
    

  

  

h more snecess 
of the best quality of dates be 
at Korayn, near the Delta, where the kind called A’maree is 
superior to any produced to the N. of Nubia. 

Few timber trees are now grown to any great extent either in 
Lower; Somesyeamores, whose wood is required 

ter-wheels and other purposes; a few groups of Athuls, 
fal tamarisks, used for tools and other implements. re- 

woods and two or th Sont, or 
ble for its hard wood, and for 

           

  

    

  

   

    
   

    

  

   
  © groves of     

          
   
lecessors. But thei 
ry-trees (planted fo 

ss grown by their pr 
thriving condition, as that of the mulb 
the silk-worms), which form, with the Mimosa Lebbek,? some 
shady avennes in the vicinity of Cairo, and of the Cassia fistula 
(hearing its dense mass of blossoms in the gardens of the 
tropolis), show that it is not the soil, but the industry of the 
people, which is wanting to encourage the growth of trees. 
‘The Eyléeg.or balanites, thesupposed Persea, no longer thrives 
in the valley of the Nile; many other trees aire fare, or alto- 
gether unknown; .and the extensive groves of Acanthus, or Sont, 
are rather tolerated than encouraged, as the descendants of the 

   

  

    
      

      

    
      

  

    
  

 



    AY THE PRESI 

  

REE T DAY, 5 

  

olden times near the edge of the cultivated land. 
value is understood : the sale of Sont podsis a revenue to 

trouble on; the trees are found 
ft by ; but no trouble is taken 

umber, and thi \ifference about their 
stem of a government which 
of vexation to its possessor 

But thi it is interesting to see these fe 
remnants of ancient groves, which 
same spots, perhaps, from th 
Acanthus alluded to by Strabo still exists above Memphis, a 
the base of the low Libyan hills: in going from the Nile to 
Abydus, you ride through the grove of Acacia, once sacred to 

the cersing it by a eanal similar 
which conveyed th thither when the geographer 

'y, even then reduced to the condition of a small 
oves of the same tree may here and there be 

traced in other parts of the Thebaid, from which it obtained the 
name of the Thebaie thorn. Above the Cataracts the Sont grows 

the Nile, where it is used fo 
‘airo for sale by the poor Nub nd its 
the desert by the Saleh and other of the 

ich are indi to the soil. 
. nd shrubs were grown in pots or wooden boxes 

the gardens or the walks near the houses of the ancient, 
nd to the garden department belonged the care of 

th were kept in hives similar to our own! In Egypt 
bees require great attention; and so few are the plants at the 
present day that the owners of hives often take them in boats to 

various spots upon the Nile in quest of flowers. ‘They are a much 
sinaller species than our own ; and though I have met with them 
wild in many parts of Egypt, I never saw them in any numbers; 
but wasps, hornets, and ichneumons: 
of the Nile. The wild bees hive mostly under stones, or in clefts 
of the rock, as in many other cou \d the expression 
Moses and of the Psalmist, ‘honey out of the rock,’ ? 
in Palestine their habits were the same. Vi 
mode of replenishing the stock of bees, p 
means of the earease of a bull, whicl 

‘Th       

  

   

  

   

       

  

   

  

    

  

   

    

  

  

      
       

  

    

  

    

  

   

   

  

    
    

    
  

  

    
  

  

      
  

  

       

  

    
           

  

  

  

   . de Panw supposes, is 

LL remember to have, seen them so Dent. xxvii 18. Ps. Ing 16, omy at Tues, av hare 3 Wig. Gorge. 288 ne 2.        
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   ved from the custom of      

  

   
   

    
    

probably a story 
in the   

of the tomb: 
these, as in ma e 
though, from the great importance? they 
welcome offering to the godsand 
elude that great pains were taken in re 
culty of procuring for them an abundant supply of food at eertain 
seasons doubtless led to the adoption of many euriousexpedients, 
which, being unnecessary, were unthought of in other counts 

The principal woods used by the Egyptians were the date, 
more, acacia, tamarisk, egléey or balanites, ebony, tir. 

and cedar. ‘The various purposes to every p 
palm ordate tree was applied have been already noticed,as well as 
of the dém,or Theban palm. Syeamore wood was employed for 
coffins, boxes, small idols, doors, window-shutters, stools, chains, 
and eramps for building; for handles of tools, wooden pegs or 
nails, cramps, idols, small boxes, and those sabinet work 
requiring hard compact wood, the Sont or 
usually preferred ; and spears were frequ 
cias, which grew in the interior or on the eoufines of the dese 

In tools of various kinds, the wood of the Zimarir orientalis 
was likewise much used, and even occasionally in pieces of fury 

iso employed: but the 
(ker for fine work were 

‘Phe first came from the interior of Africa, 
«l formed, with ivory, gold, ostrich feathers, dried fruits, and 

skins, the principal object of the annual tribute brought to Egypt 
by the conquered tribes of Ethiopia and the Sooddn; fir and 
cedar being imported from Syria. ‘The two last were in great 

wand for ornamental furniture, for coffins, small boxes, and 
ous objects connected with the dead: and many woods of a 

nd valuable kind were brought to Egypt by the people of 
tributary to the Pharaohs, the beauty and value of which 

be estimated by the frequent eustom of imitating them, for 
thesatisfaction of those who could not afford to purchase furniture 
or trinkets of so expe 

  

    
dam, syei 

          

  

     

      

  

  

      
    

    

      

  

    
iy Was 

  

  

  

  
  

  

      
      

  

        

        
   

  

the insect, the emblem for repeating the hownet 2 He thinks of there fs wo necessity Ibn sree Bute Ted sexx 68. 3 The ee ie not represented on the 

sered bulls; but monumen thoy should have          
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    ‘There is reason to believe that the an 
couraged, or at least profited by, the growth of many wild plants 
of the desert, which were useful for medicinal purposes. Many of 
them are still known to the Arabs, as the Saloadora Persiva, the 
Indk or Brak of the Arabs; the ty ed for making tooth- 

by splitting or fray fibres at the cut end of 
the southern parts of the 

. supposed to be the Sin- 
‘The Arabs also knew the 

Heliotropium inebrians, Lycium Europeu, Scilla maritima, Cas 
sia Senna, Ochraienus baccatus, Ocimum Zatarkendi, Linaria dE 

  

Egyptians ¢ 

  

   

  

          

  

  

gyptiaca, Spartinm monospermun, Hedyrarum Athagi, Suntolina 
Fragrantissima, Artemisia, Judaica (monosperma an incultay 
Tnula undulata rnd crispa, Cucumis, Colocynthis, &e. And many 
others have probably fallen into disuse from the ignorance of the 
modern inhabitants Of the country, who only know them from the 
Arabs, by whom the traditions concerning their properties are 
preserved. From what Homer tells us of «the infinity of drugs 
produced in Egypt,’ the use of ‘many medicines “mentioned by 
Jeremiah, and the frequent allusion by Pliny to the medicinal 

country, we may conclude that the produetions 

  

  

  

  

  

         
      

   

    

plants of 

  

of the desert (where those herbs mostly grow) were particularly 
prized; and seve e found of great use in dyeing, tanning,        

most   uring skins, and various other purposes. OF these, the 
remarkable were the fungi, for dyeing; the pods of the Avacia 
Nilotiea, the bark of the Acacia Seyal, and the wood and bark 
of the Rhus oryacanthoides, for tanning; and the Periploca 
Secamone.! for curing skin: 

‘The process adopted in the employment of these plants I 
shall not now stop to describe, nor shall I enter into any deta 
of their medicinal use, and the m: 
this will more properly form a part of 
of Egypt, reserved fora future work. But I may be allowed to 
make one observation on the Oirseg, Ourshes, or Lycium Buro- 
pewn, though not immediately connected with the subject of 
Egypt. This thorny shrub, called by the Copts Ramus, whieh is 
common in the hills throughout Lower Egypt and Syria, has a 
better claim to the title of “the holy thorn, of whieh the 
crown is said to have been made, than any other plant. ‘The 
modern and ancient Greeks agree with the Copts in giving it the 

  

  

  

  

  

      

  

   

    

    

        

  

    

  

"This limbing plant appears to be Thebe, represented inthe ub Huts let Aa ent lew of the iy, which io ly reset     
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name Ramnus; and Pliny" evidently had in view the Oushes 
when he says, ‘It is called by the Greeks Rhamnus, and is a 

flower y pl s, having thorns, 
nd larger leaves ;” 

ied by modern 

    
         

      

  

botanists to a different genus. 
Of the erroneous statement made by Herodotus respecting 

the use of wheat, I have already spoken; and have shown that 
wheat and barley were abundantly cultivated in every part of 
Egypt former was cut in about five, the latter in four 
months:> the best quality, aecording to Pliny, being grown 
the Thebaid.! The wheat, as at the present day, was all bearded, 
and the same varieties doubtless existed tas in modern 

among whi jentioned the s fed quality 
ibed in Pharaoh's dream It was cropped a little below 

with a toothed sickle, and earried to the threshing-floor 
in wicker baskets upon asses.’ or in rope® nets, the gleaners 

following to collect the fallen ears in hand-baskets. ‘The rope 
net, answering to the Shenfeh of modern Egypt, was borne on a 
pole by two men; and the threshing-Hloor was a le 

near the field, or in the vieinity of the gran 
when it had been well swept, the ears were deposited, 
were driven overt to tread out the grain, 
the animals employed for this purpose, the 
usual both in aneient and modern times, relieved 1 

  

     

  

   
      

        

  

  

         
          

  

   
    

    

  

    
    

     

        

    

                   

    

    

   
ging: and the i$ Champollion® found in 

Eileithy the threshers, written in hi 
oxen treading 01 
“Th 

        

   
   

    

  thresh for yourselves (tw 
mn 1" your masters ;” similar to which may be found other 
songs in the sculptured tombs of Upper E; 

    
    

  

nx 11 Cat off a8 the tps of ns nes the name of ham ‘Spin Chat So 'siferent pants an Nehees or Nebk. he Zeyplus, and ot on un the era ee 
{he some confusion between the Lycian 

   
   

    

  

   fige 4 and 5 fend 
well add Vinge Gear ‘Eotumn 8)            
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A certain quantity 
and when this had by * 
was added by means of large wooden forks, 

          
  

  

t, more 
in heap 

  

        

threshing-floor : and 
his process was called 

raised around and forming the edge of 
so on till all the grain was trodden out.    
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the Latins ¢ritura,! and 
some modern people. 

  

   

    

                

   
   

   

  
ie Now tt2, 

‘THE ANCI 

  

ptomes, Pla x 9, 

  

ENT 

  

EGYPTIANS [ouar. XE 

was generally adopted by ancient as 
Sometimes the cattle were bound 

wgether by a piece of wood 
or a rope fastened to th 
horns, in order to foree them 
to go round the heap 
tread it regularly, the driver 
following behind them with 
a stick? 

After the 1 
den out, thi 
with 
was then 
granary in sack: 
taining a fixed 
which was determined by 
wooden measures, a seribe 

oting down the mumber as 
called by the teller who 
superintended its ren 
Sweepers with small hand= 
brooms were employed to 
collect the scattered grain 

     

     
     

  

   

   in was trod: 
winnowed it 

hovels; it 
to the 

each con 

wooden 

  

carried 

    
  

      

  

  

     
  

that fell from the measur 
and the ‘immense heaps of 
comm? mentioned by Dio   

dorus? collected from ‘the 

  

    
field which was round about 
every city, fully aveord 
with the representation of     
the paintings tombs! 
and with those seen at the 
present day in the villages 
of the Nile. 

      

   

other to check the 

  

8 Diodor. 5.38. § Wooden No. © Woodeut Noi 
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cua, XL ‘raesu 

  -ys but the office of the 
ks actually housed : 

lered it to guard against 
.d how much the refinements 

    

    

  

latte 
(1 this shows how necessary the 

ices of a cunning people, 
mn had tended 

the quantity removed to the gran 
was probably to take account of th   

       
   

      

he ease, to substi 
deception for the original 
plicity ofan infant state. Hero- 
dotus? describes the Egyptia 
mode of treading 
by oxen, in which he is fully 
borne out by the sculptures of 
the tombs; and these inform us 
that they occasionally, though 
rarely, employed asses for the 
same purpose. Thiswasalso the 
custom of the he 
Egyptians, they suffered the ox 
to tread out th med, 

cording to the order of 
their lawgiver? In later times, — No.4 Bey 

owever; itappears that the Jews 
used ‘threshing instrument 

  

    

  

   

  

   

   

  

          

      

though, from the offer m: 
of “the oxen also,’ and the use of the w 

the sentence ‘Onan was threshing wheat,’ ® it is 
that the tritura is here alluded to, and that the thres! 

     

   

  

      David by 01 
treadi 
possibl 
instru    

  

  

ents only refer to the winnowing shovels, or other imp! 
ions: though the ments used o 

instrum 
to mind the noreg, or 
Hebrew name moreg so closely 

pplied to the «threshing instruments’ of Ornan. ‘The Jews, like 
the Greeks bound up the wheat, when ent, into sheaves ;7 but 
thiswasnot the usual custom of the Egyptians, who were generally 
contented to put it into baskets or rope 1 

to the 

       

   
tioned in Isaiah, ¢ 

drag, of modern Egypt, which th 
ul the same word is 

  

      
   
          

     

    
   

    

1, more 
stom it mentioned in evi, asi 103 Dest 
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a toothed sickle, gathering the straw afterwards! or burning it 
for manure? 

The modern 1s cut the wheat close to the ground, — 

  

  

  

  

            
  

  

  
  

  

          
    
              * Calum. 21 2 Vig. Goong. 5 84.



  

   bound it in sh 
near the field, in th 
and then, taking a sufi 
cient quantity, spread it 
upon the open are 
pass over it the noreg 
drawn by two oxen: the 
difference in the modern 

ient method bei 
that in the former the 

used, and the 
go round the heap, 

which is in the centre 
amd not at the cireum- 
ference, of the threshing- 
floor. Some ins 
however, occur of the 
heap being in the centre, 
as at the present day, as 
in the accompanying eut. 

The noreg is a ma 
chine consisting of a 
wooden frame, with three 
cross bars or axles, on 
which are fixed circular 
iron plates, for the pur- 
pose of bruising the e: 
of corn and extracting 
the grain, at the same 
time that the straw is 
broken up into small 
pieces; the first and last 

    

      

  

    

  

    

  

     

  

   

  

axles having each four plates, and the cet 
the upper 

  

tending to give additional effect to the 

1m the endorsement, of ono of the Anasta ayy pel) there weap a       

of which they collect 

  

    

  

     level and swept 
in a heap; 

  
  

    

   

  

attempted to be drawn from this, 

Iivthe reizn of Mfoweptate (Goode i       
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The tribulum,’ which was sometimes used by the Ron 
appears not tohave been very dissimilar, as we learn from Va 
who describes it as ‘a frame made rough by stones or piec 

       

  

  

  

  

‘Far i eapiig, 2. careyng the eas. 5, lig then sheaves, put up at. 
  

being drawn by heasts yoked to it, pressed ont the gr 
the ear.” While some wer in collecting the grain and 

it in the gi gathered the long stubble 
ld, and prepare provender to feed the horses 

purpose it was used by the Romans? as by 

from:   

           

    

  

  

    
  

  

  

   

  

They probably preferred reaping the 
, in order to facilitate the trituration ; and 

afterwards cutting the straw elose to the ground, or plucking it 
y the roots, they chopped it up for the cattle; and this, with 

dried clover, the drees of modern Egypt, was laid by for autumn, 

      

       

  

    ‘i, 58) In the 30 year of Ameno- 1 Ving, Goons. 14 
‘he orm was brongtt intortue 2 Dee lustia  S2 ome Iatot Pachont, (Prise, # Pl xvi 3,   

  ‘Sltumentey pl wie. aol si)
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TRAW USED AS PROVENDER. 

  

when the pastures being overflowed by the Nile, the flocks and 
kept in sheds or pens on the high grounds, or in the 

nets of the villages.! 
‘The straw was doubtless ent up, as at the present day, by 

some ng to our hay knife, and cleansed from 
impurities, previous to use: being 

\l with the fan,’ in the 
of *provender’ given to 

      

  

  

     

      

    

  

  

  

riptural account of the preservation of the 
h had been ‘brought home’ from the field; and 

ns the apparent contradiction of the destruction of ‘all the 
cattle of Egypt by the murrain, and the subsequent destruction 

of the cattle by the hail;® those whieh * were in the field "alone 
having suffered from the previous plague, and those in the stalls 

fed 
vonnt of the 

      
    

  

   

    

‘or ‘houses’ having been preserved. ce of 
  ‘om the sculptures has been give 

of the Eg} 
‘The first erop of wheat having been gathered, they prepared 

the land for w produce they next intended to rear; the 
field was ploughed and sowed, and, if necessary, the whole w 

ficial means, as often as the quality of the erop 
same was repeated after 

+h, as I have already 
‘own labors in raising 

water from the Nile, one from whieh no 
showers relieved him throughoutthe wholeseason,  Forin Upper 
Egypt rain may be said never to fall, five or six slight shov 
that annually fall there scarcely deserving that names and 
no country ation so indispensable as in the 
valley of the 

Pomponius Mel 
Proclus says if showers fell in Lower 
to that distriet, and heavy 
Herodotus indeed affirms® that rain at Thebes port 
great calamity, and the conquest of Egy} 
thought to have heen foretold by this u 
that place. In Upper Egypt showers only o 
six times in the year, but every fifteen or twenty years heavy 

in my 
       

      
  

         

    

              

    

    

  

   

   

   
   
     

  

alls Egypt ‘terra expers imbri 
ypt they were e 

n was a prodigy in the 1        
  

  

  

phenomen 
   

    

2 Diodor. 5.38, 2 Kedah" Bh. Cont Matt Tot fe and 1) eo       
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rain falls there, w 
the valley 
in Low 

     +h will account for the deep ravines e1 
's of the Theban hills, about the Tombs of the Kings 

Egypt rain is more frequent ; and in Alexandria it 
ter as in the south of Europe ise ravines 

1 the precautions taken to protect the roofs of the temples at 
Thebes against rain, show that it fell there of old as now but a 
continuation of heavy rain in Upper Egypt, or even at Cairo, 
for two or three days, would be considered a great wonder, and 
would cause many houses to fall down, asin 1823.1 ‘The Eastern 
desert, between the Nile and the Red Sea, whefe the moun 
are higher, is frequently visited by heavy rain and thunder-storms 
in the winter, though the climate is drier than the valley of the 
Nile; and every four or five years the torrents run down to the 
Red Sea on one side and to the Nile on the other. In less than 
4 month's time after this the beds of those torrents are covered 
with green herbs and numerous small lowers, and the Arabs take 
their flocks to graze there till the Kh 
stm of May have dried them up, and nothing remains exc 
few acacia-trees and the usual hardy shrubs of those arid districts. 
‘There are scarcely any springs in the valley of the Nile, and the 

few found there are probably caused by the filtration of the Nile 
water through the soil. 

In many instances, in 
leguminous herbs, which were sown as soon water began 
to subside, generally about the commencement of October; and 
at the same time that corn or other produce was raised on the 
land just left by the water, another crop was pr 

depended on the choi 
\dvantages obtained from cert 

‘oduce, the time required for their succession, or the 
the land igh no soil recovers more readily from 

a repetition of similar erops, through 
length 

is careful 

   
    

  

         
    

   

  

  

    

      
  

    

   

  

   

      

  

       
      

  

ad of corn they grew clover, or 
          

   

  

    

      
             

  

  

       
overish the land ; and the 

  

in peas 
        

     

not to neglect the universal principle in husbandry, of varying, 
the produce on the same grou 

Besides wheat, other erops are represented in the paintings of 
     the tombs: one of wh 

tion both of Upper 
Il grain, is introduced as a prod 

nd Lower Egypt2 From the color, the 
     

1 Conf Exod. ie: 18, where the hailstorm 2 At Thebes, Beni-Hassa, and Saqqns 
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height to which it grows, compared with the wheat, and the 
‘appearance of a round yellow head it bears on the top of its 
bright green stalk it is evidently intended to represent the doora, 
or Holes Sorghum. It was not reaped by a sickle, like the 
wheat and barley, but men,and sometimes women, were employ 
to pluck it up; which being done, they struck off the earth that 
hered to the roots with their hands, and having bound it 
sheaves, they carried it to what may be termed the threshing- 

floor, where, being forebly drawn through a ment armed 
in was stripped off, and 

    
  

     

        

      

    

   

   

  

Fileithyia in woodeut No. 479. 
Egypt, and the various proc 
stalks when gathered, making it into twin 
piece of cloth, are repre 
noticed them in the preceding part of this work, as well 
Aiffieulty presented hy the name Byssus. 

At the end of summer, the peasant looked anxiously for the 
return of the inundation, upon which all his hopes for the ensuing 
year depended. He watched with serupulous attention the first 

rise of the river; the state of its daily increase was noted down 
and proclaimed by the curators of the Nilometers at Memphis 
and other places; and the nxiety for the approaebi 
inundation was felt as on each preceding year.! 

Much flax was cultivated in 
ses of watering it, beating the 

and lastly into a 
ed in the paintings. Ihave already 

the 

    
  

         

  

    
  

  
  

     
     

  

       

  

2 e,ora is teen found in the omy, tone inthe texts inser whieh remark ‘and tary) ower ‘te, tor has it eeu’ recoguized a meie foun 
  ns, Straw, “Spel bef dom, hast   
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About the middle of June, a gradual and continuous increase 

of the Nile was already seen, even a the vieinity of 
Memphis; ‘its first rise being perceived,’ at the Cataracts, about 
the end of May, or the beginning of June; and a change from 
the previous clearness of the stream w: ed in its ved 

and turbid state, caused b 
‘the mount 

   

   
     

    

   

  

  

  

      
Tt then as 

3     Bileitiyi, ppearanee 5 
period 

water being deemed w 
wholesome, a supply pre- 
viously laid up in jars wa 
used until it had re-assumed 
its turbid but wholesome 
red color. ‘This explains 
the remark of Aristides 
that ‘the Egyptians are the 
only people who preser 

vater in jars, and calculate 
ige as other nations do 

that of wines” and the reaso 
for adopting w : 
emblen 
(on the 
pollo® and the sculptures) 

probably be derived 
from this enstom of laying 
up the pure water of the 
Nilein jars, about theseason, 
or at the first approach, ot 

the i though the 
calenlation of the age of the 
water must b lered a 

= £21 Greck exagger 
a Tt was perhaps this 

change in the appearance of the river which led the Egyptians to 
represent the god Nilus both of a red and a blue color, —indi- 
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during the turbid state of t ndation,and the 
low Nile. In the beginning of August the canals 

nore overflowed the plain. 
      

   

   

  

  

  submerged, except in the Delta, where the levels w uni 
form,and where, during the high inundations, the whole land, with 
the exeeption of itsisolated villages, was underwater. As the Nile 
rose, the peasants were careful to remove the flocks and herds 
from the lowlands; and when a the wi 
owing to the bursting of a dyke or an unexpected and unusual 
increase of the river, overflowed the fields and pastures, they 
were seen hurrying to the spot, on foot or in boats, to reseue the 
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  mals,! and to remove them to the high grounds above the 
reach of the inundation. Some tying their clothes upon their 

eads, dragged the sheep and goats from the water, and put them 
ito boats; others swam the oxen to the nearest high ground 

and if any com or other produce could be eut or torn up by the 
roots in time to save it from the flood, it was eonveyed on 1 
or boats to the next village. Guards were placed to wateh the 
dykes whieh protected the lowlands, and the utmost care was 

iken to prevent any sudden influx of water, which might en= 
danger the produce still growing? there, thecattle,or the villages. 
And of such importance was the preservation of the dykes, that 
a strong guard of cavalry and infantry was always in attend- 

for their protection; certain officers of responsibility were 
pointed to stuperinte large sums of money were ann 

ally expended for their maintenance sand in the time 
of the Romans, any person found destroying a dyke was con- 

n the publie works or in the mines, or to 
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ts, there was little differenee in the quantity of land 
invigated, whether the inundation was deficient or abundant? 

inues the geographer, it rose only to the height of eight 
e would enstie, fourteen 

ed for a plentiful harvest ; but when Petronius was 
pn ypt, twelve cubits gave the same abundance, nor 
did they suffer from want even at eight ; and it may be supposed 
that long experience had taught the ancient Egyptians to obi 
similar results from th sans, which, neglected at a subse 
quent period, were revived, rather than, as Strabo thinks, fist 
introduced by the Romans. 

In some parts of Egypt the villages were frequently liable to 
be overflowed, when the Nile rose toa more than ordinary height, 

ind property of the inhabitants were endan- 
srude briek houses had been long exposed 

gave way, and the fallen walls, 
er, were once more mixed with the mud from 

sions the blessings 
nhabitants; and, as 

  

  

  

  

   
      

      
  

    

      

  

     saturated with w: 
which they had been extracted. On these oe 
of the Nile entailed heavy losses on the 

  

             
  

     
Pliny * observes, “if the rise of the water exceeded sixteen cubits, 
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a famine was the result, as when it only reached the height of 
twelve.’ In another plice! he sys, *A proper inur 
sixteen eubit in twelve cubits the country s 

, and feels a deficiency even in thirteen; fourteen 
Joy, fifteen sec teen delight; the greatest rise of the river 
to this period being of eight in the reign of Claudius, 
the least during the Pharsali 

From all that 
vid 

  

    

  

      
        

   
    

  

   

  

ng the rise of the Nile, it 
nndation is the same now 

as proportion with the 
land it irrigates, and that, in order to arrive at great accuracy in 

its measurement, the scales of the Nilometers ought, after certain 
periods, to be raised in an equal ratio, as may be seen by any one 
who visits those of Cairo and Elephantine: for the bed of the 
river gradually rises from time to time; and the level of the 
and, whi ys keeps pace with that of the river, inereases in 
a ratio of six inches in 100 years in some places (as about Elephan- 
tine), and in others less, varying a ig to the distance down 
the stream: the consequence, and, indeed, the proof of which is, 
that the highest seale in the Nilometer at the island of Eleph 

tine, which served to measure the inundation in the reigns of the 
early Roman emperors, is now far below the level of the ordinary 
high Nile; and the obelisk of Matareeh or Heliopolis, the eolossi 
of the Theban plain, and other similarly situated monuments, 
washed by the watersof the in bedded to a cer 
height in a stratum of alluvial soil deposited around their bas 

‘The continual increase in the elevation of the bed of the river 
naturally produced those effects mentioned I 
other writers, who state that the Egyptians were obliged from 
time to time to raise their towns and villages in order to secure 
them from the effects of the inundation; and that the 

and took plaee in former 

is 

  

   

    

  

  

         

     
    

    

          

  

        
  

  

  

    

             

    
  

    

  

       

    

   
   

   

  ans in the 
y This was 

done, says the an of Haliearnassus, by the inhabitants of 
‘each place who had been condemned for great erimes to the publi 
works. Bubastis was ra y other city; and the 
lofty mounds of Tel Basta, which mark its site, fully confirm 
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the observation of Herodotus, and show, from the height of those 
mounds above the present plain, after a lapse of 770 years, that 
‘the Ethiopian monarch elevated the sites of the towns much 

predecessor Sesostris! had done,’ when that eon- 
queror em Asiatic captives in making the canals of 
Egypt? have already stated that the land about Elephantine 
has been raised about nine feet in 1700 years; at ‘Thebes, about 

less degree towards the Delta and the mouths of 
nd I shall now endeavor to explain in what manner 

vations of the land and river have taken place, to compare 
the measures of the inundation in the ancient and modern Nilo- 
meters, and show what effect the alteration in the levels has had 
on the arable land of Egypt. In that part of Egypt lying to 
the S. of the Delta, the banks of the Nile are much more elevated 

the land of the interior ata distance from the river, and 
seldom quite covered with water even during the highest imun- 
dations. Little, however, projeets above the level of the stream, 
and in some places the peasant is obliged to keep out the water 

embankments. ‘This may be accounted for partly 
continued cultivation of the banks, which, being more 
ently situated for artificial irrigation, h 

succession of crops; for it is known that tillage has the effect of 
raising land, from the accumulation of decayed vegetable sub- 

ees, the addit dressing, and other cause 
greater depression of the plain in the interior is probably owing, 

ne degree, to the numerous channels in that direction, and 
to the effect of the currents which pass over it as the water covers 
the land; though they are not suflicient to ai the groat 
difference between the height of the bank 
edge of the desert, which is often twelve ¢ 

een from the respective heights of the 
two points? 

These elevated roads, the sole mode of comm 
land from one village to another during the inundation, com- 
mence on a level with the bank of the river, and, as they extend 
to the interior, beedme so much higher than the fields that room 
is afforded for the construction of arches to enable the water to 
pass through them; though, generally speaking, bridges are only 
built on those parts where ancient or modern canals have lowored 
the levels sufficiently to admitof them. ‘The general appearance 
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of the dykes may be illustrated by a section,! in which 4 is the 
surface of the Nile during the inmdation; , the level of the 
low Nile; c, the bank; pp, the raised dykes 8, the beds of 

Is over which bridges are built in the dykes F, the hayer, 
ing from the junetion of the inri- 

    

ea 
or slope of the desert, extend 

to the limeste 
ff the dyke were in one straight line 

east or west from the river; but they follow a tortuous course, 
visiting the various towns on their Way,and serving as roads, as 

tothearbitrary overflow of the inundation 
the general direction of a dyke, therefore, varying according to 
eireumstances, may be represented asin the accompanying plate? 
It is ona plain of about five miles in breadth. Some 
‘even more circuitous and indirect than this; but in all eases the 
prineipal care is to place them so as to oppose the greatest force 
» the largest body or pressure of water, and to offer the readiest 
means of communication from one village to another. I have 
already observed that the perpendicular elevation of the bed of 
the river, and the proportionate elevation of the water of the 
inundation, tend to increase the extent of the arable land of 
Egypt; and that there is now a larger tract of cultivable soil 
E. and W. from the river than at any previous period. Th 
shall endeavor to illustrate by a similar section? in which it 
will be seen that if the Nile, rising from its ancient bed an, 

wundated the country in the direction and at the elevation FF, 
it would, when raised to ©», its modern bed (the land being also 
raised in proportion to @), extend its inundation on the line 6 
to a far greater distance over the hdger, or slope of the desert, 

nd give an additional tract of cultivab 
‘That this has actually taken plaes 

ained by excavations, and by observing the quantity of alluvial 
deposit accumulated round the base of ancient monuments, and 
by a comparison of the height to which the water now: d 

‘ose in the Nilometer of Eleph: In the plain of 
f Amenophis IIL.,of which two 

occupy their original site, and one of these has long been 
wer the name of ‘the voeal Memnon.’ ‘They stood on 

ing to a temple built by that 
Pharaoh, and at intervals between them and the temple were 
other colossi, statues, and tablets, long since thrown down or 
mutilated, and nearly covered by the alluvial deposits of the 

  

   
   mountains, 

  

is section is given a   
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  inundation. Their relative position may be better understood 

‘om the plan,! where it will be seen that before the temple, A, 
are the tablets, nC, and 420 feet beyond are the fragments of a 
colossus, E: then at a distance of 220 feet are another fallen 
colossus, 6, pendant to it, a group of comparatively 

nall figures, cut out of a single block, at ¥; the colossi, 1 
are still standing, being 300 feet further, and appeat 

ate the dromox. 
nple is now surrounded by alluvial soil, and the water 
of the inundation extend to the distance of 600 feet, 

But when erected, about the year 1420 8.c., not on! 
.. but the dromos, or paved road leadin 

of the colossi, 111, were above the 
undation; and the statues at ¥, which are still 

position, were exposed to view, though 
now buried to their waist in the alluvial deposit. 
Indeed, I believe this dromos to have been a continuation of 

the * Royal street joned in some papyri found at ‘Thebes, 
which, crossing the western porti ci municated, by 

          

  

    
         

    

  

    

       

    

        
   

   

  

  

       
          

  

    
      

  

‘means of a ferry, with the temple of Luxor, founded by the same 
Amenophis, on the other side of the river; as the great dromos of 
Sphinxes, connecting the temples of Luxor and Karnak, formed 
the main street in the eastern distriet of Thebes. ‘The colossi,    
Hi, are 47 feet? high, with the pedestal 60; but the alluvial 
deposit has accumulated around them to the height of from 6 feet 
1 inches to 7 feet, so that they now stand only 53 feet above the 
ph ig to the base of the 
pedest: . 1 found that it stood, 
not on alluvial ground, but on the soil of the desert, whieh was 
paved with sandstone blocks, serving as substruetions for the 
colossusand the dromos. ‘The lower side of the pede: not 

been eutsmooth, but was lett of ng. 
8 feet 10 inches helow the level of the paved dromox; but that 

of little nt was to ascertain whether 
the slope of th ponded with that of the deser 
and this I pr ne. I therefore dug to the base of 
what T supposed to be part of a similar colossus at =, 300 feet 
behind the colossus 1.4 This, however, proved to be a group of 
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the statue inclines a litle to one ide, 90 terncolossus th Ihe aegel teaure’ Plate XV. Nor. ithe grout bas sunt a he ts, and 
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statues—a cirew ticularly fortunate for my purpose, as 
they were fo their original position. Their 
total height was 8 feet 1 inch from the base of the pedestal to the 

top of the shoulder, the part above that being broken off; they 
projected 2 feet 10 inches above the level of the alluvial deposit, 
so that it had accumulated in this part only 5 feet 8 inches. 
‘This satisfactorily settled the question I had in view, and gav 
ina distance of 800 feet, a difference of 1 foot 7 inches to 1 foot 
9 inches, b verage of 20 inches in 300 feet, or adecreasing 
ratio of 1 inch in 15 feet for the talus of the sloping desert plain 
on which they were placed. According to this ratio, the base- 
ment of the temple itself should stand very little below the level 

of the alluvial deposit, which, indeed, agrees with fact; though, 
aas may be supposed, the slope of the desert is not quiteso uniform 
as to accord with the mathematical ealeulation of an uninte 
rupted line. Tt sulfices for our purpose to have ascertained that 

this gradual slope does exist, and that the eolossi and the temple 
standing upon it are buried in alluvial deposit in an inverse ratio 
as they approach the edge of the desert; and the only inte 
necessarily is, that thealluvial soil now reaches further inland to- 
wards the desert than it did when those monuments were erected. 
We do not know how far the outermost colossi were, at that tim 

1 the line of the alluvial deposit: all we ean conel 
they were above its level, and that the dromos,or paved street, 

wasalso above the highest watermark; but if itisout of our pow 
to fix any exact point from which to ealeulate the annual iner 
of the perpendicular stratum of land, of this we may at least be 

the colossi, 
1 distance 
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temple, a to 
of 1900 feet, ight there since the reign of the th 

ophis, or within a period of What has now bee 
said, fully, I trust, demonstrates these propositions — that the 

cular rise of the bed of the Nile extends the immndation, 
andalluyial deposit much further in a horizontal direction E. and 
W. at the present day than at any previous period; that this 
cause has always been in operation ; and that, therefore, a wider 

Tdo 

  

  

    
     

      
     

  

       
    

  

not, however, pretend that the same quant 
as formerly; this must always depend on the population 
energies of the people, the system followed by the government, 
and other accidental 
river, nor from any deficiency in the benefits it used to bestow 
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    of Egypt, that much land is left fallow, and over- 
grown with noxious weeds; and the modern inhabitants might 
profit by the same means of eult «ge of the desert by 

ficial irrigation as their predecessors, if Egypt only possessed 
fages of population, a favorable system of agriculty 

nt. Ihave made the same observations 
xtent of the land in other parts of Egypt, all 

confirming what I have stated, as might be reasonably expected 
since the same causes necessarily produce the same effects ; and 
Tnow proceed to show the origin of those erroneous notions which 
proclaim that the drifting sands have curtailed the limits of the 

able land of Egypt, and that the desert constantly encroaching. 
to overwhelm the valley of the 

cts the beneficial effects of the imundai 
In some parts of Egypt, as at Behnesa, at Kerdassy 

to the N. of the Pyramids, at Werdan, and at a few other places, 
as been drifted into the 

encumbered the land with hillocks and down: 
er the fields near the edge of the desert, and somet 

al fee 
Denot 

sed the effect of the sand in that quarter, 
spread the alarm of its invasion, which has been magnified into 
the annihilation of the arable land of Egypt. But this e' 
only partial, and, as M. Reynier observes, in a memoir upon 
the agriculture of Egypt, published in the great French work, 
“Though many have spoken of the encroachments of the sand 
upon the cultivable soil. it appears to be much less considerable 
than is supposed ; for oth nany placesindicated bj 
writers to have been on the borders of the desert would 
distant from the irrigated land, and the canal of Joseph, after so 
many ages of bad government, would have been long since filled 
up. Insome places, he adds, this has happened, as at Werdan, 
in the province of Gizeh, where the sind has advanced to the 
distance of a league; but the position of the place —at the outlet 

» perhaps, partly the 

on the soil 
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ly coincides with my 
's open upon th 

wd sometimes to form 

‘eause of this—an opinion whieh per 
‘own observations. In many places wh 
plain the sand is found to accumulate, 
drifts upon the land, whieh, whe re taken by 
planting the bushy tamarisk, inerease so far as to prevent the 
‘overtlow of the Nile from covering a portion of the previously 

+ but these incursions of sand are only partial, 
pots, bearing a very small proportion to the 

‘pt; and it must be remembered that the 
desert, or gradual slope of the fidyer, between the limestone 
range and the arable land, is not a plain of moving sand, as 
some have imagined, but is composed of clay and stony ground 
mixed with « proportion of sand, or an old detritus of the neigh- 
Doring roeks. On the eastern side of the valley very few sand- 
Arifts are to be met with, except those seen from Cairo, beyond 
Heliopolis and the Birket el Hag, on the Suez road; but these 
do not encroach upon the arable land, from which 
distant; and since I have shown that on the W. or 
also, the places where sand encumbers the valley are pa 
may be readily imagined how slight an effeet these must h 
compared with the whole extent of the country. In the Del 
the only sindy places of consequence are here and there on th 
Libyan shore and on the coast of the Mediterranean, bearing an 
imperceptible proportion to the whole superficies of that prov- 

and, indeed, the sand on the coast is not worthy of 
n it be attributed in any way to the advance of the d 

upon the land of Egypt. 
—as in France, about Dunkerque, the 

in pout Nairn vveral 
of Europe—sind-drifis occur of great si 

\ot formed upon th 
a proof how far opinions are intl 

and by the idea of adesert. Tam far from aii 
encroachment of the sand takes plac nts are only 
intended to show that, taking the relativ 

ce of the sand and of the alluvial deposit, the balance 
greatly in favor of the latter; and the result is that, whatever 
partial injury the sand may have tin its power to infliet on certain 
spots, the extent of the land is constantly inereasing, and the 
number ss of inundated arable soil is much greater 
now th: y iod. Tumut alsomake some remarks 

‘upon the nature of the desert, which will be found to differ much 
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from received opiinion, as the simple mention of ranges of primi- 
tive mountains reaching an elevation of 5000 feet will suffice to 
show. Tallude now to the desert lying between the Nile and 
Red Seas but in order to give a just notion of this tract, and the 

ts, I must refer to Plate 
1 to the accompanying sections in different latitudes. 

leading characteristic of the Eastern desert, particularly 
in the northern part, is its gradual ascent from the valley of the 
Nile to a certain distance eastward, where you arrive at a ph 

and of some extent, from which all the valle 
a westerly direction empty the 

the Nile, and those to the eastward into the Red Se 
1 the opposite direction to the coast. A section 
about latitude 29°, will explain the appearance of the 

desert in that part.’ ‘These are all limestone n The 
ascent from the Nile to a is about 30 miles: the high pla 

is about 16 miles broad towards 
art where 

1 joins the secondary hills, 

  

    
  

    
nature of the mountains in vario 
XV, 

  

   

  

   

     
        

  

    
   

    

  

  

  

     
  

       

  

   

   

    

  

the primitive range commences 
about latitude 28° 26%, the sec \l W. presents the appe 
ance given in the next figure of the plate? In latitude 28° 10%, 
passing by the lofty Gharib, which is the highest peak int 
desert, having an clevation of about 6000 feet, the section is of 
a different character. Another section is taken in latitude 28° 

fro vt, on the Red Sea, to Gebel Aboo Fafda on 
n the desert, in latitude 

  

     

        
       

  

  

     
   

   

  

  

         
of the U is about 

comparison of whieh it appears that this 
desert has one general ch in its levels from the Nile to    

        the Red Sea. A little 
sandstones appro: 
south they cross the river, near Edfoo, whence 1 
on either bank: and at Silsilis are the qu from which the 
sandstone used in the temples of Egypt was taken. Fourteen 
miles above Ombos, and on the eastern bank, the granit 
pppears and at 14 miles further S. they cross the 

river. Amidst these are the eat sssion of rapids, 
of which no single fall is more than about 5 feet. 

In Nubia the valley is very narrow; the rocks of the 
and western mountains often coming close to the river,andlew 

out latitude 25° 10, the 
ast bank; a little further     
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pr no space for the deposit of alluv other places on 
byan side the sand covers the whole level space between 

and the bank ; and the charaeter of the country between 
‘ond Cataract is totally different from Egypt. 

about Kalabshe rises between 30 and 40 feet during: 
nd after it has sul spruary, the strea 

of two or three knots an hour. But I return to 

  

   

      

   

  

  

    
    

   

      
the deserts of Egypt. 

      

  

       

In going to the Weste desert, in the direction of 
the Oasis Parva, one road pa : which provinee     than the valley of the nd the Lake 
Morris is ) feet below the level of the banks at 
Benisooet. section across that partof the country 

mountain range lying behind the Lake 
nce to the Oases; from whieh it is evident thi 

the Fyoém in a southerly direction 
le westward, you gradually ascend till you arrive at the 
tof an elevated plain, which continues on a level, or with 

slight undulations, for a considerable distance, and fo) 
extensive table-land of this part of Africa. Oases and oth 
valleys are depressions in this lofty plain : and on descending to 
them, you find the level space or plain of the Oasis itself simil 
toa portion of the Valley of 1 by steep cliffs of 

e from the cultivated land, which vary 
Those of the Southern Oases 

rand consequently the level of those Oases is 
sis Parva, as may be seen from the last 

    

   
  in going from 

        ns the 
      

  

   
    

  

lgypt, surrou 
some dist 
the different Oases. 

       

    

muh. high 
much lower than of the C 
section, taken N. and S2 

From this it appears that the water of the Oasis Parva do 
not come directly from the Nile, and that we must look for the 
origin of its springs at a more southerly point. ‘The 
of the high plain are limestone ; the low plain of the 
sandstone on clay and it is from this last that the water 1 

il by this it is retained. ‘Th tone mountains of the 
rest in like manner on clay; and thus we 

the water is eonveyed from some point to the s 
ata greater elevation than, the Oasis, its eseape to the surface 
taking place wherever the limestone superstratum is removed ; 
and that a co the same bed of clay conducts it 
northward to the Oasis Parva—oceasional opportunities being 
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afforded it for rising, as     Farafreh and other places on the way. 
‘Though I have represented the mountai the table-land of 
their summit were perfectly level, in order to show the compar 
tive depressions of the Oases, it is not to be supposed that they 
re perfectly horizontal: if so, those of Lower Egypt would be 

elevated than in the Thebaid, which is not the eases the 
tains of Thebes being 1200 feet above the Nile, which is a 

much greater elevation than any in the latitude of Cairo. From 
ias been said it is evident that the Oases are not fertile 

spots in the midst of a plain, but depressions in the lofty 
table-land of Afriea, where, by the removal of the superincumbent 
limestone strata, the water has the power of rising to the sur! 

jesert a dreary plain of sand whieh has ov 
tile country, whose only traces are the isolated ge 

e Oases, where the traveller runsa risk of being over 
the army 

‘The notion is of old date, from Herodotus to the 
who confines his experience to the valley of the Nile; and if 

Strabo were listened to, it would require some degree of & 
to visit the site of Memphis, lest, as he observes, the imp 
stranger should expose himself to “the dan 
hy a whirlwind on his way.'? Strabo, Hk 
haye braved great dangers during his he 

ned at the sand and wo + and we now often 
(lof narrow escapes from the effects of a simoom; but however 

reeable this really is, and though ea n the risk of 
ig their way if incantious enough to continue their route in 

its dense fog of dust, and consequently to perish in this waterless 
pleasant death it has been reported to cause 

nd, speaking from the experience of 
in the most sandy parts of the desert, I ean 

only say that it is bad enough without being exaggerated, but 
that it is much more frightful in a book of travels than in the 
country itself. 

‘A remarkable feature in the Valley 
strike every one who crosses the edge of the alluvial land, is the 
line of demareation between this and the desert, which is so 
strongly defined, that you may almost step with one foot upon the 
richest, and with the other on the most barren land; for, as 
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Strabo says all is sterile in Egypt, where th 
butit only requires to be irrigated by the fertilizing water of the 
river to become productive; as the flower of the female pl 

ly awaits the pollen of the male to cause it to produce 
able of Osiris (asthe inundation) approac 

ing the bed of Isis (the soil it irrigates), or more properly of 
Hnthys (the barren land), who also produced a son on bei 

visited by Osiris. 
Besides the land inundated by 

tians took into cultivation a considerable portion of the Ad 
or edge of the desert, which, being a light soil, consisting of ela 
mixed with sand or gravel, was peculiarly adapted for eertai 

eularly bulbous plants; and many with long fibrous, 
roots were found to thrive in that soil. ‘Those parts where a 
greater proportion of gravel prevailed were peculiarly adapted to 
the culture of the vines and we are not surprised to find that the 
wines of Marea !and other places situated at the confines of the 

“desert, were superior in quality to those from the interior of 
the irrigated land. In some places, as in the Fyoém, where little 

ent place in the appearance of the surface of the 
li «quently observed the traces of former cultivation; 
even the vestiges of fields ‘appear, with channels for water, far 
above the level of all modern canals; and in the vicinity of the 
Lake Morris are several water-eourses and canals, with the roots 
of vines and other trees, which are distant more than twelve 
from the nearest irrigated land. I do not pretend to aflir 
that these are actually of the early time of the Pharaohs: but 
they do system of cultivating the 

hig 1 Egyptians, and thisextensive culture 
of the t prior to the Ar mn. Indeed, by 
the universal confession of the elves, no canals 
or cultivation have been maintained in this spot within the 
period of Moslem records; and tradition asserts that the provinee 
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‘Gom, whieh, 
than four tim 

. had once 
ng 

  jow contains about eighty vill 
‘s that number in the flourish       fos of        

   

   

   

  

deen admitted by 
ids were subjected to the 

fertilizing influence of its wate 
various amusements which this le 

housed and supplied with dry food, 
usly prepared for the purposes the tillage 

of the I 1 oceupations were suspended; and 
this season was celebrated as a hi home, with games and 
recreations of every kind. ‘They indulged in feasting and the 
luxuries of the tabl ted in some of the prin- 
cipal towns, in which the competitors contended for prizes of 
cattle, skins, and other things suited to the taste or wants of the 
peasant, and some amused themselves with wrestl 
bullfights, and gy e exercises, which, while they 
habits of an active and robust people, contributed to invigo 
them, and to prevent the baneful effects of indolence during a 
period of repose from the labors of the field. Aceording to 
Aulivs Pollux.? the Song of Maneros was among those adopted by 
the Egyptian peasant; and this fabled personage was celebrated 
as the inventor of husbandry—an honor generally given to t 
still more fabulous Osiris. Tt is probable that many songs and 
‘games were appropr and this adap 
Of peculiar ceremonies to particular oceasions, and the 

    
      

  

      
          

   
    

    

   

    

  

      

  

   

   

  

  

       

   
      

    
   

      

   

       

the Egyptians for any change in the eustoms of their ancestors, 
are remarked by several ancient writers? ‘They had many festi- 
vals connected with agricultureand the produce of the soil, whieh 
happened at different periods of the year. In the month Meso 
they offered the first-fi lentils to the god Harpo 
+ealling out at the same Phe tongue is Fortune, the ton 
is God:”"4 and the cal festival of ‘the delivery of Isis 
was celebrated immediately after the vernal equinox,’® to com: 
memorate the beginning of harvest. *Sc is. Plutarch, 

late the history of those gods to the various changes w1 
n the air during the several seasons of the 
dents which are observed in the production of eorn in its 

they observe, “what ean the burial 
iy than the first eovering of the seed 
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in the ground after it is sown? or his reviving and reappearing 
than its first beginning to shoot up? and why is Isis said, upon 
perceiving herself to be with child, to have hun sulet about 
her neck on the 6th of th after sowing 

but in allusion to this allegory ? and who is that Harpoc- 
rates whom they tell us she brought forth about the time of the 
winter tropic, but those weak and slender shootings of the corn, 
which are yet feeble and imy 2?” for which reason itis that 
the first-fruits of their lentils are dedicated to this god, and they 
celebrate the feast of hi x's delivery just after the vernal 
‘equinox.’ From this it may be inferred that the festival of the 

lentils was instituted when the month Mesoré eoineided with the 
end of Ma 
and ripened in abou 
gathered in three months and a half, 

after the vernal equinox,’ or th 

   
        

month     

     

  

        
       

  

    
    

   
      

  

          

   

  

   

        

the pe 
have fallen ry it back 

ceession of Menes. 
of the frst month (Thoth), which was the feast 

saying to each other, * How 
f that the 

was called after and dedicated 
othe al, answering 
? was established to com 

to sow their 
Many of the sacred festi- 

nected with agriculture ; but these 
nder the head of their religious 

    

  jot the first day alon 
the Egyptian Herme 

yhesmophoria of the Athenian 
memorate the period when the hu 
or in the 

  

   
  

    

    

    

  

     
ceremonies. 

Tnow proceed to another point co nected with the oceu 
tions of the peasantry — the care and rearing of animals. ‘The 
ich proprietors of land possessed a lange stock of sheep, goats, 
and cattle; gazelles, and other wild animals of the desert, were 
tamed and reared with great care on their estates; and they 
bestowed the greatest attention to the breed of horses, asses, 
and other beasts of burden. ‘The pastors,it is true, were a class 
apart from the peasantry, and one which was held in disrepute 
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a, 

by the partly in eonsequenee of th 
‘oceupation, and partly from the fee 

of eruelties exercised upon their country by: 
iad held Egypt in subjection during a long 

periods and the swineherds were looked upon with such abhor- 
rence that Herodotus affirms they could not even enter a temp 
or contract marriages withany exept of their own easte. But 
the denomination of pastors did not extend to the farmers who 
bred sheep or cattle; it merely applied to those who tended the 
flocks, or had th nediate cares and the Egyptian artists, 
as if to show the contempt in which these people were held, 
frequently represented them lame or deformed, dirty and un- 

  

ure of their 
ainst them by 

  

  ing excited aga 

  

       
  

      

      

      

  

    

    
\d_ sometimes of a most Indierous appea 

feeling, however, w 
Josephus, who asserts th 

This 
s not carried to the extent mentioned by 

th prohibited to 
meddle with the feeding of sheep” and the sculptures of 
and every part of Upper and Lower Egypt, abundantly prove 
them to have kept numerous flocks and herds, which were tended 
by native Egypti Their condition was humble; they lived 

sheds? made of reeds, easily moved from place to place, whieh 
‘ «1 to be used by them to the time of Diodorus, as the 
are by the Ababdeh tribe, a pastoral race, in the upper part of 
the Thebaid, to the present day; and it is probable that parts of 
Egypt, peculiarly adapted for pasture, were inhabited by large 
bodies of native shepherds, distinet from those employed by rieh 

lividuals upon their own far 
In the extensive domains of wealthy landed proprietors, those 

who tended the flocks and herds were overlooked by other per- 
sons connected with the estate. The peasant who tilled the land 
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on which they were fed was responsible for their proper 0 
tenance, and for the exact account of the quantity of food they 
consumed ; some persons were exclusively employed in the « 
of the sick, which were kept at home in the fa he super 
intendent of the shepherds regulated the different arrangements 
connected with them, determined respecting those which were to 
graze in the field and those which were to be stall-fed, and 
attended at stated periods to give a report to the seribes be- 
longing to the estate, by whom it was submitted to the steward, 
and the latter was responsible to his employer for this as well 

portion of his possessions. 
ing woodcut the head shepherd presents 

himself to give an account of the stock upon the estate, and 
behind him are the flocks 

nitted to his charge, 

  

    

      

  

  

  

   is every ot 
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andiwild animals belo 
to the person of the tomb, 
in which this subject is r 

the expres: 
of this figure, 

mouth, 

    

  

    

        

   

  

   

  

   

ndeavor to 
nbers he is 

    

tothe = 

herds on the cece ene 
josen by the wp. 2 

  

steward, who ascertained 
ir cha and. skill 

evions to their being appointed to so import 
shown to have been done in the ease of the Isr 

al in the land of Goshen ; Pharaoh expressly commanding 
Joseph, whom he had made superintendent *over all the land 
of Egypt, to select from among his brethren suchas were skilful 
in the management of the flocks or herds, and ‘make them rulers 
over his cattle? 

‘The cattle were brought into a court attached to the steward’s 

   
      nt a trust: as     

    

      
      

      

. xivii.6, ‘The royal eatle were their numbers, as Palace — 86," * Palace — 
Tattooed on their ramps with 43" (Hovelling Mon, Csi x¥x.)-2=.B    
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    on the left of the picture; and in another part of the tomb, 
the scribes are represented making out the statements presented 

to them by the different persons employed on the estate. The 
tomb where this subject occurs is hewn in the rock near the 
Pyramids of Gizeh, and possesses additional interest from its 
great antiquity, having the name? of a king who lived about 
the era of the founders of those monuments, as well as from 
the subjects it contains, which show the Egyptians to have had 

  

      

             

  

    
the same customs at that early time, and to have arrived at 
the same state of civilization as in the subsequent ages of the 
18th and later Dynasties, —a fact which cannot but suggest 
most interesting thoughts to 
state of the world 

  

  

  

  nuiring mind, respeeting the 
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‘An account of the geese and other fowl was also brought to 
the steward at the same time; and so serupulous were they in 
the returns made to him, that the number of eggs was even 
ascertained and reported, with the same care as the calves, or 
the offspring of the flocks. 

Everything in Egypt was done by writing. The scribes were 
employed on all occasions, whether to settle public or private 
questions, and no bargain of any consequence was made without 
being sanctioned by the voucher of a written document. The 
art of curing disease in animals of every kind, both quadrupeds 
and birds, was carried to great perfection by the Egyptians 
and the authority of ancient writers and of the seulptures is, 
curiously confirmed by a discovery of the learned Cuvier, wh 
finding the left humerus of a mummied ibis fractured, and 
united in a particular manner, proved the intervention of hi 
art. The skill they possessed, says Diodorus,!in rearin 
‘was the result of knowledge inherited from their parents. and 
subsequently improved by their own observation, their whole 

lives being oceupied in this pursuit ; and the information handed 
down to them respecting the best mode of treating cattle when 

ill, and their proper food at all times, was increased not only by 
the improvements arising from continued experience, but by the 
emulation common toall men. ‘W tes our wonder,” 
adds the historian, ‘and deserves the greatest praise, is the 
industry, shown by the rearers of fowls and geese, who, not 
contented with the course of natural procreation known in other 
countries, hatch an infinite number of birds by 
process. Dispensing with the incubation of the hens, they with 
their own hands bring the eggs to maturity. and the young 
chickens thus produeed are not inf y respect to those 
hatched by natural means? ‘This artificial contrivance hi 
been handed down to the present day, and continues to be 
employed by the modern inhabitants of Egypt, particularly the 
Copts, who may he considered to have the best claim to the title 
of descendants of the ancient Egyptians ‘The custom is for 
‘the proprietors of the ovens to make the round of the vil 
in the vicinity, to collect the eggs from the p 
give them in charge to the rearers, who, without any previous 
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examination, place all they receive on mats strewed with bran, in 
a room about 11 feet square, with a flat roof, and about 4 feet 

height, over which is another ehamber same size, with 
sulted roof, and about 9 feet high; a small aperture in the 

of the vault (at f°) admitting light during the warm 

  

             
nt 

weather, and another (¢) of larger diameter, immediately below, 

  

  

  

  
      communicating with the oven, through whose ceil 

pierced. By this also the man descends to observe the eggs: 
but in the cold season both are closed, and a lamp is kept 
burning within; another entrance at the front part of the oven, 
or lower room, being then used for the sa 
immediately on his quitting it, By way of distinetion, I call 
the vaulted (a) the upper room, and the lower one () the oven. 
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In the former are two fires in the troughs, a6 and ¢ d, which 
based with earthen slabs, th rters of an inch thiek, reach 

side to the oth t the front and back walls. 
‘These fires are lighted twive a day: the first dies away about 

day ; and the second, lighted at 8 v.at, lasts until 8 o'clock. 
In the oven, the eggs ed on mats strewed with bran 
twvo lines ¢ ing to and immediately below the fi 

jain half a day. ‘They are th 
nd others (from two by ntre) are 
wl ed, in their stead; and so on, till all have 

the wa to which 
sion, till the 

      

    

   

    

    

    
           

  

   

  

     

      ps in the e 
  

  
est position 

  in regular s   

expiration of six day: 
‘They are then held up, one by one, towards & strong 

and of a uniform color, it is 
t they have not sue but if they show an opaque 
nce within, or of the appearance of different shades, the 

Iready formed ; and they are returned to the oven 
positions be fore. At 

the expiration of the four days they are removed to another over 
i, however, are no fires. Here they lie for five days in 

one heap, the apertures (¢,°) and the door (4) b 
tow to exclude the air; alter which they are pI 

or two in rt, over the whole surfice of the 
ch are sprinkled with a little bran. ry are at this 

ally turned, and shifted from one part of th 
ig six or seven days, all air bein 
re constantly Examined by one of 

r eyelid. ‘Those which are cold 
mth greater than the 
success. At length 
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    and if the eggs appear   

      

  

    
       

    
    ng changed as by 

    
     

  

         
  

      
      

    

   

  

  
  

nats to       
    

    

   

   

  

      evince the greatest ¢ number of days 
is generally twenty-one, but some eggs with a thin shell r 
only eighteen. ‘The average of those that succeed is two-thirds, 
which are returned by the rearers to the proprietors, who restore 
to the peasants one-half of the chickens; the other bein 
as payment for their expenses. 
pends, of course, on the means of speculation of the proprietors 
but the general plan is usually the same; being a series of eight 

mess to quit. 
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  or ten ovens or upper rooms, on either side of a passage about 

100 feet by 15, and 12 in height. ‘The thermometer in any part 
is nof less than 24° Réaum, or 
86° Fahr.;! but the average heat 
the ovens does not reach the 

temperature of fowls, w 
» Réaum. 
Excessive heat or 

equally prejudicial to th 

    
     

   

    

  

  

        
     Md 

February) to the 1th of 
Baramooden (24th of April), 
beyond which time th 
seareely Feckon upon more than 
two or three in a hundred. 

e great care bestowed by 
the shepherd on the bree 

sheep was attended with 
important results. 
twice shorn, and twiee brought 
forth lambs, in the course of a 
year;?—a circumstance fully 
proved by mode 
whenever suflicient eareis t 
ny theshepherd. But though 

Diodorus is perfectly correct in 
part of his statement, he 

ns to be in error respeeting. 
are of the pasture on 

   
   
   

      

   

      

   

                

      

  

  

    

  

       

      
the 
which they were fed, when he 
suggests that the mere ac 

  

  

dental produce of the land after 
the inundation sufficed for this 
purpose: for it is far more rea- 
sonable to suppose that for 

ly, as at the present day, they 
were supplied with particular 

altivated expressly for them; and from his referring to the 
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OF ANIMAL        
od of the inundation, we may suggest that his remark 

on the fact of their growing clover for the flocks anc 
Il the custom in Egypt. ‘Those 

rcised the veterinary art were of the class of shepherds. 
‘They took the utmost care of the animals, providing them with 
proper food, which they gave them with the hand, and pre 
paring for them whatever medi required, which they 
forced into their mouths. ‘Th id was not cou 
to oxen al it extende 

    

  

  

    

    

   

  

  

  

      
      sheep; 

animals of the desert th 
    

elle, oryx, and other 
‘of the antelope tribe, show, equally with their advancement in 
veterinary art, the great attention paid to the habits of ani 
the wild and timid antelopes were rendered so tame as to be 
driven to the census in the farmyard, like the sheep and goat 
and the fowlers were no less success ir mode of rea 
the vulpanser geese, and other wild fowl of the Nile. 
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Vioxerre Pavilion of Rameses LI. at Malenet Hat Thee, 

frocks borrseed many of their Notions om 
Deity entertained ty the Prices diferent 
  Religious Opinions of the E: Religion from Egypt 

from that tanh to 
tmasifetel apon Earth 

   

        

  

  

   

   

amine the 
butes of the deities worshipped by the Egypt 
proper to take a general view of their religio 

conneeted as they were with the m 
people. 

perstitiously at 

       
    

  

ied to their sacred institutions, and 
professing a religion which admitted much outward show, the 
Egyptians clothed their ceremonies with all the grandeur of 
solemn pomp: and the celebration of their religious rites was 
remarkable for all that human ingenuity could devise, to rend 

splendid and imposing. ‘They prided themselves on being 
the nation in whom had originated most of the sacred insti 
afterwards common to other people, who were believed to 
adopted them from Egypt: and the mysterious natu 
attributes of the deity, though presented und 

were recognized by the Egyptians as a direct e 
metaphysical philosophy of their priesthood. ‘They claimed the 

of being the first who had consecrated each month and 
to a particular deity ;—a method of forming the ealendar 
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which has been imitated, and preserved to the present day; the 
Egyptian gods having yielded their places to those of another 

Pantheon, which have in turn been supplanted by the saints of a 
Christian era;—and they also considered themselves the first? to 
suggest the idea of foretelling from the natal hour? the future 
fortunes of each new-born infant, the life he was destined to lead, 
or the death he was fated to die, 1 e boldly settled by a 
trological prediction? The Greeks, $sborrowed 
the science of astrology from the people 
haye invented more provligies th ankind. 
‘They observe and note down ev vell as what- 
ever follows it; and then carefully w 1g those of a similar 
nature, they predict the issue from analogy, being persuaded 
that it will be thesame. In like manner, observes the historian, 
to the Egyptians is eoneeded the honor of teaching mankind 
the proper mode of approaching the Deity :* and Lucian asserts, 
“that they were reputed the first who had a conception of the 
gods, an acquaintance with religious matters, and a knowledge 

of sacred names,’ —an opinion expressed in the wordsof an oracle 
of Apollo quoted by Eusebius, which declares that ‘they, before 
all others, disclosed by infinite actions the path that Ieads to 

the gods” And Iamblichus? not only considers them ‘the first 
‘of men who were of the favor of the gods, 
but that the gods wh the rites of Egyp 

‘The inspection of the entrails the study of 01 
and all those superstitions e religions of a 

  

   

      

    
      

    

  

  

  

      
  

    
     

       
   

    

  

   

    
   

  

   

          

  

       
     

  

       
      

  
  

quity so scrupulously observed, were deemed highly important 
among the Egyptians; and the means adopted for divining 
future events, or the ertaking, were as v 
and fanciful as the derb e rammet, and other trials of cha 
used by Oriental people at the present day. 

‘They even, says Plutarch,! ‘look upon children              
with a «they are ever an:   \d of faculty of divinat 

Herat %; 
coralmanae of this nai 
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  to observe the accidental prattle they talk dur 
cially if it be in a sacred place, dedu 
future events.” Omens were frequ: 

dents, as tokens of good 
circumstance of the engineer sighing, while he superintended 
the transport of a monolithie shrine from Elephantine to Sais, 
was suflcient to stop its far ess anid 0 prevent its 

ig play, espe- 
ng from it presages of 

tly drawn from common 
        

    
    

   

      

       

id more free from 
was induced 

  

tious fancy. 
were of the earliest date in their 

of Proclus be tr “the first 
iced did not offer animals, but herbs, flowers, 

and trees, with the sweet scent of incense,” and that ‘it was 
unlawful to slay vietims,’ they only apply to the infant state of 

nd, and not to that era when the Egyptians had al 
modelled their religious habits and belief into the form prese 
to usby the sculptures of their monuments. And when he adds, 
that ‘no animal should be offered in sacrifice to the gods, though 
permitted both to good and evil demons,’ we are not to conelude 

that the victims slain before the altars in the Egyptian seulpture 
were confined to the minor deities, or th: typical institu: 
tion had not its origin in a very remote age? Macrobius, indeed, 
affirms? that ‘it was never permitted to the Egyptians to pro- 
pitiate the gods with the slaughter of animals, nor with blood, 
but with prayers and incense ed also by 
‘Ovid, who says that men in former times were reported to have 

de use of milk® and whatever herbs the earth spon 
land every one offered for himself the saerifi 
But these remarks do not apply to the Egyptians, w 
tims on the altars of all their gods; and the privileg 

Ovid, which every individual enjoyed, of offering 
e, though permitted to the Jews before 
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    IL)    the Exodus, seems only to havi ceded to the Egypt 
‘on particular oceasions. With the Israelites, th 
offer fruits, the fat and milk of animals, the tlecces of sheep, or 
the blood and flesh of 5 the right of making the offering 
being usually confined to the elders to the head of a family, and 
to those who were most esteemed for virtue, or fed for 
their age. When keeping the sacrifice of the Passover, they 
were commanded to ‘take every man a lamb, according to the 
house of their fathers, a lamb for an house,’ +a male of the first 
year, ‘either from the sheep, or from the goats:”! and to the 
head of the family belonged the hono1 ng th 

name of the whole house. This custom is retained in the 
East to the present day ; and the sheikh of a tribe, or the m 
of a house, is expected to slay the vietim of the feast of the Bed, 
which the Arabs and other Moslems celebrate on the 10th day 
‘of Zoolhegh, the last month of their year. ‘The ceremony is, 
performed in commemoration of the sacrifice of Abraham ; and 
it is remarkable that this patriarchal privilege has never bec 
transferred by them to the priests of the Anothe 
point which appears singular to us in this traditional eustom is, 
that the ram then slain is said to be a record of the s 
presented to Abraham in tien of his son Ishm 
Isaac. ‘The earliest sacrifices of animals appear to have been 
holocaust; and, asit was deemed the flesh of 
‘the vietim was eonsumed by fire as with the 
Jews, certain portions only were 

residue belonged to the priest whi to the individual 
who made the offering? And if the fruit of the earth may be 
considered the first offering made by man, yet a firstling of th 
flock, and the fat thereof,’ were the looked upon as 
peculiarly acceptable to the Deity ;* and most people appear to 
haye adopted this method of propitiating Him, and of expiating 

ded as the most 
ptive formula on 

, and to some other deities, 
of the 

a 
e and libation, invariably 

1 presented as a separate 
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is so worded as to leave no doubt respecting the natu 
‘most important Egy 
geese, with cakes 

joned: flowers 
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   ‘The sanction given for sacrificing a bull was by 
band tied by the priest round the horns, which he stamped 
with his signet on sealing-elay. Documents sealed with 
clay and impressed with a signet are very common; but the 
exact symbols impressed on it by the priest on this oceasion are 
not known. Castor says they consisted of a man kneeling, with 
his hands tied behind him, and a sword pointed to his throat 
which were probably the annexed, though they have not been 

found on a seal. ‘The clay used in closing and 
mre sealing papyri is of very fine quality. A similar 

kind was employed for official seals by the Greeks 
and Assy 

Sma, ‘toc? We ler 

  

  

      
    

    

  

  

   

    

   
nn from the sculptures that the victim, 

having its feet tied together, was thrown on the ground; and 
the priest, having placed his hand on its head ! or holding it 
by the horn, cut its throat, apparently from ear to ear, as is the 

Moslems at the present day. ‘The skin was then 
ioved, and after the head had been taken away, the foreleg or 
alder, generally the right? was the first joint eut off. This 

was considered, and called, the chosen part (sapt), and was the 
first offered on thealtar. ‘The other parts were afterwards eut ups 
and the shoulder, the thigh, the head, the ribs, the rump, the heart, 
and the kidneys, were the prineipal ones placed on the altar. ‘The 
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head, which Herodotus says was either taken to the market 
sold to strangers, or thrown into the river, is as common 
altars as any other joint, and an instance sometimes occurs of the 
whole animal being placed upon it. We may therefore conclude 
that the imprecations he says were called down upon the head 
were confined to certain occasions and to one particular victim, as 
in the case of the scapegoat of the Jews,t and it was of that par- 
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  is very similar: ‘They drew back the head and killed it, and 
after skinning it they cut off the legs, which being wrapped 
up in the fat (caul) folded doubl 
meat thereon; an old man the 

,, they placed portions of raw 
burnt it on split wood, and 

poured black wine on it, while the 
young men beside him held five- 
pronged spits. When the legs 
(thighs and shoulders) were burnt, 
and they had tasted the ‘inw 
parts,” they cut the res 
Y 
Gpits), roasti 
took all off agai 

Sheep are never represented on 
thealtar, orslaughtered for the table, 

‘they were kept there for their wool; and 
one of the Egyptians eat sheep, exeept thi 

ats were killed, but the Theban gentry seem. 
red the ibex or wild goat, the oryx, the gazelle, and 

game. These, however, were confined to the wealthier 
ses; others lived prinei- 

on beet, Nile geese, 
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  tnunch and some the poor, 
phanus ( 

(or gourds), melons, and leeks, onions, and garlic, 
sabie kiiz), melons (abtikh, Arabi 

sabi Pus?) and garlic (tdm. 
pt to the present day. ‘They 

of various kinds; and Diodorus# says that ehildren had merely 
‘a little meal of the coarsest kind, the pith of the papyrus, baked 
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    Beet 

n 
  under the ashes, and the roots and stalks of marsh- 

and goose, ibex, gazelle, oryx, and wild fowl were also present 
to the gods ; and onions, thongh forbidden to the priests, 
held a prominent place on their altar, with the figl (raphanus, 
woodcut No. 493, figs. 8 4), and gourds (figs. 1, 2), grapes, figs 
(especially of the sycamore), corn,and 
various flowers. W milk, beer, 4 ' 
and a profusion of cakes and bread, o 
also formed part of the offerings, and @: (fe 
incense was presented at every gre: V 
sacr 

Of that primitive notion which 
Jed man to consider sacrifice the type of a mo 
expiation, or of the vestiges of early revelation « 
it is not necessary here to treat; but I shall have occasion to 
mention some as ideas respecting the manifestation of 
the Deity upon earth, which oceur 

t Egypt. Oracles were of 
the Egypt nd the Greeks, as well as some other people, 

the different deitic ys Herodotu 
nd their immortal are with 

yesterday; and the first who have described them in their 
theogony are Hesiod and Homer, who are only my predecessors 
by 400 years. ‘They mentioned their names, their worship, their 

       

  

   
   

    

  

    
    

    

  

   complete 
this poi     

  

      
  examining the mysteries 

remote date among     
    

\debted to them for their i 

  

   
* their form, their nat 
Greeks only notions of 

       

  

  

offices in heaven, and their general appearance ; and the poets 
who are said to have preceded those two, eame, in my opinion, 

Nearly all the names of Greek 
me from 

some time after the 
divinities,’ says the san 
least the greater part; for, with the exception of Ne} 
Dioseuri? Juno, Vesta, Themis, the Graces, and 
names of all the gods have been always known in Egypt. In 
stating this, I only repeat what the Egyptia 
acknowledge to be the case: and the names of de 
to them I suppose to have been of Pe 
exception of Neptune, which is from Libya, where that deity has 
always been held in particular veneration. With regard to 
Heroes, they receive no funeral honvrs from the Egyptians. 
‘The Greeks, indeed, borrowed from the Egyptians the religious 
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iy of which I shall have oceasion to 
Pelasgi, that the 
ved the eustom 

ry a phallic attitude, the reli 
is reason of whieh may be found explained in the mysteries 

of Samothrace. Herodotus states that the Egyptians were 
Vof the above-mentioned deities, but we 

the de sel 

  

    

  

Athenians, and a 
of giving to the statues of Me       

         
         ss the were unknown 

of three, Juno, Vesta, and 
holding « distinguished position in the Pantheon of 

10 was called Sété, Vesta Anouké, and Themis was 
doubtless derived from the Egyptian Zhmet, the goddess of 

‘Truth and Justice, from whom were borrowed both her attributes 
and name. ‘The historian then goes on to observe? * that the 
Pelasgi did not at any name to their divinities, but 

applied to them the general appellation of gods,aecording 
parts which constituted the un 

had organized them. Tt was not 
e to Know their names, which 

ypt; and they learnt that of Bacchus 
long after those of the other gods. In s of time the 

to consult the oracle of Dodona upon this very points and 
having received for answer that they might adopt 
taken from foreigners, the Pelasgi thenceforth used them in thei 
sucrific ks borrowed them from the Pelasgic’ It 
the ceremonies and worsh introduced into 
Greece by Melam nd ges were made in 

suit the tastes of the new 
lent, siys Herodotus, from the great 

ists between their rites and ( 
resemblance to those of th y were 

derived fromthatpeople. Other religious ceremonies introduced 
from ent certain changes, as in the ease of 

duded to; and though Herodotus 
from a Samoth istom, there 

borrowed from the figure of 
ncient oracle of Dodona wasallowed, 
elves, to have been of Egyptian 
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Libyan Ammon; and the oracles 
of Diospolis, or Egyptian Thebes bore a strong resemblance to 
the former of those two. ‘The principal oracles in Egypt were 
of the Jupiter, of Hercules, Apollo, Minerva, Diana, 
Mars, and above all of Latona, in the city of Buto, which the 

ptians held in the highest veneration, but the mode of 
divining differed in all of them, and the power of giving oracu- 
tur answers was confined to certain deities 

also an oracle of Besa, according to Ammianus 
Marcell 1 Abydus, a city of the 1,6 where that deity 
was worshipped with long-established honors; though others 
assign a different position to his celebrated temple, in the vieinit 
of J :, which place is supposed to have usurped the site of 
the old town of Besa, said to have been called Besantinopolis! 
‘The mode of obtaining answers was here, as at Heliopolis? 
through the medium of persons deputed for the purpose, who 
carried the questions in writing, aecording to a proper formula,’ 
‘and deposited them sealed in the temple, the answers being 
retained in the same secret and ¢ as manner. Zosimus 
relates that, in the time of Consta some of the sealed 
answers, which as usual had been left in the temple, were sent 
to the Emperor, and the discovery of their contents subjected 

persons to imprisonment and exile: apparently in eonse- 
quence of the oracle having been applied to respecting the fate 
of the empire, or the s of some design against his life 
Different forms were required in consulting diferent oracles. 
‘At Aphaca,a town between Heliopolis and Byblus, where Venus 
had a temple. was a lake, into which those who went to consult 
the oracle of the goddess threw presents, of whatever kind they 
chose,and derived ome: 
surface. If agreeable to the godd not, they 
floated; and Zosimus states that, in the year preceding their 
ruin, the offe nd the following 

origin,! as well as that of the 
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gilded boi 
ing from both its 

cons and virgins 
x of their eo 

n to return a 
cle of Ammon enjoyed for ages 

patera 
sides, behind which followed a train of m: 
singing a certain uncouth hymn, in th 
with a view to propitiate the deity, and indi 

  

    
   

  

    and was looked upon by foreigners, as well 
mw all ptians, with the most profound respect, missions 

ng sent to consult it, and learn its infallible 
in Strabo’s! time it began to lose its former renown, 

sibyls of Rome and the soothsayers of Etruria having sub- 
stituted omens drawn from the flight of binds, the inspection of 
vietims, and warnings, from heaven, for the longer process of 
oracular consultation; though, according to Juvenal? theanswers 
‘of Ammon continued in his time to be esteemed in the so 
of difficult questions, after ‘the cessation of the oracle of Delphi 
Oracles were resorted to on all occasions of 
sometimes messengers were sent from them sponta 
those whom they intended to advise, in the form of warnings 
against an approaching calamity, or ion of the 
divine will? Myc nsured. fi aving 

hed the intentions of the gods, and received int 
ig death; Sabaco retired from the kingdom in 

sequence of the predictions and promises of an oracles* and 
Necio was warned not to continue the canal from the Nile to 

Red Sea, lest he should expose his country to foreign in- 
& Oracles were also consulted, like the in of the 
day, in cases of theft; and Amasis is reported to have 

bestowed presents on those whieh he found eapable of returning 
true answers, and remarkable for diserim 

‘They predicted future events, both relative to private oceur- 
renees and natural ph 1; for which purpose, Diodorns® 
tells us, they took advantage of their skill in arithmetical 
calculations: this last being of the highest i to them 

in the study of astrology. ‘For the Egyptians most accurately 
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‘observe the order and movement of the stars, preserving their 
remarks upon each for an incredible number of years; that study 
having been followed by them from the earliest times. They 
most carefully note the movements, revolutions, and positions of 
the planets, as well as the inffuences possessed by exch upon the 

nals, whether productive of good or evil. And they 
frequently foretell what is about to happen to mankind with the 
greatest accuracy, showing the fai 
the epidemie diseases about to befall m 

es, deluges, th 
the knowledge of which appears impossible to vulgar compre- 
hensions, they foresee by means of their long-continued obser- 
vations. - It is,indeed, supposed that the Chaldeans of Babylon, 

   

    

    

  and abundance of erops, 
n or cattle: and earth- 

d all those phenom 

  

            
  

  

    
  

being an Egyptian colony, arrived at their celebrity in astrology 
in consequence of what they derived from the priests of Egypt.”   

wetised in the Greek     “The art of predi 
‘temples, 

ig future events, as p 
says Herodotus, ‘came also from the Egyptians: and 

tain that they were the first people who established 

  

  

    

      

  nd the proper mode of . processio 
wuning with the divinity.” 
on the object of the vot 

red for each service. 
Meat and drink offerings, and oblations of different kinds, 
we by the Jew. janner established by law, and 

varied according to th *Some were free-will offerings, 
nd the sin 

erings, vows, offerings 
igs made to the temple, or 

  

nd a proper      

  

    

    
  

    offerings w the pe 
‘of wine, oil, bread, salt, and other thi 

the ministers of the Lord, were of devotion. ‘The Hebrews called 
offerings in general Corban ; but those of bread, salt, fruits, and 
liquors, as wine and oil, presented to the temple, they termed 
Mincha. Sacrifices, not being properly offerings, were not 
generally included under this name. Offerings of grain, meal, 
bread, cakes, fruits, wine, salt, oil, were common in the temple. 
‘These were sometimes presented alone; sometimes they a 
panied the sacrifices: but honey was never offered with sacrifices ; 
though it might be presented alone, as first fruits? ‘There were 
five sortsof offerings called Mincha, Minkhel.or Corban Mincha:* 

      

  

  

    

    

  

      

  

   

       

  
  

  

1. Fine flour or meal. 2. Cakes of several sorts baked in the 
oven. 8. Cakes baked on a plate. 4. Another sort of cakes, 

1 Herodot 88, Calmet. Fev IIB. Levit. 
Wie th a»   
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   baked on a plate with holes in it. 5. The first frnits of the 
new corn; which were offered either pure and without mixture, 

or out of the ear. The 
a pan, or only dipped 

was 
nor with 

roasted, or parc 
akes were kne: 

in oil after they were baked. ‘The bread offered to th 
without leayen, for leaven w: 

the sacrifices; but they might make p 
to the priests and ministers of the temple. 
appointed in favor of the poor, who could not 
of sacrificing animals; though, when living vietims were offered, 
they were not excused from giving meal, wine, and salt, as an 
accompaniment to the greater sacrifices ‘Those who made 
oblations of bread or of meal prese 1, incense, salt, and 
wine, w nanner the ing. ‘The priest in 
waiting received the offerings from the hand of him who brought 

    

   

  

       

   
    
  

  
  

    aiford the charge 

  

    
      

  
       

  

  

     
       

them, laid a part on the altar, and reserved the rest for his own 
subsistence, as a minister of the Lord. Nothing was wholly: 
burnt up but the ine i the priest retained non 

      When an Israelite offered a loaf to the priest, or a whole cake, 
the priest divided it into two parts; and having set aside the 
portion reserved for himself, he broke the oth 

it oil, salt, win nse, and 
If these offerings were 
this portion was all thrown on the vietim, 

to be eon If the offerings were ears of new eorn 
Cvheat or barley), they were parched at the fire, orin the 
and rubbed in the hand, and then offered to the priest in a vessel 

and salt over the grain, and burnt it 
ken his own portion.® The greater 
juntary.and of pure devotion. But 

wal was offered in sacrifice they were not at libe 
Every thing proper was to accompany th 

( serve as seasoning to the victim. In some eases, 
the law required only offerings of corn, or bread as when they 
offered the first fruits of harvest. whether on the part of thenation, 
or asa mark of devotion from private persons. Asto the quanti 
of meal, oil, wine, or salt, to accompany the sacrifices, we cannot 
see that the law determined it. ly, the priest th 
handful of meal or crumbs on the fire of the altar, 
and salt in proportion, and all the incense; the rest belonging to 
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himself, and the quantity depending on the liberality of the 
offerer. Moses appointed ! an assaron? or the tenth part of an 
ephah, of fine flour, for those who could not bring two turtle- 
doves, or two young pigeons, and had not wherewith to offer the 
appointed sin-offerings. In the solemn offerings of the first 
fruits for the whole nation, they offered an entire sheaf of 0 
a lamb of a year old, two tenths of fine meal mixed with oil, 

and a quarter of a hin of wine for the libation.® In the sacrifice 
of jealousy, when a husband ac his wife of infidelity, the 
husband offered a tenth part of an ephah of barley meal, with- 
out oil or incense, because it was “an offering of jealousy,” “an 
offering of memorial;”’* and the priest pronounced a curse upon 
the woman, in the event of he 1g committed a sin, making 
her drink a cup of bitter water to prove her innocence or her 
guilt. In like manner, among the Egyptians, a peculiar mode 

of addressing a pr was required for 
different oceasions, as well as fo ent deities; numerous 
instances of which oceur in the sculptured representations of 
sacrifices in their temples. Nor do ancient authors fail to inform 

forbidden, says Herodotu 

  

       

  

  

      
    

   

         

      

  

  

    
           

    

  

    

   

  

  

  

    

parts of Egypt is evident from the recorded customs of some of 
the nomes and cities, where they abstained from offering such as 
were sacred; and consequently, the 
revered and forbidden to be slaughtered for the a he table, 

part of the country, was sacrificed and eaten in another. 
who offered stained from goats, 

war veneration: and the Thebans, who 
permitted no sheep to be slain, immolated goats on the altar of 
their gods On the féte of Jupiter, a ram was slain; and the 
statue of the deity being clad in the skin, the people assembled 
about the tei 
numerous stripes upon their per 
the death of the sacred animal, whose 
deposited in a consecrated ease. Plutare 
the Bgyptians, none eat she 
because the wolf does s0, wh 

      
       

       
         

    
     

    

   
   of their regret for 

s afterwards 
that, +of all 

nd that 
and thus 

        

   

p except the Lycopolites 
ch they revere as a deity ;         
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it was that in one part of the country certain rites were performed 
which differed totally from those of the rest of Egypt. ‘This, 
however, did not extend to the worship of the great gods of 
their religion, as Osiris! Amen, Ptah, and others, who were uni- 
versally looked upon with becoming reverenee, and treated, not 

1s, but as the mysterious representations of 
es of the divinity itself; and if one or other 

worshipped in certain cities or 
provinces of Egypt, it was from his being considered the imme- 
diate patron and presiding deity. But though his protection 
assistance were particularly invoked by the inl ts, oth 
deities shared with him the honors of the sanctuary, under the 
name of contemplar gods, whose united fa 

plore. With this feeling, the dedication 
put up in the temples were add y 
the contemplar gods;? and if the former held the most co 
spicuous post in the adytum and other parts of the temple, the 
latter received all the respect due to them as equally sacred, 
though not enjoying the same external honors in that buildi 
And thus, again, we find that separate temples were raised to 

arious deities in the 
he worship of 

ently happened that: 

     
  

  

  

      

   
           

       
  

  

    

  

    

  

  

      

        

  

    

     

   

  

  

  the case was different; and 
se which were adored in some 

nd treated as the ene 
ces; deadly conflicts occasionally 
p or detestation of th 

‘The arbit wice of peculiar emblems, and the ado 
paid to animalsand inanimate objects, frequently depended upon 
accident, or some peculiar local reason ; and though great respect 
was shown to the iehneumon oying the eggs of the 

      

  

   
   

         
sulting from thi   

   

    

    

  

     
   

  

crocodile, in places where that animal was considered an enemy 
of man, it obtained no honors in those where the eroeodile was it 
sacred animal, as the type of a beneficent deity. ‘This remark      

  

as I'shall have occasion 
But if, in-most 

  applies equally to other sacred embl 
to show in describing the sacred ani 
instances, the motives assigned for 

nd unsatisfacto requently d 
derived from a s 
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from the meat of swine, from beans and ‘ most soris of pulse,"! and 
from certain fish of the Nile ; or connected with some advantage 

and in order to command the observance of these 
tions, and to prevent the possibility of their being dis- 

regarded, many forbidden things were denominated sacred, or 
reputed to partake of the nature of the gods. ‘For,’ say 
Porphyry, ‘ the Egyptians either considered animals to be really 
deities, or represented their gods with the heads of oxen, birds, 
and other creature r that the people might abstain f 

eating them, as they did fro human flesh, or forsome other 
‘more mysterious : prejudice commanded 
respect for . whieh were preserved 
‘through suceessive ages as the actual poems of the goddess Isis.” 
In process of time the original forgotten, and me 
blind adoration too .e; but Plutarch says *It is evident 

ies of the Egyptians were 
tuted on irrational grounds, or built on mere fable 

being fomded with a view to promote the 
1 happiness of those whose duty it was to observe 

  

  

       

  

  

  

       

       

      
       

    
   

    

‘that the religious rites 

    

   

  

      

   

  

eee cee ce nauitied again 
of divine honors, and the lamentations they uttered when death 

fent befell them, we eadily conceive that th 
lively wit of a Greek, who looked upon this superstitious eustom 
in a literal point of view, would not fail to seize the points most 

‘open to ridicule. Antiphanes,' in his ‘Lycon,’ speaking jestingly 
of the Egyptians, says, “Besides, clever as they are reputed in 
other things, they show themselves doubly so in thinking the eel 
‘equal to the gods; for surely it is more worthy of honor than 
any deity, since we have only to give prayers to the gods; but we 
must spend upon the eel at least twelve dr 
to smell it —so perfectly holy is this a 
in his play of the * Cities,’ addres 
*T cannot agree with you; o 

  

      
   

          
  

   

    

      Anaxandrides? 
ng the same people, observes: 

istoms and laws differ so widely 
you adore the ox; I sacrifice it to the gods; you think the eel 

‘a very great deity; we look upon it as the most deli ntys 
you abstain from the flesh of swine; I delight in it above all 
things; you adore the dogs give him a good beating whenever 

       
     

      

    

  

  

2 These and fh priests, (Plat de sls 3) 4 Ath FPiats Secon Hook aftaws, p. 790.8 i    
were forbidden to = Pit. 
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uired to be 
mutilated. 

ited to Kill it, 

  

Feat stealing any mea 
whole in every parts with y . 
If you see a cat indisposed, you weep; Tam del 
and take its skin: the mygale, with you, 
with us none. Timocles,! also, 
could the ibis or the dog have preserved me? for when persons 
inreverent towards those who are really confessed to be gods, 

t, whose offe all be visited by 
he favorable opportunity of indulging 

     

   

  

      
  

  

escape immediate punis| 
the altar of a eat?” 1     

     

  

    

   
eseape the severe la 
Fifteenth Satire: — 

    

from the half Men wih is hunded g    

   

  

  

mal worship of the Egyptians naturally struck all 
‘oss superstition; but when X 

‘The ay 
people as a ludicrous 
phanes and others deride the 
“If your gods are really gods, weep not for the 

Jot offer them sacrifices,” the objection comes badly 
Greek; and, as Clemens just that people had little 
reason to criticise the religion of the Egyptians: for into the 
Pantheon of Greece a greater mu were 

admitted than into that of any a egendary 
tales of the deities degraded thei to them 
the most ineonsistent and d 

the superstition of th considering animals 
or herbs to be gods, and in lamenting their death, Plutar 
observes: Struck with the manifest absurdity of these t 

  

  

  

r religions ceremonies by observing, 
do 

       
   

  

    
     peopl 

   
    

   

  

  

        Xenophanes the Colophonian, and Given nents ne 
lowed him, might not only have said to the Egyptians, “If      

ve them to be gorls, why do ye weep for them? if they ye bel 
ms, why do ye repute them gods?” Aeserve your lament 
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might have added, that it was still more ridiculous to 
weep for the fruitsof the earth, and at the same time to pray for 
them that they would appear again and bring themselves to 

to be consumed and again Tamented:” and 
could be more open to censure than the folly of the 

Egyptians in paying divine honors to the brute creation. For 
whatever may have been their original motive, the natural con 
quence of its introduction ought to have been foreseen : they 
may have deif their pn e they 
were useful to the eoun led sacred, 
to prevent their unwhol ‘oming an article of food ; 

have bee s emblems of certain deities, 
reasons: but the result ought to have been antici- 

(an enlightened priesthood should have guarded me 
For,as Plutareh observes! 

ast, the greater part of them — by adoring. 
als themselves, and reverencing them as gods, have not 

only filled their religious worship with many contemptible and 
ridiculous rites, but have even given occasion to notions of the 
most dangerous consequence, driving the weak and simple-minded 
into all the extrava; perstition.” 

Tt was likewise unjust and inconsistent that the priesthood 
should have a ereed peculiar to themselves, and the people be 
left in utter ignorance of the fundamental doctrines of their 
religion; that in proportion as their ideas were raised tow: 
the contemplation of the nature of a god, the other classes, 
tyrannically forbidden to participate in those exalted studies, 
should be degraded by a belief totally at variance with the truths 
imparted to the initiated whilst these last were acquainted 
with the exist unity, and the operations of 

the Creative ed should be left and even 
taught to worship a multiplicity of deities, whose only elai 
adoration were grounded upon fable. The office of the gods 

ss more simply defined, their numbers 
smaller, their attributes less complicated ; but the weakness of 

mnen’s minds, when untutored on religious subjects, soon paved 
the way for idle supers the belief in genii and spi 
vading the universe, led to the adoration of 
perverted notions respecting the Deit 
of the simple original, eff 
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suspecting the real nature of their religion. And so gross at 
length became their ideas that the character of the gods they 

pped was degraded, their supposed actions censured, or 
ference avenged by an insult to their statues or 

It is not, then, surprising that foreigners should 
with the absurdities which, from outward appe 

the religion of Egypt presented; and the animals chose 

  

        

   

    
   

    
relma arene eaecles oar ented 
the exalted personages of whom they were thought to be proper 

ives; and however appropriately the hieroglyphies 
dicate a child by a goose! the god of learning could 

y be flattered by being figured under the form of an ape, 
or the Creator of the world, who made all things perfect, under 
the deformed character of the 

    

    

      

  

   
  

  

ight object to his religion 
lard of our ideas; he might insist upon 

ysteries, in order to prevent the 
lations of those who were not subject to the 

oaths of ini and he might suggest that, in the most 
simple and pure religions, many expressions had secret m 
and thata lite pretation of them would offend a 
spirit of the re tive, therefor 
should be 1 religion of the Egyptians: 
and when we retlec mportant truths, 

1 upon early reve and treasured 
fet to prevent their perversion, we may be disposed to 

favorably on the doctrines they entertained, and to 
understand why it was consider thy of the divine legi 
to be ‘learned in all the wisdom of the Egyptians.” ‘That the 

ons assigned for the worship of certain objects are highly 
ridiculous cannot be doubted, and no satisfactory motive ean be 
Aiscovered for many of the religious customs established in 
Egypt; but we may be satisfied that ancient authors were not 
sufficiently acquainted with the subject to place these points 
theirproperlight—inuch less togive actor explanat 
and their origin and tendeney, beeo length enveloped in 
a cloud of fanciful speculation, few even of the Egyptians them 
selves were capable of understanding the 
religion. It is evident, indeed, that no Egyptian who was not 

   

    

judged by the    
necessity of secrecy     
    

   

       

       
   

allowance       
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initiated into the mysteries understood the purport of the cere- 
monies he witnessed, or obtained any notion of the nature of 
the theogony, beyond that usually obtained by the votaries of 

polytheism: and the fabulous existence of the gods on earth 
supplied, among the uninstructed, the place of abstract notions, 
which the initiated were taught to apply to the external forms 
they worshipped. It was this ignorance of the nature of the 
gods which led the Greeks to believe their positive existence 
upon earth in a human form, and to receive all the legendary 

tions as literal truths; bringing down the deities, 
as Cicero observes, to the level of men, instead of raising men to 
the level of the gods. But we find that Plutarch was so far 
acquainted with those secrets (to a participation of whieh he h 

eee ae of the 
ing been 0 lived among mens 

5 selves to Herodotus 
jeeatzeus shows how ignorant they considered the Greeks 

on this subject. ‘For many,” says Origen, ‘listening to accounts 
they do not understand, relative to the sacred doctrines of the 
Egyptian philosophers, faney that they are acquainted with all 
the wisdom of Egypt, though they have never conversed with 
any of the priests, nor received any information from persons 
initiated into thei “Greece, observes the Abbé 
Banier,? + of the history of her 
religion. Devoted withoutre: important point to her 
ancient poets, she looked upon them as her fi 
though these poets, as Strabo! judiciously remarks, 
ignorance of an y or to princes of Greece, had 
arranged in thei I the ge gods, in order 
to show that they were descended from them. Whenever, the: 
fore, any heroes are mentioned in their writings, we are sure to 

other god at the head of their 

  

   

  

      

      

    
      

  

          

       

  

       
       

  

    
      

        
      
   

   

  

     

   
   

      
  

   

      

      

ame of Osiris, ftom being supposed re- {Gra aera tuo i te, reat 
‘afers toa gure
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  jent is comme 
were, of all others, the most 

conspicuous fi | surprising that the 
who could not possibly be ignorant of their ed many 
colonies from Egypt and Phomnicia, and with them the gods and 
ceremonies of their religion, should venture to assert that those 
sume deities were of Greek, or Thracian, or Phrygian origin: for 
it is to this conclusion that their poets pretend to lead us. But 
two words of Herodotus, who says that the gods of G 
from Egypt, are preferable to all that their poets have put forth 
on this subject” and Plato tells us that ‘when Solon inquired of 
the priests of Egypt about ancient affairs, he perceived that 
neither hie nor any one of the Greeks (as he himself declared) 
had any knowledge of very remote antiquity.’ “And as so 

e about the most ancient events whieh 

   
  

      

  

     
  

  

     
        

he began to         

      
happened ks, as the traditions concerning he 
first Phoroneus and Niobe, and the del and 
Pyrtha,t oneof the more ancient priestse: olor 

     

  

1eks are always children, nor is there such a thing as an 
all your souls are juvenile; neither 

containing any ancient opinion derived from remote tradition, 
nor any discipline hoary from its existence in former periods of 

ly did the priests deride the ridieulous van 
ignorance of the Greeks, in deriving their origin from 
they assured Herodotus? that during the long period which 
elapsed from the eon ment of the Egyp' rehy to 
the reign of Sethos (comprising 341 generations), ‘no deity had 
appeared on earth, in a human form, nor even before, nor si 

* and when + Hecatieus,’ says the historian, * boasted of 
at Thebes, claiming for 

4 godt whom he 
-y made the same obse 

said nothing respeeting: m 
1e into a large consecrated chamber, they 
as many wooden statues as there had bee 

mentioned p for each high priest, 
ing, had his image placed there; and hav 

counted them al! before me, they proved that every: 

you 
aged Grecian among yo    

    

  

        sols and 
  

             
       

   
   

  

    

  

ly the honor of being dese 
ation to   

      

  

         

    
1 The prieats said to Solon, tion one lelnze ony, whereas many hap Jenel (Phat fame pe 465, tras * [The tte Tayior was merely honor 
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      succeeded his father at his den 
and coming down to the last. 
Heeatieus, when he boast 
his pretensions by the number of their high p 
that any man was descended from a deity 
argued, represented a Pérémis begotten by a Pirdmis} (a man 
engend man); and having gone through the whole 

. they showed that every one was the son of his 
predecessor, without a single instance of any being descended 

god, or even a hero. 
Of th sspecting the manifestation of the De 

‘earth, wh entertained in common 
Hindoos, but which is far more remarkable in their 
treating it, I shall not speak at present. ‘This question is totally 
different from that of the existence of the gods on earth, alluded 

.. beginning from the oldest, 
e same had been done before 

of his genealogy 
     

  

and in opposi 

           

       

  

    
   

      

  

    

         

     

    

   

        

  

   

   Beterites Gc auiioe titanyl 
religion of Egypt. That the images of the Bgyptian deities were    

  

on earth, is abundantly ev 
presented ; and th     

i cht sufliciently prove 
the allegorical character of Thoth, or Mercury, the emblem of the 
commu ‘ne intellect, and suggest the 
impossibility of any other than an imay 
existence ne manner as the sphin 
and hun telleetual power, 
under which the kings of Egypt were figured, could only be 
looked upon as an emblematic representation of the qualities of 
themonarch. But even this evident and well-known symbol did 
not escape perversion; and the credulous bestowed upon the 

   

    

   

    
  

  

with alion’s body 
    

  

        

  

     

       

  

       2 Prrdmi isthe Bexptian wor “Herotan has eased 
tein existence on it.The two Brothers represents 

  

      
I prhape; the tea of (ea ty te irene 

       
  me e fact that pee Aine, cto of ae asi ; 

ceniians of gos wll, hr sister, ane child 
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XL 

sphinx the character of 

  

real animal. It signified little, in the 
choice of a mere emblem, whether it was authorized by good and 
plausible reasons; and if, in process of time, the symbol was 
looked upon with the same veneration as the deity of whom 
it was the represent: ption is to 
be ascribed to the same kind of superstition which, in all times 
and sted a relic with a multi 
plieity of supposed virtues, and obtained for it as high a 
veneration as the person to whom it belonged, or of whom it 
was the type. e 

‘This substitution of an emblem, as an animal.! or any other 
object, for the deity, was not the only corruption which took 

in the religion of the E many of the deities 
selves were mere emblematic representations of attributes 

of the oneand sole God tiated into, 
and who understood the mysteries of, the believed in 

ones and, in performing their adorations to any 
ticular member of their Pantheon, addressed themselves 
ectly to the sole ruler of the univers 

form. Each form (vhether called Ptah, Amen, 
the figures representing various characters of the Deity) was one 

     

    

    
    
   

  

many religions, hi      

  

      

     

  

      

  

    

  

    
      

  

  

      

     
of His attributes: in the same manner as our expressions ‘the 
Creator,’ “the Omniscient,’ ‘the Alnighty,’ or any other title, 
indicate one and thi Being 

    
          

between the great gods and those of an inferior grade which were 
physical objects, as the sun and moon; or abstract notions of 
various kinds, as ‘valor,’ ‘strength,’ ‘intellectual gifts,’ and the     

  

like, personified under different forms; and it is evident that no 
‘one who understood the principles on which the groundwork of 

yptian Pantheon was based could suppose that the god 
lor, of strength, or of intellect had ever lived on earths 

and we may how the Egyptian priests derided 
the absurd notions of the Greeks, who gave a real existence to 
abstract: ideas, and da lineal descent from ‘strength,’ or 
any deified attribute of the Divinity. Upon this principle it is 
probable that gods were made of the virtues, the senses, and, in 
short, every abstract idea which had reference to the deity or 
man; and we may therefore expect to find, in this 
intellect, might, wisdom, ereative power, the generative and 

    

    

  adily coneei     

  

       
  

  

  

  

    1 The animal ead placed on 
howe and alld to th ‘he peculiar animal bing that 

‘oul of te deity was supposed tobe incar- SY   

 



om   

productive prineiples, thought, will, goodness, me 
passion? divine vengeance, prudence, t 
fate, love, aééos, hope, 
as sleep, harmon) 
month, day, and hours, 
notions. ‘These, in like m 
theon of Greece and Ror 
delicate 
to supersede 
ties of earlier 
ties in the Egyptian 

    

  

    

   

  

theo 
moon, and others, revered for the bi 

took of the el though the view th 
appears rather to have bee 

  

    
Wg one masculine, the 

establish a distinetion w 
e in their natu 

   

   

  

   

  

etw 
and rock, as part of earth 
of all these being masculin 

Different people have dev 

  

   

adopted a di 

  

joy, time, space, 
yt and even divisions of tim 

nd an i 

r elegant personages; who we 
usurp the place of the more respectable 

‘There we i 

    

  etaph 
if they divided each of the four elements 

ther femini 

    

ed various modes of represent 
the personages connected with their religion. ‘Thi 

iguishing mark for their. gods, by 
the heads of animals, or a peeuli 
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com 
‘itude, 
well 

as the year, 
ble host of abstract. 

  nper       

  

   

     

  

frequently pe 
   

  

also numerous phy 
as earth, heaven, the sui 

its they conferred on man 
ments mentioned by Seneca 
ysical than a religious doe- 

to. two, 

       
  

  

     peared to correspond to a dif 
as between the active wi 

fe mist, or inert atmosphere s 
en fire which burns and light which shi 

  

\d the 
a and fresh wate 

8; between ston 
cultivable land; the form 

feminine. 

  

between      
       

    

  

ving them 
dress and form, which 

  

generally, even without the hieroglyphic legends, sufficed to 
particular 

  

   

      

1 The rakman and rakim of the Arabs, = Piutareh saps Harmony as the of    ‘Thies an the idea of Minerva. springing from’ the head of Jove and othe silat files, E ‘ere in ke tanner 

   

     

  
   

  

at various ‘paces, a Ea aba, Dere at Meden "They form groups of eight        

3 but they had not arrived at that refi 
sculpture which enabled the Greeks to assign a pecul 

  

nent: 
r face 

fort of art to which 
asters could attain: and even 

e conventional forms; 

   

    

a cach god avg ago ani godens wt ear 
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‘the Apollo, or the Bacchus, of one age, differing from those of 
nother; and the lionskin, the dolphin, the , or the 

eagle, were generally required to identify the fi of a Her 
eles, a Venus, a Diana, ora Jove. Indeed, 
Pantheon as that spt, it would be impossible to 
the peculiarities of features, even if adopted for the principal 

\l the Christians have found it necessa h 
the apostles and saints by va 

igle, the lion, a wheel, or othe 
Though the priests were 

and all those who understood the mysteri 
looked upon the Divinity as a sole and undivided Being, the 
people, as I have already observed, not admitted to a partieipa- 
tion of those important secrets, were left in perfect ignorance 
respecting the objects they were tanght to adore; and every one 
‘was not only permitted, but encouraged, to believe in the real 
sanctity of the idol, and the actual existence of the god whose 
figure he beheld. ‘The bull Apis was by them deemed as sacred 
and as worthy of hip as the Divinity of which it was 
the types and in like manner were other emblems substituted 
for the deities they represented. But however the ig 
of the uninstrueted may have misinterpreted the nature of 
the gods, they did not commit the same gross error as the 
Greeks, who brought down the character of the ereative power, 
the demiurge who made the world, to the level of a blacksmith ; 
this abstract idea of the Egyptians being to the Greeks the 
working Vulean, with the hamme and other implem 
of an ordinary forge. ‘The Egyptians may have committed great 
bsurdities in their admission of emblems in lien of the gods: 

they were guilty of the folly of figuring the deities under the 
forms of animals; but they did not put them on an equality 
with earthly beings by giving them the ordinary offices of men: 
they allowed them still to be gods; and their fault was rather 
the elevation of animals and emblems to the rank of deities, than 

down, of the gods to the level of mankind. In 
ion of the Egyptians, it is not my intention to 

enter munt of the offices and attributes of the 
numerous gods who composed their Pantheon, nor, indeed, have 
we as yet sufficient data to enable us to penetrate into all the 
intricacies of this curious question; I shall therefore confine 
myself to the general forms and characters of the deities, and 
endeavor to explain the principle on which the superstructure 
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In the early ages of mankind, the 
created all things, 

and tradition tanght 
the same notions on this subject whi ater times have 

n adopted by all civilized people. Whether the Egyptians 
ed at this conclusion from mere tradition, or from the 

on resulting from a careful consideration « 
not pretend to decide; suffice it to know that such was 

il the same which was entertained by many p 
Iosophers of other nations of antiquity. Some of the Greeks, 

theogony, 
, “if it be true,’ as the Abbé 

Banier? observes, ‘that Pronapides adopted them, who was the 
preceptor of Homer, as Boccaccio affirms, on the 

fragment of Theodo According to this ancient theogon 
the most rational of all, there was only one eternal God, from 
whom all the other deities were produced. It was not permitted 
to give any name to this first Being and no one could say who 
he Anaxagoras thought to have defined | ng 
that he was vot “understanding.” However,as the most simpl 
ideas have been altered in after-times, La the seholiast 
of Statins, calls this Sovereign Being Daimogorgon, as does the 
author above alluded to, in imitation of Theodontius. His name 
signifies the Genius of the Barth; but, from the description 
given of this god, it scarcely agrees with the idea that the first 
philosophers entertained of him for it is right to observe that 
the poets, who were the earliest theologians of Greece, have, as 
it were, personified their ideas, and made out theogonies accord- 
ing to their faney, though they appear always to suppose a 

Being really independent. Most of them agree 
an ontogony, or genera 
others earthly or 
according to their s 

‘of their theogony was based.      

    
    

      
   

    

         
the questi 

    

  

  

     

  

                  
    

  

  

  

      
         

      

    

    
     

        

  

   

  

       

  

       
    1 of beings, some of whom are heavenly, 

nfernal; but Daimogorgon and Aehlys, 
before the world, even anterior 

to chaos. Their Acmon, their Hypsistus, existed before the 
heavens, which the Latins called Coelus, and the Greeks Ouranos. 
According to them, the nd Love preceded 
Covius, sinee we find in Hesiod that this last was son of the 

Earth;# and some considered Acmon to be the father of Colus, 
andthe son of Ma us also was the parent of Saturn, 
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If the father of 
of the eart rwards, and 
after whom w demigods, eng 
oetween the gods and the inhabitants oft 

It is still doubtfi really represents under 
form, their 

le that his name, as with the Jews, v 
h profound respect as never to be uttered; and the Being of 

Beings, * who is, and was, and will be,’ was perhaps not even 
referred to in the seulptures, nor supposed so be approachable, 
unless under the name and form of some deified attribute, 

of His power and connection with 1 
Many allegorical figures are supposed to have been adopted 

for this purpose; and Greek writers have imagined that the 
urled into the form of a circle, with its tail in its mouth, 

ther similar emblems, were used by the Egyptians to 
jeate the unutterable name of the al Ruler of the 

universe ; but these are merely symbols of His deified attributes 
Gif, indeed, the snake in that form can be admitted among the 
number); and neither the snake, the emblem of Neph, the 
hawk, nor any other emblem, can be considered in any way 
connected with the unity of the Deity. Even Osiris. himse 
cannot be looked upon as the Deity in unity: though hi 
character of judge of the dead in the region of Ament 
mysterious nature as an Avatar, give him 
comprehensive rank y other gol: 
remarkable that he there appears as one of two members of a 

ming his 

  

who was hi he gods. ‘The giants, sons 
phon was the last of them 

Why an intercourse 

    

    

  

     
            

   
    

     
  

    

  

     

      

             
  

  

       
    

    
    

    

    

   

   

    

    

    

    

  

supposed to proceed. 
of the Egyptian system is the var 
and the many names of Osiris, as the title J 
ten thousand names’) given to 
taining their office on different occasio 
the Divinity himself was not represented in the Egyptian 
sculptures, and that the figures of the gods were deified attr 
butes indieative of the intellect, power, goodness, might, and 
other qualities of the eternal Being: which, in some measure, 

Is with the opinion of Dama 

One of the most perplexing parts 
acter of the same de      

  

  

    

      

  

ius, who observes that ‘nearly 
all philosophers prior to Tamblichus asserted that there was one 

  

     
orany 

1 appear to be met with singly inthe ancient temples as ian dey
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superessential God, but that the other deities had an essential 
subsistence, and were deified by ill 
Some, which belonged to t 
the great gods of the Egypt 
deities were emanations from the same souree and th 

les were the representatives of i 
cts connected with the Creator, 

different abstract ideas, whose relative rank depended on the 
near or distant w med to possess with a 
divine origi n, were mere deifications of physical 
objets; and superstitio H 
or an unwholesome plant. TI e observed in the 
religion of the Greeks and Rom extent was 

by the latter, an e office of a 
ne, that one was chosen to preside over the common 

the cit, was invented as a 

    

  

    

    

  

   

   

   

  

   

   

    

  

     
    so degraded did t 

  

nd a_god of conghit 
to the goddess Fever     

    

    

  

   

  

gods into different classes or grades. Among the latter, they 
consisted of the twel: gods, — the Dii majorum genti 
or Dii Consentes, and the Dii minorum gentium; and the E 
tians, in the same manner, distinguished their eight great gods 
from those of an in ‘The names of the twelve great 
gods of the Greeks have been preserved by Ennius in the 
following coupl 

          

  

    
     

    

  

  

‘Juno, Vesta, Minerra: Ceres, Diana, Venus, Mar, Merearius, Jovs, Neptunus, Valeanus, Apo      
each of whom presided over one of the months of the year: and 
one of the follies of which Alexander was guilty, according to 
Arrian, was his wishing to be enrolled among these, and to 

become the thirteenth of the first class of deitie 
‘To the twelve great gods the Romans added eight others, 

called seleeti, or chosen deities, who were Janus, Saturn, Geni 
the Sun, the Moon, Pluto, Bacchus, and the ancient Vesta, or the 
Earth. After these ranked the Di Semones or Semihomines, 
the demigods; and then the Indigetes, and those wl 
attached to certain localities, the household gods, the genii of 

  

       

  

        
  

    

    

    
   

-lisotes were tributed to possesion rere eroreset 
temple to Fever on the Palatine WL” [it 

VoL. at
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woods or rivers, nymphs, and other inferior bei 
ranges the gods in three classes: first, the Di 

are the same as the Dii majorum gentinm; then the di 
nd the Indigetes; and, thirdly, the virtues, whieh raise 

heaven, and have been themselves deified.” * Varro n 

  

igs. ‘Cicero? 
cmlestes, who          

   
    

   

   

  

    
  

  first were those whose names and offices were defined, as the Si 
Moon, Jupiter, Apollo, and others; and in the second were 

ed those of whom nothing positive was known, and to whom 
it was not lawful to raise altars or offer sacrifices. The philo- 
sopher Albrieus considers the seven planets as the seven first 
gods of the heathen, whom he arranges in this order: Satur 
Jupiter, Mars, Apollo, Venus, and the Moon. Pausa- 
jas? Cicero, Hesychius, and many others, speak of altars raised 

to unknown deities in the Acts of the Apostles, St. Paul 
mentions an altar to the Unknown God. Epimenides, the gre: 
prophet of the Cretans, was the author of thisnotion. Clemens 
of Alexandria endeavored to include all the pagan deities 
underseven classes. In the first he placed the stars or heavenly 
bodies; in the second, the fruits of the,earth and the gods whe 
presided over them, as Ceres, Pomona, Vertumnus, Bacchus, and 
others; the third comprehended the Furies and other gods of 
punishment; in the fourth he placed those of the passions and 
affections, as love, modesty, and others; the virtues, as eoneord, 
peace, and the rest, forming, according to him, the fifth class. 
The great gods, or Dit majorum gentium, oceupied the sixth; 

jus, Hygieia, Telesphore, and 
some more, constituted the seventh. 

‘Tamblichus,? a Platonie philosopher, divided the gods into 
eight classes, In the first he placed the great gods, who, 
invisible by their nature, pervaded the whole universe: that is 
doubtless, the Ur ‘The higher order of spirits, 
whom he called are second rank and 
others of an inferior grade, or angels, formed the third. In 
the fourth were the d those whom he names greater 
Archontes —that is, genii who presided over this sublunary 
world and over the elen stituted the fifth; and the 
sixth was composed of the minor Archontes, whose power ex- 

    
         

  

                  

   
      

       

  

  

       
  

    

  

    
       

  

      

  

    
   

      

    

     

  

  

2 De Lagi hii Banier, Myth. Ly. de Mystris sect. 
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  tended over the gross and terrestrial matter. Heroes formed the 
seventh; and the souls of men admitted to the order of gods, 
occupied the eighth and last class. Other philosophers of th 
same seet included all the deities, or, we may say, all the geni 
in two classes: those called anhyloi,  hylaioi, 
material, occupying the firsts and supra- 

e the second. 
tted thr 

whom he called heavenly; in the second, the 
the third, the etherean. The gods were also div 
lie and private: the former bei ship w 
established and rized by law: the latter those who wer 
chosen by individuals to be the peculiar object of their wor- 
ship, as the gods L e Penates,! and the souls of a 
‘he most gen sed the gorls under 
the two heads of the natural and the living deities: the former 
consisting of the stars and other physical objects: the latter, 
of men who had received divine honors. But these did not 

  

       
    

  

   
    

  

mundane 

  

ismegistus, is said 
In the first were th 

nd in 
led into pub- 

       
   

  

   

  

  those whose w         

    
     sstors.   

      

        
    

comprehend all the deities, since the genii of different kinds 
lly, the system which we should pre- 

them 
    were there omitted. 

fer in treating of the deities of 
into gods of heaven, of earth, and of the lower 
‘These do not seem to accord with the divisions of the E 

tian Pantheon; and we may find in the Phoenician € 
stronger a to the great gods of Egypt, —being, like 
them, eight in number; and their name implying that they 
the great? gods of the country. The belief of their being the 
offspring of one great father, called Sydik, ‘the just,’ may 
accord with the presumed notion of respe 
the indivisible One mentioned in the books of Hermes. 

Herodotus dest 
Vale: 
and speaks of their temple at Memphis, which no one but the 
priest was allowed to enter; but the mystery cbserved respeet- 
ing them, and the slight in 1 obtained by the historfa 

  

        

          

  

   
      

       

also. 
cting: 

          
     

  

       

      

cons of Ptah, or 

  

   

  

    
and Minerva; and others 

‘Rabin o Rebi, “reat      4 Pe common     
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on the subject, render hit 
opinion of their character 
‘Though the Egyptians may have admitted two general divis- 

nf the gods, which were adopted by Pythagoras and Plato, 
x the head of noetoi, intelligibles, and aisthetoi, sensibles, 

or metaphysical and physical deities, yet many other distinctions 
subsisted in the members of their Pantheon; and the grada- 
tions, even among those of the firs oned class, were 
marked and numerous. The aisthetoi, or sensibles, were also 
Aistinetly separated from the emblematic typesof their divi 

‘The great gods of the Egypt were Chnumis, Amen, 
Ptah, Khem, Sati, Mut, or perhaps Buto, Bubastis, and Neith, 

of whom gen «d, in conjunction with other two, a 
triad, which was worshipped by a particular eity, or district, with 
peculiar veneration. In these triads the third member pro- 
ceeded from the other two; that is, from the first by the second, 
‘thus: the intellect of the Deity, having operated on matter, pro- 
duced the result of these two, under the form and name of the 
world, or ereated things, seks kowmos ;® and on 

principle appear formed most of the 
speculative combinations. ‘The third member of a triad, as 
might be supposed, was not of equal rank with the two from 
whom it proceeded; and we therefore find that Khonsu, the 
third person in the Theban triad, was not one of the great gods, 

the other two, Amen and Mut: Horus, in the tr 
\ Anouke to Ch 

statement of little use in for 
id office. 

       ig an. 

  

         

    

     
        

  

   
       

    
  

  

  

  

    

  

           

  

     
       

Phil 
nd Sati, in the triad of Eleph: 

not pretend to decide respecting 
hy the sof the ty. as an 

gent, was divided ; nor ean Tattempt to account for their belief 
in His manifestation upon earth similar ideas had been handed. 
down froma ve period, and, having been 
immediate descendants of Noah and the P 
reached the Egyptians through that ¢ 
preserved and embodied in their rel 
appears to be confir et of our ning the 

      
   

  

   

  

    
  

enter: 
   

  

  

  

         
    
    

     

   

     

  
  

rehs, may have 
and haye be 

  

2 Diodores (Ibs, 13) mentions ight 
taf wi they were reat dee of Baypte Satur, Ha, Jaen, J 
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that action had ceased. For th en to the Deity by 
the divine legislator, when engaged in the creation of 
objects, is not Ihdah? (who is, and will be”), but Elohim, + the 
Gods;" and this plural expression is used until the seventh da 
when the creation was completed. 
‘That the name Elohim is not intended to refer really to a 

plurality of Gods, yy the use of the singular verbs, 
bara, ‘created,’ ira, ‘saw,’ iamer, ‘said,’ and others, following 
the plural Elohim, as may be seen throughout the first chapter 
of Genesis: and the first verse of that chapter bears th 
translation, “In the beginning He the Gods ereated the.heavens 
and the or more intelligibly and more close 
Latin, +1 1. Dié exeanit® cavum et terram, where 

the plural substantive is followed by a singular verb. ‘Thus, the 
very first verse of the Bible inculeates the doctrine of the Trinity 

le of *He the Gods ‘ods Almighty 
was the Deity known to the Patriarchs before the time of Moses: 
and the name of Thdah was not revealed to the Hebrew lawgiver 
until the future deliverance of the Israelites from the hand of 
Pharaoh was promised, when the Deity made a coven 
him under that sacred name; God saying to Moses. + 
Lord [Ihdah], and I appeared unto Abraham, unto Isaac, and 
unto Jacob, by the name of God [Gods] Almighty [Elohim 
Shadai7]; but by my name Jehovah* was I not known to them. 

It may appear singular that the principle of a Trinity should 
be so obscurely noticed in the Old Testament; but the w 

tion of the divine legislator foresaw the danger likely to 
result from too marked an allusion to what a people, surrounded 
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whieh He’ appeared 

  

      

    

  

a ae o Tok ‘oo a fv (een a 
‘eve from this 

That this word ser tourer 

  

  

   
    
   

     
generat is Evi {Soi a td eller pars of Senptae ‘ithas been posed thatthe Deity este same” 

  

in yin 
"he adopts it by way of Aoticipationy case he i 

  ct Ti ty er ‘tnd under that of Thigh Eloi cp conncrtion with Man 0 an cal being} man as a material an taal having beet ‘already noticed “ante Sud flemale"among the eveations of the that ofthe Patriarch 
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ly ight readily construe into the exist- 
ence of a plurality of gods: the knowledge, therefore, of this 

stery was confined to such as were thought fit to receive so 
important a seeret ; and thus alations and perver- 
sions were obviated, of which the fancies of an ignorant people, 

would not have failed to take advantage. 
question respecting the eon 
hand the nature of man, as 

represented in the second chapter of Genesis; but Ihave «i 
ered it proper, in noticing the adoption of the two, Elohim 

and Ihdah, to show the possibility of the Egyptian notions of 
a Trinity having been derived from early revelation, handed 
down through the posterity of Noah: weeed to, 
mention some other remarkable coi s 

Of these the most singular are the character of O: 
the connection between truth and the Creative Power. 
latter we trace the notion, which oceurs 
that the Deity ‘of his own will be h the word of truth 
and not only do the sculptures of the earliest pe 
the same, and connect the goddess of truth with Ptah, the 
Creative Power, but Iamblichus also, in treat 
mysteries, asserts it in these words: * Whereas 
things in a perfect manner, not deceptively, but, 
together with truth, he is called Ptah ; but the Greeks denominate 
him Hephiestus, considering him merely as a physical or artificial 
agent,’ and-not looking upon him, as they ought, in an abstract 

But the discloser of truth and goodness 
on earth w and it is remarkable that, int] 
of the manifestation of the Deity, h 
goodness (grace) and truth,’ and 
duties on earth, and fallen as 
(Typho) the Evil One, to have assumed the office ina future state 
of judge of mankind. At Phile, where Osiris was particularly 
srrahizpeds ond wiih ad oue of the places where fheyaippoea 

been buried, his mysterious history is curiously 
illustrated? in thé sculptures of a small retired chamber, ly 
nearly over the western adytum of the temple. His death and 

world are there described; the number of 
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twenty-eight lotus plants points out the period of years he was 
thought to have lived on earth, and his passage from this life to 
a future state is indicated by the usual attendance of the dei 
and genii, who presided over the funeral rites of ordinary 
mortals. He is then represented with the feathered eap, which 
he wore in his capacity of judge of Amenti; and this attribute 
shows the final office he held after his resurrection, and continued 
to exercise towards the dead, at their last ordeal in a future 
state. Ihave already stated that the Monad, or single Deit 
was placed above and apart from the Triads, and that the grea 
gods of the E; Pantheon were the deified attributes of 
the ‘One.’ The same idea of a Monad, and even of a triple Deity, 
was admitted by some reeks into their system of ph 

        

      
   

     

          
  

          losophy ; and “Amelins,” ‘says, the Dem 
urgos or Creator is triple, and the three Intellects are the three 

Kings —He who exists, He who possesses, He who beholds. 
            And these are different; therefore the First Intellect exists esse! 

ly, as that which exists, But the Second exists as the Intel- 
ligible in him, though possessing that whieh is before him, and 
partaking altogether of that, wherefore it is the Seeond : but the 
Third exists as the Intelligible in the Second, as did the Seeond 
in the First; for every Intellect is the same with its conjoined 
Intelligible; and it possesses that which is in the Second, and 
beholds or regards that which isin the First: for by how much 
greater the remove, by so mneh the less intimate is that which 
possesses. These three Intellects, therefore, he supposes to be 
the Demiurgi, the same with the three Kings of Plato, and with 
the three whom Orpheus celebrates under the names of Phanes, 
Onranos, and Kronos, th according to him, the Demiurgos 

more particularly Phanes.’? Several others also 
ple nature of the Deity; and ‘from the 

fragments, we find,” as Mr. Cory® obse 
trinity consisted of 

Meti 
re interpreted, 

     
     

   
      

    

    

    

    

    

      

  

     
  

  Phanes or Eros, _Exieapieus:   

     

  

          

ll or Counsel, Light-or Love, Life or Life-giver. 
From Acusilaus: 

Metis, ros, Ether. 

2 Pin de Tas. 38; the sn 4 The One er mies rein commons 
“Rncieit Bragnentss pr? nneorsans 200 Eatin
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From Hesiod, according to Damasci 
arth, Eros, Tartarus. 

Romie heresy des oS yate 
Water, Spirit or Air. 

  

   
   

From the Chaldea Persian oracles of Zoroaster: 
Fire, 
Fire 

From the later Ph 
Pow Intellect, 

  

Power, Intellect, 
“By th eologists, according to Macrobius, the sun 

was invoked in the mysteries, as 
Power of the 

ld, 

   
  

    
ma { Light of the world, Spirit of the world: 

  

    
  Genus, 

Fire, Light, F 
Plutarch ! 

Intelligence, 

    
  

Kosmos, beauty, order, 
or the world; 

  

the first being the 

    

  

same as Plato's’ the second, and the third, 
Idea, Mother Offspring, 

Na 
Receptacle of gen- ¢ Produ     

eration, 
ee, intelligence, matter, and kosmos,’ he says 

‘tniversal nature may be considered to be made up, and there is 
reason to conclude that the Egyptians were wont to 
nature to what they ealled the most beautiful and perfeet triangle, 
the same as Plato himself does in that nuptial diagi 
introduced into his Commonwealth. Now in his triangle, 
is rectangular, the perpendicular is imagined equal to 3, the 
base to 4, and the hypothenuse to 5. In which scheme the 
perpendicular is designed to represent the masculine nature, the 
base the feminine, and the hypothenuse the offspring of both : 

        
   

     
  

      
      

      
    

1 Plat, de sid 36, 
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and accordingly, will apply to Osivis,or the prime eause; 
the second, to Isis, the receptive powers and the last to Orus, or 
the effect of the other two. For three is the first: number com- 
posed of even and odd; 4 is a square, whose side is equal to 
the ev ber 2; but 5 rated, 
both the preceding numbers, two and three. 
‘an equal relation to bot 
the mere word w 
similar sound with this 

ounting in 
s to children 

them a certain number of fruits, or other 
number to be given to many or to few childre 
dividing them amongst themselves they learnt lessons 
metic; and all sorts of numbers were given to them in their 
games of play as arithmetical exercises. 

‘The Egyptians wrote from right to left in the hieratie and 
demotie (or enchorial), which are the two modes of writing here 
mentioned. The Greeks also in old times wrote from right to 
left, like the Phomnicians, from whom they borrowed. their 
alphabet. ‘This seems the natural mode of writing; for though 
wwe have always been accustomed to write from left to 

ly use our pencil, drawing, from 
Jeft,in spite of all our previous habit; and even our down 
in writing are all from right to left. The Arabs say, “I 
reasonable to see where the pen is coming, than not to see where 
it is going.’ It was continued by the Etruscans, the earl 
imitators of the Greeks, to a very late period. Dr. Brugsch 
very ingeniously observes that though in demotie, the general 
direction of the writing was from right to left, each individual 
letter was formed from left to right. as is evident in, 
the unfinished ends of horizontal letters when the ink "#0 
failed in the pen. In writing numbers in hieratie and 
pe ieiil Ney aided Ghat urits to he'll datas RD 
last —according to their mode of writing from right 8! 
to left. ‘Thus 1851 would stand 1581. In 18 they would first 

to the ten, and i with the 

  

    

  

    out of   being gen          

        
to bear   

So, again, 
  

        says the Egyptians 
ributing     play, by di 

   

    

       

    

  

    

  

       
    

  ight, we          
n shading 
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is followed in hieroglyphies (224,81), whether written from right 
to left, or from left to tight. .Thisis like our arrangement of the 
thousand first and the unit last, in our writing in 99) from lef to right, ‘The Arabs, from whom we Mma [ 
Horroytd this think we ought to hare changed | Rvuy eh 
the arrangement, as we write - 
Airection. But they borrowed their numerals 224 °3 + 
from India (hence called by them Hindee, Indian”), and there 
the arrang as in our own, 133 of our notation, for ex- 

ample, being thus written {AQ by the seribes of the 

Indian continent 
On the subject of numbers, the same author makes the follow- 

ing remarks ny when the Pythagor 
priate the na | of the gods to partienlar 
that of Apollo to the unit, of Diana to the duad, of Minerva to 
the seven, and of Neptune to the first cube,! that they allude to 
something which the founder of their se the Egyptia 
temples, to some ceremon formed in them, or to some 

pols there exhibited; 

  

  

    
        

    

  

        

ppro- 
nbers, as      

     
   
   

  

           

     
   

        
  

sy me *Pythagoreans also look 
upon Typho to have been of the order of daemons, as, according to 
them, “he was produced in the even number fi for as 

  

  e of the nature of Pluto, 
reof Rhea, Venu 

fon of Jupiter; so (we 

the power of the triangle is expressi 
Bacehus,and Mars; the properties of the sq 

Cores, Vesta,and Juno; and of the dodee 
are informed by Endoxus) isthe figure of expressive of 
the nature of Typho.’? . They have likewise ‘a great detestation 

for the number 17,"4 and ‘call the 17th day of the month the day 
of obstruction ; for the middle number 17, falling in between the 
square 16 and the parallelogram 18 (the only two plain numbers 
wh equal to their areas), stops up the way 
between them, divides them from each other, and hinders them 
from uniting.” In another place,® he says, *‘The Pythagoreans 
honor numbers and geometrical diagrams with the names of 
the gods: thus they call the equilateral triangle head-born 
Minerva and Tritogeneia, because it may be equally divided by 

lines, drawn from each of the angles; the 
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unit they term Apollo, as to,th 

femion, being composed of the first four odd n 
to the first four even ones. as is commonly reported, is looked 
upon by them as the most solemn oath they can take, and ealled 
Kosmos, the world or order. “To the good principle they give 
the names of “the unit, the definite, the fixed, the straight, the 
odd, the square, the equal, the dexterous, and the Incid:” 
whilst to the evil one they give the appellation of “the duad, 
the indefinite, the movable, the erooked, the even, the oblong, the 
unequal, the sinistrous, and the dark.” 

Without entering into all the abstruse speculations respec 
ing numbers, I shall add a few observations, principally in refe 

‘ence to the opinions entertained by the Egy ‘According 
to their doctrine, Thales defined numbers to be a collection of 
monads;” and some of the Pythagoreans said that the monad 
was the confine of number and parts; for from it, as from a seed 
andaneternal root, ratiosare contrarily inereased and 
some through a division to infinity being alv 

others being ine 

  

    
  

        

  

    

  

    
  

ished;      
       

sed to infinity are       
     

4 greater number, whi 
again augmented.2 They also ‘called the monad intellect? male 
and female, God, chaos, darkness, Tartarus, Lethe, the axis, the 

  

       sun, and Pyralios, Morpho, the tow 
prophet,’ and m 

Jupiter, Apollo, the 
«1 Damascius, in his treatise 

Heol tex6r, informs us that ‘the Egyptians asserted nothing of 
the first principle of things, but ceiebreted it as a thrice un 
known darkness transcending all intellectual perception.’ ‘To the 
duad they gave the appellation ‘aud natter, the cause of 
Aissimilitude, the interval between multitude and the monad, 
ascribing it to Diana and some other deities, to Fate and Death: 
and the triad* was considered by them to be intellect, the origin 
of virtue, and to belong to Justice, Saturn, and many other 
divinities. According to Servius, ‘they assigned the perfect 
number three to the Great God;” and the tetrad they looked 

other names; a     
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    upon as the gi 

the triad, a manifold, or rather every divinity; peeul 
plied to Merenry, Vulean, Hereules, and Bacchus; and they held 
that the power of the duad subsisted in the four. ‘Thus Pytha- 

asks, ‘How do you count?’— Mereury: + One, two, three, 
Pyth.: ‘Do you not see that what are four to you, axe 

nd our oath?’ those 1, 2, 3,4, added together, fo 
nd_four containing every number within it. Four 

ticularly connected with Mercury, as the deity who 
intelleetnal gifts to man; to Vulean it was assimilated 
Demiurgos, whence the Tetraktys was the mys 
Creative Power and three they looked upon a 
human things.” ‘Know God,’ says Pythago 

harmony ; “the human soul,’ according to that philosopher, 
was ‘number moving itself” and some styled mumber “the father 
of gods and Many were the fanciful meanings attached to 
numbers by the Pythagoreans, whieh it is mnecessary here to 
introduce: I shall the ve that the opinion re- 
specting the 9 was, that ‘there could be no number beyond it, and 
that it circulates all numbers within itself. as is evident from the 

retrog mbers. For their natural progression is as fi 
as 9; after which their retrogression takesplace, 10 becoming once 
more the monad. Again, # being added to each of the numbers 

1, 2,3,4,and the rest, it will produce 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, ete.: no 
elementary number ean therefore be beyond the ennead; whence 
the Pythagoreans called it *ocean and the horizon, all nw 
being ea and revolving within, it;” but the *d 

the most perfect boundary of m 
‘zed numbers as the 
borrowed from Egypt his ideas on th 

subject, is highly probable: such appears tc have been the 
opinion of the ancients themselves; and it would be curious to 
ascertain if our common multiplication table, for which we are 
indebted to that philosopher, was of Egyptian origin, It is 
however evident from modern discoveries in the language and 
writing of that people, that the numerical system of the Pytha- 
goreans tallies with the formation of the Egyptian numbers, 

ording to that mode of representing them in the hieratie 
character, which is applied to the days of the month, in the sense 
of the Ist, 2d, 3d, ete., where 1 il 4 alone are perfect 
numbers ; 5, 6,7, and 8 being composed of 3 + 2,3 + 3,3 +4, 
and 4 +4; 9, from its completing the series, being a single 

god after 
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and perfect number, 
numbers within itself,’ and 10 commen 

gain the mond. 
phic numbers! are different, being arranged in 

, tens, hundreds, and thousands; and the ordinary h 
are partly formed from the hieroglyphic units, the 5,6, 7,8, and 

isalso one form of the 4. For an illustration 
of which and'the former statement, I refer the reader to the 
accompanying Plate. 

‘The speculatior 
some other signiti 

  

    
       
       

      
      

  

of later times have ascribed the same and 
ions to the numbers, as to 

(1. Unity. Divine thought. Wisdom. Divinity. ‘The 
| “universal principle, and centre of all. 

Will. Water. ‘The two natures of man. Perversity 
. Action. Matter. Temporal immaterial agents who do 

not think. 
4, Intellect. _ Intellectual 

active. Religion. Immaterial agents who think. 
5. The evil being. Idolatry. Selfsuiliciency. 3 +2 
6. Formation of the world. Radius, and the natural 

division of circle. Piety. 3 +3 

        

    

  

Eq
ua

l 
to 

10.
 

Wisdom. All that is 

  

           
  

  

   

    

7. Source of man’s intellectual and sensible properties. Re- 
lating to the end of the world. Love of es Intel- 
lectnal agents (having taken the place of man). 4+ 3. 

8. Intellectuality both in body and soul. The divine united 
with the human nature. Love. Good will. Justi 
444. 

9. Man not purified from sin. Physical envelope of man.    
Creation of the body, and its nature. Curiosity. ‘The 
number of every spiritual limit. Intellect united with 
sin. 445, 

10. Limit of all. Man purified fron 
birth to unity, whence he 
of the cirele, or the world 

Having now mentioned some of the 
attached to the numbers? I return 

  

   returning by anew 
proceeded. Decomposition 
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‘The manifestation of the Deity, His coming upon earth for the 
benefit of mankind, and His expected interposition, were ideas 

the patriarchal times, had always been entertained, 
having been revealed to man from the earliest periods, and 
handed down through suceessive ages, even to the time when 
that event took place: we are therefore less surprised to find it 
introduced into the religion of the Egyptians, and forming one of 
the most important tenets of their belief. Indeed, nothing ean 
be more satisfactory than this additional proof of its having been 
a tradition among the early inhabitants of the earth; and it 
natural that the Egyptians should anticipate the fulfilment of 
this promise, and found thereon the great mystery of the relative 
connection between the Deity and mankind. ‘The fact of this, 

‘nity being o 
turally leads to the ini 

common origin, and most persons will admit that they appear 
to have been derived from immediate revelation, or from the 
knowledge imparted to the rid, rather 
‘than from accidental speculation in distant parts of the globe, —: 
remark which applies equally to the creation of man, the deluge, 
the ark or boat, and numerous mysterious doetrines common 
to different people. From whatever souree the Egyp 
originally borrowed their ideas on these subjects, it is evident 
that the upon them, and renderéd their metaphysical 
speculations so complicated, that it required great care and atten- 
tion on the part of the initiated to avoid confusion, and to obtain 
perfect understanding of theirpurport. _Heneeithappened that 
those who had only obtained a limited insight into this intrieate 
subject, speedily perverted the meaning of the very groundwork 
itself, and the Greeks and Romans, who were admitted to par- 
ticipate in a portion of those secrets, fell into a labyrinth of 

error, which gave to the whole system the character of an absurd 
fable. Indeed, they went still further, and, taking literally 
certain enigmatical ceremonies, they converted speculative and 
abstract notions into physical realities, and debased the rites they 

borrowed from Egypt by the most revolting and profane excesses 
tending to make religion ridiculous, and to obviate all the pur- 
poses for which it had been instituted. For, however erroneous 

ns of the ancients were, however mistaken in the nature 
nd howevermuch truth was obscured by the worship 

lity of gods, still the morality inculcated by religion, 
and practised by good men was deserving of commendation ; and 
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we cannot but censure those who degraded what was good, and 
added to error by the misapplication of mysterious secrets. 

This perversion of certain allegorical rites, and the misinter- 
pretations given by the Greeks and Romans to some religious 
customs of the Egyptians, have, in es, led to the 
idea that the priesthood of Thebes and Memphis, ander the plea 
of religion, were guilty of enormities which would shock the 
most depraved ; and an erroneous judgment has been formed 
from the mode in which the worship of Ositis was conducted by 

his votaries at Rome. Iwill not pretond to say that the Romans 
did not find the ceremonies of that worship already degraded, in 
the Greco-Egyptian city of Alexandria this is highly probable 
Dut the reason ofits perversion there resulted from thesame cause 

at Rome —the misapplication by foreign votaries of tenets 
they failed to comprehend ; for it may be doubted if such rites 
were at any time known to the Egyptians; and if any ex- 
ternal ceremonies carried with them an appearance of indeli- 
cacy, they were merely emblematic representations, as in the 
cease of the phallic figures, indicating the generative principle 
of Here, s usual with the Egyptians, it was the abstract 

derstood 

  

  

many inst   

  

    

          

     
    

  

  

       

    

    
      

   

  

  

sinations, saw nothing beyond the 
itself to the eye, and 

“power, or abstract cause, they merely thought of its physieal char- 
acter. Hence the absurd worship of the mere agent in lien of a 
first , in consequence, all those revolting scenes 
by which religion was degraded and the hi ind corrupted ; 
the more deplorable, since mankind is ever pron t the 

r actsare believed to have the sanetion 
“Indeed, even at a time when speculative doctrines 

have not yet suffered any gross perversion of their principles, the 
ignorance and eredulity of man frequently di 
able; and some minds are not possessed of su 
separate the reall 
creed, or to diserin 

   

  

   
  

to con          
   

  

       

  

      

ort What is reason- 
jent judgment to 
ious part of their 

steriousormetaphysieal, 
A remarkable instance of the per 

ng of a religious custom, by the ignorance of Greek: 
ters, occurs in the Pallakides or Pellices of Amen, 

mentioned by Diodorus! and Strabo. The former, it is 
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y describes them under the name of Pallakides of Jupiter, in 
their tombs; but Strabo! asserts that, at Thebes, a 

. conspicuous for birth and beauty, was sacrificed to 
the deity of that city, and that a class of persons, called 

pellices, “harlots,” dedicated to his service, were permitted to 
cohabit with anyone they chose.” 

first families of the country, were 
od of Thebes, is per 

o remark; and they were the sam 

    
       

  

        

  

   

       
ment of Diodorus, that th 's were distant from the 
tomb of Osy or little more than 6000 feet, 
agrees perfectly with the posi where the queens and 
princesses were buried? in the Necropolis of ‘Thebes; and 1s 

ming the opinion formed from 
ing the office they held. For though we 

act duties they performed, it is 
yst important ceremonies of 
jonarch himself, holding the 
ge of their office; and the 

nitly evineed by the fact that 
t families of the coun 

re proud to 

    

  

  nandyas ten st 
     

     
   - from its con 

  

        
   

the temple, in company with the 
sacred emblems which were the 1 
importance of the post is suflic 
the wives and daughters of the nobl 
of the high-pri 
enjoy the hofor it conferred. Such being the ease, shall we not 

reject with contempt so ridiculous a story, and learn from it how 
little relianee is to be pl the Greek and Roman accounts 

of the rites of Egypt? And. absurd ta 
refuted by the seulptures of Thebes, m ‘on would tell the 
most credulous that a custom so revolting to human nature, and 
so directly at variance with the habits of a civilized nation, could 
not possibly have existed in any country where morality was pro- 
tected by fe been tolerated by the Egyptians, 
who were unquestionably the most pious of all the heathen 
nations of antiquit 

    
  

  

        

  

      
  

  

        
  

    

      
     

   ore, upon the Greek theogony for the nature 
and character of the Egyptian deities, is equally useless; and 

the same origin, and perceive the 
which suggested their attributes, so little re- 

  

     

  

     
1 Strabo, avi p S61. # Herodot. i. 19, and 

  

8 “Beypt and Thebes p. 80,
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is there of their not having been altered by the Greeks, that the 
information obtained from this source ean seldom be admitted, 

ned in some degree by the Egyptian mon 
in the case of the 

    unless cou ents. 
No stronger instance of this is required t 

  

     
        

god Anubis, who is repeatedly stated by Greek and Roman 
writers to have borne the head of a dog, and who is invariably 
represented by the Egyptians with that of a jackal, or even       

  

nder the form of the entire animal; and this, with several 
ons, may serve to give some idea of the ec 

fusion into which they would lead us respecting the theogony 
‘of the Egyptians. However, as is sometimes the ea 
this confusion slight traces may be observed of th 
system from which the Greeks derived their notions; and as 
Amen, the prineipal member of the Theban trinity and king of 
the gods, was distinet from the Monad, or sole Deity in Un 
Tupiter, though considered by the Greeks to be king of the 
gods, was merely a deified attribute of the Deity. 

It is evident that the philosophers of Greece were constantly 
uilty of misconceptions respecting the very prineiples of the 

Egyptian religion, and some? believed that ‘the Egyptians 
ignorantly employed material fables, considering and calling 
corporeal natures divinities —such as Isis, earth; Osiris, hue 
midity: or ‘Typho, heat” without distinguishing hetween 
different conditions of metaphysical, physical, and other objects 
‘of worship. 

In Greek 

  

    

     
       

  

      

   

   
  

   
    

    

        

  

   

  

    

‘eal, some 
moral, som ve mere 
metaphysical speculations. This, however, seems only in part 
to apply to the theogony of the Egyptian 
founded on a different basis, or who, at all events, made the 
phy sal portions subservient to, rather than a 
part of, their system ; and if they had even in e: inter- 
woven any ev y xpunged 

a subsequent period, and gave to th ame 
er, totally unconnected with the tales of the 

r country. Indeed, histo 
seems so entirely excluded from their mythologiesl system, an 

from it, that we may doubt if it 
t the earliest periods; and if, in the 

    whose religion was 
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chronicles of Egypt, mention is made of the reign of cert 
gods upon earth, we may be persuaded that these are merel; 
an allegorical mode of stating facts which really happened, 
are totally unconnected with the tenets of their religion 
independent of the positive assurances of the Egyptians 
selves that no deity ever lived on earth, we are relieved from 
the difficulty this appears to present, by the simple suggestion? 
that the rule of the gods refers to that of the different colleges 
of priests of those deities, which successively held the sovereign 
power, when Egypt was ruled by a hierarchy, previous to the 
election of a king. 

‘That the periods assigned for the duration of these reigns are 
totally inadmissible, is evident; but dates in the early history 
of many pedple are equally vague and arbitrary, even where 
there is no reason to doubt the truth of the events to which they 
are affixed. In the history of ancient nations, the early portion 
usually consists of mere fable, either from real events having 
been clothed in an allegorical garb, or from the substitution of 
purely fanciful tales for facts, in consequence of the deficieney of 

real data: to this sueceeds an era when, as manners and habits 
become settled, amidst fable and allegory, some descriptions of 
actual events are introduced; and at length history, assuming 
the exalted character that becomes it, is contented with the 
simple narration of fact, and fable is totally discarded. But 
such is the disposition in the human mind to believe the miracu- 
lous, that, even at a period when no one would dare to intro- 
duce a tale of wonder unsupported by experience, credit still 
continues to be attached to the traditions of early history, as 
though the sanction of antiquity were sufficient to entitle im- 

sibilities to implicit belief. A pure fable is credited, allego- 
are taken as real events, and no one dares to withdraw the 

th clothes subst facts in an almost transparent 
ry: as few Romans in the Augustan age would venture to 

doubt the miraculous kindness of their founder's wolf, or the 
real existence of the Egerian nymph. ‘The religion of the 
Greeks bears the evidence of having been formed upon popular 
legends, or fairy tales, to which a superstructure derived from 
metaphysical speculation was afterwards added, and though many 
of their deities were of Egyptian origin# the office and character 
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‘of some seem rather attributable to accidental analogy, dis- 
covered at a subsequent period with those of the Egyptians, and 
other people whose religion had been long modelled into a 
systematic form, than to any positive notions they previously 
had upon the subject. And thus we may account for the incon 
sisteney of Jupiter being considered the same 2s Amen, one of 
the eight great gods of Egypt, and Saturn his tacher as one of 
the second order of deities; an error which originated in Seb 
being the parent of Osir’~ and Isis, and having in Egypt the 
title of ‘Father of the God: 

Many of their popular legends may have been the offspring 
of foreign notions, accidentally received from other people, 
and altered by time or local prejudices; and when we recollect 
that the mythology of Greece was chiefly invented, or at 
least arranged, by the poets, we may readily account for the 
unsubstantial texture of its construction 

In the history of Greece, the admission of mythological tales 
was much more resorted to than in that of Rome, where events 
may be more readily traced than in the fabulous accounts of 
Greek writers; and though the Romans sacrificed truth to their 
excessive v statements put forth in their early 

history, they did not permit the adventures of the gods to form 
part of the actions of men, in order to account for ordinary 
‘ocourrences, or to ennoble the pedigree of simple individuals. 
‘The same remark applies to the history of the Egyptians. and, 
however they may have clothed the mysteries of their religion 
in allegorical fable, they neither derived their origin from 
deities, nor degraded the nature of the Divinity by bi 
down to the level of mankind. But if historical fable 
form part of thie belief of the Egyptians, and if thei 
system was distinet from the records of past event 
and moral fable were admitted without reserve, an 
emblems were used as the representativ 

  

   

    

  

  

  

  

   

      

    

religious 
allegory 
physical 

of abstract notions 
Indeed, though the main feature of their religion was meta- 
physical speculation, we find that physical objects entered into 
the system; and it is probable that the worship of external 

    

    

  objects, as the sun and other heavenly bodies, formed at an early 
period a principal part of their religious worship. ‘The two main 
Principles on which the religion of Egypt was based, appear to 
be, the existence of an Omnipotent Being, whose various at- 
tributes being deified, formed a series of divinities, each wor- 
shipped under its own peculiar form, and supposed to possess its 
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   particular office; and the deification of the sun and moon, from 
which it might app: ‘of Sabean worship had once 
formed part of the Egyptian creed. * 

The sun, being the chief of heavenly bodies, was considered 
nion and power; and the idea of an intelleetual 

the union of the abstract notion of a prin 
\gent with the apparent and visible object. For the sun was 

both a physical and metaphysical deity, and under these two 
characters were worshipped Ra and Amen-ra, the real sun, the 
ruler of the world, in the firmament, and the ideal ruler of the 
universe as king of the gods. Of the allegorical portion? of 
their religion we have frequent is in the story of Isis 
and Osiris, whose supposed adv wecording to one inter: 
pretation, represented the Nile and its inundation: and nume- 
rous other natu mena were in like manner typified by 
figurative or emblematical conceits. The gods had also their 
peculiar symbols, which frequently stood not only for name, 
but also for the figure, of the deity they indicated; as the 
Cynocephalus ape was the sign and substitute for Thoth; the 

and globe indicated the Sun, and the crocodile was the 
ntative of the god Sebak. Nor were moral emblems 
ig in the religion of the Egyptians; the figure of Justice 

with her eyes closed purported that men were to be guided by 
impartiality in their duties towards their neighbors; the rat 
in the hand of the statue of Sethos at Memphis recorded a 
supposed miracle, and urged men to confide in the deity; and 
the tender solicitnde of Isis for her husband was held up as an 
example worthy the emulation of every wife- Many were the 
allegorical and symbolical beings who formed part of their 
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Pantheon; and not only was every attribute of the Divinit 
made into a separate deity, but genii, or imaginary gods, were 
invented to assume some office, either in relation to the duties 
or future state of mankind. Even the genius of a town, a river, 

ora district, was created in imagination, and worshipped as a 
god; and every month and day, says Herodotus were conse- 
erated to a particular deity. It may reasonably be supposed 
that in early times the religion of Egypt was more simple, and 
free from the complicated host of fanciful beings who at a later 
period filled a station in the catalogue of their gods; and that 
the only objects of worship in the valley of the Nile were, Ist, 
the deified attributes of the Creative Power, and of the divine 
intellect; 24, the sun and moon, whose visible power has so 
generally been an object of veneration among mankind in the 
early ages of the world ; and, 30, we may add, the president of 
that future state to which the souls of the dead were supposed to 

pass after they had left their earthly envelope. It is difficult 
to decide whether the Egyptians had originally the belief in 
a future state, or if the immortality of the soul was a doctrine 
suggested at a later period, when philosophy had remodelled 
their religions notions; suffice it to say that the oldest monu- 
ments which remain bear ample evidence of its having been 
their belief at the earliest periods of which any records exist, 
and Osiris the judge and president of Amenti is mentioned in 

jes of the kings who erected the 

   
  

  

    

      
  

    

  

  

    

  

  

      

  

  

Pyramids, upw: 
any early period the religion of Egypt bore a different character, 

orif any great change took place in its doctrines, this must have 
been long before the foundation of the monuments that remain 5 
and, with the exception of some addition to the catalogue of 
minor deities, and an alteration in the name of Amen? we 
pereeive no change in the religion from the earliest times to the 
reigns of the Ptolemies and Cwsars? ‘That several genii, or 
minor gods, particularly those who were supposed to perform 
inferior functions in a future state, and some local divinities, 
were added at various periods, is highly probable, but no 
change appears to have taken place in the form of worship, 
or in the main tenets of the r the ceremonies of the 
teniple may have become more splendid, the offerings more 
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rich, or the increased dimensions of the temples m 
admitted a larger number of contemplar gods; and | 

times of the Ptolemies and Ciesars the rites of Osiris may 
become more generally preferred: but no change was effected 
in the religion itself! and the preference given to any peculiar 
deity was only what had always happened in Egypt, whe 
town or distriet paid the greatest honors to the god who w 
supposed ‘immediately to preside over it. Even the alterat 
which took place in the name of Amen, and the introduetion of 
the worship of the sun with rays, represented ab Tel el Amarna, 
and some other places, about the time of the 18th Dynasty, 
cannot be looked upon as changes in the 1 and Sarapis, 
of foreign introduction, was obliged to conform to the customs of 
the Pantheon, to which he was rather attached than admitted, 

  

  

   
    

    

    
  

        

   

  

  

      

    

by the caprice of a foreign monarch. Unfortunately, an_im- 
netrable veil, concealing from our view the earliest periods of   

yyptian histo 
the religion 

  

; forbids us to ascertain the original character 
3 we are introduced to it as to the civilization of 

at people, when already fully perfeeted; and we ean only 
speculate on its previous condition, before metaphysical theories 
had modelled it into the form in which we now behold it in the 
sculptures of the existing monuments. Before we proceed to 
inquire into the nature and attributes of the gods, it may not be 
improy ns of Greek writers respecting 
the theogony of E; 's? who seems to borrow his 
ideas respecting the creation of the world from the Egyptians, 

in the beginning the heavens and earth had only one 
form, being united in their nature ; but having become separated 
afterwards, the world took the character we now behold. By the 
movement of the atmosphere the which gave 
to the sun and other heav movement; 

jpitated to form the sea and earth, 
mals were produced, nearly in the same 
Egypt, where an infinity of insects and 

          
    

  

     
  

    
    

  

  

  

    
   

  

    
        

  ner as Ww 
other creatures come forth from the mud, after it has been 

ws the Abbé inundated by the waters of the Nile.‘ Eusebi 

  

2 In general terms, but the following speaking” oF ‘Juste’ wh xteon of the Ouse warp sok pas Jimeno the de, feared wave uel 
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that of the Phoenicians, which is derived from the same source, 
gives to the Creator no part in the formation of the 1 

Porphyry, who, in 
  

  his opinion, he quotes a pa 
      
and others anterior to this visible 
world: that the planets and stars were the real gods of the Egyp 
tians. and that the sun ought to be looked upon as the guardian 
of the universe; and it may be remarked that the summary of 
Egyptian theology given by Diogenes Li n Manetho: 

‘and Hecatseus is in the same spirit. which considers that matter 
was the first prineiple, and the sun and moon the first deities, of 
that people. It has, however, been shown from Eusebius, that 
the Egyptians believed in an intelligent Being called Kneph, 
who presided over the formation of the world “Porphyry states 

ed him under the figure of a man holding a 
feathers on his head, from whose 

mouth an egg proceeded, out of whieh auother d called 
Phitha.and by the Greeks Vulcan ; and according to their 

on of this n the feathers denoted the 
hidden and invisible nature of this intelligence, the power it had 

fe, the dominion over all 
nents; and the egg which eame from his mouth 

cated the world, of which he was the maker. ‘This opinion is 
confirmed by the testimony of Iamblichus, who, in the time of 
Eusebius, applied himself to the study of Egyptian theology, 
and who endeavors to prove what Chieremon had stated, that 

the general belief of the Egyptians was not that an. in 
being was the cause of all things, but that in the world 
as in ourselves, they recognized the soul superior to n: 
the intelligence w ed the world superior to the soul. 
But I have already shown how unsatisfactory are the opinions. 

of Greek writers respecting the religion of the Egyptians: and, 
with the exception. of a few notion h may be gleaned 
from the tenets of those who had studied and were initiated 
into the mysteries of Egypt, little can be learnt of their 
philosophy, or their religious system. blichus, Plato, and 
some others, indeed, have contributed to throw some light on 
the subject, and the former gives the following account of the 
cosmogony of Egypt from the ancient Hermetic books: “Before 
all things that essentially exist? and before the total principles, 
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there is one God, prior to the first god and king, remai 
immovable in the solitude of his Unity; for nm 

  

ng 
her is the         

  

      
Intelligible inmixed with him, nor is any other thing. He is 
established, the exemplar of the God who is the father of himself, 
selfhegotten, the only father, who is truly good. For he is 
something greater, and the first, the fountain of all things, and 
the root of all primary intelligible existing forms. But out of 
this one, the self-ruling God made himself shine forth; wherefore 
he is the father of himself, and selfruling: for he is the first 
Principle, and God of gods. He is the Monad from the One, 

et the first principle of essence, for from him is 
y 5 on Ww nt he is celebrated as the 

chief of the Intelligibles. ‘These are the most ancient principles 
, which Hermes places first in order, before the 

n gods, and the celestial. But,aecording to 
Hermes) places the god Emeph?asthe ruler 

s that he is Intellect, understanding 
elligencestohimself. And before 

thishe places th igies, 
denominating him Eietons in whom, indeed, is the first Intellect, 
and the fist Intelligible; and this One és venerated in Silence. 
Besides these, other rulers are imagined to exist, which goyern the 
fabrication of thingsapparent; for the Demiurgos, Intellect, which 
properly presides over truth and wisdo proceeds to 
generatioi 
secret reaso 
and when it pe 
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led Am@n, according to the Egyptian tongues 
jects all things not deceptively, but artificially 

Phtha: but the Greeks change the word Phtha 
ing only to the artificial ; regarded as the 

producer of good things, itis called O: ;cording to its 
‘other powers and attributes, it has different appellations. ‘There 
is also, according to them, another certain principle presiding 
over all the elements fe of generation, and over the 
powers inherent in them, four of whieh are male and four female; 
and this principle they attribute to the sun. ‘Thereis yet another 
principle of all nature, regarded as the ruler over generation, and 
this they assign to the moon, ‘They divide the heavens also into 
two parts, or into four, twelve, or thirty-six, or the doubles of 
these; they attribute to them leaders more or less in number, 
and over them they place one whom they consider superior to 
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them all, Hence, from the highest to the last, the doctrine of 
the Egyptians ‘ing the principles inculeates the origin 
of all things from One,! with different gradations to the many s 
which (the many) are again held to be under the supreme govern- 
ment of the One; and the nature of the Boundless is considered 
entirely subservient to the nature of the Bounded, and the 
Supreme Unity the cause of all things. And God prod 

fatter from the materiality of the separated essence, whieh, 
being of a vivific nature, the Demiurgos took it, and fabricated 

  

  

        

    
  

   
    

        

    
     

    
        

from it the harmonious and imperturbable spheres; but the dregs 
of it he employed in the fabrication of generated and perishable 
bodies."? Another idea of the origin of things is thus explained       

  

   

in what are termed the modern Hermetic books 
God, and Deity, and divine Nature. 

all things existing is God, and the intell 
matter, and energy, and Fate and conclusion and renovation. 
these were boundless darkness in the abyss, and water, and a 
subtile Spitit, intellectual in. power, existing in Chaos. But the 
holy light broke forth, and the Elements were produced from 
mong the sand of a watery Essence.’ 

says, that ¢Charemon and some others, who treat: 
of the first causes of the phenomena of the world, enumerate 
reality only the lowest principles ; and those who mention the 
planets, the zodiac, the dreams, and horoscopes, and the sta 
termed mighty chiefs, confine themselves to particular depart- 

e productive ca Sueh topics, indeed, as are 
contained in the Almanaes, constitute but a very small part of 
the institutions of Hermes; and all that relates to the apparitions 
or oceultations of the stars, or the increasings or wanings of the 
moon, has the lowest place in the E 
Nor do the Egyptians resolve all things into physical qualities ; but 
they distinguish both the animal and intellectual life from nature 
itself, not only in the universe, but in man. ‘They consider 

on in the first place, as existing by themselves, 
y account for the creation of the worl 

a argos, as the parent 
of all things which are produced, and acknowledge that vital 
euergy which is; ior to, and subsists in, the heavens, placing 
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pure intellect at the head of the universe ; and they allot one 
invisible soul to the whole world, and another divided one to all 
the spheres.” 

T now extract a few observations respecting the outlines of 
the prineipal dogmas of Plato, from the Introduetory Essay of 
his translator. -onding to Plato, the highest God, whom in 

in the Parmenides the on 
or to being, 

Henee, since ev respect be kn 
of whieh anything sserted, must be connected with the 
universality of things, but the first cause being above all things, it 
is very properly said by Plato to be perfectly ineffable. The first 
hypothesis, therefore, of his Parmeni¢ e 
denied of thisimmense principle, coneludesas follows: —Theone, 
therefore, és in no respect. Soit seems. Hence itis notin sueh 
‘a manner as fo be one, for thus it would be being, and participate 
of essence ; but as it appears, the one neither is one, nor é if it be 
proper to believe in reasoning of this kind. It appearsso. But 
can anything either belong to, or be aflirmed of, that whie 
not? How ean it? Neither, therefore, does any name belong to 
it, nor discourse, nor any science, nor sense, nor opinion. It does 
not appear that there can. Hence it ean neither be name 
spoken of, nor conceived by opinion, nor be known, nor perce 

So it seer Prior to the one, therefore, is that 
which is simply and perfectly ineffable, without position, uneo 
ordinated, and ineapableof being apprehende: ‘om this traly 
ineffable principle, exempt from all essence, power, and energy. i 
multitude of divine natu ding to Plato, immediately 
proceed He affirms (in the sixti book of his Republie), 
that the good,or the issuperessential, 
‘and shows the analogy of the sun to what light and 
sightare in the visible, ¢ruth and intelli telligible 
world. im «ds from the sun, 
and wholly subsists cecording to a solar idiom or proper 
truth, or theimmediate progeny of the good, must subsistaccor 

toa superessential idiom, And as the good, according to Plato, 
is the same with the one, the immediate progeny of the one will be 
the same as that of the good. . . . Self-subsistent superessential 
natures are the immediate progeny of the one, if it be lawful thus 
to denominate things whieh ought rather to be ealled ineffable 
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unfoldings into light, from the ineffable; for progeny implie: 
producing cause, and the one must be conceived as something 

  F th 

  

¢ self perfect 
natures, viz 

ato, 
also classes the 

even more excellent om this div 
and self-producing multitud seltperfe 
of beings, lives, intellects, and souls, proceeds, according to P 
in the last link of which luminous series h 
human soul,! proximately suspended trom the demoniacal order; 

for this order. he clearly asserts in the Banquet? ‘stands in the 
middle 

space and links tog : 
Aceording to Plato, the Egyptians supposed the world to be 

subject to ot i 
for the wickedness of man! and the returns of the great 
‘eatastrophe were fixed by them according to the period of their 
great year, ‘which Aristotle calls the greatest, rather than the 
great,’ when the sun and moon and all the planets returned to 
the same sign whence they started: ‘the winter of which year 

nnd its summer the conflagration of the world.’ # 
tion of the deterioration of man, and the fables of the 
and iron ages, were also of Egyptian origin; and the 

of the Atlantie Island having been submerged, was said to 
have been derived by Solon from the same source. Plato sup- 
posed that the Deity delegated the power of ereating to bein 
nferior to himself, de. ininated demons; perhaps, with the 

notion that man alone, who was exclusively gifted with intellect, 
was the work of the Deity himself; and Plutarch,’ in speaking of 

these ediate beings, obse it some Suppose 
related of Isis, Osiris, and Typho, to be the adventures of the 
grand demons or genii; an order of beings which some of the 
wisest of the Greek philosophers.as Plato, P; 
and Chrysippns, agreeably to what they learnt from the ancient 
theologists, believed to be much more powerful th ‘kind, and 
of anature superior to them, though inferior to the pure nature of 
the gods, as partaking of the sensations of the body as well as 

of the perceptions of the soul, and consequently liable to pain or 
pleasure, and to all other and affections; which affee- 
tions were supposed to have a greater influence over some than 

others, different degrees of virtue and vice being found in these. 
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genii, as in man.’ According to Plato, they were ta middle 
order of beings between gods and men interpreters of the will 
of the former to mankind, ministering to their wants, carrying 
their prayers to heaven, and bringing down from thence, in re- 
turn, oracles and all other blessings of life 
supposed, ‘obnoxious to punishment for what 
committed, until, having undergone their dist 

y become pure, they were again ad 
ive situation, in the region originally desi 

Of the Pythagorean doctrines, w! 
account is 

  

  

            
    
    

  

  

   

    

     
    
   

    

to reasons and necessity, of those 
ecessarily exist ac to the powers of bodies. Of 

e, the first is of the nature of good, and is ealled God, the 
principle of sich things as are most excellent. ‘Those which are 

auses, rather than eauses, may be referred 
tom 1 they consist of Idea, or Form, and Matter, to 
which may be added the sensible world, which is, as it were, the 
offspring of these two. The first of these is an essence ungene- 
rated, immovable, and stable, of the nature 6f Sameness, and the 
intelligible exemplar of things generated, which are in a state 
of perpetual change; this is called Idea or Form, and is to 
be comprehended only by Mind. But Matter is the receptacle of 
Form, the mother and female principle of the generation of the 
third Essences for by receiving the likenesses upon itself, and 
being stamped with Form, it perfeets all things, partaking of 

ature of generation, And this matter, he says, is eternal, 
dof its own proper nature, without form or figure, 

.eptible of receiv divisible also about 
iis of the mi erent. ‘They also a 

Place and. Situation. se two, therefore, au 
ples: Idea or Form isof the nature of male and 

Matter, of the nature of female and mother 
are of the third nature, are the offspring of the two. Si 

, they are comprehended in three different 
et of science, by Intellect; Matter, 

which is not properly an object of comprehension, but only of 
analogy, by a spu {nd of reasoning ; but things compounded 
of the two are the objects of sensation and opinion, or appearance. 
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Therefore, before the heaven was made, there existed in reality 
Idea, and Matter, and God, the demiargos of the better nature. 
and since the nature of Elder (continuance) is more worthy than 
that of Younger (novelty), and order than of disorder; God 
in his Goodness, seeing that Matter was continually receiving 
form, and changing in an omnifarious and disordered manner, 
undertook to reduce it to order, and put a stop to its indefinite 
changes by circumscribing it with a determinate figure; that 
there might be corresponding distinctions of bodies, and that 
it might not be subject to continual variations of its own 
accord. Therefore he fabricated this world out of all the mat- 
ter, and constituted it the boundary of ial nature, com- 
prising all things with ‘one, only-begotten, perfect, with 
a soul and intellect (for nstituted is supe 
one devoid of soul and intellect): he gave it also a spheri 
body, for such of all other forms is the most perfect. Si 

pleasure to render this his production 
uted it a god, generated indeed, but in- 

destructible by any other cause tiuan by the God who made it, 
in case it should be his pleasure to dissolve it. 

From the statement of Iamblichus we per 
Monad or deity in Unity preceded the Ti 
all things were created, and that what was denominated the 
first God, or King of the Gods, xisted, like the Monad, 

ition of the world. These deities are, there- 
fore, Ist, The God, the Monad, or deity first 
God, or first principle, chief of Intell or, Ist, Eieton, 
the first effigies, the indi |, Emeph (Kneph?) the 
ruler of the gods, Intell \ding himself. ‘This Intel- 
lect, when it proceeds to generation, is called Amen, the demi- 
urgic Intellect; Ptah, when it perfects all things with truth; 
or Osiris, when regarded as the author of good; or other names 
according to its different offices and powers. There are also 

principles presiding over th nts in a state of gene 
and over the powers in them, four of which are male 

four female; one of them being the svn, and another the moon. 
then follows another class of the rulers of the heavens, which 

‘ded into two parts. 
“Prichard thinks that Ptah ‘is the masculo-feminine Being 

of the Orphie philosophy, produced in the Chaotie Egg and 
acting upon its elements ;” and quotes this passage of Horapollo 
in support of his opinion , ‘The world seems to the Egyptians 
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to consist of a masculine and fe 
ignate Minerva by a vulture (and a beetle), 
beetle (and a vuiture); for these are the only gods which are 
represented by the Egyptians as having a double nature, or as 
being both masculine and feminine”! He thenee concludes 
with Jablonski, that +t ¢ Hl Mi 

  

      

    s whom the Greeks 
nerva, and who was worshipped at Sais, was the counterpart of 
Phthas, or the same Being in his feminine charaeter.’ But this 
is not supported by the evidence of the 
there any relation between Ptah 

Thaye here, and in other places, 
of Greek and Roman writers on the subject of mythology, and 
have mentioned some of the sp of philosophers who 
studied in or visited Egypt. But I must not omit to observe 
that the opinions of late writers, as Porphyry, Iamblichus, 
Proclus, and all the Neo-Platonists of the Alexandrian school, 
should be admitted with considerable caution. Though many 
of their speculations were derived from an Egyptian source, 
the original was often even more than pareé distorta; and no 
doctrine of theirs.can be accepted as illustrative of Egyptian 
notions, which is not confirmed by the mor or expressly 
stated to be taken from the philosophy 

‘The works of Plato and other more iters evidently 
contain much that owes its origin to the knowledge they acquired 
from the Egyptian Pythagoras imitated many notions of 
his instructors with scrupulous precision. Such authorities are 
of the greatest use in the examination of the dogmas of 
people, and they had the advantage of studying them at a time 
and place in which religion was not exposed to fanciful innova- 
tions. But when it had been encumbered with the superstructure 

faney which the schools of Alexandria heaped upon 
al form became distorted, meanings were attached to 
ibols which they never possessed, and the attributes, 
y were ignorantly assigned to another of a totally 

different character. I have already had occasion to notice the 
misconceptions of the Greeks and Romans on the most ordinary 
subjects connected with the religion of Egypt; and little reliance 

can be placed upon their information respecting the abstruse and 
recondite speculations of the Egyptian philosophers, when they 
changed the very forms of well-known deities, and mistook the 
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attributes of those which were presented to them on every 
monument. 

I now proceed to compare the statements of Herodotus and 
others with data derived from the monuments. If it be true that 
the number of the great gods of the Egyptians was limited to 
eight, we may suppose them to be — 

1. Neph, or Knep! 5. Sati. 
2, Amen, or Amen-ra. 6. Mut (or perhaps Buto). 

Phthah, Pthah, or Ptah. 7. Bubastis. 
4. Khem. 8. Neith 

    

Ra, the physical sun, might also appear to enje 
elaim to a rank among the great gods of 
former work! T have introduced that « 
but it is more probable that Amen-ra and Ra were not of the 
same class of deities, as the intellectual was of a more exalted 
nature than the physical sun. From Ra proceeded a number 
of other deities, and the most remarkable of those styled the 

an equal 
and in a     

  

     

      

offspring of the sun are the goddess of truth or justice, Shu, 
Tafnut, Selk, and Nahanua. 

Herodotus mentions the eight great gods, but v hout 
(Khem) and Latona 

to the eight great 

    
theirnames. He states, however, that Pan 
(Buto) were among the number, and th: 
gods succeeded twelve others of inferior rank, who were followed 
by the deities. These last consisted of many different 
grades, according to their character and office; and besides the 
heavenly and infernal deities, were genii of various kinds, as well 
as inferior divinities, worshipped in particular places, or by 
certain individuals. Diodorus! seems to agree in the number 
‘of eight great gods;® giving the names of ‘the Sun, Saturn, 
Rhea, Jupiter (called by some Ammon), Juno, Vulean, Vesta, 

il Mer Chwremon thinks they were ten. Twelve and 
eight were the numbers applied to the Dii Consentes and 
Seleeti of the Romans; but of these the twelve held the first 
rank. 

From Seb also, who was confounded by the Greeks with 
Saturn, other gods proceeded, and the offspring of this deity and 
Nut were Osiris, Isis, Aroeris, Typho, and Nephthys. Aecord- 
ihg to Manetho’s Chronology, given by Syncellus, two dynasties 
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of sixteen deities preceded the first kings of Egypt; one con- 
sisting of seven gods, the other of nine demigods. 

  

    
ga, wo egned “Tatant't” | Hora whee a ae anne 

. 3 | 
coe :    

  he usual mode of accounting for this reign of the gods is 
by referring it to the time during which the priests of each deity 
held the supreme authority, when Egypt was governed by a 
hierarchy, previous to the election of a king: but great doubts 

fe thrown on the accuraey of this list of deities from its incon- 
sistency, the names of some of the great gods being classed in 
the order of demigods. 

It were to be wished that more dependence could be placed 
on the accounts of Herodotus and other Greek writers ; but when, 
they so erroneously suppose that the statues of the Theban 
Tupiter ‘represented him with the head of a xam,'? and 
that ‘Pan was called Mendes? by the Egyptians, and ‘figured 
by them, as by the Greeks, with the head and legs of a goat,’ we 
must de correet information upon the subject 
before us,and only receive the uutious investi- 

gation fe not known® to the 
emark of Herodotusis 
est of all the deities,’ # 

oyed with Osiris the same honors throughout 
every part of Egypt, a privilege not granted to the other gods 
But he has confounded Pan, whom he allows to be one of the 
Eig ater anna deity; and Bubastis, 
Das ns, the daughter of Isis and Osi 
1 s of inaccuraey suffice to make us careful in 

ing so dubious an and we cannot even be eertain 
that Buto held the rank he gives her among the first class 
of deities. 

If in every town or district of Egypt the principal temple 
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had been preserves   4, we might discover the nature of the triad 
is well as the name of the chief deity who 

presided in it, and thus become better acquainted with the 
character of the great gods, and of most of the persons composing 
the numerous Egyptian tr Few, however, ean now be aseer™ 

and in Lower Egypt and the Delta little informa 
offered by the imperfect remnants of isolated monuments. 

At Thebes, 
The great triad consisted of Amen or Amen-ra, Mut, 

and Khonsu. 
‘The smaller triad, of Amen the Generator, Tamen, 

id the young Harka. 
At Syene, Hlephantine, and the Cataracts, 

Kneph, Satis (Juno), and Anoukis (Vesta) 
hike 
Osiris, Isis, and Horus or Harpocrates. 

At Edfoo or Apollinopolis Magna, 
Har-hat, Athor, and Harsemt-ta. 

At Esneh or Latopolis, 
Chnoumis, Nebun (a form of Neith), and Hak.t. 

At Silsilis, 
Ra, Ptah, and Nilus: where also are ypho, Thoth, 

nd Nut; and Amen-ra, Ra, and Sebak. 
At the quarries of the Troicé lapidis, near Maasara, 

‘Thoth, Nahamua, and Horus or Aroeris. 
At Ombos, 

‘The great triad consisted of Sebak, Athor, and Khonsu. 
‘The lesser triad, of Horus or Aroeris, Sen-t-nofre, and 

the young Pneb- 
athis, 

Mentu, Ra-ta, and their child, Har-para, 
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‘The funeral triad, composed of Osiris, Isi 
occurs in all the tombs throughout the co 
others, variously combined, in different towns and provinees of 
Egypt [have also seen a triad represented on a stone, eon- 
sisting of Ra, Agathodemon or a winged asp, and a goddess 
apparently with a frog's head; in a Greek inscription upon the 
reverse of which mention is made of Bait, Athor, and Akori. 

Bait seems to be the Baieth of Horapollo; but it is not easy 
to assign the Greek names to each figure on the obverse; and as 
itis of late time, the authority both of these and of the Greek 

Vou. s 

1d Nephthys, 
nys and many 
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names is of very little weight. The inscription, however, is 
curious, from the analogy it bears to some of those ascribed to 
the early Christian Gnosties, and serves to show the idea enter 

d by the pagan Egyptians of a ‘triformous deity,’ ‘the 
father of the world,” who assumed different names according to 

  

       

   
    

  

the tr 

No.s0h_ 8 alton, Ato one the Bia “ant ue gon in evga sere ti Sica, 

The great triads were composed of the principal deities, the 
first two members being frequently of equal rank, and the third, 
which proceeded from the first by the s 

to the others, asin the ease of Osiris, I or Amen, 
Other triads were formed of deities of an 

nferior clas stimeshappened that, wi 
feeling of paying a high compliment. to the ruling 
sort of triad was composed of two deities and the king, as at 
‘Thebes, where Rameses III. is placed between Osiris and Ptah ; 
at Aboukeshayd? where the Great Rameses oceurs between Ra 
and Atmn; and others in other p) 
Piahmen, Meneptah, offers to a triad compose 
nd Rameses the Great, the latter taking the place of Horus, to 

frequently likened; and to such 
point was this degradation of religion carried in the time of the 

Ptolemies, that at Hermonthis a triad eomposed of Julius Cesar, 
Cleopatra, and Neoewsar, their illegitimate son, took the place? 
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Cuan. Xt] ‘THE TRIADS. 515, 
of the three deities, Mentu, Ra-ta, and Har-para, worshipped in 
that city 

With regard to the former of these combinations, in which a 
King is represented as proceeding from two deities and forming 
the third person of a triad, some excuse may be offered, upon the 
plea of their selecting the most important result of the power of 

    

      

   the Deity, upon this principle: the influence of intellect on matter 
producing the ereated being in the king; and this the noblest work 
of the Creator being put forth in lien of the whole ereation. But     

and to the 

  

the same apology cannot be offered for the 
servile flattery of some members of the priesthood, and to the 
abuses introduced under the Ptolemies, is to be attributed this 

tion of the religious customs of the E; 

    

great pro 

  

yptians. 
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